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HAPTER 1 
I andscape approaches for ecosystem management 
In Mediterranean Islands: an introduction 

Elisabeth Conrad and Louis F. Cassar 

tilt" island sloped gently down, blurred with the 
, //1'1"1'111111 green iridescence of olives, with here and 
tht"rt" 1111 admonishingfmger of black cypress agamst 
r/11" sky. -n,e shallow sea in the bays was butterfly blue, 
om .I IH'/1 above the sound of the ship's engines we could 
lll·m;j;lintly ringing/rom the sl10re like a chorus of tmy 
l'tiiC~s. the shrill, triumpl1a11t ems of the Cicadas .. . 
I\,. ·'l'cd down a white road covered in a thick layer of 
,lf~y tlust that rose in a boili11g cloud behind us, a road 
lmcd with prickly pears like a fence of green plates each 
,/,.vcrly balanced on another's edges, and splashed 
lo 'llh knobs of scarlet fruit. We passed vineyards where 
tile tiny, stunted vines were laced mgreen leaves, 
olwc-groves where the p1tted trunks made a lwndred 
a~t1111ishtd facts at us out of the gloom of their ow11 
.'lwdow ... Gradually, the magic of the island settled 
11vt:r us as gently and clingmgly as pollen. • 

Gerald Durrell: My Family and Other Animals 
(1956) 

1.1 Exploring the 'magic' of 
Mediterranean islands 

Gerald Durrell's idyllic work, My Family and Other 
Animals, recounts the author's boyhood adventures 
on the Greek island of Corfu, experiences which 
he declared to have positively shaped his life - "if 
I had the craft of Merli11, I would give every child the 

gift of my chrldhood". The descriptions given in 
the extracts quoted above, will certainly resonate 
with anyone who has lived in or visited any of 
the approximately 5,000 islands scattered across 
the Mediterranean Sea, and that is because these 
Mediterranean tslands have a distmctive character 
all unto themselves. Whether large {such as Sicily 
and Sardmta) or sm.1ll (such as Lampedusa and 
Av~a), whether independent states (such as Malta 
and Cyprus) or forming part of a larger mamland 
country {such as Rhodes, Ibiza and Corsica), 
whether densely populated (such as Ischia and 
Malta) or devoid of significant demographic 
pressures (such as Saria and Kyra Panagia), all 
Mediterranean islands share common traits in 
their identity, even if each has its own individuality 

indeed, "all Mediterranean islands resemble 
each other; each island IS different in its own way" 
(Vogiatzakis eta/., 2008: 3). 

As Mcditerrai!Ca/1 entities, they share various 
characteristics with the countries of the 
Mediterranean Sea's northern and southern 
shores, common aspects which define the nebulous 
but powerful concept of Mediterraneanism (King, 
1997). These include, for instance, the distinctive 
climate, with hot, dry summers and mild winters, 
and long hours of sunshine which endow the land 
with a luminosity that sets landscape features in 
sharp relief. It is a seemingly hospitable climate, 
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but the hazards associated with summer drought 

and aridity are never distant, and seasonal cycles 
are often punctuated by occasional bouts of 
torrential rain, frequently resulting in flash floods, 

which can wreak havoc on the fragile and erodible 

land surface (Perry, 1997). Another unifying 
hallmark is the Mediterranean suite of flora, both 

native and archaeophytic, including species which 

are now almost synonymous with the region -
these include the olive (Olea europaea), Holm 
oak (Quercus ilex), lentisk (Pistacia lentiscus) and 

Aleppo pine (Pinus halepensis), amongst several 
others (Allen, 2001). Then there is the turbulent 
history of trade, commerce and migration, but 

also warfare and piracy, that forged a common 
character to the civilizations living around this 
'great sea' (Abulafia, 2011). What Mediterranean 

territories also have in common is a long history 
of human interaction with nature - there are few, 

if any, areas in the Mediterranean that have not 
been impacted by anthropogenic activity since 

antiquity, and as a result, much of what we today 
perceive as 'nature' is semi-natural at best (Allen, 
2001; Cassar, 2010). There is hardly ever a sharp 

divide between what is natural and what is rural, 

with the two often merging into each other almost 
imperceptibly; perhaps all of the landscapes of the 
Mediterranean can truly be regarded as cultural 

landscapes, shaped or influenced by man. 

Equally, Mediterranean islands share several 

traits with other islands worldwide, fundamental 
characteristics which shape the complex identity 
of these geograph1cal spaces. Insularity is often 

seen to equate to "(physical) isolat1on, solitude, 
containment, boundedness and closure, all traceable 
to a perception of islands as str~etly circumscnbed 
units" (Boomert & Bright, 2007: 3). The 

associated implications are often that islands are 
disadvantaged environments with, for example, 
a restricted usable land area, bmited water 

supplies, restricted sources of energy, limited 

fishery resources, small markets, dependence on 
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imports, diseconomies of scale, a limited capacity 

to influence trade conditions, high vulnerability to 
a variety of natural hazards, and generally facing 
higher costs of sea and air transport (Lewis, 2001; 

Briguglio, 2003; EESC, 2003) - but this is what 
Baldacchino (2007: 14) terms as the "deficit" 

model, representing islands in terms of what they 
don't have, rather than what they do and there is 

plenty of the latter. Amongst the unique qualities 
of islands are their biotic richness and endemism, 
their cultural specificities and linguistic nuances, 

their innovative governance practices and pseudo
development strategies (Baldacchino, 1993; 
Baldacchino 2007), and the tenacious nature and 

canny resilience of island societies, which allows 
the quality of ' islandness' to "maintain island 
communities, m sp1te of daunting economic pressures to 
abandon them" (Conkling, 2007: 191). 

Notwithstanding these commonalities, 
Mediterranean islands retain a distinct identity 

that is all their own, derived from several factors. 

First, Mediterranean islands are very much an 
interface. The Mediterranean region has long had a 
reputation as a 'melting pot', lying at the intersection 

of three continents - Africa, Europe and Asia -
and bringing together three major world religions 
- Christianity, Islam and Judaism with the Sea 

as a shared common (albeit regularly contested) 
space. Mediterranean islands find themselves in 
this 'm1ddle ground', influenced by the different 

cultural influences of neighbourmgshores. Second, 

Mediterranean islands are defined by their strong 
link with the Mediterranean Sea. This association 
is present throughout the Mediterranean coastal 

regions, but is understandably more marked and 
pervasive on islands, where the sea plays an integral 
role in shaping the identity ofislanders, and provides 

both resources - including a material context for 

developing a tourism economy - as well as a means 
of communication and interaction with the world 

'outside'. Somewhat paradoxically, the sea plays a 

dual role - an Isolating medium, on the one hand, 
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Ulclly Italy 25,711 5 051,000 196 

Unrdlnla Italy 24,090 1,675,000 70 

"yprua Cyprus (island state) 9,241 892,000 97 

Corsica France 8,681 302,000 35 

Crole Greece 8,261 621 ,000 75 

Mollorca Spalo 3,640 860,000 236 

Malta Malta (island state) 247 383,000 1,551 

. 1bln 1.1: Characteristics of the major Med terranean islands. 

\ourcc: After Vogiatzabs et al., 2008 

.llld a connecting medium, on the other. A third 
dc~ning factor is the soc1al, cultural and political 
h1story of Mediterranean islands. In his seminal 
work on the region, Braudel (1949: 154) notes 
that Mediterranean islands "are more important 
th,m is generally supposed ... therr external role, the role 
ll1cy have played in the forefront of history, far exceeds 
1t•hat might be expected from such poor territories. 
l11e events of history often lead to the islands". Due 
to their strategic positions, many Mediterranean 
l!.lands were sought-after terntories, considered 
to be worthy conquests; as a result, many of these 
passed from ruler to ruler in rapid succession. The 
repercussions of foreign rule for island territories 
have been mixed, with both positive and negative 
dimensions. However, this enduring relationship 
between Mediterranean islands and mamland 
powers, and the role of Mediterranean islands as 
players (or pawns) in international politics both 
persist, in varying forms, to this day and shape the 
particularities and peculiarities ofisland societies. 

The distinct character of Mediterranean islands 
also stems from their ecological qualities. The 
Mediterranean is one of the world's biodiversity 
hotspots, those regions on Earth characterized by two 

traits extremely h1gh value for global biodiversity 
because of high levels of endemism, but also facing 
significant threat (Myers et al., 2000). Islands 
certainly lie at the geographical and substantive heart 
of the Mediterranean hotspot, in part due to a third 
distinctive trait, i.e. their unique biogeographical 
history. The Mediterranean region has been 
highly active tectonically, with concomitant but 
independent episodes of glaciations (corresponding 
to major regressions and intervening interglacials), 
resultmg in sea level Auctuations over geological time. 
As a result, many islands have alternated between 
periods of isolation and periods in which they were 
connected to the mainland. This allowed mainland 
species to migrate to 1sland territories, where they 
subsequently became isolated following sea level 
rise, isolation which allowed the evolution of distinct 
species(Hunt,l997; Hunt&Schembri, 1999; Cassar 
et al., 2008) and particularly endemics, species which 
evolved nowhere else in the world. Not surprisingly, 
many Mediterranean islands thus also play a unique 
role as biodiversity refugia, in particular for relict 
species. 

There is a danger, however, in overly romanticizing 
the situation ofMediterranean islands. Wh1lst these 
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are undoubtedly attractive places (particularly to 
short-term visitors), the reality of insularity brings 

with it many challenges. Many islands in the 

Mediterranean lack significant natural resources 
(unless one considers the climate and the sea), 
and struggle to accommodate multiple land use 

demands on a limited land area, particularly given 
high population pressure. Islands which form 
part o f larger states also face disadvantages as a 

consequence of their isolation from the mainland, 

with islanders often having to deal with greater 
distances and more difficult access to several 
services (including education, health care, social 

and government services, etc.). Social dynamics 
also come into play, particularly in relation to 
demographics and out-migration. There are two 

extremes. On the one hand, there are densely 

populated islands, such as Malta, which to a degree 
struggle to accommodate a human population that 
is disproportionately large as compared to the actual 

land area available. On the other, there are islands 
where depopulation is a major concern, particularly 
as younger generations opt for an 'easier' and more 

financially secure life on the mainland. 

The present day reality ofMed iterranean islands may 
therefore be a little distant from Durrell's idealized 

picture. On some Islands, you are more likely to 
hear cars and human bustle, than cicadas and bush 
crickets. Too many cypress trees and olives have 

fallen victim to expanding agricultural and urban 
footprints. Not even Durrell's butterfly blue sea is 

safe from anthropogenic pollution and overfishing. 
Blue Plan's review of the state of the Mediterranean 

(Benoit & Comeau, 2005) makes sobering reading, 
with a long list of' issues': widespread environmental 
degradation, freshwater stresses, marine pollution, 

excessive waste generation, social and political 

conflicts, and continuing poverty, amongst many 
others. The predominant trend towards urbanization 

in the Mediterranean also emerges clearly - #some 
380 million mhabitants (of the Mediterranean region] 
or 80% of the population, are soon expected to be living 
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in and around cities" (Benoit & Comeau, 2005: 199). 
This raises a question as to the future of these islands. 
On the one hand, how will islands experiencing this 

trend deal with the added stresses of urbanization, 
when their situation is already strained? On the other 
hand, how will rural islands fare in this scenario, as 

they are arguably 'left behind' in this move towards 

the cities? 

Additional questions are raised by recent 

developments in the Mediterranean Basin. This past 
year (20 11) has seen severe economic crises on the 
northern shore (notably in Portugal, Spain, italy and 

Greece), with attendant social and political impacts 
which have left few citizens unaffected. Conversely, 

the southern shore has been experiencing an uneasy 
renaissance a sudden political awakening that has 

rippled through the Arab world, as the populations 
of these states demand democratic governments 
to replace the dictatorships which have dominated 

their recent history. It is too early to tell what the 
outcome of these movements will be, but what is 
certain is that the ' foundations· of Mediterranean 

identity and the stereotypica I perception o f a strong, 

European northern shore versus an economically 
weak, politically marginalized southern shore, arc 
in flux. These stereotypes are also being eroded by 

cross-Mediterranean flows of people, which are in 

turn further complicated by population growth and 
ageing trends on southern/eastern and northern 
shores respectively. 

What does the future of Mediterranean 1slands 
look like in these circumstances? It is uncertain, 

challenging, but certainly not all bleak. If there 
is one trait that characterizes island societies, it is 
the capacity for innovative thinking. Also, whilst 

humankind has certainly made many dubious 

decis1ons where sustai nability is concerned, it is a I so 
in 'people' that there is the potential to find solutions 
and remedies. islands, as microcosms of the larger 

world, may not be a bad place to start looking for 
workable solutions to the dilemmas we face. 
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11athl1011al management Ecosystem management 

· mphasls on commodities and natural resource extraction 

~EQuilibrium perspective; stabiWty; climax communities 

iRoductlonlsm; site specificity 

I Predictability and CO!ltrol 

Solutions developed by resource management agetlcies 

Confrontation; single-Issue polarization; public as adversary 

Emphasis on balance between commodities, amenities and 
ecological iotegnty 
Nonequllibrium perspectves; dynamiCs and resiliency; shifting 
mosaics 
Holism; contextual view 

Uncertainty and flexibility 

Solutions developed through discussions among all stakeholders 

Consensus building; multiple Issues; partnerships 

l 11lle 1.2: Characterzing tea vres of ecosystem management. as compared to traditiona 
11 lllFlgement. 

\o11n c: Meffe eta/., 2002 

1.2 Ecosystem management 
and the landscape 
approach 

In this publication, we focus on two related 

·')'proaches that have much potential to guide the 
luturc development of Mediterranean islands, 
n.undy(i) ecosystem management, and (it) landscape 

l'l'rspcctives. Ecosystem management is an approach 
l ,, •rn of the lessons learnt in natural resource 

m.1nagement. It was not "a sudden revolutron ... but a 
,f,,u•cvolution,onethathasbuiltupondecadesojexperience 
o{llwusands of indivrduals" (Meffe et al., 2002: 58). 
( ln the basis of an enhanced understandmg of 
how ecosystems operate, the ecosystem approach 

.ulvocates an expansion in the scope and philosophy 

of resource management issues. Table 1.2 briefly 
summarizes some of the traits of this new approach. 
Most notably, ecosystem management recognizes 

.1nd embraces the complexity and diversity of the 
natural world, acknowledging that this does not 
exist in isolation from the human context, but that 

the two are very much interlinked and intertwined. 

A successful management approach therefore 
cannot focus solely on nature, but must look at 

natural assets within a holistic context that includes 

all relevant considerations and stakeholders. 

Ecosystem management also injects a strong dose 
of humility into professional spheres, based on the 
recognition that ecosystems do not necessarily 

work in the way we think they will. The natural 

world is fundamentally dynamic, often with non
equilibrium dynamics and elements of 'chaos', and 

the only effective management approach will thus be 

one which embraces this uncertainty and adopts an 
adaptive leaming strategy. 

How is ecosystem management relevant to 
Mediterranean islands? As noted above, m.my of 
the islands harbour an important biota, and one 

that is under very high levels of threat. Protectionist 

approaches (i.e. legislating in favour of specific 
species or habitats) have been present for a while in 
many islands, yet they have failed to stem the trends 

ofbiodiversity loss. At the same time, there is often a 
prevalent perception that biodiversity conservation 
is 'against' economic development, that the two 

are mutually exclusive and contradictory, or 

that the conservation lobby is a constraint to be 
overcome in reaching socio-economic targets. 
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Ecosystem management provides an alternative 
option. By focusing holistically on three contexts 
- the ecological, socioeconomic and institutional 
- it links the 'conservation' debate directly with 
islanders' concerns about their socio-economic 
wellbeing. In this perspective, biodiversity can 
become an economic resource and a fundamental 
component of social and cultural identity, rather 
than merely a passive presence or, worse, an 
'obstacle' on the path to better livelihoods. 

Landscapes are a recurring theme in ecosystem 
management, and have also increasingly become the 
focus of attention in other spheres. Most significantly 
perhaps, the European Landscape Convention 
(Council ofEurope,2000) now actively promotes the 
protection, planning and management of European 
landscapes, emphasizing that these are an important 
component of local cultural identity, an irreplaceable 
resource which plays a key role in ensuring an 
adequate quality of life for local citizens. Landscapes 
also make sense as a suitable manageable scale for 
'doing' ecology. Unlike site-based approaches, which 
often draw arbitrary boundaries around an area of 
interest, a landscape is, by definition, all-encompassing, 
incorporating geological, geomorphological, 
biological and anthropic influences, and arguably 
presenting a more complete picture. Landscapes 
thus dovetail perfectly with ecosystem management 

where the latter advocates a holistic approach 
which includes all relevant concerns and stakeholders 
in a broad, integrative management framework, 
landscapes present an appropriate scale and medium 
for conducting such management. Landscapes also 
have the strength ofbemg dynamic interfaces (Palang 
& Fry, 2003) and emotional geographies (Stratford, 
2008), bringing together nature, people, past, present, 
tangible and intangible elements (Phillips, 2005) - in 
short, being a unit of'place' in its broadest sense, rather 
than merely 'place components'. 

The Mediterranean makes the case perfectly for a 
focus on the landscape scale. As Lawrence Durrell 
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notes, the Mediterranean region is "landscape
dominated; its people are simply the landscape-wishes 
of the earth sharing their particularities with the wme 
and the food, the sunlight and the sea ... the familiar 
prospects of vines, olives, cypresses ... the odour of thyme 
bruised by the hoof of the sheep on the sun-drunk hills". 
The management of Mediterranean islands has to 
take into account all that feeds into their identity 
this is more than just ecosystems, artisanal crafts, 
cuisine or visual panoramas. It is the entirety of a 
place, all that contributes to an island's particular 
feel. Landscape in this understanding is more than 
just a visual picture. It is an experience felt by all 
the senses, a two-way interaction between person 
and place (Phillips, 2005). It is perhaps a lack of 
appreciation oflandscape that has jeopardized the 
essence of 'Mediterraneanism' in places. A case 
in point are the various coastal resorts, designed 
to a homogeneous brief which obliterates any 
association with local identity - the same hotel 
could as easily be located in London, as in Tunisia, 
Crete or Sicily! In the case of Mediterranean 
islands, this is more than just an academic rant 
for preserving character for islands that depend 
so crucially on tourism, the destruction of place 
identity is very much a case of killing the goose 
that lays the golden egg. 

1.3 Aims and scope 

This book presents a series of essays, drawing on 
the twm concepts of ecosystem management and 
landscape approaches, to elucidate and reflect 
on the present situation and future evolution of 
Mediterranean islands. This publication brings 
together contributions from Mediterranean 
individuals, non-Mediterranean individuals, 
islanders and non-islanders there is, after all, no 
geographical limit on who and what we can learn 
from. The essays presented here each contribute 
a specific perspective on the future evolution of 
Mediterranean islands. 
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I ollowmg this introductory chapter, the first 
' Ctlun of I he book focuses on the contributions 
hut l.ln be made by the discipline oflandscape 
C(llo~y- loannis Vogiatzakis and Geoffrey 

Orlflllh ~ fir~t explain the concepts and relevance 
Of l.lndSl.lpe ecology, also presenting and 
di•ltl.~~~~~g a range of applied tools that can 
fitdl il .11e l.tndscape planning in Mediterranean 
IMI.uhk I .ouis F. Cassar then reviews the 'offshoot ' 
liiKl lpl~ne of restoration ecology, making a strong 
'-ll~l' ~~~~- offsetting the environmental damage 
lnlll...ted on natural ecosystems over millennia of 
hu 111.111 occupation, with constructive efforts to 
~.tflc~. llvcly restore and/or rehabilitate ecosystems. 

llll' two following chapters bring the socio
c~.unmnic dimension into the discussion. Godfrey 
II,,Jd.u:chino first presents two contrastmg 
p.lr.Hhgms for the development of island territories, 
fl'\'lcwing the dual influences of ecological and 
l'wnomic factors, and exploring ways in which 
1 hl· two can be brought together in successful 
,k·vdopment strategies. Gordon Cordina and 
N.1dia Farrugia then address the demographic 
dunension of development, presenting a model 
lu explain the economic costs ofhigh population 
dt' ll.~ ities on islands. 

l h~.· third block of chapters expands on the 
rekvance of social and cultural dynamics to the 
m.magement ofMediterranean Islands. I~il ~akci, 
Nur Belkayali and Ilkden Tazebay explain the 
t·volution of the concept of a 'cultural landscape: 
focusing on the challenges of managing change in 
1., nJscapes with strong heritage values. The chapter 
w ncludes with a case study on the Turkish island 
of Gokc;eada (Imbros), which is experiencing 
major challenges in balancing the conservation 
of a cultural landscape on the one hand, and the 
management of inevitable change, on the other. 
Elisabeth Conrad then discusses the role of social 
capital in managing the landscape resources of 
Mediterranean islands, reviewing the potential for 

this intangible social fabric to facilitate or impede 
the sustainable evolution ofisland territories. 

The fourth section includes four chapters, each 
of which addresses a different aspect relevant 
to policy development and implementation in 
Mediterranean islands. Salvino Busuttil presents 
an essay outlining the political influences on the 
management of coastal landscapes, the latter 
so relevant to Mediterranean island territories. 
The essay derives from the author's professional 
experience in various policy-related institutions 
for environmental management within the 
Mediterranean region. Maggie Roe then reflects 
on issues of landscape sustainability, focusing on 
the neglected aspect of intelligence. She discusses 
ways in which landscape research, knowledge and 
understanding can feed directly into frameworks 
for 'sustainable' landscape planning. In the 
subsequent chapter, Adrian Phillips takes from 
his substantial experience with international 
landscape policy, reviewing the gradual emergence 
of international and national landscape 'tools', to 
draw out lessons for application in Mediterranean 
islands. In the final chapter of this section, 
Riccardo Pnore and Damiano Galla present 
a comprehensive discussion of the European 
Landscape Convention, the first mternational 
instrument to focus exclusively on landscape. 
The authors explain the innovative character 
of this convention, and discuss its potential 
implementation in Mediterranean islands. 

The publication concludes with a series of 
case studies, h ighlighting specific constraints, 
experiences and opportunities in different 
Mediterranean islands. Theano Terkenli explores 
the landscapes of tourism in Mediterranean 
islands - perhaps no other mdustry has played 
such a fundamental role in shaping the evolution 
of Mediterranean landscapes in recent years. The 
author reviews the theoretical relationship between 
landscape and tourism across Mediterranean 
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islands, before focusing on the specific case of the 
Greek Cycladic 1slands. In the following chapter, 
Alex Camilleri, Isabella Colombini and Lorenzo 
Chelazzi present an in depth review of the context 
and challenges being faced on a number of minor 
Mediterranean islands, namely those of the Tuscan 
archipelago (Elba, Giglio1

, Capraia, Montecristo, 
Pianosa, Gorgona and Gian nutri), and Comino, the 
latter forming part of the Maltese archipelago. The 
comparison between these various islands enables 
an appreciation ofboth commonalities across these 
1slands, as well as considerations that are specific 
to the context of each mdividual island. Jeremy 
Boissevain then adopts an anthropological lens to 
review the cautionary tale of landscape change in 
Malta, exploring underlymg causes of landscape 
destruction and limited civil engagement. In the 
subsequent chapter, Jala Makhzoumi outlines the 
richness ofMediterranean islands' rural landscapes, 
focusing on olive landscapes in Cyprus. Her 
research demonstrates the economic and ecological 
robustness of various olive cultivation practices, and 
whilst warning of several threats to such sustainable 
regimes, she outlines strategies for reconfiguring 
our approach to rural heritage, in order to integrate 
such assets into sustainable development strategies. 
Finally, Stephen Morse concludes the section 
with an evaluation of sustainable development 
indicators, and the contribution that these can 
make towards enhancing the management of 
Mediterranean island territories. He illustrates his 
arguments with reference to the two island states of 
Malta and Cyprus. 

To conclude, m the final chapterofthis publication, 
we review key insights emerging from the 
various chapters, and summarize considerations 

The tiny island ofGigho made world headtrnes recently, 

when the cruise ship Costa Concordia ran aground just 

offshore. At the time of going to print, attempts to sal

vage the vessel were underway. 
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for ecosystem management and sustainable 
development in Mediterranean Islands. We 
truly hope that this publication makes some 
contribution towards safeguarding the 'magic' of 
Mediterranean islands, whilst embracing their 
dynamic characteristics. 
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CHAPTER 2 
Landscape ecology in practice: tools for conservation 
and management in the Mediterranean 

loannis N. Vogiatzakis and Geoffrey H. Griffiths 

2.1 Introduction 

Lrnd~l.tpc is an expression of the complex 
lnll'rrd.ttionship between nature and culture over 
ll1111' .wd provides the basis for the integrated and 
-lllll.un.tble management of natural resources. 
I hl'll' 1s increasing recognition that the spatial 
•trud urc oflandscape elements is a factor of critical 
•lwulicmce in determining biodiversity (Turner, 
l OOC.) .tnd for achieving sustainable development 
(1\utl'lJllilha Leitao & Ahern, 2002). This is also 
hl~hli~htcd by European legislation (Council of 
I UIUJ'I:, 2000) which incorporates measures for 
tit,· protection of both biological and landscape 
,llv,·r"t y. ·n,e rapid changes of the 20th century and 

~·' ''\ mg concern about their impact on the quality 
nl l.u1dscapes has led to a renewed mterest in, 
hr,tly.thc inventory ofland cover and land use and, 
.,.~ ''ndly, mapping and understanding landscapes. 
llw ,hili in ecological thought on the influences 
nl l.111dscape processes on biodivenaty (Forman 
& ( .odron, 1986) was followed by the notion that 
(,,nd,~.tpc scale approaches are al~o fundamental 
to thl' understanding of past and present cultural 
,•volut•on (Aalen, 2001). The landscape scale is now 
~~~~~~•dcrl'd to be the appropriate spatial framework 
fl II I hl' .1 naJysiS of SUStainabiJity. 

In thl' Mediterranean, the natural background 
ul ~t.vcrsc climate, geology and topography has 

been transformed by human use of the land to 
create the rich mosaic of cultural landscapes that 
characterize so much of the Mediterranean basin 
(Vogiatzakis et al., 2008). After the Second World 
War this transformation was not only driven by 
traditional uses of the land such as agriculture, 
fire and grazing but increasingly by other social 
and economrc imperatives that bore little relation 
to the local and regional contexts in whrch 
settlements and agriculture had developed over 
millennia. Further, anthropogenic pressures such 
as population growth and industrialization have 
~timulated considerable land-use change, especially 
agricultural inten!>ification, with associated 
impact~ tncluding sorl erosion, eutrophication 
and industrral and power-plant construction 
{Naveh & Lieberman, 1994). These processes now 
threaten landscape integrity and diversity in the 
region altering its characteristically 'fine-grained' 
and multifunctronal nature. The Mediterranean 
Landscape Charter {known as the ~evilla Charter, 
1993) was the first document to cover spec1fic 
issues about the management and protection of 
Mediterranean landscape,~ and to ~tress the need 
for protection of their natural and cultural heritage. 
This was followed by the IUCN {International 
Union for the Conservation ofNature) publication 
Parks for Life: Actions for Protected Areas m Europe 
(IUCN. 1994) which advocates an international 
convention on rural land~cape protectron in 
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Europe, involving the Council of Europe. The 
resulting European Landscape Convention (ELC) 

was the first international charter aimed at ensuring 
improved management of Europe's landc;capes 

(Council of Europe, 2000). Similarly, the Pan
European Biological and Landscape Diversity 

Strategy (PEBLDS) was the first attempt to include 
the conservation of landsc.tpes into social and 
economic policy (Council of Europe UNEP and 

ECNC, 1996). 

Th1s chapter discusses recent shifts toward 

larger-scale plannmg and how the development 

of land~cape ecology (theory and tools) can 
influence management activities. Takmg a natural 

rather than a cultural focus, the latter dealt with 

elsewhere m this volume, we examine land~cape 
as a framework for ecological assessment, land 
use change, biodiversity protection and ecological 

restoration. We evaluate to what extent landscape 
ecology has been embraced in Mediterranean 
research and practice providing, where available, 

examples from the region. 

2.2 Landscape ecology: 
concepts 

Landscape ecology involves the study of 

landscape patterns, the interactions among 
patches (of natural or semi-natural hab1tat) within 

a landscape mosaic, and how these patterns and 
mteractions change over time. The theorie~ of 
island biogeography {MacArthur & Wilson, 

1967) and metapopulations ( Hanski, 1999) 
have been instrumental m the development of 
landscape ecology as a distinct discipline. Forman 
(1995) regards the landscape as "a mosaic where 
the mix of local ecosystems orland uses IS repeated in 
similar form over a kdometers-w1de area". The two 
most common conceptual models are the ' island 

model" and the 'patch matnx-corridor model' 
(Lindenmayer & Fischer, 2006). In the former 
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the ' island' can be defined simply as a habitat that 
is 'ecologically' isolated, often by an inhospitable 

matrix of unsuitable land. An alternative to this 

model was developed by Forman (1986) where 
landscapes are perceived as a mosaic of three 
components: patches, corridors and a matrix. 

Recent work in landscape ecology (Wiens c:t a/., 
2005) has formalized the ~patial pattern ofhabitat 
islands and their connections within a frequently 

inhospitable matrix into habitat, conduit, filter, 
source and smk. 

Landscapes are generally defined from a human 

perspective, but for the principles of landscape 
ecology to be relevant for policy and management, 
landscapes should also be conceived at the species 

scale. Increasingly landscapes arc viewed in an 
integrative and holistic way as "total space/ time 
defined concrete ecological, geograph~eal and cultural 
systems ( aveh, 1990). Naveh (1994) .tdvanced 
the idea for a holi~tic approach to the conservation 
of both the natur.tl and cultural assets of a region's 

landscape. Landscape ecology developed a 

spatially explicit land.~cape approach which is 
hierarchical and includes human influence$ 

(Forman & Godron, 1986; Naveh & L1eberman, 

1990; Farina, 2006). The two most fundamcnt.1l 
aspects that landscape ecology introduced to 
planning were its explicit attention to the spatial 

dimension of ecological processes and its focus on 
human ecology. The orientation of the discipline 
towards planning and management make.'> 

itsmore appealing to planners as opposed to 
more traditional biocentric ecological approache!> 
(Botequilha Lei tao & Ahern, 2002) 

2.3 Conservation and 
management at the 
landscape level 

In nature conservation, there has been a paradigm 

shift away from a designation led approach to a 
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l.)ndsc.tpl' .tpproach which seeks to encourage a 

tl\ttl'l' romprehensive vision ofland management 

lnd tm.tl decision-making. Habitat conservation 

nd m.llt.tgement is often required to fulfill a range 

1 f 1 'hjl'll ives e.g. maintenance of biodiversity, 

produdrvity, regeneration capacity, recreat1on 

Ch. In order to achieve these objectives we need 

~ ~~ understanding of ecological processes at 

lhc l.tndscape scale. Human practice!> of land 

llhllt.t~ementand natural processes modify habitat 

l lrul·ture and composition, and ~uch changes may 

hol\'l' positive or negative impacts on biodiversity 

fttlllllhc site to the landscape ~calc. Traditionally, 

o~nln~ists have been looktng at the effects of 

Lh.tngl'' on biodiversity at the site level. However, 

with the adoption of landscape ecological 

pli nuplcs in mainstream ecology, emphasis is 

nn w given to landscape scale proccsse~ (namely 

~~ rull me, function and changes). 

IIH· role of Geographical Information System~ 

(CIS) has been instrumental in natural resources 

nl.tn.tgcment in general, and nature conservation 

''"" planning in particular. A GIS environment 
olll,,ws a wide range of analyses to be performed 

.ttHI i.~ an invaluable tool in landscape a.~sessmcnt. 

t ;Js provides the analytical tools for many of 

1 hl' methods/ techniques discussed below from 

l.tudK.tpe characterization, quanttfication of 

l lt.tnges, modelling and decision making. 

2.3.1 Landscape Character 
Assessment (LCA) 

I hl· measurement of the impact ofland usc change 

.utd other forms of development on the biota of 

tlw Mediterranean needs to be assessed w1thin 

·'" .tppropriate spatial framework that capture~ 
underlying differences in the physical and cultural 

l'llv ironment. One such framework is 'land!;capc 

dt.lr.teter' defined as a distinct, recognizable and 

.:nnsistcnt pattern of clements in the land~cape. 

It is a functional hierarchy of abiotic, biotic and 

cultural component~ (Mi.icher et a/., 2003). 

Landscape Character Asse..-;smcnt is a set of 

techniques and procedures to map differences 

between landscapes, ba~ed on their h1storical 

evolution and physical characteristics. 1he process 

of characterization comprises the identification 

of areas of distinct character, the classificatiOn 

and mapping of those areas and the description 
and explanation of their character. 1hc rationale 

behind landscape character mapping IS that 

particular combinations of physical and cultural 

factors occurring in d 1 fferent areas resu It in sim 1la r 

landscapes. 1he approach is based on a sene.s of 

natural (i.e.landform, geology, soils) and cultural 

factors (i.e. land usc, settlement pattern) that arc 

Ul.ed to describe the variability in the landscape 

at various spatial scales depending on the aims of 

the project. The data SCJUrces may include existing 

published material, field survey information and 

the input of stakeholder!> to identify and describe 

areas of common character. LCA can operate 

at a range of scales from continental to national 

and regional. In north-west Europe, LCA has a 

long history as a tool for habitat restoration and 

species recovery (e.g. Griffiths et t1/., 2004). In the 

Mediterranean however, the uptake of the method 

has been limited w1th some progress made during 

the b s t 10 years (Maru~ic, & Jant ic, 1998; Mata

Oimo ct a/., 2003). Similar attempts arc currently 

underway in Cyprus with the first Lanthcape 

Character M.1ppmg of the 1sland completed at 

I: 250,000 .scale (Warnock ct al., 2008). 1l1e 

existing land~cape specific methodolog1es 

and concepts (such .ts l.tndscape planning and 

landscape characteriz.1t1on) have not been 

widely applied for landscape man.1gement and 

protectiOn in a Mediterranean context, despite the 

impl.cit reference of the Barcelona Convention 

to landscape man.1gement. This is now 

gradually changing m the Mediterranean, where 

assec;sments of the methodology for coa.~tal zone 

management have been carried out (Vogiatzakis 

& Cassar, 2005; Vogiatzakis et al., 2008). 
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2.3.2 Quantifying landscape changes 

Landscape heterogeneity has been the focus and 
the driving force for the evolution of landscape 
ecology as a discipline (Turner, 2005; Wiens et al., 
2005). The ability to quantify landscape structure 
has emerged as an important task in ecology, 
providing insights into the relationship between 
ecological processes and spatial patterns (Turner, 
200S).The quantification and monitoring of spatial 
patterns is of extreme significance for protected area 
conservation and management smce the species 
protected within reserves often depend on specific 
habitats and are at greater risk of extinction when 
these habitats are degraded or lost. The dramatic 
changes in land use in Europe over the last 50 
years have resulted in the loss and fragmentation 
of semi-natural habitats, often with negative 
impacts on biodiversity. A wide range oflandscape 
metrics have been developed to measure landscape 
composition and configuration with the help of 
GIS and specialized software such as FRAGSTATS 
(McGarigal et al., 2002). Despite the l.mitations 
associated with their use (Li & Wu, 2005; Turner, 
2005) landscape metrics remain widely used and 
have been applied m the Mediterranean context 
(e.g. Botequilha Leitao & Ahern, 2002; Romero
Calcerrada & Perry, 2004). 

A direct consequence of habttat fragmentation 
ts a loss of connectivity between habatat patche<>, 
resulting in isolation of sub-populations at the 
landscape scale. The movement of speCies in the 
landscapes becomes restricted and many spectes 
are now confronted with increasing human made 
barriers such as roads, buildmgs, and intensively 
managed agricultural fields, amongst others. 
However, physical connectivity ts not sufficient 
without explicit reference to an ecological process. 
Functional connectivity is the degree to which a 
landscape facilitates or impedes species movement 
among habitat patches. In the Mediterranean, 
potential barriers including major roads and 
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expanding urban development (particularly along 
the coast) are significant threats to connectivity, 
coupled with abandonment of features that have 
worked (or have the potential to function) as 
corridors (e.g. stone walls, terraces). The threats 
to biodiversity resultmg from habitat loss and 
fragmentation can be mitigated by conserving 
well-connected networks of large areas where 
natural ecological and evolutionary processes 
operate over large spatial and temporal scales. 
Typical examples in a Mediterranean context 
include field boundaries, particularly stone walls, 
terraces and dry river valleys or wid1en (i.e. water 
run-off conduits formed by either stream erosion 
during a former wetter regime or by tectonic 
movements), but also artificial corridors in the 
landscape such as roads1de verges. 

Identifying habitat corridors in the landscape 
IS considered an effective means of promoting 
landscape connectivity (see Chapter 3 by Cassar 
in this volume). Wildlife corridors are necessarily 
site and species-specific and their successful design 
and management depends on a clear statement of 
mtended functions. The type of corridor required 
depends on the target species and the landscape 
type, and could be in the form of a continuous 
vegetative strip, or a series of 'stepping stone' 
patches. lt is recognized that an effective habitat 
corridor should provide a continuous, or ncar 
continuous linkage of suitable habitat through the 
inter-patch landscape (Bennett, 1998). 

2.3.3 Spatially explicit modelling 
and prioritization 

Spatial models are employed to represent, simulate 
and predict geographical phenomena and 
processes and have become very powerful tools 
with the conceptual development of landscape 
ecology and the technical advance.; in GIS. Models 
may be spatially implicit where space matters 
(usually distance) but locations do not, or models 
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111 y "'"I J,,. ~patially explicit where both space and 
ltt~ Mh •n .t rc important. Common applications 
111 lutll· l'' '·dicting habitat changes through time, 
ur v•·"'"nmg how a process generates pattern and 
11\lhtl'llll'' h.1bitat or species dtstribution. Spatial 
mudd' ,trc used to examine the spread of fire, 
~"'tho~,·n outbreaks, species survival in different 

~crvc designs, nutrient inputs from agriculture to 
trc.tms, Hooding and forest succession (Mouillot 
t ,,/, 1.1105; Pausas eta/., 2006). 

Hp.th.tl explicitness should also be taken into 
1\Lloun\ in restoration efforts at the landscape 
lowl I he restoration of damaged habitats and the 
rc ~ • ~·.ttlon oflost habitats have traditionally taken 
pl.tt:•· .11 the site level (Holl eta/., 2003 ). This ignores 
thl· 1mportance of understanding the spatial 
p.ttkrn ofhabitat patches and the character of the 
lntl'l ~cning matrix in targeting potential sites for 
tlw 'rc.\tion of new habitats and the restoration 
of r;mncr habitats. Increasingly however, the 
l'mph.\sts has shifted to a broader scale approach 
I h.tl considers the landscape as a whole. The 
\llllahility of a patch /land parcel to fulfil a given 
r~·~ll•ration target at thelandscape level is a function 

" ' '"' properties {land use, soils, etc.) but also of 
111hcr attributes including patch size and distance 
hom similar patches. Although there is some 
work in the Mediterranean on habitat restoration 
tllll recreation, either in a theoretical or practical 

approaches have been suggested for the 
Mediterranean Basin in order to identify gaps 
that may be filled through the establishment of 
new reserves or changes in land-management 
practices, or to determine the extent to which a 
focal species or habitats of European importance 
are adequately protected by the proposed Natura 
2000 sites {Vogiatzakis eta/., 2006). 

This is also reflected in the two most widely 
used software packages for reserve selection, 
MARXAN (Possingham et a/., 2000) and 
ZONATION (Moilanen, 2007). MARXAN, 
originally developed as a decision support tool 
for reserve design, finds reasonably efficient 
solutions to the problem of selecting a system 
of spatially cohesive sites that meet a suite of 
biodtversity targets. Using data on species, 
habitats and /or other relevant biodiversity 
features and surrogates for a number of planning 
units (regions, landscapes, etc.), MARXAN 
minimizes the cost while meeting user-defined 
biodiversity targets. Similarly ZONATION 
is a spatial conservation planning software, 
which can be used to identify sites important for 
species conservation. ZONATION produces a 
hierarchical prioritization of the landscape based 
on the biological values of sites (Moilanen, 2007). 

'cn~c (Naveh 1988, 1998), such approaches have 2.4 
not been widely used to date. 

Landscape based 
decision making 

I cchn iques used to Identify gapsmeeds 111 

htodiversity conservation are also switching 
l'mphasis to the landscape level. For example 'gap 
.tn.llysis', a concept relying on GIS techniques, 
provides a means of rapidly reviewing the 
d•~tribution and conservation status of several 
cmnponents of biodiversity (Jennings, 2000). 
lhis has already been applied at the European 
level looking at the current state of protection 
of European forests (WCMC, 2000). Similar 

Landscape Assessment can be used as a de~ision 
support tool. The assessment process provides an 
informed analysis of the way In which the land
scape has evolved as a basis for understanding the 
dynamics of current and future change. For exam· 
pie, although Landscape Character Assessment 
is entirely separate from Environmental Impact 
Assessment (EtA), the outputs from Landscape 
Character Assessment can make an important 
contribution to EIA as a baseline descriptiOn of 
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the landscape (Landscape Institute and the Insti
tute of Environmental Assessment, 2001). 

The challenge for planners and land managers in 
a dynamic and fragile environment such as the 
Mediterranean is to find new ways of accommo
dating change whilst at the same tune retaining 
and, where possible, strengthening regional char
acter and local distinctiveness. Although this does 
not imply or advocate a 'museum-type landscape', 
1t means that we need to retain landscape diversity, 
manage the countryside more effectively, but also 
to guide and control the forces for change. There
fore landscape evaluation should go beyond the 
identification of' high quality' land!>capes i.e. being 
capable of making rea!-oned judgements about the 
relative sensitivity of different types oflandscape, 
their current state, or condition, and how vulner
able they are to change. This is also in line with 
the European Landscape ConventiOn (Council of 
Europe, 2000). 

Landscape character assessment can be used as a 
tool to determine the sensitivity of the landscape 
to the proposed development. Landscape 
sensitivity, be it ecologiCal, cultural or perceptual, 
is the ability of a landscape to accommodate 
change or development while capacity refer~ to the 
amount and type of this change that is 'acceptable' 
(Swanwick, 2004). Capacity judgments arc 
derived from the results of the sensitivity analysis 
and information from an assessment ofland~cape 
values. According to the capacity identified, 
guidance is provided as to which arc the most 
appropriate locations for development, ensuring 
that key landscape features are safeguarded. 

In a Mediterranean context, a vision for each land
scape can be developed for the sustainable use of 
the local natural and cultural heritage, includmg the 
actions required to achreve it. These visions reflect 
the important interactions between environmental 
quality and economic and social well-being. In turn 
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these sustainability visions will be used to inform 
inputs to plans and strategies for various ~ectors 
including Development Plans, local and regional 
Biodiversity Action Plans, Integrated Catchment 
Management, Integrated Coastal Zone Manage· 
ment, and Protected Areas Plans. 

In the same manner that landscape may provide 
the spatial framework for the development of 
indicators, it can be u~ed to measure ecosystem 
servrces or derive sustainability indk.ators. There 
has been little effort to use landscape as a matrix 
for analysis (Vogiatzakis ct al., 2008). Instead the 
emphasis has been upon socio-political units such 
as the 'state' or a regron (Morse, 2004). 

2.5 Conclusion 

It has been argued that landscape ecology's 
holistic and hierarchical principle~ (Pungctti, 
1996; Jongman & Pungetti, 2004; Makhzoumi 
& Pungetti, 2008), can guide strategic~ for 
land~cape evaluation, conservation policies, 
sustainable planning and landscape management. 
Ecologically informed landscape ~tratcgies arc 
a significant contribution to the conservation, 
development and planning of a sustainable future 
for the Mediterranean (Zavala & Burley, 1997). 
Makhzoumi & Pungetti (2008) argue that 
the overlapping of eco~-ystems, landscape~ and 
cultures underpins land!>capc ecology's holistic 
and hierarchical approach to the evaluation and 
management of Mediterranean landscape:.. The 
approach is even more justified in Mediterranean 
Islands, because spatial limitations and temporal 
evolutionary processe!- have rc!-u !ted in even greater 
alignment between ecosystem~ and landscapes. 

However, whilst the range and sophisticatron 
of tools for the evaluation and management of 
landscapes is developing rapidly, there are few 
examples of their application in Mediterranean 
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'bl,llld wntexts (Green & Vos, 2001; Mouillot et 
11/. 2005; Vogiatzakis eta/., 2006; Cassar, 2010). 
\111~ p.Htly reflects their development and use in 
nurt lll.'rn Europe and North Amenca, but may 
~l'o he a reflection of the challenges faced by 
tlw more complex ecosystems that characterize 
~ll• dtll'rranean landscapes. Clearly, given the 
pn·w1res on land and resources in many parts 
ollhl· Mediterranean Basin, especially in coastal 
.Hl'.l ~, there is the potential to develop and apply 
ml'lhnds for habitat protection and restoration 
I h.ll .1re sensitive to the nature of Mediterranean 
l.nld~capcs, and that are accepted by land 
m.1n.1gcrs and policy makers as ~ignificant tools 

It 11 n.ltu re protection,. 
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CHAPTER 3 
ohabilitating Mediterranean 1sland landscapes: the 
otential contribution of restoration ecology 

Louis F. Cassar 

3.1 Introduction 

I hcrl' is little within the Mediterranean region that 
I• untuuchcd or uninfluenced by humankind. The 
1\.t~lll h.1s been inhabited by a succession of cultures 
Ainu· .11 bst the eighth millennium BC (Bradford, 
I'J I). possibly longer, and today there are more 
1h.1n 'oOO million inhabitants distributed across 
lhl• t wenty·one countries of the littoral. Indeed, 
/'I'IIJ,fc.> aud ideologtes have collided throughout histo1y 

111 l"'tl!'l'~~es of asstmilation, iutegratron and eradication 
11•/u,/, lwve left numerous, frequently enigmatic, traces 
lu t/11· !'outcmporary human landscape" (Proudfoot, 
l 11tl ~: :\7). It is expected that the 'traces' of recent 
It' 11\'1,11 it ms dominate in the present-day landscape, 
hut t ht•re is a pertinent concern that perhap:. we 
.m· 111odifying landscapes, sometimes radrcally 
1111d uTcvcrsibly so, at a much fa~ter p.Ke than our 
pn·dn·essors ever did. Taking the island state of 
M.11t .• as <lll example, over the past tour decades, the 
mh.ul land-mass has increased by approximately 
\(11" .. (even as population increased only by 29%). 
lo put this into perspective, over a period of 

11\lll lt' 40-50 years, there has been three and .1 half 
times more construction than took place dunng 
lht• !Weeding seven thousand years of human 
wit 111 ization of the Islands ( Ca~sar, 20 10)! 

N1 1t ~urprisingly, nature ha~ been an unfortunate 
l•"u.1lty of this process of human colonization 

of the region. Of the 34 recognized biodiversity 
hotspots that arc found worldwide, the 
Mediterranean Basin is the one that has been 
occupied for longest by man (Conservation 
International, 2007). That is not to say that 
anthropogemc impacts on nature are always 
or necessarily bad. In the Mediterranean, for 
example, there is a very important hentage of 
cultivated biodiversity which derives precisely 
from human mod1fication of w1ld crop ancestors 
over time; the Mediterranean Basin is m fact 
comidered to be a Centre of Diversity {Vavilov, 
1951) (i.e. one of the geographical locations where 
agriculture took root) for several agricultural 
species, including varieties of cereals, legumes, 
forage plants, vegetables and spices. Wild d1versity 
has, however, suffered greatly. Evergreen oak 
forests, deciduous forests and conifer fore~ts once 
extended across much of the region, covering 
an estimated area of some 2,085,292 km2. Of 
this, a mere 98,009 km2 remain (Conservation 
International, 2007), representing a declme of over 
95% of the original habitat area. Floral and faunal 
species have suflered accordmgly, w1th many 
(both endemics and indigenous non-endemics 
to the region) havmg a vulnerable, endangered or 
critically endangered conservation status. Future 
prospects for biodiversity also do not look too 
promising. Whibt there arc Significant tracts of 
protected areas 10 all Mediterranean countries, 
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these often represent no more than pockets ofland, 
often facing a multitude of management problems, 
and whose long-term viability is questionable, 
particularly in the light of global phenomena such 
as climate change (Conrad, 2004; Cassar et al., 
2007; Conrad, 2008). Furthermore, urbanization 
continues to pick up pace across the region, 
and rural production has also morphcd into 
industrialized forms that are becoming less and 
less compatible with healthy habitats. Indeed, the 
region's title of 'biodiversity hotspot' comes not 
only in recognition of its important heritage but 
also from a realization of the immense threat that 
its biodiversity faces. 

In this context, a viable strategy for conservation 
within the Mediterranean, and particularly within 
Mediterranean islands where land area is so limited, 
must be proactive as well as reactive. Protectionist 
measures are certainly necessary, but have been 
shown to be inadequate on their own, particularly 
when resources for enforcement and management 
are often lacking. Aside from protecting what is left, 
we also need to look at establishing new habitats. 
Within both urban and rural settings, however, 
there is significant scope for utilizing areas that have 
already been 'damaged' in some way or form, to 
restore, rehabilitate or create habitat areas. Enter the 
discipline of restoration ecology. 

3.2 Restoration ecology: 
an overview 

Ecological restoration has been practised, in some 
way or other, for decades or even centuries, at least 
in its more applied forms, such as erosion control, 
reforestation, and habitat or range improvement 
(Youngeta/.,2005). Back in the 1930s, for example, 
Aldo Leopold and colleagues initiated a project of 
plant community restoration at the University of 
Wisconsin arboretum, based on manipulating 
ecosystem processes and vegetative structure 
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(Groom et al., 2006). Since then, both the practice 
of ecological restoration and the related scientific 
discipline of restoration ecology have evolved 
beyond recognition, now encompassing insights 
from various disciplines (ecology and landscape 
ecology, geology, geomorphology, soil science, 
geochemistry, population biology, hydrology, etc.) 
and guided by an established theoretical body of 
work and a wealth of international experiences. 
lt is, however, only recently that firm conceptual 
and methodological foundations of restoration 
ecology have truly been established, in parallel 
with the emergence of a new understanding ofhow 
ecosystems work (Hobbs, 2006). In particular, 
there has been a shift from viewing ecosystems 
as equilibrium entities subject to simple linear 
causation, to viewing them as complex, dynamic 
systems characterized by nonlinearity and 
uncertainty (Wallington et al., 2005), with 
important implications for how we seek to restore 
and ultimately manage these systems. 

Ecological restoration is understood to refer to an 
attempt to restore a system to some historical state, 
although the difficulty or, at times, impossibility of 
achieving this aim is widely recognized (Palmer 
et al., 2006). More realistically, many restoration 
efforts seek to modify a damaged system in a 
manner that will bring it within acceptable limits 
representing a less disturbed system (Falk, 1990; 
Allen et al., 2002), or to 'engineer' degraded 
ecological assemblages in such a way that the 
end result resembles natural communities of 
vegetation and fauna of high scientific and/ or 
conservation value (Cassar, 2010). Ecological 
restoration is not, however, a process of mere 
afforestation, or randomly adding in species where 
at present there are few or none. The discipline is 
systematic in seeking to recreate or restore not 
only species but a natural range of ecosystem 
composition, structure and dynamics (Palmer 
eta/., 2005). lt does not seek to restore only state 
but also accompanying functions and processes, 
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Competition: (plan~ species compete for resources, and competition increases with decreasing d1stance between mdividuals and 
with decreasing resource abundance. 
Niches: species have physiological and biotic limits that restrict where they can thrive. Species selection and reference 
communities need to match local conditions. 
Succession: in many ecosystems, communities tend to recover naturally from natllflll and oothropogenlc disturbances fo OWing the 
removal of these disturbances. Restoration often consists of assisting or accelerating this process (Luken, 1990). n some cases, 
restoration activities may need to repair underlying damage (soils) before secondary succession can begin (Whisenant. 1999) 
Recruitment limitation: the limiting stage for the establishment of individuals of many species is often early in • fe, and assistance 
at this stage (such as irrigation or protection from competitors and herbivores) can greatly increase the success o1 planted 
Individuals (Whisenant, 1999; Hall eta/., 2000). 
Facilitatioo: the presence of some plant species (guilds) enllances natural regeneration. These include N-ftxers and overstorey 
plants. Including shade plantings and brush plies. 
Mutualisms: mycorrhizae. seed dispersers and pollinators are understood to have useful and even critical roles in plant 
regeneration. 
Herbivory/predation: seed predators and herbivores often limit regeneration of natural and planted populations (Ho~ eta!, 2000; 
Howe & Lane, 2004). 
Olstubooce: c5stubance at a variety of spatial and temporal scales is a natural, ood even essential, component of many commooities 
(Cramer & Hobbs, 2002; Poff et al., 2003; White & Jentsch, 2004). The restoratiOn of disturbance r!?mes may be critical. 

Island biogeography: larger and more connected reserves maintain more species, and facilitate colonizations, Inc uding llvaslons 
(Naveh, 1994; lamb et af .. 1997; Bossuyt et al .• 2003; Hall & Crone, 2004; Hastings et af .. 2005). 
Ecosystem function: nutrient and energy fluxes are essential components of ecosystem function and stability at a range of spatial 
and temporal scales (Ehrenfeld & Toth, 1997; Aronson et at., 1996; Bedford, 1999; Peterson & lipcius, 2003). 
Ecotypes: populations are adapted to local conditions, at a variety of spatial and temporal scales. Matching ecotypes to 1oca 
conditions increases restoration success (Knapp & Dyer, 1997; Montalvo et af., 1997; McKay et al., 2005). 

12 Genetic diversity: all else being equal, populations with more genetic diversity should have greater evolutionary potential and 
_ long term prospects than genetically depauperate populations (Rice & Emery, 2003; McKay et al., 2005). 

I 11 llo 3.1: Ecological concepts relevant to, and embedded in, restoration practice. 

\flun t': Modified from Young eta/., 2005 

,md to endow restored systems with resilience, i.e. 
1\a .1b1lity to cope with change and recover from 
' ' ll''scs. In doing this, it draws on a multitude of 
l'lologJCal concepts, which are in turn embedded 
mto rc~toration practice (Table 3.1). 

h I' important that the procec;s of restoration 
llllllmences with a clear goal. What is the target? 
Wh.tt exactly can or should be restored? What 
functions and processes is restoration seeking 
to reinstate? In this respect, philosophies vary 
on the extent to which habitat reconstruction 
o1 restoration should seek to copy or influence 
n.tture. At one extreme lies the horticultural 
,l.huol, which aims to create colourful, interestmg 
.llld attractive habitats for people in the places 
where they live or which they visit. At the other end 

of the sc:~le, the nature conserv:~tionist prioritizes 
good quality semi-natural habitat\, free, as far as 
possible, from negative human influence. There 
1s, of course, scope for both options, as well as for 
reconciliation and com prom be. Indeed, there is 
a c;uJte of possibilities available to the restoration 
scientist. Rehabilitation, for example, is used to 
refer to attempts to improve a ~ystem from some 
degraded state, rather than returning it to a model 
condition. Re-creation efforts seek to return a site 
to some previous hi1.toric condition. Replacement 
occurs when a commumty type is being created on 
site but wa1. not present there previously; in such 
cases, the cho1ce of a 'replacement' commumty is 
presumably to achieve a particular comervation 
objective. At a lower level of investment, 
enhancement or augmentation efforts seek to 
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add or increase ecosystem functions, without 
necessanly addressing all processes or functions 
(Groom et al., 2006). The choice of an appropriate 
restoration goal will depend on several factors, 
indudmg (i) the level of damage that an ecosystem 
has sustained, and the present state of ecosystem 
processes/ functions, (ii) the degree of change 
from the historical system being considered 
as a 'baseline·, and (iii) available resources for 
restoration, amongst others. 

3.3 Planning for restoration: 
insights from the 
Mediterranean island 
of Gozo (Malta) 

The potential for implementing ecological 
restoration projects on the island of Gozo was 
explored in this case study (for further reading, see 
Cassar, 2010). As with many other Mediterranean 
islands, Gozo has been intensely modified by human 
occupation, though to a lesser degree than its sister 
1sland of Malta. Several important habitat hotspot~ 
still exic;t, dbtributed acros.c; the island's northern, 
western and southern coasts, and harbour within 
them many endemics among the biotopes in which 
there is much nchnessand divcrs•ty. These important 
habitat areas arc, however, increasingly fragmented 
and segregated, with inadequate buftering, and 
separated from each other by a matrix of land uses 
that is inhospitable to many species attempting to 
move from one habitat patch to another.1l1cre is thus 
a strong rationale for using ecological restoration 
principles to rehabilitate degraded habitats and 
restore scarred landscapes, providing benefits of 
habitat creation tn·Situ, and also contributing to 
an Island-wide network of connected habitats (of 
varymg degrees of 'naturalness'), through linear 
corridors, stepping stones and landscape mosaics. 

'Restoring' the landscape of Gozo to some past 
form may prove difficult, since is not always 
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dear what the terrain or its constituent habitats 
looked llke even centuries ago, let alone before 
the time the island was initially colonized and its 
landscapes modified. Nor is it dear which biotic 
clements colonized specific areas, and whether 
these or closely related assemblages still persist on 
the island today; even if these are still present, their 
relative spatial distribution may be substantially 
different from what it was in the past .In the case of 
the Maltese Islands, finding out what constituted 
the ecological make-up prior transformation of 
the landscape by the different waves of human 
colonizers, or earlier still prior the arrival of the first 
human settlers, may require complex examination 
and analysis of sequences of deposits dating back 
to the late Pleistocene. Palaeontology c1n provide 
valuable information on vegetation cover, terrain 
and climatic regime changes over time, through 
coring and subsequent analysis (e.g. pollen, seeds, 
wood, snail shells, minerals, etc.) (Jackson & Hobbs, 
2009), although the preservation of such records 
is ofi:cn problematic in calcareous environment~ 
(Cassar, 2010). Additionally, the examination of 
medieval manuscripts, and closer examination of 
place names, could perhaps lend some insight into 
what the terrain may have looked like at difierent 
points in the past. An example of the latter is the 
place name ttrl-Hrda, used for a number oflocalities 
in both Malt.l and Gozo, which translates as 'of the 
Red Kite', a species that is now quite rare across 1ts 
European range but which is assumed to have been 
more widespread (and perhaps to have even bred 
locally) in the distant past. 

Even if the composition of a previously existing 
biotope could be known, this docs not mean that 
it can necessarily be reproduced. Abiotic and 
biotic conditions may have changed to such a point 
that even if a system can be reproduced, it may 
not be able to persist long-term. This is a concern 
relevant to all restoration schemes, whether small
scale habitat enhancement or whether large-scale 
species remtroduction schemes. The approach to 
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hl· adopted will furthermore depend extensively 
o n the state of the environment in question and 
on pragmatic considerations. In the case of Gozo, 
lor example, a significant opportunity IS presented 
h)' the trend of agricultural land abandonment. 
Whilst the progressive decline of the rural sector 
•~ certainly a matter of concern for socio-economic 
fl',\Sons, it also means that there are now large tracts 
ufbnd which arc not being put to productive use, 
.111d which often adjoin, or lie in close proximity 
to, natural habitat areas (Plate 3.1). Indeed, this 
t'l'llresents perhaps the simplest restoration scenario, 
where degraded or unused land lies adjacent to 
I ugh quality habitats and can be 'restored' through 
rdatively low-intervention means that encourage 
n.1tural colonization and appropriate management, 
.111 approach that Newbold (cited in Buckley, 
llJX9) terms the duplication solution. Such 'near
to nature' strategies require reasonably low levels 
of intervention, particularly where $econdary 
.. ucccssion is already underway or where this 
process need merely be assisted. More radical 
.tpproaches seck to recreate habitats from scratch or 
tore introduce species that arc rare, or even extinct 

Ill recent years, for example, biotelhnologists 
lnun the European mainland have unvctled plans 
hl breed back the now-extinct aurochs, the much 
l.trgcr ancestor of cattle breeds, raising difficult 
ljlll'Stions of what sort of habitat could reasonably 
.. u.,tain a species much larger than any that roams 
the wild in European forests today. Indeed, any 
rc .. toration attempts that result in ecologically 
unbalanced' scenarios, or where there ts simply 
ton much uncertainty for comfort, arc the basis for 
much debate. 

Within the context of Gozo, restoration can work 
towards several end goals, tncluding (i) creating 
,. ,~u.llly attractive vegetation assemblages, (ii) 
providing educational and, ideally, al~o scientific 
tnlcrcst, (iii) safeguarding rare species or rare 
h1otic communities, and (iv) creatmg low 
nuintenance landscapes (Cassar, 2010). The 

priority assigned to each of these goals will vary. 
Wtthin urban environments, for example, where 
restoration takes place as part of urban greening 
schemes, priority may well be given to providing 
aesthetic, recreational and psychological benefits, 
but there is no reason why indigenous spec1es 
of con~ervation or scientific interest can not be 
used in the process. Indeed, developing attractive 
soft-landscaped patches with planted stands of 
indigenous trees and irregularly shaped ponds, 
in place of the tradttional hard-landscaped {often 
concrete-dominated) urban park {which has 
prevailed to date, with few exceptions, in the 
Maltese Islands), has evtdent advantage~ both for 
people and for nature. A parallel example from 
Gozo is the usc of Eucalyplu$ sp. trees for bird 
shooting purposes; hunters and trappers have 
planted numerous square-shaped groves of th•~ 
speCies in order to attract birds. The practice has 
been frowned upon by many conservationists, 
given that Eucalyptus is not native to Malta 
and these ' monoculture' plantations arc also 
known for their allclopathic qualitie~ and 
intensive consumption of sml moi.~ture. These 
square-shaped groves stand out as evidently 
'artificial' additions to the visual landscape of 
Gozo. Using restoration ecology principles to 
develop ecosystems based around indigenous 
trees in their ste,\d would have multiple benefits. 
The usc of indigenous species would provide 
awareness-raising and environmental education 
opportunittcs and the habitat would be of wider 
benefit to a suite of organisms, both floral and 
faunal. From a pragmatic point of view, indigenous 
and archaeophytic species are also better adapted 
to the Medtterranean setting for physiological 
(acclimatization), ecological (phytosociological 
association and context) and aesthetic reasons. 
Ultimately, the goal of attracting birds for 
shooting and trapping (which whilst admittedly 
controversial wtll not be dealt with further in the 
current work) can also still be satisfied, effectively 
' killing several birds with one stone'. 
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In each instance ofhabitat restoration, the startmg 
point is the habitat stereotype, i.e. an image of the 
type of ecological assemblage to be reproduced. 
Most habitat restoration work subsequently takes 
place at erther of two levels: (i) that of the single 
plant population (i.e. transplanting a number of 
specimens of a single species) or (ii) that of planting 
groups of species which usually occur together in 
nature (phytosociologically associated) as part 
of the existing community. The former approach 
is limited and often fails to reproduce the site 
conditions desired or to integrate with other 
elements of the community occurnng on and 
around the site. A phytosociology-based approach, 
on the other hand, often holds more potentral 
for restoring functions and processes, as well 
as species. In either case, however, the origrn of 
source material needs to be carefully considered, 
for genetic, conservation and ethical reasons. The 
main affinities of the Maltese biota, for example, 
are with Sicily, and in particular with the Hyblean 
plateau region within the south-eastern portion 
of the island. The native species of this area thus 
have close genetic stmilarities with the flora and 
fauna of the Maltese Islands, and where local stock 
(the preferred option, in order to avoid genetic 
contamination) is unavailable, this would be the 
optimal source of provenance. Conservation 
concerns are also relevant, particularly when 
restoration involves rare and. or attractrve species; 
in such cases, care must be taken to ensure that 
restoration does not provide a blanket excuse 
for indiscriminate collection or harvesting of 
such species. Additionally, when planting doe~ 
eventually take place, this must be done in 
ecological context, i.e. all species used should 
not just be indtgenous to the region or country 
but should 'belong' to that specific habitat where 
rehabilitation is being carried out (Cassar, 20\0). 

A variety of assemblages may be used m Gozo 
for purposes of habitat restoration and habitat 
creation, based on the various considerations 
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outlined above. An island-wide restoration 
scheme must, however, be based on a case-by-case 
evaluation of the land available for restoration 
and of its surrounding context. On the western 
coast of the island, for example, lies the area 
of Dwejra, an important hotspot of particular 
ecological importance for its endemics. In such a 
case, restoration should be based wholly around 
indigenous species specific to the area, including (i) 
elements of the Mediterranean halo-n itrophilous 
scrub (Atriplex halimus), (i1) Sicilian channel 
Periploca scrub in more exposed areas, and (iii) 
elements of the Nerio-Tamaricetea assemblage, 
based around Tamarix africana and Vitex agnus
castus, withtn the seaward and lower reaches of this 
segment ofland (Cassar, 2006). On the northern 
coast of Gozo, on the other hand, lies an area of 
land which was formerly cultivated but which is 
now abandoned, and which adjoins an exposure 
of day slopes. Here, the use of Mediterranean 
nitrophilous scrub is advisable, grven that the 
characterizing species Atriplcx haltmus is quite 
common in its natural state. Other parts of this 
area, however, lie adjacent to an existing pine 
plantation and could thus be planted with copses 
of Aleppo pine (Pmus halepcnsrs), with a view to 
extending the relatively small but established 
pinetum. lbc central tr.tct of this restoration area, 
where the remnants of agricultural terracing are 
still in evidence, could be restored with the goal 
of creating Thermo-Mediterr.tnean brush thickets 
and heath garrigue, made up of numerous species 
typical of the Islands, including Olea ersropaea, 
Rhamnus alatcrmts, Q!tcrcus tlcx and Chamaerops 
lwrmlts (Cassar, 2006). Like these examples, 
numerous other opportunities exist across Gozo. 
Ultimately, a restoratton scheme must also be 
evaluated in the light of other considerations, 
including land ownen.hip, availability of species 
for plantmg, resources available for subsequent 
maintenance and interventions, political will 
and support at local and regional levels, social 
acceptabrlity and policy thrusts. 
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Conclusions 

lhlll'e" no disputing that Mediterranean nature 
h • hl'l'll ·hard done' by the societies living within 
1ho H.1sin. We have used and abused, destroyed 
1)ld rr.,d icated, leaving only pockets of vulnerable 
lmhll .11 within which remaining species now 
dflll-\1-(k to survive. Islands have certainly been 
1 0 l'Xception; on the contrary, the value of land 
Pn i,l,111ds is disproportionately magnified, given 
l)lll wmp.uatively small size of these territories. 
Wildlife has really had little chance of competing 
IYIIh myriad other demands and interests, many 
f whid1 render more immediate economic 

~cnl'lits. It is perhaps time, however, to take stock 
lltl ~ivc something back' to nature, if not only for 
thk.11ly altruistic reasons then also for egoistic 

Dill'' llumans do not exist independently from 
Mhlll'; indeed, human reliance on ecosystems 
h wdl enshrined in the concept of ecosystem 
lilt VIO.:l'S, .tnd in destroying nature, we have also 
undl·rmined our own health and well-being. 
I "ulo~ical restoration provides an opportunity for 
111ldnl value' - better and more habitats for nature, 
h~:tll'r .111d healthier environments for the human 
~ lll l l" ll~ uf the Mediterranean Basin. 
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HAPTER 4 
Jr volopment strategies for smaller island States and 

It rritories: an ecological approach 

Godfrey Baldacchino 

1 Introduction 

lhu i\kditcrranean basin will find it difficult 
l l'Vl'n (Ontemplate an ecologJCal approach 
ti> dl·vclopment. With htgh populations 
\.4llll\'111 r.\tcd on coastal regiom, massive waves 
1 f 111urist visitations all the year round, and 
hnw with a regular stream of immigrants from 
llw Middle East and North Africa, the region 
I'J'l'.Jrs to be locked in a development paradigm 

1h.1t threatens its natural assets. On the other 
h>llld, many island territories m the rcgton are 
, h.ll k·ngcd by wholesale depopulation or serious 
,1, mographic imbalances that threaten their 
un ' 1 v .1bi lity. This chapter explores the cconom ic 
~~ 1'\1 1.~ ecological development paradigms as they 
.1ppl)' to islands, with special reference to the 
J\!kditcrranean basin. 

Wh.1t set me thinking about this topic was a 
r. 1n~ ign landscape that was, nevertheless, vaguely 
l.un iliar. It was September 2000, and I was on a 
\lu,, taking the 90-minute journey from Chania 
111 Rethymnon on the Greek island of Crete. It 
w.1s sunny and humid. The route was mainly 
11pcn countryside, with occasional rubble walls 
11f limestone, and large sections of garrigue 
dotted with hundreds of olive and carob trees. 
l'h is island, the 5'h largest in the Mediterranean, 
with its half a million inhabitants residing 

mainly on its extensive north shore, has been 
snubbed by industrialization. This, I suddenly 
realized, is how Malta, my own birth island, most 
likely would have looked before we' developed' 
it: a euphemism for a radical reshaping and 
domestication of the natural landscape 
through feverish quarrying, construction and 
landscaping. Could Malta have done differently, 
l asked myself? Or was Crete just catching up 
with Malta in any case (Baldacchino, 2000)? 

Much of the literatu reon the development prospects 
of small, ofien island, JUri~dictions is steeped in 
pessimism, driven by a serious concern as to the 
ability of ~uch players to exploit the opportunities 
of an increasingly globalized world and its emergent 
liberalized trade rules. It i~ common to argue that 
small size, islandness, vulnerability, and a low 
governance capac1ty conspire to exacerbate the 
existing margmalizatlon of small economies, and 
is a condit1on which therefore calls for special 
treatment. These arguments, however, are by no 
means uncontentious, and are part of an ongoing 
debate (e.g. Briguglio, 1995: 1615-1620; Encontre, 
1999: 265; WTO, 1999 and UNCTAD, 2004 
for sympathetic reviews of the special concerns of 
small economics; and Srinivasan, 1986; Streeten, 
1993; Easterly & Kraay, 2000; and Page & Kleen, 
2004: 82-90, for opposing rev1ews). I am likely to 
be associated with a more optimistic view of the 
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prospects forthe~e territories and their citizens, who 
continue to exploit opportunities and maximize 

economic gains in a turbulent and dynamic external 
environment. Unable to reap economies of scale, 
they practise economic:. of scope. 'iliey do so also 

by keeping alive a portfolio of skills and revenue 

streams which enable~ these actors to migrate both 
mter-sectorally, as well as trans-nationally (e.g. 

Baldacchino & Bertram, 2009). 

While rccogmzing the real environmental threats 
of being a small, open, often islanded economy 

hurricanes, droughtlt, sea level rise, water shortages, 
waste 'mountains' - some small economics 
have done well and continue to do so. They arc 
'developed ', or have 'graduated', not so much for 

having avoided major hazards, but for having risen 
up to their challenge and prospered, because and 

not in spite - of their open llC.\S, perhaps bccom i ng 
more resilient and nuuble in the process. 

In a globalized and mterdcpendcnt world, all 

countries today face threats and dependencies. All 
oil and gas importing countries have rediscovered 
their dependency on fossil fuels with the recent price 

hikes in these resources. Autarchy is hardly a policy 
option, and so some measure of trade dependence 
is a charactcri!>tic of contemporary jurisdictiom. It 

is the respon~iveness to threats - not the existence 

of threats per ~c · that deserves kudos and analysis. 
lhe 1.:-apacity to get up and move on in the face of 

various dtsasters deserves being celebrated and 
researched. Nor should such succcsse,., be '>imply 
dismissed as 'special cases' (as the Seychelles arc 

described in Kaplinsky, 1983) or 'paradoxes' (as is 

the 'Singapore Paradox' in Bngugho, 2002) that fly 
in the face of all-too-obvious vulnerabilities: they 
deserve critical recognition and ~erious scrutmy on 

their own terms. 

A series of patterns and condttions for development 

may emerge from a scrutiny of what are understood 
to be smaller developed tsland states and territories 
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today. Some of these characteristic!> will be 
peculiar and idiosyncratic to specific jurisdictions, 
of course, but others may lend themselves to some 

useful, policy relevant, comparative mquiry. 

4.2 Basket cases of success 

Which smaller b land countries in the world 

today arc considered 'successful', and not just in 
orthodox economic terms? At least two sub-sets 
can be identified here. Ftrst, .uc the sovereign 

states of the Bahamas, Barbados, Cyprus, Malta 
and Mauritius. One could add New Zealand and 

Singapore as well - if we go beyond the threshold 
of I.S million populatton, and up to just over 4 

million. These are all .~tablc, prosperous, ~ovcrcign 
and dcmocrattc politics, and all are former British 

colonies. Secondly, there are such sub n.ltional 

jurisdictions such a~ Aland, Bermuda, Guernsey, 
Jersey, Isle of Man ... again, most (but not all) 
arc associated with the Bnti~h Crown/ United 

Kingdom. Many have cr .1ltcd ,\future that is based 
on niche (industvc of second home) tourism, 
along with banking and financtal 1>erviccs. One 

may venture to argue that smaller size, certainly 
in the case of the territories idcnttf1ed .1bovc, has 
not been a crucial handicap to development, nor 

has islandness or pcripherality. Strong levels of 

social capttal and outward f:1cing cultural attitudes 
would .1lso contribute to a dynamic economy, able 
to respond I..Ontidcntly to opportumty (Srcbrnik, 

2000; Lhldacchino,200S). Meanwhile, for most of 
these juri.,dicttons, and certainly tor the smallest, 
high population density per unit of land area 

comes acro1>s as a common feature, and .111, except 
the largest tdcnttfied (New Zealand), have an 
insignificant agricultural sector. 

(-;lands that are political untt1> arc .1lso 

geographical enclaves that tend to have higher 
population densities than mainlands, since 

oftloading people across the sea remains 
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1 
Land Area Populai!On Oens1ty 

1 ·I 'll! ~ a:;~ Population (A) (km') (B) (A/ B) 

Eurasia, America, Africa, Australia 6,550,435,000 136,071,330 48 

As (1) above less Australia 6,530,000,000 128,453,330 51 

All Island States and Territories 588,807,050 6,263,612 94 

As (3) above, less Greenland 588.752,050 4,088,000 144 

t,h • II: Comparing population densities: continents versus islands. 

hwn· problematic than offloading them onto 
wntiguous land mass. Moreover, around 

,).Ill ,,f humankind dwells on or near coastal 
fll~hlll,, because continental interiors are 
Jh.tdv.ultaged locations for settlement. These 
l)l'ckrL'nces are evinced from the much h1gher 
Jllc.ln population density for bland-; than for 
~Otll in~nts . Excluding the large but practically 
Olllpl y mass of Greenland, and idio!>yncratic 
Ant.~rct ica, island units have a mean population 
dcmily of 144 persons per km1

- three times 
I he mean value of 48 person<; per km1 that one 
ultt.lins l(lr continental Euras1a, America, Africa 
"nd Australia combined (Table 4.1). 

lhL' I'l' is however another d ishngubhing feature 
ul i'l.tnds, and one that connects us with the 
lndtt,ion of New Zealand in our listings. 'This 
l•l.1 nd jurisdiction emerged a'> 'settlement colony' 
ln t he Modern age, absorbing ~urplus population 
lrom the colonial homeland (Warrington 
& Milne, 2007; King, 2009), but it remains 
~,h .n-.tLterized by a low population density of just 
I ~ persons per km 2

• 

It llllC IS looking for extreme cases of population 
dl'll'lty, examples ofboth ends of the continuum 
.Ill' to be found on island~. In other words, 
" l.md states and territorie~ do not just provide 
\l l'l\,lrios of very high population density -
I\ 11h places like Bermuda, Malta and Singapore 

topping the list. 'They also provide examples of 
land areas with very low population density, 
a.~ well as the only examples of completely de ' 
unpopulated, geographically discrete areas on 
the globe. "Umnlwbited' is a word attached only 
to islands" (Birkett, 1997: 14). These locales arc 
attractive and have their own value, one that 
exploits their often unique natural qualities and 
apparent 'underdevelopment', for the purpose 
of more sustainable living, exclusive retirement 
locales and or niche tourism. 

4.3 Two distinct paradigms 

Most of what arc seen as successful island 
jurisdictions today have managed to avoid 
extensive resorts to industrialization, and the 
environmental fall out that such a development 
trajectory unwittingly implies. l11is is not to 
exclude the environmental degradation that can 
result on small islands from excessive dependence 
on one mineral resource - as in the case ofNauru 
and its phosphate, and Malta because oflimestone 
quarrying. However, other than Malta, Fiji and 
Mauritius, no other smaller island economics 
have embarked on any significant industrial 
programmes, thus often managing to ' leap frog' 
from primary to tertiary sector production in 
a few decades (e.g. Baldacchino, 1998). This 
development path, jumping straight from 
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agriculture to services, often in the space of just 
one generation, avoids the industrial rustbelts and 
derelict factory landscapes that now characterize 
cities or regions whose manufacturing industries 
have declined or disappeared. 

Having said that, many of these successful smaller 
island jurisdictions today find themselves operating 
within two distinct and quite diametrically 
opposed development paradigms. In a variant 
of 'the Triple Bottom Line' - an approach to 
decision making that considers economic, social 
and environmental issues in a comprehensive, 
systematic and integrated way - this paper focuses 
on just the two 'e' terms in this configuration, 
relegating the status of the third, social dimension 
to that of an intervening variable. 

The first batch is typified by dynamic, aggressive 
and competitive export producers who can 
depend on strong knowledge and finance 
capital pools. Such locations typically have high 
population densities, limited land areas, large 
pools of immigrant labour, considerable foreign 
direct investment, significant manufacturing 
sectors and extensive overseas investments, but 
poor and degraded local natural environments (if 
any exist) and higher per capita carbon footprints. 
'City states' such as Hong Kong, Malta, Monaco 
and Singapore - as well as larger countries such 
as Japan - are leading examples (e.g. Debattista, 
2007). lhese would have usurped the uslowcoach 
of agriculture", given the absence or low political 
clout of a rural hinterland (Streeten, 1993: 199). 
lhis could be, in turn, an outcome of poor soils 
or difficult terrain unsuitable for commercial 
farming. lhis duster offeatures can be labelled as 
the economic development approach. 

In contrast, the second batch of examples is typified 
by island locales that flaunt their clean, serene and 
pristine natural environments, often accompanied 
by distinctive cultural practices associated with 
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indigenous communities. Low populations and 
low population densities, perhaps supported by 
remittances and transfers from elsewhere, help to 
maintain this more environmentally sustainable 
lifestyle, which in turn promotes a potentially 
more nature friendly, more exclusive, tourism 
industry (however, for a critical view, see Gossling, 
2003). lceland, New Zealand but also Dominica, 
Greenland,Molokai,Samoa,Scychellcs, Tobago and 
the Fa roes are apt examples, and arc internationally 
recognized as such (e.g. National Geographic, 2006). 
Many of these locales are associated with states that 
have dedicated s1gnilicant portions of their land 
and1orsea to nature parks, or have maintained their 
natural forest, tundra, taiga or permafrost cover. For 
example, live Micronesian governments (Palau, 
followed by the Federated States of Micronesia, the 
Republic of the Marc;halllslands, the USTcrritoryof 
Guam and the US Commonwealth of the Northern 
Mariana Islands) have pledged a commitment to 
effectively conserve ~0% of their near-shore marine 
resources and 20Cl(, of their terrestrial resources by 
2020 (Nature Conservancy, 2008). This second 
clu~tcr of features can be labelled as the ecological 
development approach. 

The main features of, and differences between, 
these two approaches arc schematically described 
in Table 4.2. Interestingly, different parts of the 
same country can exhibit these sets of features: in 
archipelagic Japan, for example, metropolitan high 
density Honshu is contrasted to Yakushima Island 
(World Heritage Site) and the sacred island of 
Miyajima. The same can be said for the Bahamas, 
where two-thirds of the population lives on New 
Providence, which has just 3% of the country's 
total land area. In Indonesia, the Moluccas (or 
Spice Islands) have a population density of 20 
persons per km2

; contrast this to 2,070 on Java. 

lhecontrast between these two setsofisland features 
can also be discerned from the same geographical 
region. In the island rich Mediterranean, for 
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Fortress islands 

Significant, unadulterated and pristine natural resources 

Choosy exporters (niche markets) 

Exclusive tourism appeal 

Low carbon footprint 

Low urbanization 

< • 11eral characteristics of economic and ecological development. 

IIlli~~·. popul.ttlon density ranges from a high of 

"' 1,21111 p~:r km2 for the Maltese Islands to 68 

1 '""'II'"' .1nd just 32 for Corsica: in the latter 
1\Vt L·~''''• ,, rugged topography and associated 

II 1•~ ·'1''' m.tkes settlement, as well as farmmg, 
111\)h' l h,,l k·ngmg, and difficulty of access conserves 

tl r•thcr umporlt interior. 

thu' .tpp~:.us that geography and history conspire 

lll tl' tt'b isl.tnds differently suited for development 

all .th·~tl''· On the basis of the typology suggested 
h~ \V.trrmgton & Milne (2007), island entrepots 

h ot\'\' .lliCd as magnets for significant incoming and 

~hutl.tlmg population movements and diversity; 
llwy .trc well placed to exploit their 'in betweemty' 

h I,H.:llunulate fiscal, human and material capital for 

\k·vdnpment. They are challenged to come up with 

~nlu11ons to the pressing problems resulting from 

'"' .twte lack of space and associated high costs 
o l l.llld (e.g. lhe Economist, 2006). 1h1s would 

mdudc a brand of tourism that is more appreciative 

ol built environments, socio-cultural town.~capes 

.wd urban living. They are well honed to take 

upon themselves an economic approach to their 

development. 

Meanwhile, other islands appear better suited 

at keeping newcomers away, making access 
to their shores more difficult, tortuous, time

consuming, challenging or otherwi~e risky. These 

conditions suggest that an ecological approach 

to development may be a more natural option for 

these to follow. Connell & King (1999: 3), echoing 

Churchill Semple (1911}, observe that island s 

which find themselves at tmportant crossroads 

·in a "nodal location"- tend to attract immigrants 

and may thu!> be challenged by overpopulation, 

whereas those which find themselves i!.olated, on 

the periphery, may be thus better adept at sending 

people away and may suffer stagnant or declinmg 

populations in the outcome, risking depopulation. 

That there should be at least two contra!>ting 

'development paradigms' m the first place may 

belie a basic mbunderstanding about the very 

nature and expression of development. The 

leadmg examples of economic development, 

with their significantly negative environmental 

impacts, may not be successful over the longer 

term. Their success may often depend on the 

ability to lure value added from away, while 

exporting negative externalities offshore. The 

examples of ecological development (if any 

such term can be used, since the clause comes 
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' across as an oxymoron), in contrast, typically 

maintain much lower environmental footprints. 
Dahl (1996: 49) reminds us that, in spite of 
"the 'eco' as a unifying concept ... the chasm 

between economics and ecology is a symptom 
of the malfunctioning of modern society which 
threatens our very future". Given the strong 

sense of place that they engender, islands are 
ideal spaces to experience the pernicious and 
dysfunctional chasm between these two separate 

'ccos' (Depraetere, 2008: 20). 

1f we are to posit these two sets of island 
candidates as success stories, then we need to 

be better able to critically but cogently identify 
what led them to assume such a status. Are there 
(other) discernible patterns behind either of 

these two, apparently diametrically opposed, 

trajectories of success? Which political episodes 
(including crises?) and dynamics (including 

non-democratic processes?) have galvanized 

these island societies and economies towards 
competitive economic or ecological prosperity? 
What particular set of goods and services have 

permitted these jurisdictions to occupy and 
secure export markets? What human resource 
development policies have they pursued? 

What beneficial links with their respective 
diasporas have they fashioned? How have they 
exploited bilateral and multilateral agreements 

via shrewd (para)-diplomacy and international 
relations? Have higher education, tourism, 

financial services and niche manufacturing been 
important contributors to economic growth? 

Is there an active concern with su<>tainability 
and visions of a future that will lower fossil fuel 
dependency? These are some of the questions 

that beckon further island studies research. 

A second set of questions is al~o pertment. These 

questions would connect with considerations or 

opportunities to shift gear from one developmental 
approach to another. What does one do if a particular 
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island territory wants to be successful on both these 

development fronts? Can one be both economically 
and ecologically successful, and be known globally 
for both? Can an island be both green and clever 

at the same time, balancing tensions between 
modernizers and traditionalists (e.g. Grydeh0j, 2008, 
in the case of Shetland). Or is this 'best ofboth worlds' 

scenario only a myth, possible only via a deliberate 

foray into marketing spin and camouflage? Could 
especially archipelagic island states - such as the 
Bahamas, Fiji, Maldives, Malta, Seychelles, Tonga, 

St Vincent and the Grenadines - but also mainland 
states with outlying island units such as Croatia, 
France, Greece, Italy, Spain, Tunisia and Turkey in 

the Mediterranean - zone their territory in such a 
way that they can pursue differential development 
strategies via geographically delineated (that is, 

endaved) policies? 

4.4 Economic success 

The eco11omic road to success is the easier to 

chart, because it follows well-worn, conven
tional principles and definitions. Standardized 
economic statisttcs rank countries according 

to gross nattonal/ domestic product or purchas
ing power parity standards. Wealth i~ often 
defined in such terms ao; GNI/ G N P/GDP per 

capita, with purchasing power parity. Smaller, 
often island, territories do exceptionally well 

on these count~. In their analytic critiques, 
Arm!ltrong et al. (1998: 644), Easterly & Kraay 

(2000: 2015), and Armstro ng & Read (2002) 
agree that smaller (and mainly island) JUrisdic 
tions actually perform economically better than 

larger (malllly continental) states. Moreover, 
comparative research has shown that, on aver

age, non-sovereign island terntories tend to be 
richer per capita than sovereign ones (Potrine, 

1998; Bertram, 2004). The citizens o f French 
Polynesia, Aruba, Bermuda and (until recently) 
Iceland, have been counted amongst the world's 
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t 'I' hln m:hest people, in terms of these conven
lltl 111 ~l.t ndards (The Economist, 2003) . Arm-
11011~ & 1\e,\d (1998: 13) have also argued that 

t\1 lly uf I he smaller states - most of whrch are 
1 I nd 11r .tn:hipelagic territories - have managed 
In e11mpcnsate effectively for their smaller size 
h ll l u~h l)llality of"endogcnmls policy formula-
11 11 ,,,{ implementatio11". Earlier, Kattenstein 

'~~~) h.td made similar remarks in relation to 
' 111ll·r European states. 

I lnnd ~pecific literature suggest~ five policy 

lfl"" ·" being critical ingredients in shaping 
1 ru~pl·r il y. economic development·wi~e (e.g. 
Miltw, 2000). Contestation over 'who does 
wh.tl' tn these economic policy areas i!> typically 
lon~l·, especially in federal political systems, 
ud m.ty in itself lead to demands for more 
oil ruk·, its withdrawal or tts renegottation 

b~:t ween the parties concerned. These powers 
1\n•prcmised on effective governance: however, 
unlt~c other models that seek to explain the 
pl'lnuples behind revenue flows to island 
ll~llllomies, these policy area~ depend much 
11\lll'l' on the proactive nurtunng of spectfic, 
htl.tl, JUrisdictional capacities or local powers 
( 1\.tld.tcchino, 2006a). They comprise the 
llt .tn.t~l'ment of external relations '' ... by mca11s 
••/ "''"'<'~lie policies and governing institutions" 
( W.t rn ngton, 1998: 10 I). These five select 
poltl )' ,\l'eas are: (I) powers over finance, mainly 
h .ut~ lllg, insurance and taxation; (2) powers 
m n environmental policy, particularly natural 
" ' 'ou n:cs; (3) powers over access, particularly 
In rd.1tion to air and sea transportation; (4) 
powers over free movement of persons; and 
l '\) powers over tourism policy (Baldacchino, 
'0116b; Baldacchino & Milne, 2000). Looking 
.11 I hcsc policy areas more holistically, Bertram 
.utd Poirine (2007: 362) conclude that " ... tltc 
'11111/Jmtltion of offslwrc finance and high-tjuality 
l11111'1.> 111 stauds out as the strategy of the most 
•II•, t'ssjul islaud economies". 

4.5 Ecological success 

1he defining characteristics behind ecological 
succes'> are much more elusive. They typically 
include low population figures enjoying longevity 
and healthy low·streS!> ltfestyles, low urban 
footprints, large concentrations of undisturbed 
habitats, pristtne and unfragmented landscapes, 
rich air quality, and abundant local fauna and 
flora that are not expo~ed to risk of disturbance 
and degradation. But one needs to be careful that 
such features arc not (mis)construed as those of a 
primitive, late-commg, underdeveloped economy, 
intent on achieving economic success, even at 
con~iderable ecological cost. 

lhe European Union hal> been extending 
significant fundtng to regions that are threatened 
by depopulatton or low population densities. This 
has been done mainly vta two complementary 
thrusts. The first is an inve~tment in infrastructure 
which would make access to the mainland or 
metropolitan heartland cheaper, safer, easier and 
faster, improving the sustainabihty of island and 
other remote communtties, while boosting their 
attraction to visitors and second home owners. The 
second is an investment in information technology, 
including broadband, which will assist cross-border, 
transnational and interregional co-operation, 
broaden access to all kinds of data, and facilitate the 
growth of remote employment. There are two main 
dangers associated with such strategies. First is an 
excessive dependence on EU-driven initiatives which 
may dampen entrepreneurship and private enterprise. 
Other, potentially successful, projects would be 
abandoned, or not pursued with the required zeal 
and perseverance, in the fuce of the near certainty of 
such external funding, resulting in a less diversified 
economic structure. Second, immigrants, second 
home buyers and seasonal residents are not always 
made to feel welcome by the host community, leading 
to some interesting tensions between 'come heres' 
and ' from heres' (e.g. Cohen, 1987; Marshall, 2003). 
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, 
4.6 Trajectories 

The trajectory from ecological towards 
economic development is often a victim of the 
sheer momentum of democratic politics. Once 
local restdents start buying into the tourism 
industry, they develop an interest in increasing 
tourism numbers, hoping to tap into the 
accruing wealth by landing an additional job 
or contract, or else offenng that one additional 
bed, meal, tour, or souvenir, a dynamic well 
explained in the ' development phase' by Butler 
(1980) in his Tourism Area Life Cycle model, or 
by the 'Tragedy of the Commons' as outlined 
by Hardin (1968). But more tourists does not 
necessanly translate into higher local value 
added, especially when a locale's exclusive 
charm is eroded and the local environment 
becomes irreparably degraded with the impact 
of tourist invasions. Diminishing returns are a 
real threat, especially on the smallest islands. 
Polittcians may be loathe, or find it difficult, to 
adopt unpopular measures that may, or are seen 
to, thwart the 'trickle down' benefits - such as 
rents and employment - that may accrue from 
this industry. 

Still, m spite of these real political challenges, 
there are a few examples which suggest a fairly 
successful brake on the normal expansion 
of tourism and its creeping penetration on a 
smaller island's infrastructure, economy and 
society. In the Seychelles, the more distant 
islands in the sprawling archipelago are more 
expensive to visit. In St Barthelemy, a French 
territory in the Caribbean, the short runway 
ensures that only a few rich millionaires can 
visit. In Italy, Spain, Greece and Turkey, some 
islands are for sale. It is much easier for sub
national island jurisdictions to adopt and 
mamtain an ecological approach to their 
development than an independent state. 
This is because they can be zoned for such a 
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purpose, while other economic development 
related activities can take place elsewhere, 
presumably in the metropole. There are three 
general ways in which such islands have been 
carved out and enclaved. 

4.6.1 Parks and reserves, local elites 
and private islands 

The first is via the designation of parks or nature/ 
culture reserves. With suitable management and 
regulatory enforcement in place, park status 
prevents finite, prized but public resources from 
falling victim to the 'Tragedy of the Commons'. 
The world's largest protected marine area, until 
recently, was Australia's Great Barrier Reef 
(which includes many islands). Since 2006, the 
Papahanaumokuakea (originally Northwestern) 
Hawaiian Islands Marine National Monument 
(USA) is even larger, with an area of some 
362,000 km1

, more than the total area of all 
current U.S. national parkland (e.g. Eilpcrin, 
2009). In the Orkney Islands of Scotland, the 
largest land owner today is the Royal Society for 
the Protection of Birds (RSPB). 

Perhaps the most prestigious listing of all is 
UNESCO's list ofWorld Heritage Sites (WHS). 
Inscription on this high-status list identifies a 
locale as having cultural and/or natural features 
that arc recognized as deservedly common 
heritage of humankind and therefore meriting 
being preserved for all, beyond the actual 
political borders where they may happen to be 
situated. Islands, singly or in groups, arc the 
only places in the world that can find themselves 
totally ensconced as World Heritage Sites. 1l1ere 
arc some 60 WHS sites in the Mediterranean, 
making this the region with the second largest 
concentration of such sites (alter continental 
Western Europe); at least a dozen of these are 
located on islands (Aeolians, Corsica, Cyprus, 
Gozo, Ibiza, Malta, Rhodes, Sardinia, Sicily). 
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~.6 . 2 Beyond democratic governance? 

llw wcond route to ecological development is 
1.1 nnn democratic control and non-pluralist 
11\lTnancc. (The designation of land or sea 
• p.u-l ' • reserves or world heritage sites is in 
l~dl .1 f()rm of wresting such spaces from the 

f\1111 r~·~ulatory and laissez faire tendencies of 
d~moc•-.tcy.) The 'political geography' of cold 
w.lln islands might partly explain why there 
Ire I ypKalJy Jess pressures to expand tourism 
0 11 tht'\C locations. Extreme island regions of 
l .u~t·r st.ttcs tend to lie on the political periphery, 
o•pcci;11ly when they have small populations, arc 
lin/under-represented in the corridors of power, 
ore l.,rgcly forgotten by centralized policy makers 
aullcring from 'the urban bias', or are dismissed 
liM ins•gnificant backwaters other than, perhaps, 
In ~tr.1tcgic (military and resource) terms (Butler, 
IIJ') \; Wilkinson, 1994). A weak local political 
!nllucncc and a lackadaisical interest from the 
C\'llltc do, in turn, suggest that local elites assume 
aly.nilic.mt politico economic power. These 
olltcs also tend to be narrower, less fragmented 
11nd more concentrated in island jurisdictions 
with ~mall populations (e.g. Buker, 2005; May & 
lupPltniua, 1980; Richards, 1982). Moreover, in 

""" ' nvcreign island terri tones, the concentration 
ul (,,, ,,( politico-economic power is more likely 
h1 ,,., , in the hands of a small identifiable group 

.t tdigious congregation (Solovetsky), a team of 
•~ i\'1\t ists (Macquarie), an indigenously controlled 
~orpnr.ttion (Baffin; Nunivak), an arms-length 
unll'rprise trust ( Ch.ttham), or a municipality 
(luk-.1) (for individual case studie~, see Baldacchino, 
lOO(,c). Such skewed influence creates a situation 
wht•rt• there is hardly a plurality of mterest groups 
d.uunuring to benefit, and benent fast, from the 
hlltnsm bandwagon. The oligopolies m power are 
dwnpions of tradition; they effuse caution and 
h.nhour a suspicion of change. They are fully aware 
1 tl I be environmental and economic risks of mass 
tounsm and are immune to popuhst pressures 

that may oblige them to consider such investments 
in that industry. Thus, there is lim•ted discussion 
(at best) on whether to take the tourism industry 
forward. Most of those m power have no stake in 
tourism - which rs not a key industry anyway -
and so are more likely to view tts intrusion with 
some grave, even legitimate, concerns. This is well 
captured in the following statement, uttered by 
none other than Archimandrite Josef, the head of 
the Monastery on the Solovetsky Islands, Russra. 
It leaves no room for drscussion: 

"Overgrowth of tourism flows and preservation of 
divine spirit of the island are mcompatible. Nobody 
even thinks of convcrtmg Solovctsky into a trendy resort 
where the White Sea shore rs full of restaurants and ... 
the sky czbove the Monastery s towers rs crossed by para· 
gliders' (quoted in Nevmerzhitskaya, 2006: 162). 

A third variant, and extreme rendition of this 
'governance for exdusiv•ty', is that found on totally 
private islands again, one island condition 
that cannot be found on continent!>. Private 
islands exist all round the world, and many 
can be bought - with potential for commercial 
development or private recreational use1

• While 
even private islands operate withm the purview 
of ~O\fereign state.~, their status as the objects of 
lease or purchase allows the buyer considerable 
dtscretion (which vanes from state to ~tate} as to 
how to manage the island - but commonly w1th 
the intent to restrict acce~s to a select lew, typically 
some of the owners' relatives, the rich and the 
famous. Ironically, it is the cash and value added 
created in the economically successful 'hot spots' 
of the world that i~ often behind the financing 
needed to purchase, craft and conserve ecological 
island enclaves. This is another way of tapping 'the 
hinterland beyond' ( Baldacchino, 2006b). Thus, 

For ,1 wcb-sttc dcalmg 10 private L~land~. vtstt; http:// 

www.pnv~tctslandsonlme.com . 
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the two sides of the 'ceo principle' connect in a 
rather perverse but symbiotic relationship. 

4.7 Conclusion 

Perhaps one can modify a propositiOn made 
by Funk (2008) and schematize a relationship 
between economic development and ecological 
development based on the state of natural capital '. 
In such a model, there are two broad, ideal-type, 
development trajectories. In the first, countries 
which have ~ignificant 'natural assets', would 
allow their natural resource endowments - sugar, 
banana, copra, timber, phosphate, oil and gas ... 
to be mined and exported, and particularly in a raw 
state which means that most of the value added is 
reaped in other economies. Thus, these countries 
are not likely to 'develop' beyond 'plantation 
economy' status. 1l1ey are liable to transform 
their land into a mono-economy, and are not 
necessarily much richer for it (Riclr Lmrd, Poor 
Ecotwtny). ln a vanant ofth1s model, mass touric;m 
risks transforming many Mediterranean islands 
and coasts into anonymous chunks of concrete 
high rises and degraded natural resources. 

Even countries that had no natural cap1tal worth 
exploiting to start off with - because of poor 
soils and fishing grounds, as well a.~ lim1ted 
fresh water, exacerbated by high population 
densities - have tended to promote ~uch scrvtces 
as tourism and finance; these have typ1cally 
done well economically, driven by the need to 
tap hinterlands and markets beyond thetr ... hores 
(e.g. Kakazu, 1994). Bar some i~olated 'pockets' 
of nature, these would have ruined any natural 
capital which they may have had originally {Poor 
Land, Rich Economy). 

The middle road between these two routes is one 
where any natural capital is prized and conserved, 
not adulterated. The quest1on then becomes: how 
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do you make such natural capital pay for itself and 
its maintenance? How docs one avoid "picturesque 
poverty", as argued by Isle of Wight Councilor 
Harry Rees (Arnold, 2001)? Low population 
densities help, though these may al~o mean that 
there are le.'>s opportunities to reap economies of 
scale. However, econom1es of scale considerations 
are not that critical in service or exclusive market 
provisioning. N1che and $econd home tourism, 
investments in transport and ICT infrastructure, 
and outright sale to private interests, are 
development options. In such cases, the landscape 
is more l1kcly to emerge relatively unscathed. 

Clearly, it becomes very difficult for any 
jurisdiction to maintain itself on exclusively 
ecological principles. Although whole islands 
and archipelagos have been ensconced on the 
UNESCO World Heritage L1st, no whole country 
ha~ been, and is not likely to be. 

Let me conclude by reVi\iting Crete. How have 
the Cretans reacted to the ab~ence of any proper 
indw;triahzatlon phase? Firstly, they continue to do 
what they have traditionally done well: harvesting 
the produce of the1r land. Farming continues as a 
core occupation, providing various fresh fruits and 
vegetables, with oltvcs, grapes, tomatoes, green 
peppers and oranges leading the way. High value 
processed food i.~ much sought after: olive oil, wild 
honey and wtld thyme, yoghurt .md local cheese, 
local wine~ as well as ouzo and rakt (like grappa) 
and retsina (a mixture of wine and pine) arc 
recommended. Rounded off with cooked edible 
snatls and mature caper.~, "Eat Crete" must be 
mcred1bly healthy: the Cretan~ enjoy the highest 
life expectancy in Europe (St Vincent, 2004), and 
are the least likely Europeans to develop coronary 
heart disease (Natural Health Perspective, 2002). 
This is how a 'backward' reg1on capitalizes on 
its strengths. Of cour,c, Crete b no paradise: 
many Cretans emigrate from the island to 
metropolttan Greece or elsewhere, for education, 
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kur .nlvcnturc. However, the island's working 

lhi14:•1Pl', ~md its natural offerings. provides a 
f din•d (011tribution to an enviable quality 

II fo th.11 is becoming increasingly attractive to 
n lorn in~ isl.mdcrs and foreigners alike. 
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HAPTER 5 
> timal population density and the sustainability of 
1 nail island jurisdictions: some considerations 

ordon Cordina and Nadia Farrugia 

Introduction 

'I' lmpt~rt.lnt consideration in the environmental 
11 ~.\ln.Jhtl it y of small jurisdictions is the relationship 

l1t hwl'll h:rritory size, population density and the 

l Onom•~ cost ofinterventions towards improving 
11 lilin.Jhlc development. This chapter presents 

1 1ll11dd lo show that there exists an optimum 

I' pul.11 inn density beyond which the per capita 
\ ~I of the provision of inrrastructural service.~ 

•\1 d ~imibr interventions would progressively 

1 ~1\',J~l'. ·rhe question of the economic costs of 

1Jlhll'\'t'111 ions towards sustainable development 
O•t•t w.\ special consideration in the case of small, 

. •ul.u- .md coastal territories with relatively high 

upul.tt ion densities. 

Uw I uropean Spatial Development Perspective 

fl '-!P I' ) recognizes that regions with low 
)Opul.ltinn densities, typically defined as the 
lllllllhl·r of inhabitants per square kilometre, 

ulll·r from a number of competitive 

IM.hlv.llltages related to spatial development. 
lndt•cd, low population densities incur higher 
}Jur t·.1pita overhead costs, particularly in the 

1:11-t' of telecommunications, transport and 
011\'trnnmcntal projects and the benefits of such 

l)n 11cd s arc felt by a smaller amount of population 
th.111 ifthcyareimplcmented in an area with a high 

jlupul.Jl ion density. In other words, the same level 

of per capita benefits m.1y be obtained at a higher 

cost in regions with a very low population density. 
While this re.1soning is certainly applicable over 
a certain range of population density, it may, 

however, no longer .1pply for relatively brgc 

population demities. In the latter case, the more 
intensive u~e of land, and its relative sc:ucity, 
may engender hrgher costs, arising. for example, 

out of the intensity of demand for the usage of 
infr.1structural amenitres. It is thus hypothesized 
tlut whereas over relatively low ranges of 

population densrty, an increase in such density 

would lead to lower costs due to the spreading 
of overheads per capita, at higher population 
densities this effect would be neutralized and even 

reversed by the more intensive usc of the scarce 
land and associated resources availablc.1l1e costs 

of population pressure would offset the reduction 
in per c.1pita overheads. There thus exists an 

optimum population density, beyond which the 
per capita cost of the provision of infrastructural 
services would progressively increase. 

1l1ese considerations would especially apply to 
small insular territorie~,such .1s Malta, due to the fact 

that the coastline acts as a barrier for the spread of 

the population over larger territories, thereby often 
resulting in a population density which is higher 
than optimal. It is to be furthermore considered 

that coastal zones are often highly sensitive areas 
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from the viewpoint of environmental management 
and in terms of the intensity of conflicts between 
sustainability and various economic uses. These 
conflicts are themselves indicative of higher than 
optimal population densities, and may lead to 
higher costs of interventions towards promoting 
sustainable development. Considerations of 
climate change and retreat of populations from 
coastal zones may further exacerbate these issues 
in the fUture. 

lhe hypothesis presented in this chapter is closely 
related to the concept of diminishing returns in 
economics. Thts states that at relatively low output 
levels, an increase m output would reduce per unit 
production cost due to the reduced allocation 
of fixed costs to each unit of output. Beyond a 
certain level of output, however, the variable cost of 
production would increase sufficiently to offset this 
effect. Likewise, beyond a certam level of population 
density, the costs of intensity of use of transport 
and environmental facilities, which are directly and 
positively related to population size, would offset 
the spreading of overhead effect. This concept has 
Important implications for spatial development 
policies in the EU. lhe ESD P, ratified in May 1999, 
does not reflect the changes of recent years, in 
particular the accession of the ten new member states 
into the European Unton in 2004. Malta, one of the 
new member states, has a population density, which 
is more than II time-; higher than the EU average.' 
1h1s concept also has important implications for 
issues such as the formulae for allocation of cohesion 
fUnds which consider a high population density 
as purely an advantage, hence resultmg in a lower 
allocation of fUnds. 

This study involves an economic assessment 
of the costs of high population density. The 

Appendix 2 provtdes data for population densities 
in the EU. 
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assessment shall identifY examples through 
which high population densities would result 
in higher costs, and evaluate the relative effects 
where possible. A discussion regarding the 
threshold value of population density beyond 
which further expansion of such density would 
impose burdens, together with the rate at 
which such burdens would accumulate, is also 
undertaken. Following this introduction, a 
review ofinternationalliterature associated with 
optimum population densities is presented. This 
is followed by a description of the underpinnings 
of the concepts utilized to derive the concept 
of optimum population density. Finally, some 
tentative conclusions on the optimal population 
densities in small island jurisdictions are put 
forth on the basis of the results of the model 
developed in the chapter. 

5.2 Literature on conceptual 
and empirical analyses 
of optimum population 
density 

The more important contributions to the ltterature 
on optimal population density a!lsess whether 
high population densities in cities arc justifiable 
in terms of greater efficiencies in the production 
of goods and :;ervices and the amenities offered to 
their inhabitants or whether the~>e are simply the 
combined product of inefficient agglomeration 
economics and continued population growth!. 
Within the context of small msular territories, 
inefficiently h1gh population dcnsit1es may also 
be ascribed to the constraints on territorial 
expansion imposed by the coa~tline, combined 
with lack of mob1lity of populations beyond the 
territorial shores. 

2 Sec, for example, Speare & White ( 1990), Bier

mann (2002) and Henderson ( 1986). 
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The economic costs of 
increasing population density 

ltllllll'~llllll' llt tor the existence and development 
I htsh popul.ttion densities rests on the notion 

,, loml' l',tlion economies. 1hese economies 
~, ftdv.lll t .tge~ in production that denve from the 
~llal pn •ximity of producers of goods and services 

t •II' htll'tTcl.lted economy. By agglomerating, 
t••t)IIH'r' reduce the transportation costs of 
llol~ln~t ~oods from one firm or stage of the 

1 ' lull ton process to another. Invocation of the 
on•~·r.11um economy argument seemed to 

ltfk \wll m explaining the development of the 
I t lndu~trial urban centres in the nineteenth 
11111ry lkllicated to the production of durable 
,XI~ where it was advantageous for producers to 

olnllre~.11c. Such agglomeration economies were 
•I vl,•wnl to be operating in the serv~ces !>ector, 
horl' ··~·•in, face-to-face contact through physical 

jll •lnuly served to cut costs and fo~ter the more 

I trld 'Jll'e.td ofideaS. 

lhr••u~hout the twentieth century technological 
,, }Villlll'.~ h.we eroded agglomeration economies. 
lthpwwments in roads and the shift toward 
lJ'\It ~ !rom railroad car, and most recently, 

ll' l!rvdopment of high speed electronic 
onuuunication have worked in this direction, 

1 flltllnlulg suburbanization and then enabling 
IJIII\'l'llll'llt to even lower density settings, including 
I!Mik·r metropolitan areas and rural communities. 
hi~ .uwuncnt indeed extends to the observation 

1hnt there exist diseconomies of agglomeration, 
IO~l'l',l\l'd costs or disadvantages associated with 
hlitlwr density and proximity. Congestion costs 
nd pollution are the most frequently mentioned 
~~ the~e. Proximity should reduce the cost of 
u~liVl'f'lng goods and services by decreasing the 
lon~th llf transport needed, but traffic is perhaps 
lh,• most obvious congestion cost. Indeed, data 
from 1 he census of the United States indicate that 
Wlll'kl·rs in larger metropolitan areas spend a longer 

time getting to work than in smaller metropolitan 
areas. Much ofthts diilerence is due to congestion. 
An tmportant result obtained by Henderson 
( 1986) from industrial data from the United States 
and Braz1l indicates that resource productivity 
improvement imtially rose with agglomeration, but 
then declined. If technological change contmues 
along the same line as it ha.~ in recent years, then 
any productivity advantage of agglomeration will 
continue to dissipate. 

In spite of these observations, there appears to be 
no consensus on an exact optimum value for c1ty 
population, but social sctentists have tried to estimate 
the magnitudes and effects of agglomeration 
economies and diseconomies. As one might 
imagine, it is very difficult to disentangle the 'true' 
effect~ of agglomeratton on industrial productivity, 
congestton and pollution. It t~ also the case that 
as Btermann (2002) states, the optimum size of 
the population density depends to a major extent 
on country and time ~pecific factor~ and should 
therefore be analysed on a case by case basis. 

5.2.2 The environmental and social 
costs of increasing population 
density 

Large population concentration usually requires 
higher costs per person for the maintenance of 
sustainable environmental conditions, particularly 
in the areas of water resource management, waste 
management and air quality. It is difficult to derive 
generic results in this respect which are applicable 
over a wide spectrum of situations. 

There are, however, interesting studies which 
delineate the environmental problems present 
in densely populated areas. Zero Population 
Growth, a United States research institute in 
demographic, economic and social issues, has 
constructed an index of environmental pollution 
which combines measures of air quality, water 
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quality, sewage treatment and hazardou.'> waste 

(see Zero Population Growth, 1988). This index 

showed that environmental quality in larger cities 
was poorer than that in smaller cities. There was 
a significant dividing line between central cities of 

250,000 or more and smaller ones. Less densely 
populated citie~ are shown to have two advantages 
m dealing with the environment. First, because of 

the lower density, they have lower concentrations 
of pollutants to deal with. Second, they may find 

it easier to mobihze <,upport for programme~ to 
regulate and reduce pollution. 

Much of the attention in the literature on the 
costs and benefits of high population demity has 

tocused on economic criteria, as the drscussion 
above indicates. Other important aspects of the 
costs and benefits of population density may be 

viewed trom the social srde. These include the 
relative distribution of income (or more generally 

resources) for urban areas, crime, anti social 
behaviour, and racial and ethnic conflict. lhese 

are externalities or agglomeration diseconomie~ 
from the sociological or psychological points of 
view. Although many ad hoc theories exrst, solid 

empirical evidence linking population dcn~ities to 
these social costs i'> not readily available, such that 
th i..'> aspect will not be further treated in this ~tudy. 

5.2.3 Empirical results 
from the literature 

Formal modelling of the cost.; of high population 
densities with the vrew of obtaining empirical results 

is an area of study which i!. as yet in its inception 

phase. A recent valid contribution in the respect is 
Biermann (2002). Presenting emprrical evidence 
from two ca~e studi~, Brermann challenges the 

commonly held view that costs rncrease with 
distance and decrease with rncreasing density. 
The cost effectrvenesl> of central versus peripheral 

locations and of increasing residentral densities 

are investigated. It is concluded that in terms of 
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development costs, dictating a specific urban form 

i.e. compact city, with the •mplicit requirement th.tl 

function tollows form, is not the way to achu~\'1' 

sustainable urban environment~. 

The first case study consrdered relates to thl: 
application of a bulk infrastructure potential cost 
model in the metropolitan area of Greater Pretori.t 

Using thre~hold analyl>is, potential cost~ arc calculated 
on the basis of demand for services m terms of 
populatron denl>ity, supply of existing services, 
rncludmg capacity considerations and the addrtional 

in&astnrcture required to meet the demand. Tht.· 
output of the modelrs in the fonn of potential cost 
surf.1ces, facilitating the comparison of infrastructure 

costs between different density scenanos and between 
different locations. The '>econd case study concerns 
the eficct oflocality on costs and energy consumption 

and involves the comparison oflocalrty-rclated costs 

between two specific localities in the Johannesburg 
metropolitan area. 

The results have indit.ated th.lt bulk 
mfrastructure costs do not '>imply decrease 
with increasing density and with decreasing 

distance from the central areas. In all cases, total 

infrastructure costs incre.1se as density increases 
due to the additional dcm.md placed on the 

system as a whole. Per capita costs, however, do 

decrease with increasing densities for some cost 
item~ but not for .1ll. Electricity per capita costs, 
for example, increase with increasing density. It 
ha-: also been dcmon~trated that for all services 
consrdered, the more central areas can be as 
costly if not more costly to develop than certain 

more peripheral areas, as a result of existing 

spare capacity and envtronmental and land 
usc condrtions. Furthermore, environmental 
and location condition' of the land being used 

influence infrastructure costs in a manner 
unrelated to drstance from the central areas. For 
the study area, the mol>t ~rgnificant impacts of 

these factor<; were steep slopes and difficult soils. 
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PopulatiOn Density 

Total 

Average Cost and Marg•nallano Cost 

- • • • Marginal Population Cost 

1 '!r capita costs at different population densities. 

hu , thl· result!> of this kind of 1-tudy would be 

dl·pendent upon the region in which the 

tip"'' .He being undertaken. 

A Model of the Cost of 
Population Density 

,, . r,l,·r 1\l ti.mnalize the issues involved in the 

I 1 tllkm:c of per capita co~ts on population 
I 1 Jlly .md to have a working basas to apply 

I I pr .ldtl.ll situations, this sectmn of the study 
I wlop' .1 mathematical model of the costs of a 

1 1 tlln I I he total costs of a project arc here defined 
lh' pH·,cnt value of the entire stream of costs of 

th )'lllll'll, .1ssociated both with its development 
~dl .1, with its operation. 1his section presents 

1)\hlhl.lltvc approach to the results of the model. 

\ fim11.1l mathematical derivation is given in 

'\llpcndtx I . 

I ho pnnupal result which can be derived from 

lho 11111dd is that the per capita costs of the project 
\ buill f.11l in response to an increase in population 
th ~~~ ~~ y 1111 ,\CCOUnt of: 

the size of the per capita costs themselves, 
because the per capita variable has the 

population quantity as a denominator; 

the marginal cost al>~octated wtth the 
clement of increa~e in land area covered, 
becau~c with an increa1-e in land area, 

keeping everything ebe constant, there 

would be a drop 111 population density and 
a commensurate rbe in project costs. 

On the other hand, the model also show~ that per 

capita project COl>tS would rise with population 
denstty on account of the marginal cost element 

ac;sociated with an increase in the population 
servtced by the project. l11cre arc thuJ. two 
contrasting cost elements, which can be expected 

to result in a U-shaped response of per capita costs 

to population density, with a stationary point at the 
level of population density which gives the lowest 
per capita costs, as shown in Figure S.l. 

The optimum population density, o·. which 
minimizes the per capita costs of a project can be 

found as: 

o• .. MCC(L) (I) 
MRC(P) - PCC 

where: 
PCC is the per capita cost of the intervention; 

MCC(L) is the increase in total costs as a result of 
an increase in land area covered, and; 
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Figure 5.2: Changes in per capita costs at different population densities. 

MRC(P) is the increase in costs as a result of an 
increase in the populatiOn serviced. 

The optimal value of population density for a given 
project thus depends on the marginal costs of the 
proJeCt with respect to land area covered and the 
population serviced, together with the magnitude 
of the per capita costs. On the basis of equation (I), 
the threshold value of population density beyond 
which per capita costs would increase in response 
to a higher population dens1ty would rise with: 

the marginal cost ofland element because 
the higher the costs involved in servicing 
an increased area, the larger the benefit of 
having high population densities; and, 
the per capita costs, because the higher 
the costs per capita, the more prolonged 
the benefits of a high population density 
would be. 

On the other hand, the value of the optimal 
population density would be rather low in the case 
of projects with a high marginal cost of population 
servicing element. This would typically involve 
relatively high costs to extend the service to more 
people, thereby offsetting any positive effects on per 
capita costs arising out of the possible spreading of 
overheads among more heads of population. 
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A hypothetical numerical example ~an serve 
to better illustrate this concept. Consider, for 
example, a project with a total cost of 25 million 
Euros covering a population of 500,000, implying 
a per capita cost of SO Euros. It is assumed that 
the marginal cost of extending the proJect by I 
square kilometre, keeping population constant, 
is 0.5 million Euros. Furthermore, the marginal 
cost of extending the service to one more unit 
of population, keeping land area constant, is 
assumed at 5,000 Euros. Applying the tormula in 
(I), the optimum population density which would 
minimize the per capita costs of this project is: 

500,000 - I 0 I persons per square kilometre 
5,000-SO 

In this particular example, the result is mainly 
sensitive to changes in the marginal cost of coverage 
of land and population, as the numerical value of 
the per capita cost is relatively small. 

Figure 5.2 shows, for this example, the effect on 
per capita project costs of different population 
densitic~. For densities below the optimal, it can 
be seen that an increase in density will reduce per 
capita costs quite rapidly. However, per capita costs 
will increase for population densities above the 
optimal, in a slower but consistent manner. 
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llllplil .llion of this model is that the 
1 1 illlc" t>l' per capita costs to population 
~ l\1 1'11\ lrom negative to positive at the 

1 hon· till' nurginal costs of serv1cing extra 
1011 lwnunc higher than the sum of the 

111 JtLijll'l' r .1pit.1 costs and the marginal co.~ts 
I 1 dln~t ]., nd .trcJ. cover spread over the size of 

jiiJI\II•IIH•n ~l·rviccd. 

IINilll.lhlc to expect that the marginal 

l,n\'olwd in servicing extra population and 

1\1 ~~~ l.md cover, as well as the total per capita 
ufupn tjl'cl, would depend on project·specific 

'ollnlry ~pccific conditions. Cost elements 

tlltl of wur~c vary by project type, since there 
tii•J hL· dll lcrcnt balances between development 
I l'cr.lliotl.ll costs, and different behaviour 

tl fll~pn· t to scale economies and returns to 
I r Inputs. Important cost behaviour difference<; 

l•u hl· l'Xpccted to be found between similar 

•h ~ ~ ~~ unplcmcnted in different countries, due 

1 11 tm~ sm:h as topographical and geographtcal 
h It ~h·ri~l k s, macroeconomic developments and 

lljnhlltly ol't:Ktor resources. 

1 • 11 tlw marginal costs and per capita cost 

I Jlh'nh "·'~'Y by type of project and by country 
hUII' I''"Jl'Cts are implemented, it is conceptually 
•J)I '~"I>J,. lo derive a single value for optimal 
l!llll,,litlll density. This would have to be assessed 

t 11 pn •rcct by project basis and a country by 

lUtltry h.1sis on the premises of the model 
I 1 Uwd .1hove. 

I ho•''' 'llldusions may be a priori used to derive two 
I nt.tllw unplications with regards to population 
,1 n~ll y 111 small island jurisdictions. The first i..<> 

lhLit tlll'rc .tppears to be no reason why the optimal 

l•ilpul.ll ton density ina small island should be higher 
1h11n dul in a larger territory. The main justification 
lOr ,, hi~hcr population density would be a lower 

U~l nf extending a project for an additional unit 
nf pnpul.1tion. There is no a priori reason to believe 

that this is so m small island territories. Therefore, 

the presence ofhigher population densities in some 
small island jurisdicttons can be ascribed more to 
constraints to territorial expansion rather than to 

the quest for economic efficiency. 

The second is that smce the coastal zones in small 

islands are relatively sensitive and imply higher 

costs of management directly linked to the territory, 
it would be optimal for such coastal zones to have 
a lower population density, and for the population 

in such territories to concentrate mainly in inland 
zones. A corollary of this, with implications for the 
first conclw.ion, ts that since coastal zones typically 

occupy a high share of the total territory in small 

island~. the population density in such islands 
would tdeally be lower than in jurisdictions where 

coastal zones are not as prevalent. 

5.4 Conclusions 

Thi~ study show<> that while it is true that increasing 
population density may result in lower per capita 

coste; of infrastructural projects, this reasoning 
may no longer apply for relatively high population 
densities. In the latter case, the more intensive use 

ofland and its relative scarcity may engender higher 

costs arising, for example, out of the intensity of 
demand for the usage of mfrastructural amenities. 

This applie<; especially in small insular economics 
~uch as Malta. 

A survey of international literature shows that there 

arc a number of studies which indicate that high 
population densities tmpose economic, soctal and 
envtronmental cost~. Furthermore, the way in which 

population density impact<> on costs is likely to depend 

on a number of conditions specific to the geographical 
location where the project is being implemented. 

The study develops a model of the mcidence 
of population dcns1ty on the per capita costs of 
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infrastructural projects. The model shows that the 
optimal value of population density for a given 
project depends on the marginal costs of the 
project with respect to land area covered and the 
population serviced, together with the magnitude 
of the per capita costs. The threshold value of 
population denstty beyond which per capita costs 
would increase in response to a higher population 
density would rise w1th the marginal cost of land 
element and the per capita coste;. 

However, the conclusions described above are to 
be interpreted as tentative and calling for fUrther 
study. Th1s 1s because since the marginal costs and 
per capita costs elements vary by type of project 
and by country where project~ are implemented, it 
is conceptually impossible to derive a smgle value 
for optimal population density. 
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1t1l01 In understand the development of the total costs of a project, TC, with respect to population 
11~. th,· tot.tl costs in turn are divided into those elements which depend on the land area covered, 

I la\nd 1 ho~c which depend upon the size of population serviced, R( P ), where Lis a measure ofland area 

I P l• ,, llll',\sure of total population. Thus: 

C(l) I ll.( P) ( I) 

11lhtn ti ll' c.tse that C(L) relate mainly to project development costs while R{P) would be more likely 
111 0 11111 • 11" the operational cost clement. This is however a generic statement which can have exceptions 

I\ hlll1 d.,c ... not in anyway impinge on the results to be developed here. 

1 tho h ,I\IS of equation ( I), the per capita costs of the project can be derived by dividing throughout by 

p• llul,ll ion size, thus: 

(2) 

1 1 ,lor h 1 ' ' udy the evolution of per capita costs with respect to the population density PI L, we take the 

llw nl l'l]Uation (2) with respect toP / L thus: 

( I/ P2)[PS [C(L)+ R(P)] + [C(L)+R(P)' (-~) (3) 
S(P/ L) S(P ' L) 

t 11 t in~ the per capita costs as PCC, the increase in total costs a<; a result of an increase in land area 

l Jod '" MCC(L) - which stands for the marginal co<;ts ofland) -the increase in costs as a result of an 
I• ,_,•m ilK· population serviced as MRC(P) - wluch stands lor the m.1rgm.1l costs of population and 

~1pul.1 t inn density as D, further manipulation of equ.ltion 3 gives the result that: 

ji'CC D + MCC(L)/ 0 2] + [MRC(P) 0 1 (4) 

jlt llun ( I) shows thatthe per capita costs of the project would fall in respon<;c to an increase in population 
t1 lly on .llcuunt of the size of the per capita costs them~clves, becau<;c the per capita variable has the 
jlltl•llinll density as a denominator and of the marginal cost associated with the clement ofincrease in 

11tl Ml'·' •overed, because with an inc rease in land area, keeping everythmg else constant, there would be 

h' I' In popubtion density and a commensurate rise in project cost!>. On the other hand, Equation ( 4) 
n htiWS t h.tt per capita project costs would rise With population dens•ty on account of the marginal cost 

I 1 on I .,~,nci.ttcd with an increase in the population serviced by the project. 

lho tlplnm•m population density can be found by setting equation (4) equal to zero. Manipulation of 

111 llun ·I .tlso indicates that the responsiveness of per capita cost-; to popui.ltion density turns from 

'1 IIV\' to positive at the point where: 
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.. 

MRC(P) > PCC + MCC(L)/ P (S) 

That is, a higher population density would start to 
increase per capita project costs when the margmal 
costs of servicing extra population become higher 

than the sum of the total project per capita costs 
and the marginal costs of extending land area cover 
spread over the size of the population serviced. 
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Appendix 2: Population density 
in the EU (number of inhabitants 
per km2) 

Country Population dens1ty (2006) 

Mala 1282 
Netherlands 484 
Belgium 347• 
United Kingdom 249. 

Germany 231 
ta.y 199 
Luxembourg 181 
Czech Republtc 133 
Denmark 126 
Poland 122 
EU 27 115 
Portugal 115 
Slovakia 110 
Hungary 108 
France 100 
Austria 99 
Slovenia 99 
Romania 94 
Spain 86 
Greece 85 
Cyprus 83 
Bulgaria 1o· 
Ireland 62 
Litruania 54 
Latvia 37 
Estonia 31 
Sweden 22 
Finland 17 

• 2004 data for the United Kingdom and 2005 for 

Belgium and Bulgaria. 

Sor1rce: Eurostat/ European Commission, 2010. 
Tourism Statistics. Luxembourg: Office for Official 
Publications of the European Comrnumtics. 
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"A wlt11ral landscape is fashioned out of a natural 
landscape by a culture gro11p. Culture is the agent, the 
natural area is the medi11m, and the cultl~rallandscape 
is the res11lt. Under the influence of a given culture, 
Itself changing through time, the landscape undergoes 
development, passing through phases and probably 
reaching the end of its cycle of development. The nat11ral 
landscape is of course of fundamental Importance, 
for 1t suppltes the materials out of whteh the cultural 
landscape Is formed. The shapingforce, however, lies in 
cult11re itself". 

Growing interest in the concept of cultural 
land~cape during the second half of the 201 

century has been accompanied by the emergence 
of various definitions of the term, by scientists 
from different disciplines. jones (1988) examined 
the usc of the term and identified 3 main forms of 
understanding: 

1. As landscapes modified or influenced by 
human activity; 

2. As valued features of a human landscape 
that are threatened by change or 
d i sappeara nee; 

3. As clements in the landscape wtth 
meaning for a human group in a given 
cultural or socio economic context. 

'TI1e above 3 forms of understanding regard 
cultural landscapes from 2 perspectives: 

I. Historical stages of change influenced by 
human activity; 

2. Elements in landscape that arc valued by 
people, and heritage to protect. 

An important political development concerning 
the identification and recognition of cultural and 
natural heritage occurred through the United 
Nations Educational, Scientific, and Cultural 
Organization's (UNESCO) World Heritage 
Convention, adopted in 1972. This legal tool, wh1ch 
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had a key role in facilitating implementation of 
UNESCO policy, was adopted with the purpose of 
"estabhshmg an effective system of collective protectiOn 
of the cultural and natural heritage of outstanding 
universal val11e, organized on a permanent basis and 111 

accordance with modern scientific methods" (extract 
from the preamble to the Convention). 

Through the establishment of a World Heritage 
Com m1ttee, c u ltu ra I, natura I and mixed properties 
of outstanding universal values which arc to be 
protected under the Convention arc listed on 
the World Heritage List (W H L). However, it 
was not unt1l 1992 that this Convention became 
the first international legal instrument to protect 
cultural landscapes. At its 16'~ session, the 
World Hentagc Committee adopted guidelines 
concerning their inclusion in the World Heritage 
List, acknowledging that cultural landscapes 
represent the • combwcd works of nature and of 
man", as designated in Article I of the Convention. 
The World Heritage Committee thus adopted 
(111 December 1992) three categories of cultural 
landscapes (UNESCO, 1992), as follows, to be 
integrated into their operational guidelines: 

I. Clearly defined lmulset~pcs desig11ed atJd 
created intentionally by huma11s - this 
category embraces garden and park 
landscapes constructed for aesthetic 
reasons, which arc often (but not always) 
associated with religious or other 
monumental buildings and ensembles. 

2. Orgt~nically evolved laudsc11pes - these 
result from an initial social, economic, 
administrative, or religious imperative and 
have developed into their present form by 
association with, and in response to, the 
natural environment. Such landscapes 
reflect that process of evolution in their 
form and component features. 

3. Associative cultunli lcmdscupes - the 
inclusion of such landscapes on the World 
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l<l c: ril.t~t· List is justifiable by virtue of the 

powt·rful religious, artistic or cultural 
Plllltll't.tlions of the natural element rather 
th.ut m.ttcrial cultural evidence, which 

11\.l)' he insignificant or even absent 
(UNI \CO, 1992). 

thmtlon to island cultural landscapes at the 

11 t lon.tl ,~.,tie increased and expanded first 

1111h this UNESCO Convention on Cultural 
I N11 tur.tl Heritage, and consequently, by 

ll\clusion of island sites and island cultural 

l iCIIJ'l'.' on the World Heritage List. 

th I(Ucntly, the European Landscape 

\~Cinlion was introduced by the Council of 

1111 Jh~ in 2000; the Convention adopts a very 
uhur.llly sound approach. The preamble indeed 
u ,lko~ it dt•.tr that both culturalland~capes and 

I 1 d•~ ·'J'l' dt.mge are key factors to be considered 

111 ~llll ol~t·mcnt: 

llt~ll f tl1ctl tlu: landscape contributes to the formation 
/l11c ,i/' ,{lures and that it is a basic component of the 
I ''''I'''"' natural and cultru·al heritage, contributing 

lum~omc. •cll-being and consolicftrtion oftlw European 
Jtntcl\· .. 

Not 111.~ flwt developments in agriculture, forestry, 
mht•l r111/ and mrneml production techniques and 
Jl lt'g""''" planning, town planning, tmnsport, 
1Uttt•lrut lure, tourism and rccreatron a11d, at a more 
"''' ,,{ fl't'd, changes m the world economy arc in many 

,m•'·' tl ftt•fcmtrng the tnmsformatton of landscapes ... " 

llw t=uropean Landscape Convention defines 

l.lnd~l.tpc as "an area, as perceived by people, whose 
clrllttlcl rnstl1e resultofthc action and interaction ofttatural 
,.,,/ (If Jurman factors". This definition emphasizes the 

hum.m dimension of landscapes and the resulting 

"·'Y' in which people contribute to landscape 
tlhlmdiveness and diversity. Furthermore, the 
ll'l o~n it ion oflandscapes and related values depends 

on human perception, which is a predominantly 

cultural element {Moreira et a/., 2006). In this 
respect, at least two peculiar features are relevant to 
island cultures and sustainable development. On 

the one hand, the aim of the Convention is that of 

framing the landscape in planning and management 
terms, therefore attributing a cardinal role to culture 
in designing praxis. On the other, the perception of 

the landscape by the indivrduallocal communities 
is regarded as the reference basis for protection, 

management, and planning. therefore focusing 
on those geographical features that are regarded 

as culturally relevant to the local systems (Yallega, 
2007). 

6.3 Definitional issues: what is 
a cultural landscape? 

Various definitions of cultural landscape 
can be found both in political and scientific 

documents. Here, some common u~es of the 
term will be reviewed . Farina (1998) defines 

cultural landscape as a region 111 which human 
disturbance has occurred for thousands of year~, 

creating a unique assemblage of patterns, species 
and processes (cited in Moreira eta!., 2001).1n this 
understanding, cultural landscapes thus reflect 

the long term interactions between people and 

their natural environment. However, as Forman 
(1997) and Dunn ct al. (1991) state, temporal 
changes in landscape patterns can be attributed 

to a combination of natural and human derived 
disturbances (cited in Moreira et a/., 2001). 

l11e definition adopted by Domosh (2004: 3081) 
describes cultural landscapes as "patterns tlwt 
cultures imprint on the land". Another approach 
to the concept is taken by Antrop (2005), who 

describes cultural landscapes "as the result of 
cor~swrtive reorg1mizatrons of the land hr order to 
adapt its usc and spatral structure better to changing 
societal demands" (p. 21). A cultural landscape is 
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defined by Bucklet et al. (2008: 48) as "an area 
where the landforms have beetl created by human 
culture as well as by nature; human culture has been 
created by the landscape as well as the people; and each 
now depends upon and continues to exist because of the 
other". 

In its broadest sense, the cultural landscape thus 
reflects the mterconnections between humans 
and their environment in space and time and it 
consists of: 

Cultural and natural features and 
elements; 
Imprints of cultural processes; 
Components from history; and 
Layers of change over time. 

Change is an important feature of cultural 
landscapes which results from human activ1ty 
and it is inevitable, but should be managed to the 
desired direction to avoid loss of its features. 

In the light of these definitions, a cultural landscape 
can be defined as follows: 

A cultural landscape IS a physical area with natural 
features and rlrmmts mod!fied by human acllv1ty 
resultmg m pattems of evidence layered in landscape 
wh~eh gwe a place its partiCular character rcjlectmg 
human relationships Mth and attachment to that 
landscape. Change is one of the mam features of it and 
1t should be managed to sustam and transfer its values 
to the future generations. 

6.4 A changing landscape
why the need to manage 
change? 

Landscape change and the management of such 
change have been key areas of interest in cultural 
landscape stud1es. Culturalland-;capes change as 
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a result of changing human needs and demand~ I I 
time. 1hese landscapes are heavily dependcnl u 
human factors. Today, human activities1 varu111 
interests and land use conflicts have resulted II\ 
rapid change in culturalland.,capes, in what isohc" 
perceived to be a negative trend. 1hese at t ime 
devastating change-; are increasingly threatcn111g 
the cultural and natural a,.,pccts oflandscapes and 
their integrity and character. 

Ongoing influences from conflicting .lilt! 
un-;ustainable land uses are having major effcll ~ 

on the cultural landscapes of islands. Islands, even 
more than mainland areas, are facing extreml' 
land use conflicts and rapidly intensifying hum.m 
activity. 1he transformations are more evident 
on islands given fundamental characteristics of 
insular vulnerability and limited land areas. Soml' 
processes in cultural landscapes result not only 111 

loss of an island's biological qualities but also in 
the impoverishment of its cultural heritage and in 
a loss of identity (Vos & Meekcs, 1999). 

Some of the key con~equcnces of negative change 
in cultural landscape..; can be summarized a~ 

follows: 

Loss oflocal identity; 
Loss of cultural hcntagc; 
Degradation of natural resources; and 
Loss oflandscapc quality. 

1hus, the rationale to control changes in cultural 
landscapes in islands incorporates many 
clements: 

To preserve their unique cultural and 
natural values; 
To transmit cultural heritage to future 
generations; 
To ensure sustai nablc development; 
To preserve the cultural identity 
connoted by cultures; 
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ml to~md111g the cultural landscape 
f, }1\ll'c,,lh.lr.H:tcristics and change 

hill II ,,, .111 important stage of any 
11 I • .ljll' ' ludy. This necessitates a 
111 I• nl thl· landscape over time. 
I) ddllll'' the following points to 
ul In nrder to ensure that cultural 
h lljtl.' ' tud1es are systematic, and their 
lj llr .• hk· 

' II In ol the change (abiotic, biotic, 
•I I~ I '!'here); 

( )l!ll'oldcr ot' change (acute, chronic, 
t>mpo.~Hl' , single cause disturbance); 

I oncr.1l pi.Kc of change (abiotic, biotic, 
4i.1l ~phere); 

n •.• ~.tpl.ln· of change (ecological variable, 
OLmy,lcm); 

\ wpl' of change (point, ecosystem, 

loilld'l·ll'e); 
I)) n.unics of change (slow, rapid); 
(l n)prcdictability of change (its 
hl·~mning, development 1drrection, 
I'IHhng); 
l{l·.•d•ons of landscape homeostatic 
llll'lh.misms (responses in abiotic, biotic 

'"u.1l sphere); 
l'o~~ibilities to prevent changes 
(lc.l~ ibility, desirability, etc.) ; 
V.tlue systems behind landscape change 
or behind the opposition ofit. 

l,hu~. understanding landscape change is 
Lollllltuous and complex process and an 

111\florl.lllt prerequisite for successful cultural 
ld n~l~l.tpe management. Coherence, diversity 
ond 11lentity are characteristic of cultural 
l.1nd, l.1pcs and should also be cons1dered as 
lmport.mt component.~ of cultural landscape 
~o h .,ngc studies. 

6.4.1 Coherence 

Cultural landscapes are the reflection of people's 
interventions on their environment as well as 
of human values, beliefs and perceptions. They 
are embedded with meanings which shape the 
landscape's character. Reading and understanding 
a landscape is crucial to one's interpretation of a 
'sense of place'. Thus, legibility plays an important 
role in appreciating cultural landscapes. 
Coherence between the features of a landscape 
is key to identifying legibility. Coherence of a 
landscape can be defined as the degree to which 
elements of a particular landscape are consistent 
with each other within space and through time. 
Four types of landscape coherence are identified 
by Hendriks et al. (2000): 

Vertical coherence: refers to the relationship 
between abiotic factors, biotic factors and 
land use. 
Horizontal coherence: refers to the 
relationship between visual, spatial, 
functional and, or ecological components 
of the landscape. 
Seasonal cohcrerrce: refers to the relationship 
between season and colour, form and 
texture ofland<.cape components. 
Hrstortcal coherence: rs the relationship 
between past, present and possible future 
human activit ies. 

While coherence is mainly considered in terms of 
spatral organization in landscape re~earch, cultural 

coherence ts another important factor that shapes 
cultural landscapes. Driving forces of landscape 
change can have a huge impact on cultural 
coherence through impacts such as fragmentatron 
and loss of drstinctiveness. Coherence is strongly 
related with the identity of a place; for this reason, 
changing the charactenstics and coherence 
of a landscape might lead to loss of rdentity 
or to the formation of a new identity {Antrop, 
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2005). Today, as the influence of the globalized 
economy and technological development!> on 
cultural landscapes grows, coherence of natural 
and cultural landscape elements seems to be 
more vulnerable than ever. This is even more so 
in islands, which are relatively isolated places. 
Here, changes in cultural dynamics seem to have 
larger proportionate effects on coherence of both 
natural and cultural structure, and consequently, 
on cultural heritage in islands. 

As Nassauer (1995: 229) points out; "culture 
and landscape interact m a feedback loop m wh~eh 
culture structures laudscapes and landscapes mwlcate 
culture". Therefore, understanding the cultural 
dynamics which shape and transform landscapes 
is essential in conservation and improvement of 
the coherence of a particular landscape. 

6.4.2 Diversity and identity 

Cultural landscapes are expressions of lifestyles 
and cultural heritage. Diversity and identity arc two 
ba!>ic aspects of these elements. These two concepts 
are also essential in the smtamable development of 
soc1eties. They reflect heritage values of a particular 
community. Both concepts are strongly correlated 
with the coherence of the landscape. While 
coherence of particular properties defines ident1ty 
(Antrop, 2005), diversity without coherence leads 
to chaos in landscapes (Hendriks eta/., 2000). 

Diversity has always been fundamental to the 
survivaloflivingorganisms.ltallowscommunities 
to adapt to changes as necessary. Diversity has 
been a core subject in sustainable development 
smce 1992, when the United Nations Convention 
on Biological Diversity was opened for signature; 
the Convention subsequently came into force 
in 1993. However, until recently, the concept of 
diversity has been mainly restricted to biological 
diversity, even within landscape research. 
Notwithstanding, changes in cultural landscapes 
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due to rapid globalization and urbanization 
processes have raised concerns for loss of cultur.tl 
diversity, espec1ally within the last decade. It h,1, 
become a major issue on the international agend.t: 
for example in December 2000, the Council ol 
Europe adopted a Declamtron on Cultural Diversll_l 
and in November 2001, UNESCO adopted it\ 
Unrversal Dcclaratro11 on Cultural Diversity and 
associated Action Plan for its implementation. 
Both declarations aim to promote maintaining 
and sustaining cultural diversity in the context 
of su~tainablc development. Cultural diversity •~ 
accepted as a driving force of development in term~ 
of both economic growth and providing a more 
mtellectual and moral lite (UNESCO, 2010). 

1he diversity of cultural landscapes reveal~ 

a hi!>torical record of the relationship between 
communities and their environment as an 
evolutionary process. Cultural landscapes contain 
both biological diversity and cultural diversity 
resources. Hence, both resources should be 
considered m a comprehensive way in sustainable 
development. Divcr!>ity of the landscape plays 
a !>ignilicant role in determination of landscape 
typologies and classification oflandscapcs. However, 
although thematic maps of landscape diversity are 
widely used in landscape plan ningand management, 
cultural components arc rarely covered 111 detail. 

Currently, there is a growing concern for the loss 
of traditional cultural landscapes due to I.Jndscape 
change (Antrop, 2005) and it becomes harder to 
identify landscape and design limns which are 
necessary in order to preserve local identity (Brabec, 
2004). Since landscape is ~haped by the interaction 
between people and their environment, cultural 
identity is reflected a,\ a landscape image in spatial 
context. For instance, when one 1s told about a 
'Japanese garden' or an· English land~cape', landscape 
images with certain characteristiC!> are evoked 
in people's minds. Identity of a land<;cape can be 
expressed as· the specific compositio11 of the cltamcters of 
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IPM11111f''"'mls" (van Mansvelt & Pedroli, 2003: 
hkh is also highly influenced by cultural 

/'oH i\rTl'Uia (1995: 518) points out "identity 
11 IIJII tlrmuglt time, as may image". However, the 

Rnd rn.tgnitude of landscape change have 

r)l'l\llt.rlil.tlly increased, leading to sudden and 

• ~k ll'tl .rhc1~1tions in landscape character both 

1 11\ll'•ll .tnd ~ultural terms. Traditional landscapes 

~~~"" thought to be more diverse and ordered, 
IJI\'d to new landscapes which seem to be more 

11 'gcnou~ .md more chaotic (Van Eetvclde & 
,,, l OtH). 

lk•d, 11f landscape change arc often more 

hllllt l.rl .md visible in small islands due to 

u lt''''~r.tphical location, limited re!>ource' 
I 11~· ( :lobalization trends and urbanization 

't IMI.mtl< n;ttural and cultural dynam1cs more 

j't•Jiy I his rapid change causes land~capes 
I ~· t lwir character, and consequently their 

IH II ) .rnd identity. One of the major issues 

1 tl ~ uhur.tl landscapes of small islands face IS 

lrlUVd) scarce economic resources. Generally, 

unml .tdivitics play a significant role in islands' 

tlhlllllll.tl development (Macleod, 2004) and 

1111 h llltNn is the main kind of tourism activity 

'' 111.111) Mediterranean islands. However, the 

I ~ 1111 l'.\l'l'tcd on natural and cultural resources 

111 "' tourism often exceeds the carrying 

~I•'' It) Moreover, mass tourism damages local 
lr rMII) .111d identity more than any other kmd of 

t lf'hlllll l .rctivity. Thus, it is essential to manage 

I 1 rl~nl.td iv ities in islands with a more r.ustainable 

•l'pru.tt h to protect natural resources and cultural 

ht 11,1).:\', which are extremely vulnerable to changes. 

Gok~eada (lmbros): 
case study 

lhv \l'htcd area of study, Gok\eada (Plate 6.1), 

11t,\~1t w.ts known in ancient times, lmbros Island, 

t lu\ .rtL·d in the north-eastern Aegean Sea. It is an 

important Turkish island, with a unique landscape, 

resultmg from its cultural diver,o;ity and 1ts perfect 

harmony with natural structures. Gok~eada ill 

the biggec;t ic;land belonging to Turkey (289.5 

km1) and also constitutes the westernmost pomt 

of the country. Administratively, 1t belongs to the 

province of<;anakkale. The island is32 miles from 

<;anakkale and 14 miles from Kabatepe Harbour 

on Galltpoli (Bozbeyoglu & Onan, 2001). Be~ides 

the town centre, there arc 9 v1llagcs on the island. 

As of2010, it had a popul.\tion of 70"4 (Turki!;h 

Statistical Institute, 2010). 

Gokr;eada, has been inhabited by many 

civilizations mcluding the Pcrs1an1>, and Spartians, 

and also formed part of the Roman, Byzantine, 

Greek and Ottoman Emp1res. The island 

remained underTurk1sh sovereignty following the 

Treaty of Lausanne 1n 1923. It ha' gone through 
many migration procc,ses, cspec1ally between 

Greek and Turkish populations. Although the 

island was exempted from population exchange 

between Turkey and Greece, the Rum populat1on 

ha~ neverthcle . .,, decreased signdicantly. 

6.5.1 landscape character 

Gokr;eada i' an island comprising diverse cultural 

and natural patterns. l11c cultural landscape of 

Gok\eada has evolved a' a result of the dynamic 

interaction between the culture of the inhabitant~. 

and the physical resources of the island land.,cape. 

Turkish and Greek inhabitants of the island both 

adapted their c ulture to usc available natural 

resource.~, and shaped the landscape in the 

process. 

Although Gok~cada\ economy largely depends 

on the mainland, it has some valuable natural 

and cultural re~ourcc1o. For instance, Gokr;cada 

is the 4'h ranked island in the world in terms of ill. 

nchness of freshwater resources (Bozbeyoglu & 

Onan, 2001 ).l11erc is also an important amount of 
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land which is suitable for agricultural production. 
Today, ol ive orchards are a significant element of 
the agricultural pattern. Bestdes crop production, 
animal farmtng and fishery activities are also 
pursued on the island. Recently, organic farming 
has become popular throughout Gok~eada. There 
have been many projects in oltve, honey and grape 
production, supported by local and national 
authorities. 

Settlement areas of the island display different 
characteristics {Plate 6.2). Five of the villages 
are old settlements, mainly influenced by Greek 
culture. There are many historic buildings, 
churches and other features withtn these 
settlements. The historic island capital ofKalekoy 
(Plate 6.3) features the remains of a large 
Venetian/ Byzantine fortress built on an ancient 
site. The other four villages were established by 
Turkish governments. Turks from dtfferent parts 
of the mainland, resettled by the government on 
Gok~eada, live tn these new villages. While tt is 
possible to experience different cultures in the 
more historic settlements of the island,t nteractions 
between different cultures are hardly present in 
the new settlements (Ozozen Kahraman, 200Sb). 
The differences between old and new settlements 
can also be seen in architectural character. For 
example, while <;inarli consists of cutting ~tone 
houses and cobbled streets, Yeni Mahalle has 
the characteri~tics of modern urban c;ettlements 
(Huryilmaz, 2006). Nevertheless, despite recent 
developments and changes tn landscape character 
in newer areas, Gok<;eadas landscape still reflects 
the influence of many cultures and has a diverse 
and unique character. 

6.5.2 Tourism as a developing sector 

Tourism is a newly advancing sector of the island's 
economy. Although the natural and cultural 
heritage of the island offers significant potential 
for tourism activities, the politiCal status of the 
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island prevented public and private mvestmcnl~ 

until recently. Salt Lake lagoon which is a natur.1l 
breeding area for migratory birds as well as a mud 
bath area, Kalekoy, Cheese Cliffs, New Almond 
Mound, Lazkoyu, Marmaros Falls, Zeytinlikoy, 
Yildizkoy, and the Underwater Marine Park, .uc 
various important natural and cultural tourism 
areas. The un~poiled and rich marine biodiversity 
of Gok\eada offers opportunities for diving 
tourism. Moreover, Aydincik (Kefaloz) Zone and 
Guzelcekoy are suitable for surfing (Kokal, 200X) 
Churches, mona:.teries, chapels, and various fine 
examples of Greek civil architecture, are attractive 
cultural values in the old settlement areas of the 
island. Archeological studies have also revealed 
an important element of the cu ltu ra 1 history of tht• 
island, namely Yenibademli Hoyi.ik, which show~ 
typical characteristics of Aegean culture in the 
early Bronze Age {Huryilmaz,2006). 

Social activities, such as festivals, abo attract 
tounsts. For example, the Gok~eada film festival, 
and the festival for the commemoration of the 
death of the Virgin Mary, are the two well
known activities which take place annually on 
the island. 

6.5.3 Protected areas 

More than half of the island is legally protected in 
accordance with the Law on Protection of Cultural 
and Natural Heritage (No. 2863), by virtue of its 
natural, religious, architectural, and archeological 
characteristics. Gok4teada is also considered to 
be one of the most important regions for the 
conservation of the endangered Mediterranean 
monk seal (Monachus monachus). In addition, 
Turkey's first underwater marine park (Gok~eada 
Underwater Marine Park) is located along the 
northeastern coastal line of the 1sland, between 
Kalekoy and Kuzulimanki; it was established with 
the aim of protecting marine biodiversity within 
the region. 
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Landscape change 

I 11 tlon processes have played a major role in 
llrllll.tml.~clpe change in Gok~eada. National 
I lntcrn.ttional policies and conflicts have 
1 hrd en wntinuous migration movements. At 
hut ol the 20'h century, the Rum population 

•lltlll.lll'd the island. However, the Turki~h 

'I' lntton grew significantly after 1965 (Ozozen 
~hrnm.tn, 200Sa). Because of the government's 
111 y lor 'Turkification' of the tsland, many 
Ill l•h ut izens from Anatolia were brought to 
til l,wd, ~tarting in 1946 (Babul, 2004), bringing 
tlh thl'lll their own cultural values. The local 
j·\tl.ttton h<\S continued to abandon the island, 

~I tlcul.trly since the 1960s. The establishment of 
11 tl))l'll prison and a state production farm on the 
I' nd pl.tycd a significant role in the out migration 
I I IIIII\, Most of the local residents of the island 
tlt tr.tditionally engaged in fishery, farming 
ll tllllnul husbandry. In the 1960s, fishing was 

I• jrh..tcd .md three large agncultural plains were 
ltl iOI~·d to other land uses. Consequently, the 
uhur.d l.tndscape structure of the island started 
hl·lhln~c. One of the major changes is the decline 
I \litH') .ml landscapes on the island ( Ozozen 

~ !11 un.m, 200Sb; Ya~ar, 2006). Although wine 
Jl\hltt~ t ton h.1s gained some popularity recently, it 
1 flullo tl ,,I people who are investing in viticulture. 

l mp.trcd to Turkey's Aegean coastlme, 
( k~l·.td.t is less affected by urbanazation 

11, "~"l''; nevertheless, recently there has been a 
r tpllltttl n:asc in urbanization processes. The leg.1l 
Jll l~llton .1tforded to various areas on the island 
h 1 lOil'ldcrably prevented development along the 
\.I i\-t.tltone. However, the character of settlement 
1t liN developed after 1973 is inconsistent and 
tl,~llhl'rl·nt with the vernacular architectural 
11 Onl il y ( Ya~ar, 2006). Gok~eada has become a 

I' l'"l.n ' ummervacation destination amonghtgh 
u)Collll' ~nmps especially from lstanbul, leadingto 

Jt.IU.,IIHl of settlement areas. The problem is that 

many of these mainlanders tend to have their own 
houses, instead of staying at hotels or pensions. 
Unfortunately, houses built by outsiders often 
conflict with local architectural style and identity. 

Today, the landscapes of many Aegean and 
Mediterranean islands have been modified mainly 
under the influence of tourism. On the contrary, 
although Gok~eada's landscape presents a high 
potential for tourism activities, its landscape character 
has not shown a dramatic change yet, due to some 
limitations, such as lack of public and private sector 
investment in the past, inadequate transportation 
systems and limited accommodation facilities. 
Nevertheless, the island's landscape is under threat 
from developing tourism activities, particularly 
given that tourism is considered to be an important 
economic income source, and hence authorities are 
promoting tourism development actively. 

Changes in the Gok~eada cultural landscape can 
be characterized by socio-economical and socio
political drivers, and land use management policies. 
Migration policies changed the homogeneous 
structure of the community and caused a change 
in cultural land~cape structure. Due to this, major 
changes occurred in the rural land-use patterns 
and settlement type1>; urbanization and tourism 
developments caused further changes. As a result 
of these various mfluences, there has been a loss 
of unique natural and cultural values, and major 
changes have occurred in visual landscape values, 
in landscape diversity and in the identity of the 
land~cape. While sttll preserving some of its local 
diversity and identity values, the landscape of 
Gok~eada needs spectfic management policies to 
address emergent threats. 

6.6 Conclusion 

Cultural landscapes have a complex character, 
resulting from the combination of many natural 
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and cultural features layered over many years. The 
meaning and significance of cultural landscapes 
is largely derived from the relationship between 
the landscape and the elements within that 
landscape, as well as the relationship between the 
individual elements themselves. Thus, landscape 
meaning and significance can be lost when 
important components of a cultural landscape arc 
removed, or when evidence relating the feature to 
the landscape setting vanishes (such as a bridle 
path linking two settlements). This means that 
a cultural landscape is effectively an extensive, 
integrated management unit. 

People, nature, change and time are some basic 
dimensions to be considered when studying 
these landscapes. The main challenge is to avoid 
undesirable change and to preserve cultural 
landscapes, while accommodating the socio
economic needs and demands of people, and 
consequently to ensure sustainability. In an ideal 
cultural landscape, people should be capable of 
meeting their social and economic needs without 
compromising the landscape's natural health 
(Anko, 1999). However, this is rarely the case 
and managing cultural landscapes thus involves 
planning for positive change, a~ well as preventing 
negative change. It is guiding change to the desired 
direction. 

Gok~eada is an i~land ofimmigrants. Gok.;cada has 
become one rare example of areas where different 
cultures live together. The ethnic and cultural 
structure of the island ha~ been ennched through 
migration, but imprints of cultural proccsse.~ and 
components from h1story rapidly dimmished, 
resulting in the loss of the island'~> unique cultural 
and natural features. Today, policies arc lcadmg the 
island on a path toward!> maso; tourism, resulting 
in large scale changes, mainly in land use pattern", 
settlement types and demographic structure, which 
w11l surely lead to major alteration!> in landscapes 
over the coming years. 
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To ensure the sustainability of the island's cultural 
landscape, the management approach should be 
holistic and systematic, to bridge cultural and 
natural aspects, and also past and future uses. The 
clear definition of interconnections of people and 
nature, and of the evolving needs and demand, 
of people is important in this context, as is an 
evaluation of the process of landscape change. 
The overall management aim can be defined as 
satisfying the needs of various land use interests 
while sustaining cultural landscapes for existing 
and future generations. Some basic considerations 
of cultural landscape management for Gok\eada 
can be dell ned as follows: 

To avoid undesirable landscape 
change, the process of change should 
be controlled. This requires knowledge 
on the process of change in space and 
time. However, landscape planning and 
management should address the process 
of change rather than the changes 
themselves (Anko, 1999). Nevertheless, 
the causes of change and the magnitude 
of change should also be taken account. 
Since cultural landscapes reflect 
interconnections between people and 
nature, it is important to look at the 
forces driving landscape change. The 
interrelations ofhumans and landscape, 
and ch.tngcs within these, should be 
analysed. Such analysis should be integral 
to the management strategy. Indeed, 
due to their complex nature, a detailed 
analysis of the various aspects of cultural 
landscapes is needed for any policy and 
management strategy to be cftcctive. 
An intcrdiscipli n.uyapproach integrating 
physical and social components is vital in 
studying cultural landscapes. Natural 
and cultural components of cultural 
landscape should be evaluated from the 
perspective of sustainable development. 
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J\, stated by Russell (1997), today's 
l.111dscapes are the result of many layers 
1 ,f pa!>t natural proce~ses and human 
llllervcntions, and therefore, a historical 
pnspcctive is needed. Such a landscape 
lu ~tory provides valuable information 
lor managing cultural landscapes (Burgi 
11 11l., 2004). Studying how landscape 
nnlvcd in the past is important to predict 
tlw possible conflicts that may arise in 
thL· future. Historical dynamiC~ and past 
functioning of landscape should be an 
llllcgral part of management. 
I )dining and analysing changing 
L !1.1 r.1cteristics, fragmental ion, loss 
of di!>tinctiveness and lo~l> of cultural 
1denttty, should be an integral part 
of cultural landscape management 
pbnning. 
I' uhlic participation should be cons1dered 
.1s an important component of cultural 
l.mdscape management to conserve and 
\liStain cultural values. All parties, and 
cspcctally the actor group~ representing 
the history and culture of the island, 
' hould be actively involved in this 
process. 

II \ llndudc, each cultural landscape should be 
It~ I 1wd !1> ex press its unique identity. Gok\cada has 
Unii!IIL' Identity and this should be an important 

11\h.~t ,II p.ut of cultural bndscape management. 
~~lon.ll.1nd local authorities should take account 

•I i,hl~. prl·scrving cultural landscape and diVersity 
hll11 developing appropriate policies and plans. 

lh 111uh•cu ltural character of Goh;eada should 
41 0 lw ,,,tcguarded, to protect and sustam the 
1 I nd 'd"t inctive cultural landscape. 
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HAPTER 7 
plementing ecosystem management in 

Mediterranean islands: some notes on social capital 
I lnd public participation 

IIsabeth Conrad 

7.1 Introduction 

jhl' hook focuses on the principles of ecosystem 

llloln.tgement and their application at a broad 
l~nd,t:.tpe scale on Mediterranean islands. 
\ h.tll m.uk of both the former and the latter 

l'l'~'~~·'dtes is the involvement of people, 
\llldl·rs tood to mean a broad spectrum of soc1ety, 
In processes of discussion, negotiation and 
\lh im.ttcly, decision making. Indeed, ecosystem 

jll.tn.tgcment talks specifically about 'consensus 
buildi ng', 'partnerships', and 'solutions developed 
lhrnugh discussions among all stakeholders' 

(\h·llc ct a/., 2002), whilst the involvement of 

I'' opk in landscape protection, planning and 
111.11\.I);Crnent is likewise enshrined in the very 
d,•li111t10n of landscape given in the European 

I .mdscape Convention - "tm tlml ... as perceived 
'''' J'I'OJ'Ic" (Council of Europe, 2000). Yet the 
ln\'olvcment of the public remains perhaps 

lllll' of the more 'slippery' aspec ts of ecosystem 

m.111.1gement and indeed of planmng and 
l'l tvironmental management processes in general. 
lhl·rc is agreement, broadly, on the principle 

th.tt, at least within democratic societies, people 
, ltould be involved in decision making. There 

i.' .tgrcement, likewise, that such involvement 
j, hnth an ethical and legal right, as well as a key 

uultributor to the eventual success of initiatives 
hl·ing implemented. The specifics of who is to be 

mvolved, when, how and in what capacity are, 
however, far less clear-cut. There is also ambiguity 

on the extent to which the public has influence (or 

should have mfluence) on decisions taken, and 
whether there are (or should be) any reasonable 
exceptions to the rule of public participation. 

Th1s chapter explores some of these questions from 
the lens of social capital. Social capital, understood 

to refer to the 'glue' that keeps a society together 

(Bennett & Clerveaux, 2003), arguably underlies 
the success of public mvolvement in ecosystem 
management, particularly where the latter is 

seeking to address some 'greater good' or general 
public interests. It is of explicit interest within 
island territories, where social dynamics often 

take on distinctive forms. Social capital is thus 

fundamental to public participation and to effective 
public participation in particular, in contrast to 
' fake ' or token p:uticipation (Snider, 2010). This 

chapter provides an overview of the social capital 
concept, and explores the relevance of social capital 

to ecosystem management approaches and to 
Mediterranean island societies. The role of social 

capital for effective public participation in decision
making is then discussed with reference to a study 
conducted within the Mediterranean island state of 

Malta. The chapter concludes with some thoughts on 

the relevance of social capital considerations to the 
management ofMediterrane:m island landscapes. 
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Macro level social capitJI 
(socletJ) 

Collective interactional and 
values Infrastructure 

t 
Mao le¥ei10Cial CllpitJI 

(CG Ill U lilies 8lld organilltlon$) 

Interactional and 
values infrastructure 

t 
MlcnlleveiiCICIII capitll 

(lndlvlduall) 

Interactions using and building 
knowledge and Identity resources 

7.2 Social capital: an overview 

The management of natural resources has always 
been tied to some form of collective action through 
hunter-gatherer groups, dan or kin, groups or 
societies, families, communities or associations 
(Pretty & Ward, 2001). Yet this 'collective' aspect 
has not really been a major focus of concern in 
spatial or resource planning, or in sustainability 
dtscourses, until relatively recently, with a 
tendency for discussions to oscillate primarily 
between small-scale and large-scale levels the 
behaviour of the indtvidual, on the one hand, and 
the functioning of organizations and institutions, 
on the other (Young, 2002; Grothmann & Patt, 
2004). As oflate, however, there has been growing 
interest in the intermediate concept of social 
capital, i.e. the bonds and norms that endow 
a society with internal coherence (Serageldin 
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F1gure 7.1 : Levels of SOCial capital. 

Source: Kilpatrick, 2000 

& Grootacrt, 2000), and that operate across 
individuals, groups and institutions at multiple 
nested scales (Figure 7.1). The concept of social 
capital was first advanced by Jacobs (1961) and 
later by Bourdieu ( 1986), and was subsequently 
taken up by several authors (e.g. Coleman, 1988; 
Putman, 1993, 1995; Ostrom, 1998; Uphofl; 
1999). An understanding of social capital was, 
however, also evident before the term acquired 
its pedigree. In 1968, for example, Garrett Hardin 
demonstrated the importance of cooperative 
mechanisms in the use of common-property 
resources through a 'worst case' scenario of what 
happens when these arc absent - the 'Tragedy of 
the Commons', where a resource is rapidly over
exploited and degraded as a result of individuals 
acting only out of self-interest. Even before then, 
von Neumann & Morgenstern (1944) addressed 
similar considerations in game theory, looking at 
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blc nutl.:omes resulting from combinations of 
t\'l' .md non·cooperative behaviour in the 

~~~"'.._'prisoner's dilemma'. It is not, however, 

•t.lhl\· th.lt shared resources are subject to 
I ulil • . 111d Baldacchino (2012), for example, 

tJ••c' the role of collaborative mechanisms 
1\h ,,, tndigcnous and cooperative governance) 

,nh.uKtng the use of common property 

hOlt inn~ of social capital abound, particularly 

1 th.tt the concept has gained a widespread 
1 ,,,,.._,,) ftlOthold across political, economic 

ttl •ow l spheres. Putman (1993) explains 
1 ll..lj llt,\1 as horizontal associations amongst 

tl h:. whkh have an impact on community 

•hhll.ttv tty. Coleman (1990: 302) expands the 
I• It inn to include "a variety of different entities, 
Ill twt • dnnents in common: they all cons rst of some 
I'• I II/ •llntl/ structure, and they facilitate certain 
I• ''' of actors ... w1thm the structure·. Other 
1•)\llinns encompass the social and political 

11 lronmcnts that enable norms to develop and 

l11d1 ,h,tpc soc1al structures (Serageldin & 
tt!OI.t\'rl , 2000). Paldam (2000) explores three 

111 Ill \·,· of social capital concepts, revolving 

It \lnd (i) trust, (ii) ease of cooperation and (iii) 
I:Wt•tks. I he first of these appears in practically 

II 1th t.d ~..lpital definitions, and refers both to 

ltll I In individuals whom we know, as well as 

lOt t In individuals whom we do not know but 

II ' lurt·~ . Trust is important in minimizing 
h llllhH I ion costs, enabling people to 'predict' 

)\Y olht•r.; will act, reducing deviant behaviour 

nl thus minimizing costs of enforcement and 
Ill n ltoring (Bennett & Clerveaux, 2001). Trust, 
p uwr, 1.1kcs time to build and is a fragile 

111 li t ~ l'.1sily destroyed. Ease of cooperation 
h Wll un reciprocity and exchanges, both of 

hh.h ~.:nntribute to the development of long· 
I 1 1 rd.1tionships between people, and to 
lh hutldtng of trust. The latter is in turn a 

prerequisite for effective reciprocity. Ease of 

cooperation also encompasses the ability of 

people to work voluntarily together with others, 
based on common rules, norms and sanctions, 
or "mutually agreed or handed-down norms of 
bel1aviour that place group interests above those of 
the individual" (Pretty & Buck, 2002: 26). Finally, 

connectedness, networks and groups, and the 
nature of these relationships are a vital aspect 

of social capital. Connectedness manifests itself 
at various levels, including between individuals, 
horizontal connections between groups, vertical 

connections between groups, and connections 

between groups and external agents. 

7.3 Social capital and 
ecosystem management 

Social capital has been shown to have the potential 
to translate into positive effects on the use of 

the environment and environmental resources. 

Collective action can lead to increased economic 
efficiency through decreased costs of action, 
increases in knowledge and information flows, 

less resource degradation and depletion, more 
investment in common resources and improved 
monitoring and enforcement (Molinas, 1998; 

Anderson eta/., 2002; Daniere eta/., 2002; Koka 
& Prescott, 2002). Swinton (2000) notes that 
~ocial capital can contribute to the internalization 

of economic externalities, such as erosion, whilst 

Bennett & Clerveaux (2005) observe that social 
capital can enhance cooperation and compliance 
in relation to fisheries management. There is also 

a body of llterature showing that social capital 
has the potential to render more sustainable the 
use of natural resources through collective action 

(Pretty & Ward, 2001; Sobel, 2002; Walters, 
2002). At a broader developmental level, social 

capital may lower the costs of working together, 
facilitating cooperative action and cooperation 

to resolve problems, and voluntary compliance 
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with rules (Fukuyama, 2001; Isham & Kahkonen, 
2002; Pilkington, 2002). Fundamentally for the 
goal of sustainable development and its inherent 
pnnciples of inter- and intra-generational equity, 
social capital also has the potential to energize 
individuals from behaving just as egocentnc 
agents, with little sense of obligation towards 
others, to members of a community with shared 
interests and a common tdentity, and workmg 
towards a common good (Adler & Kwon, 2002}. 
There is also some evidence linking social capital 
to greater innovation and flexibility in policy 
making (Knack, 2002). Additionally, Torras & 
Boyce (1998) find that widening the distribution 
of power in society can positively affect 
environmental quality. Similarly, in a model 
of social cap1tal environment relationships, 
Grafton & Knowles (2004) find that at least some 
aspects of social capital (namely democracy and 
corruption) are llkely to impact on national 
environmental performance. 

The rationale for including social cap1tal 
considerations in managing landscapes .1lso 
emerges from ecosystem management itself, 
and spec1fically from the dynam1c interaction 
between people and nature through soc1al· 
ecological systems (Walker ct a/., 2004). 
Ecosystems are complex adaptive systems 
(Levin, 1998; Dietz et a/., 2003), charactenzed 
by uncertainty and constant change. Knowledge 
acquisition for the management of such sy.-.tems 
has to be ongoing (Folke, 2004), and elfcct1ve 
govern.1nce seems to require institutional 
frameworks and soCial networks nested across 
scales to be effect iVe (Berkes et a/., 2003; 
Gunderson & Holling, 2002) - both of these 
form an integral part of socJal capital. Social 
cap1tal is also fundamental to developing 
resilience (Ledogar & Fleming. 2008), the 
capacity of a system to absorb d1sturbancc 
and reorganize whtle undergoing change so 
as to still retain e.-.sent1ally the same function, 
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structure, identity and feedback loop (Walke( 
et a/., 2004). Landscape management si milarly 
draws heavily on social capital clements. lhu 
European Landscape Convention talks of"shwu l 
cultural a11d natural hmtt~ge", of the need for 
"cooperatior," in landscape protection, planning 
and management, and of"aspimtions oft he publr1 ", 
thus framing its clauses directly or indirectly 111 

social capital terms. Social capital will also he 
relevant to the Convent;on"s implementation 111 

signatory states; its call for defining landsc.tpc 
quality objectives (Council of Europe, 2000), 
for example, requires some form of shared vision 
across communities, which will undoubtedly 
draw on social networks, norm~ and values. 

A note of qualification is, however, necessary 
here: whil~t the benefi ts of social capital ar~· 
evident, the concept is not neceso;arily benign. 
Not all social interactions have positive or 
beneficial outcomes; nc1ther do all interactions 
build social capit.1l. and the same characteristics 
that enable bencfici.ll, productive benefits can 
also be put to negative usc. Examples include 
fostenng unproductive behaviour, acting as .1 

barrier to soc1al indu.,ion and mobility, dividing 
rather than uniting communitie<; or societie~, 

excessive claims on group members, pressure., 
for conformity, rc~trict1on<; on ind1vidual 
freedoms and network closure around negative 
norms (Portcs, 1998; Paldam, 2000; K.1w.1chi & 
Berkman, 2001; Aldridge ct a/., 2002; Ledogar & 
Fleming, 2008). Indeed, every feature of social 
~tructurcs could potentially become social 
cap1tal, provided it produces de~ired beneficial 
outcomes. Conversely, however, social structures 
can also become liabilities if they produce 
results that arc undesi rable or dam.1ging to the 
'common good'. ltimatcly, the qu.1lity of social 
capital resources and the nature of outcomes 
they produce or in lluencc, .1re dependent on the 
social capital available and drawn on m social 
interactions. 
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Social capital and 
Mediterranean islands 

tll' ll' l'l'Spccts, 1sland communities provide 

11ID•tl ~ell i ng for the study of social capital 
\Ill lh.tl their interactional infrastructure is 

t1lly '"'l.lted for study (Kilpatrick & Falk, 
till \) Woolcock & Narayan (2000) distinguish 

\1 ocn l'Xtra-community 'bridges' and intra
lllhnuttt l y ·bonds', the latter typically being 

tt•J\~cr th.m the former within small island 
\ lot I\•,, Bridging ties, which extend beyond 

th1 hnuml.l rics of a community, are, however, 

f p.u·ttutl.lr interest to islanders, as their 

~t.tph ic,ll seclusion brings with it automatic 
h llcn)otl'S in developing links with the rest of the 
tlrld K tlpatrick& Falk (2003) note,forexample, 

lh 1 the isolation experienced by many living 

11\tl working in island communities reduces the 
llljllll'lunity to build information and support 

11 \works, a concern which is highly relevant 

I n,ttur.ll resources management Conversely, 

hOWl'l'l'l', seemingly isolated island societies 
l [~w long been involved in extensive networks of 
'011111111nication and exchange with neighbours, 

\' \' 11 where these arc located substantially far 
~W.t}' (1-riksen, 1993). Bonding ties, i.e. those 
(luutTing within communities, can also be 

p.u IKul.lrly strong within islands. Baldacchino 
(lOtH: 17) notes, for example, that where islands 
h~IT .1 n "ethnie .... a 'moral community' with shared 
llhl•"~l' cmd language", island identity can replace 
uthnic ity, class or political partisanship as the 
rcll·rcnt social fabric. Eriksen (1993) similarly 

l'dl·rs to phenomena of 'cultural entropy' on 

1~1.111d~, resulting in the dissolution of internal 
lllh ural boundaries. 

l'l·rh.lps it would be overly simplistic to try 

to identify general traits characteristic of 
rvkd itcrranean island societies, given that each 
,, unique in its own way. However, a closer look 

.11 di tlerent Mediterranean island cultures can 

readily attest to the relevance of social capital, 

and in particular 1ts role in the creation of island 
identity. Lopasic (2001), for example, explores the 

role ofinsularity in the soc1al networks of Sardinia 

and Sicily, with people emphasizing their Sardita 
or Sicilianita, and their separation from, and non· 
conformity with, the Italian mainland. ( Indeed, 

both islands have nationalist and secessionist 
political movements.) Indeed, Lopasic further 
argues that the Mediterranean Sea played a dual 

role in the history of Mediterranean islands. 
On the one hand, the sea facilitated trade and 

exchange of ideas, but on the other, it acted as 
a welcome barrier, enabling 1slands to become 

refuges for island population.-;, through which 
they could avoid contact with outside powers 

and through wh1ch they could preserve their own 
particular way of life. At the same time, conflict 

and confrontation was {and perhaps still is} a 
feature within Mediterranean island societies. On 
the basis of his work in Sardima, for example, Le 

Lannou (1967) discusses a confrontation between 

the diverse lifestyles of more readily accessible 
coastal areas and the more conservative societies of 
the island mterior. Insular identity and autonomy 

may be expressed politically, either through 
legal activism or island-based political parties 
or through more illicit means of influence, such 

as the Sicilian mafia. The latter is tied to another 
social feature of some Mediterranean islands, the 

concept of amoral familism (Banfield, 1958), a 
moral system that sacrifices public good for the 

~ake of nepotism and the family. Whilst the island 
of Malta has not experienced the 'mafia' in the way 

that Sicily did, Boissevain ( 2010) nevertheless sees 

the extensive manifestation of amoral familism 
as a form of social capital in Malta (and also 
el~cwhere in the Mediterranean), compounded 

by other characterizing phenomena such as 

political patronage and weak civil society. The 
colonial history of Malta and other islands may 
also be a point of relevance, potentially fostering 

a perception of governments as being separate 
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Public participation is based on lhe belief that those 
who are affected b'l a decision have a ric}lt to be 
involved n the decislon-mak.ng process. 

2 Public participation includes the promise that the 
public's contribution will influence the decision. 

3 Public participation promotes sustainable decisions 
by recognizing and communlcat'ng the needs and 
interests of aU participants, lnclucflll!l decision makers. 

4 Public participation seeks out and facilitates the 
involvement of those potentially affected by or 
interested in a decision. 

5 Public partiCipation seeks input from participants in 
designing how they participate. 

6 Public participation prOYides partk;ipants with the 
information they need to participate in a meaningful way. 

7 Public participation communicates to participants how 
their input affected the decision. 

Table 7.1: Core values of public participation. 

Source: JAP2, 2007 

from, rather than representative of, lay people and 
perpetuating a sense of 'us' and 'them'- citizens 
versus authorities. Similarly, omerta, a code of 
silence that safeguards against the divulging of 
information to outsiders, whilst often associated 
with the mafia, is also well in evidence to this 
day on rura l islands such as Gozo (Cassar, 2010; 
Conrad et al., 2011a). 

7.5 Examining the 'functioning' 
of public participation 
through a social capital lens 

The necessity of involving the public in decision 
making is now fundamentally established in law and 
policy across the world (Stringer eta/., 2007; Reed, 
2008), but there is much to suggest that practices 
fall far short of rhetorical ideals (Rowe & Frewer, 
2000; Rowe & Frewer, 2004), with shortcomings 
in the way participatory processes are admimstered 
and with limited real public influence on decisions. 
Indeed, the notion of effectiveness is now figuring 
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more prominently in studies of participaton• 
dynam1cs. The International Association for Pubhl 
Participation (IAP2) identifies seven core value~ 
for effective public participation (Table 7.1) and 
notions of social capital are embedded deep w1thm 
these. The 'promise that the public's contnbution wr/1 
influence the decision', for example, implies that people 
need to be able to trust that the decision makinj; 
process will consider their input as valuable and 
will evaluate it objectively on its merit. The notion 
that 'public participaflott communicates to participant' 
how thm mput affected the decisimt' similarly draw~ 

on concepts of reciprocity, as docs the not1on that 
'public participation promotes sustainable decisions by 
recognizmg and communicatmg the needs and mteresf., 
of all partictpants, including decision makers'. Th~ 
process !>hould thus be based on mutual exchanges 
of information. Social norms also come mto play: 
public participation, for example,' is based on the belrcj 
that those who are affected by a deciswn have a right to 
be rnvolved in the dcc/Sion-makrng process', reflecting 
fundamental belle(<; in justice and democracy. The 
entire process is ultimately based on both horizontal 
and vertical networks, bringing together different 
sectors of the public, and enabling communication 
between vanous levels of decision-making. 

This section presents some insights on the 
functioning of public participation and the role 
of social capital, based on a participatory review 
of environmental management and spatial 
planning procedures conducted on the island of 
Malta (sec Conrad ct a/., 2011b).1he study draws 
on inputs from two sets of stakeholders. 1he first 
group comprised 30 informed members of the 
public i.e. those with no official affiliation to 
environmental or planning agencies, but who 
through their personal or other experiences 
have some knowledge of the Maltese planning 
system. These members of the public participated 
through a series of workshops. The second group 
comprised IS ' insiders' to the process, i.e. mid
management level professional planners and/ 
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jlplk y makers, who were mvolved through 
ldcnti.1l semi-structured interviews. The 

h'W lound that public participation was seen 
p l'lorm below par by participants from both 

with several 'problem areas' identified, 
l~lln~ overall lack of influence of lay people 

lt)O"'' ions, shortcomings in professional ethics 
•hlox pl·rt isc, inappropriateness or msufficiency 
ol flwthods and techniques used, problems 

11h i nl~ll'lnation provision and local cultural 
•llhcnu~s (Conrad eta/., 20Ilb). The discussion 
I w dol'S not reproduce the full results of this 

tlrk, hut draws some insights m relation to 
1tl rent .1spccts of social capital. 

,.,,, 
t t~c nt shortcomings of trust emerged from the 
11 Yluw (onducted: both 'horizontal', peer to
t , r ll'usl across individuals and institutions, as 

••JI ,,, 'vertical' trust issues, between different 
I. IN of decision-making. Starting with the latter, 

1 01.1! members of the public spoke of their lack 
I fi1i th in the process of public participation, 

n 1lh the process described as one of " hearing but 
u•t /;.,rmillg", a mere token gesture of takmg note 
I puh\t( concerns. The fragility of trust was also 
hll•nt . • 1s also the truth that trust lost is not 

t 1 phil)' regained. Several members of the public 
1 f~,,, . .J to a major project which had already been 
tlUhll,ly marketed by the government while the 
jl l'liltp.ltion process was still underway, and cited 

lhl~ '" .Ill example of the betrayal of public trust 
111 dl'li~iun-making processes "mvolving us only 
H'itrn , ... ,.,ything ts cooked and ready" and at times 
11 ll'l'l'll making an effort to hide that fact. Indeed, 
tl)l~ (.,lk of trust may appear to be justified, at least 
\1) Mtll llc extent several planners agreed that in 
1 Alit y, the public is involved merely because there 
1 11 !t-~,,1 requirement for participation "ttcking 
I II' l•ux ... saying, yes, we consulted the public" and not 
I o~o.IIISl' there is any real intent that public views 
\ lllm llucnce a decision. This hypocrisy was seen 

lp ·'I'I'IY in particular to public sector projects, 

which were perceived to be held up to a different 
(lower) standard of accountability. A fundamental 
cause of 'trust' 1ssues seems to stem from the 
unclear scope of public participation. Members 
of the public made it clear that they expect to be 
able to influence a dec1sion, treating the process as 
a democratic one. Several planners, on the other 
hand, disagreed arguing, in a positivist vein, that 
planning decisions should be treated as matters of 
technical competence and not of democracy - "for 
me, participation stops at consultation ... otherw1se we 
end up with people dictating an outcome on a subject 
which they know nothmg aboun similarly, "pfatming 
ts not, and should not, be a democracy". 

There was also some ev1dence of lack of trust 
between members of the public, with workshop 
participants critici'tmg what they perceive as 
public input based on narrow egoistical interests, 
or on NIMBY1sm. The latter is a particular 
concern within smal11slands - as one planner put 
it, " something lil..e a power station has to go somewhere, 
and there IS tJOwhere that IS far away from people". In 
such a context, and particularly within small and 
densely populated islands, public participation 
arguably cannot be productive unless it is 
motivated by "something other than mere self-interest" 
(member of the public). The motivation for public 
involvement was, in fact questioned, not only by 
planners but also by members of the public - one 
individual cynically stated that "the only reasons 
people get involved are egoism and/ or envy", going on 
to explain that individuals often resent the success 
of others and get involved in order to put spokes in 
the wheels of new projects, with little faith in the 
idea that people act as concerned citizens for the 
'greater good·. 

Ease of cooperation 
Shortcomings in reciprocity and exchanges 
also emerge as influences on the effectiveness 
of public participation. Three major influences 
on ease of cooperation appear to be (i) 
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knowledge sharing, (ii) communication skills 
and (iii) prejudices and stereotypes. One major 

bone of contention among1>t the public, for 
example, was the provision of information from 

authorities, with a common perception that 
this is (i) incomplete and !>elective, (ii) heavily 

tmbued with jargon and technical dtfficulty, 
making it inaccessible to the lay public, and 
(iii) dtfficult to find. Conversely, however, 

the 'blame' for problems in cooperation and 

exchanges was al'>o partly given to the public 
by those involved in planning - many policy 
makers were critical of public involvement in 

deci!>ion making because of the perception 
that the publu; i~ not usually well informed, 
and that people make little effort to 'educate' 

them~elvcs about a topic before puttmg across 

their v1cws. Some members of the public were 
themselves critical of their peer~, for failing to 
communicate effectively or appropriately. On 

the one hand, workshop participants referred 
to a general lack of self-confidence amongst the 
pubhc, and an associated reluctance to make 

public submi1>sions of any sort. On the other 

hand, there was some cntici1>m of members of 
the public who lack 'polish' and who nuy come 
across as uncouth {for example, because of the 

usc of foul language) , reducing the credibibty 

of public input. Island-based social dynamics 
were furthermore seen to be very influential, 

with respondent~ discu~sing the fe.trs that 

people may have of publicly criticizing someone 
else's initiative, in ·a society where everyone brows 
eve1yone else, ami word gets arowul tpuckly". 

There was crit1cism of the public hcanng method 
used for public involvement, on the ba~is that it 

limits reciprocity, allowing only the few capable 

of speaking "w1th a loud vorce" to get their mes1>age 
acro~s; one policy-maker que~tioned whether the 
public hearing method i'i seen to be convenient 

precisely because it does not effectively facilitate 

mput by a wide spectrum of the public, and went 
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on to question whether these are also 

scheduled at times that make it difficult tor the" td 'I 
public to attend. Estabhshmg reciprocity in puhl 

participation may, however, be more than tnl·rdy 
matter of good intentions. Some planners and p111i 
makers expressed the1r doubtc; as to whethl·r tl 

technical competence to be able to eRectively t..li 
wtth the public even exists within their institutnll\ 

-"what the pu/Jlic says about poor commwricati01r '·' ln(t 

because I myself sometimes struggle to commmrimfl' wit~ 
people effectively - I don't possess those skills, but I •1111 

expected to do it and therefore have to do it". Simil.uly 
several planners acknowledged that they strug~l( 

to deal with public comments and concerns simply 

becau-;c they do not have the training to handle I hi• 
sort ofknowledgc and feedback. Stereotypes appl'.lr 
to play a part in public participation exchanges, wtlh 

both sides (planners/ public) often assuming th.11 

the other party has an agenda, on which they Me 

not willing to negotiate. Several planners cxplainl•d 
that any possibility of constructive dialogue is often 

undermined by negative public perceptions of thl' 
authorities - " it's pomtless to try and talk to the pul1111 . 
because whm we're involved, tlrcy just don't wmrt to knoll' ' 
{planner).! ndeed, many called for more effective usc 
of the media, not only to play on the scnsationali.~l 

value of controversies, but also to document and 

l.Ommumcatc 'success stone..,', in order to reversl' 

this ~tereotypc: "we must make tire public wrderslmtcl 
tltat we arc not ,,s bad as we .~ecm· (planner). 

Networks 
The extent of networking across the public 
.tppe;tr~ to have an mflucnce on the dtcctiveness 

of public participation. On the one hand, lobby 

groups and cttizen groups have been effective in 
challenging certam initiatives and even in getting 
decisions reversed or revoked (as decribed, for 

example, in the chapter by Boissevain within this 
publication). On the other hand, some workshop 

participants were critical of those who passively 
criticize but who make no effort to involve 

themselves Ill networks of advocacy or opposition 
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knowledge sharing, (ii) communication skills 
and (iii) prejudices and stereotypes. One major 

bone of contention among1>t the public, for 
example, was the provision of information from 

authorities, with a common perception that 
this is (i) incomplete and 1>clective, (ii) heavily 

tmbued with jargon and technical dtfficulty, 
making it inaccessible to the lay public, and 
(iii) d1fficult to find. Conversely, however, 

the 'blame' for problems in cooperation and 

exchanges was al'>o partly given to the public 
by tho~c involved in planning - many pol1cy 
makers were critical of public involvement in 

decil>ion making because of the perception 
that the public is not usually well informed, 
and that people make little effort to 'educ.1te' 

them~elvcs about a topic before putting across 

their vJewl>. Some members of the public were 
themselves critical of their peer~, for failing to 
communicate effectively or appropriately. On 

the one hand, workshop participant-; referred 
to a general lack of seJt: confidencc amongst the 
public, and an a~sociated reluctance to m.1kc 

public submbl>ions of any sort. On the other 

hand , there was some cnticis m of members of 
the public who lack 'polish' and who nuy come 
across as uncouth (for example, bec.mse of the 

usc of foul language), reducing the credibility 

of public input. Island-based '>Ocial dynamics 
were furthermore seen to be very influential, 

with respondents discussing the fe.u., that 

people may have of publicly criticizing o;omeone 
else 's initiat ive, in ·a society where Cl' CIJOIIC knows 
everyone else, ami word gets around 'l'"ckly". 

There was criticism of the public hearing method 
used for public involvement, on the basi~ that it 

limits reciprocity, allowing only the few capable 

of speaking "wrth a loud voice" to get their mes!>age 
across; one policy-maker que~tioned whether the 
public hearing method is seen to be convenient 

precisely because it does not effectively facilitate 

mput by a w1de spectrum of the public, and went 
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on to question whether these arc also rl,,,,,,..,,,,,"' 
scheduled at times that make it difficult for th1.• ' ' 
public to attend. Establishmg reciprocity in puhl 
participation may, however, be more than me1·dy • 
matter of good intentions. Some planners and ptlll 
makers expre.,sed their doubts as to whethn 11 
technical competence to be able to effect1vely lt.tl 
w1th the public even exists within their institut11ll 

-"what the puMic says about poor communication '·' In ~ 
because I myself sometimes struggle to communiwt,· h'll/1 
people cffedivcly - I don· t possess those skills, but l•ml 
expected to do it and therefore have to do it ". Simi l.u·ly 

several planners acknowledged that they strug~lc' 

to deal with pubhc comments and concerns simp!~ 

becall.;e they do not have the training to handle thl• 
sort ofknowlcdge and feedback. Stereotypes appl'.lr 
to play a part in public participation exchanges, w1th 
both sides (planners/ public) often assuming th,lt 
the other party has an agenda, on which they .11'1! 

not willing to negotiate. Several planners explained 
that any po~.;ibility of con~tructivc dialogue is ofh·u 

undermined by negative publ1c perceptions of thl• 
.lllthorities - " rt $ pomtlt:ss to try and tall.. to the ptt/JIIt . 
because wftm we're involved, they jmt do11't want to knoll' 
(planner).! ndecd, many called for more effective usc 
of the media, not only to play on the sensationalist 
value of controversies, but also to document and 

I.Ommun~eatc 'success <;tones', in order to reverse 

this .,tereotypc: "we mu.'t 11111kc tire public rmderstwrd 
tlrat we arc uot cis bad 11s we ,,ccm" (planner). 

Networks 
The extent of networking across the public 
.1ppc.1r.; to have an influence on the effectiveness 

of public partll.ipation. On the one hand, lobby 

groupl> and c1tizcn groups have been cfl'ective in 
challenging certam initiatives and even in getting 
decis1ons reversed or revoked {as decribed, for 

example, in the chapter by Boissevain within this 
publication). On the other hand, some workshop 

participantl> were critical of those who pass1vely 
criticize but who make no effort to involve 

them . .,clves 111 networks of advocacy or opposition 
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p tll' rc,pondent described the Maltese public 
u lll'lll~ in a state of 'hypnosis", lulled into a 

l ~lfll!.llll'n t state of lmssezjam:. Some individuals, 

h~·t' \ l'l, .1 lso criticized "self made experts", who act 

~~ h~r on behalf of lobby groups or on their own 
lijhl.•t Ill', .md who claim to speak on behalf of the 

\ ldl'l publtc without having been entrusted with 

-~~~~ .1uthority. Furthermore, power relations in 
•\k.ll'l' were seen to be influential; in particular, 

tn •ll' ~ 1mhviduals expressed concern that specific 
1,\kl•holders, such as politicians, business groups 

ud l l'l' l.\in lobby groups, seem to wield undue 
~1\ver .md thus have disproportionate influence 

, 11 dl'l " lon-making processes. In the process, the 

\nm m the-street ' is nurginalized. 

t.,:.1nrz.1tional networks likewise appear to be 

~~~ 111lluen~Jal factor; one planner pointed out that 
"h..•l.l\1\e ot hierarchical organitational structures, 

lrtd11•1dual projcssioHals camwt speak for the 
I",~• II/I : a lion without going tllrougfr tire publrc relations 
tJ//I t~ . .. ~o we arc wary ... allli the statement cvcntrwlly 
fhun/ by the public rdatioll.\ office is not Hcet:ssarily 
J.ullrJul to what we said", exacerbating the perceived 

h.II'IICrs' across mult1ple vertical ch.mnels of 

\P illlmlllication. Sitmlarly, .lnother planner 
po111lCd out that until exchange~ with the public 
,,,,. looked upon positively by the org.miz.1tions 

, Pmancd (not seen to be the c.1se at present), it 
11 rll hl• difficult tix individual planners to liaise 
With wider society in an effective nunner. 

7.6 Concluding thoughts 

l, t~system management .1nd landscape approaches 
,h.,rc a common emphasis on the involvement 

nl people, ti)r these to take an active role in 

pl.uming and decision m.tking processes, and 
,h.1pe their physical .md social landscapes. For 
tl u .. active role to translate into productive long

ll'rm sustainability, however, it must arguably be 

motivated by fundament.ll principles of equity, care 

and social justice. Similarly, functional cooperative 

public participation mechanisms are assumed to be 

premised on a sense of citizenship, of belonging' to 
a wider community, and by a sense of responsibility 
towards some greater good. It is by no means certain 

that this is the case on Mediterranean islands; 
whether because of amoral familism, omcrtd or 
simple NIMBYism, the social fabric of island 

communities may not necessarily lend itself well to 

environmentally sustainable decisions, particularly 
where egoistical or sell: intercstcd concerns .uc 
more likely to take precedence. It is also uncertain 

whether decision making mechanisms, and public 

participation in particular, arc really f.1cilitating 
such collective decision-making, or whether they 
arc serving merely to reinforce public distrust in 

authorities and political systems, and in fellow 
citizens. Undoubtedly, however, soci.1l capital is 
complex and multi-f.Keted, and there arc also plenty 

of parallel examples of people coming together to 

work towards a mutually beneficial outcome, even 
within these s.1mc societies (as can be seen, for 
example, in the extensive voluntary sector, which 

ch.uacterizcs Maltese socicty).1here arc thus many 
shades of grey, and it is also true th.lt social capital 
is not some fixed essence, but rather somcth i ng that 

is inherently dynamic: norms change, networks 

arc nourished or tall into disuse, trust is repeatedly 
established and broken and communication and 
cooperation mechanisms evolve continuously. 

Social capital is of interest to a discussion of 
ecosystem management not only because of its 

influence on people's involvement in planning, 

but .1lso because of its potential intlucncc on the 
evolution of the landscape itself A landscape 
is ultimately a physical manifestation of social 

value systems. In Carl Sauer's classic words 
( 1926), "culture is tire agmt, the wrtum/ area tire 
medium, the cultumllandscape is the result". Whilst 

landscapes shape our own identity, contributing 

to the development of'habitus' (Bourdieu, 2005) 
.1nd sense of place (Davenport & Anderson, 
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2005), people also modify landscapes constantly, 
creating a palimpsest w1th multiple layers of past 
and present meanings (Palang & Fry, 2003). This 
two-way interaction is of particular interest in 
the present day and age, when both landscapes 
and social capital appear to be changing rapidly. 
Urbanization, for example, is creating new 
metropolitan and urban conglomerations, in the 
process subsuming traditional town and village 
divides. Conversely, technological developments 
are creating new forms of virtual community 
that appear to be place-less, and with them, new 
forms of soc1al capital. Globalization, similarly, is 
expanding the scale and scope of communitie~>. 
At the same time, the interaction between people 
and place grows increasingly strained in places, 
particularly on islands which are already limited 
in their land area and in their capacity to 'juggle' 
a multitude of demands coming from many 
different stakeholders. Perhaps a challenge for 
ecosystem management is thus to find ways to 
productively tap forms of beneficial social capital, 
whilst managing its more malign manifestations. 
This task is one that must be context-specific given 
the particularities of each society, and is certainly 
no easy feat given the complexities of soc1al capital 
in both its theory and methodologies. If, however, 
landscape is indeed to be managed a ~ a ~h;ned 
public good, then gammg a better understanding 
of this social 'glue' is imperative. 
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CHAPTER 8 
A political perspective on the management of coastal 
landscapes in the Mediterranean 

Salvino Busuttil 

In the most Serene Venetian Republic, Water 
M.1~istrates (Magistrati delle acque) exercised 
.luthority over the celebrated Lagoon and 
It' surrounding shores. Through them, the 
\amL·ssima, as Folco Quilici (1992)1 narrates 

• '''/'JIC mutare Ia mcolta natura delle sue lagune e 
1/r//r V11/li in un amb~entc af servrzw dell'uomo. Con 
111111 trasformazione che non Jeri l'ambiente, ma 
1111:i rre rafforzo le difese nei confronti di calamita 
1111/um/i" ("she krrew how to change the untrlled 
\11/Tmmdings of her lagoons and valleys mto an 
l'lll'inmment at the service of man. A transformt~tlon 

rlwr uot only drd no harm to the environmeut, but 
ru./rcd strengthened her defences m relation to 
llotluml calamities"). Coastal management in the 
i\ kditerranean responds to political agendas not 
IIL'(cssarily sharing the same pnorities as those, 
lor example, of the UN Mediterranean Act1on 
1'1.111. Indeed, that Plan had pioneered the Coastal 
Arc.t Management Projects, known as CAMPs, 
which, in my days as Coordinator of the Plan, I 
w nsidered one of our major achievements. Tho~e 
Projects, and the Protocol now adding political 

Quilici, Folco, II mw Mc;lrtemmeo, M1lan 1992, p.371 

Q.uilid and Fcrnand Braudcl cooperated on a book on 

Vc111Ce. QuiliCI subsequently produced a film on Brau· 

,Jcl, who had carried out a good partof h1s research at the 

ll ibliotec3 dei Fr;n i in Venice. 

muscle to the sustainable management of the 
coast, would not have been possible, as a joint 
Mediterranean comparative exercise, had the 
1976 Barcelona Convention on the Protection of 
the Mediterranean Sea against Pollution not been 
ratified. Manifestly, the Convention was a unique 
political achievement, furnishing for the first time 
a bmdmg legal instrument for environmental 
cooperation among all the littoral States, and of 
which the European Union became one of the 
Contracting Parties. 

Pmnarily because the coast is not just the physJCal 
landscape but includes the areas which are either 
directly surrounded by the sea (i.e. islands) or 
have the sea (and the rivers, tributaries and canals 
to it connected or flowing) surround them (i.e. 
e~tuaries), the political impact of the Convention 
spilled into land based sources of pollution. The 
Protocol covering those sources represented one 
of the mmt innovative legal measures ushered in 
the Mediterranean Action Plan, for it de facto and 
de ture extended the Convention's briefbeyond the 
actual shoreline limitations stipulated in Article 
I of the Convention (the latter providing the 
geographical shorclme delineations covered by 
the Convention). 

That ex ten s1on is twofold.I n the sea itself, it refers to 
the territorial waters of each country which, in the 
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Mediterranean (Exclusive Economic Zones apart) 
were 12 nautical miles from the coast, except for 
Greece and Turkey which have an allocation of 6 
nautical miles. On land, different· interpretations' 
endure, a problem which plagues the gathering 
and analysis of comparable coastal data. Not 
always coinciding with the legal definition~ of 
the respective coast, these divergences affect also 
the juridical extension of coastal communities, 
rendering socio-economic and socio-cultural 
comparisons questionable, and environmental 
monitoring, control and planning problematic. 

France, for example, defines the coast as one 
including coastal 'communes' bordering the sea, 
while Algeria, in its recent legislation, considers 
the coast as including all islands and islets, the 
continental shelf and a land area of not less than 
800 metres all along the shore. Spain, on the other 
hand, has opted for a loose option since its coastal 
legislation, while referring 19 times to the coast, 
eschews any definition. 2 

A major difficulty, then, in intra-Mediterranean 
cooperation, is posed by the dichotomy present in 
some littoral states between their concept of the 
coast and of coastal communities. Hence there is a 
disparity in the approach, for example, to fio;hcrico;, 
tounsm (especially cultural) and environment. In 
fisheries, both Libya and Tunisia have unilaterally 
declared exclusive fishing areas, desp1te 'protests' 
by ncighbounng countries (e.g. Malta). In 
tourism, many riparian countries .~till project the 
sun and the .~ea as their main attraction<~ With 
resultant mass tourism wh1ch often generates 
very low foreign exchange multipliers and modest 
employment opportunities. Yet the real 'glamour' 
of the Mediterranean should be the over 100 

2 '\ec: Mrdstrmmcc Lrs l'cr~pcclsvc~ tlu l'l.m Rltu ~ur 

l'wvsromscmml ct It divcloppmsmt (Benoit & Comc.1u, 

2005: ~01). 
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recognized (some figuring in the UNE~CO world 
hentage list) h1stonc sites and monuments on 11r 

dose to the shore. 1 

Sustainable development, however, presento; ~ 

problem due to the different treatment accord~·d 
to 1t by different coastal states. While the 19- (, 
Convention is strong (and even stronger nm' 
because of the relevant Protocol) in its focu ' 
on environment and its sustainability, yet it h.l, 
httle or no empowerment, lacking any effectl\'l' 
compliance machinery except through period1l 
report'>. It docs not convey the real authorit)'. 
including penalization, that the FU has li.ll 
recalcitrant State~ of the l:nion. 

Although the Mediterranean Comm1ssion 
for Su~tainablc Development has, in princtpl~-. 
the responsibility to carry out the decisiom 
of the Contracting Parties to the Convention, 
yet it ha~ no implementation mcchani~m and 
rem.1in~, unfortunately, an humdis ancilla of the 
Mediterranean Action Plan.~ As I have often 
argued, it should, on the contrary, be the leading 
and spurring entity for the execution of the major 
projects of the n1on for the Mediterranean;' 

Mmt oftho.;c projects w1ll or .,hould concern the 
en vi ronmcnt and energy, such as water production 
through l>ol.u energy, pollution control through 
appropriate phy.,ical resources, aquaculture 
and fi!>heric~ in their ccologicall>ettmg, and the 
endogenous development of environmentally-

3 'icc op.cit p. ~(H 

4 '!hat both the Plan and the Commission arc tied too 

11ghtly to UN (~n,l spccilically, UNFP) burc.tuLracy 

deprives both of .m independent robustness of 3Ltlon. 

Some UN offic1als smart at this criticism, argu1ng that 

de p1cto the Plan an<! the Comnussion arc not UN vaS· 

sak But he who pay~ the p1pcr pl3ys the tunc. 

~ Sec Busuttil D.R. & Busutt1 l <; (l:ds.), TH OS, Vol. II, 
Malta, 2009. 
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h tL'ndly technology. Some projects, yet to be 

dvh.1tcd due to their political sensitivity, may 

''H'ntuJ.IIy relate to joint oil and gas explorJ.tion 
.1nd exploitation. 

II '' understandable that at this untried stage of 
I he .u:tivities of the Union for the Mediterranean, 

one has to caution prudence, without foregoing 

~ wtr.1ge in promoting new endeavours due to 

11.11 row politicJI expediency. On the contrJ.ry, 

lul\vever, l would argue that if the Union for the 

f\ lcditcrrJneJn projects arc perceived by the 

\ IHtth ' (and some northern African countries Jre 

openly sceptical) as ephcmcrJ.I palliatives, then 

till' Union itself is doomed, sentencing the whole 

Mnliterranean to uncertainty and insecurity. 

An eminently political mechani~m, the Union 

IL,L·If cJn only experience some success m the 

tilL'.\ sure that the 'south' feels that it has real 

P•liVl'r not just of consultJtion but also of decision, 

• 1nd that it will be not an exercise in a rhetoric.1l 

fl•hashing of the old and tailed Barcelona and 

f\ ll : nA (Mediterranean Economic Development 

ArL'.I) processes (with an unfortunate his tory of 

lnmcnting promise destined not to be fulfilled), 

hut .1 genuine departure to a new and cohesive 

l.1ndscJ.pe where politics can be .~ub,erv•ent to 

' ll'l.linable solidarity. 

Nn (ontradiction is implied. In its authentic ~ense, 

pol tl ics, as Aristotle taught u.~, is at the ~ervicc of 

m.1 n as it seeks the common goo d that, properly 

idL·ntified, sets the teleology and practice of 

t•nlt~htened political action. Natural and symbolic 

l'l''nurces provide the raw matenal, a' it were, for 

till' .1pplication of sustainable policies. But such 

pnl icies and such practices cannot have any real or 

J,,, ling value in the Mediterranean unless they arc 

L'il n :t ivcly and justly shared by all the littora l state\. 

IIL')'tmd national interests, one has to convince Jll 
I he riparian countries, e~pecially the southern 

llll l'S, that taking a veritable holi~tic approach to 

the overall economic landscape will enrich their 

people far more than an isolated national policy 

would allow. 

Admittedly, this is not easy ground. But in my 

view early positive economic returns attributJblc 

to J functioning Union for the Mediterranean 

could outweigh those sceptical stances which 
some Mediterranean countries still nurture on the 

Union, one which they believe should be, rather 

than for, of the McditcrraneJn. 

Recent his tory shows prombe. The Five plus 

Five Process was initially scorned by some states. 

Now that it has considerably widened its brief, 

encompassing practically all aspects of socio

economic, and not JUSt narrow political concerns, 

it is proving its mefulness. Mutat1s rnutand1s, 
properly extrapolated and extended to the pan

Mediterranean landscape, that Process could 

serve the Union for the Mediterranean 111 evolving 

to the Union of the Mediterranean . 

New efforts could also be undertaken by the 

Union to agree on a pan-Mediterranean Exclusive 

Economic Zone controlled and managed by the 

Mediterranean Commis.~ion for Sustainable 

Development. So fur elusive due to geograph1c 

constraints (although some littoral countries 

have gone through the motions of declaring one), 

the Exclusive Economic Zone can only become 

a reality in the Mediterranean through a joint 

administrative mechanism where all ripanan 

states arc represented.6 

In a changing human landscape affected by 

globalization, we witnes.~ a transfo rmation of 

6 Perhaps one of the early tasls of the Union should be to 

i nfusc some order 111 the various 'assemblies by having one 

representative parhJ mcntary body, Jgrccd to hy J II 'parties', 

Jn<l thus to do away with the present con fusmgs1tuation. 
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the sense of community, regressing through 
standardization. As the village grocer and the 
'native' bistro cede ground to the supermarket and 
to the fast food chains, the patterns and styles of 
community life, with its typical Mediterranean 
cohesion and informal warmth, are also menaced, 
especially on Mediterranean islands and on the 
southern rim, by the imported vision of a 'western' 
hedonistic way of life alien to Mediterranean 
traditions and beliefs. 

To assist in conserving the 'human' qualities 
of the region\ communities, cnhghtcned 
environmental management can protect that 
'belonging', so characteristic of Mediterranean 
societies, through public participation in decision· 
making particularly in insular and coastal areas 
where different stakeholders may express their 
priorities on the various uses to which their shores 
and immediate hinterland may be put, in the 
perspective, however, of a non-sectoral but all
embracing common good. 

Mediterranean resolve, strengthened by the 
Union, could ensure that our overall landscape, 
extendmg beyond the coasts, should be one of 
serene far·sighted sustainability, much like that of 
the Sereniss1ma, but with better longevity. 
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CHAPTER 9 
Improving Intelligence: the key to landscape 
sustainability? 

Maggie Roe 

9.1 Introduction 

I It is chapter reflects on issues of landscape 
MISI.tinability. In particular the focus is on 
Intelligence about the landscape, w1th particular, 
rclcrcnce to Mediterranean small island 
l.1ndscapes. There is a link between decis1ons 
~onccrning landscape sustainab1lity and the 
knowledge and understanding that ordmary 
people as well as experts hold about landscape 
~.-lt.mge. Greater sustainability in the landscape IS 
to .1 considerable extent about decision-making 
t..1~cd on informed choices and understandmgs, 
111d so we need to improve the basis on wh1ch 
\ Ill h decisions are made. It is important to 
uuprove knowledge capital at every level within 
wmmunities, and the opportunities to express 
I lt.1t knowledge and visions for future landscapes 
I\ 1thin the decision-making system. This is 
p.uticularly important in small communities 
where outside experts may be regarded w1th 
'umc suspicion and critical losses to the 
~nowledge pool may easily occur. Thinking 
.thout sustainability demands more integrated 
.ual participatory research and other processes, 
.tnd a key consideration is how to unlock 
ordinary people 's experiences of the landscape 
.1ml combine these with expert knowledge to 
hnd creative solutions to issues that are regarded 
.1s problems within changing landscapes. 

Intelligence is a term most often associated with 
crime prevention, military informatiOn and 
spies. However, it is also a potentially useful 
concept in the context oflandscape sustainability 
because it means much more than obtaining 
simple raw information; it is the product of a 
process which includes information collectiOn 
and manipulation or analysi~. This product 
or intelligence - can then be used by a range of 
actors to 1nform decisions relating to d1fferent 
landscape approaches. It can be seen as one of a 
range of decision-support tools that are of critical 
importance in planning for sustainab11lty. 

The three (and sometimes four) pronged stool 
of sustainability - economic, ecological and 
socio-cultural considerations - and definition 
by Brundtland of sustainable development, or 
·development whrch meets the needs of the present 
without compromising the ability of future generations 
to meet their own needs" {WCED, 1987) is largely 
familiar to all in the environmental field. However, 
the concept of sustainability itself is widely 
contested and often misused as an achievable 
aim rather than a comparative term. While terms 
such as targets and indicators are now commonly 
bandied about by politicians and policy makers, 
those working hard to live up to requirements 
of sustainability objectives and implementing 
sustainability policies often find the practicalities 
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of implementation difficult to achieve and so 
landscape sustainability a,, a concrete concept 

also remains largely intangtble and elusive. 
However, there have been some recent important 
contributions to thinking in relation to landscape 

sustainability, parttcularly withm Europe. 
Embedded within the concept of landscape 
now defined with1n the European Landscape 

Convention (ELC) is the understandmg of 

sustainability and change, that landscapes and 
communities are dynamic and that we need to 
develop plannmg, design and management that 

works with change. 

An examination of Mediterranean island 

landscapes provides the opportunity to 

consider two particularly compellmg drivers 
of change: humans and climate. smg the 
tdea of intelligence as a backdrop, thts chapter 

therefore provides some reflection on key issues 

in relation to recent thinking about land~cape 
and sustainability overall, but in particular how 
learning and understanding is now an 1mportant 

aspect of pobcy and theoretical development 
in relation to landscape change. Small islands 
of the Mediterranean arc a hotbed of potenti,ll 

land~cape research and practice h\ues because of 

the cultural and environmental interrelationships, 
the ecological fragility and the intense denumh 
that humans now put upon the ecologic.1l sy~tems. 

9.2 Landscape planning, 
biotope conservation, 
islands and sustainability 

A landscape scale approach ha.-; been identified 

as useful by a number of rese,uchers working 
with sustainabiltty issues. However some have 
suggested that a regtonal scale is more useful and 

there has been some investigation into a variety of 

scales includmg biogeographic units; perhaps the 
appropriate scale may differ in different contexts. 
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Cousins & lhse (1998) and Antrop (1993) sugg~·~l 
that certainly, when constdering the potential lor 

biodiversity and the eRects of rapid change~ .. 1 

vanety of scale~ mu~t be con<;idercd including tlw 

detatled level (genes and spectcli) and the gencr.tl 
level (biotopes and landsc.tpes). lhey also indic.tll' 

that such examination has yet to be carried out 
in most European countries. When considerin~ 
small island,, examination of .l range of scab 

is important mcluding the whole island scalt·. 

l11b may corre~pond to a ~ingle landscape or 11 

may be possible to discern a number of differl'lll 
landl>capc~. Social and cconomtc data may onl)' 

be .wailablc at scab other than a landscape scak• 
and so rc!.lting data from d1ffcrent sources c.111 
be difficult (~ce Odum, 2002). Pl.lnning at the 

landscape ~calc rather than at .1 single site level doc~ 
not just enta1l consideration of the size of the are.t, 

tt is also a matter of complexity. While site-based 
design and man.1gement may well have to consider 

all the possible ~pecies and human impact<>, such 
cons1deratton begin:- to become unmanageable at 
the larger landscape sc,tle. Monitoring landscape 

change, a key component of sustainability planning, 
ha.~ also been shown to be required at local and 

rcgtonal ~c.lles in order to pl.m the evolution of 

Mediterranean bndscape' '· New methodologic.' 
arc required that provide .lppro.tches for dealing 
w1th the potenttal lbta to be g.1thercd .1t a wide 
range of,cales and li.1r understanding where the key 

.lrc.ts ofkKu~ should be. 

Landscape ecological theory i~ now providing 

the basis for much bndscapc planning in 

rcl.1tion to sustainabiltty. While much of the 
research that emerge' is ~ttll focu~cd on single 

~cc Antrop, 1993. Also, tlw CORINf- (Co·ordmation 
ofinform.lti(m on the cnvmmmomt) progr.11nmc of the 

Europc.1n Commission 1 ~ .111 example of .1 (,p; based 

survey that o:an be used .ts a basel me agarnst which land· 

scapc change may be mon rtorcd. 
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'f'l'Ci~s over an area oflandscapc, the theoretical 

b.1si.~ of landscape ecology concentrates upon 
holistic thinking :.tt the landscape scale and the 
lndusion of cultural and social considerations 

\\'II h in any examination of landscape processes. 
lhis is particularly obvious for example in 

n•l.11 ion to the l:.tndscape ecological concept of 

tmutcdivity which is an important component 

In new planning initiatives related to green 
lnfr.tstructure pl:.tnning. Patch size is al~o a key 
lnnccpt that has been of particular usc in relation 

In rl'serve planning. Much landsc:.tpe ecological 
lhinking owes its basis to E.O. Wilson :.tnd 
Ius collaborator Robert MacArthur and their 

~L·m in:.tl book T1u Theory of Island Biogeography. 
lhl's~ researchers were not the only ones who 
lnu nd their inspiration in island landscapes- of 
wursc Charles Darwin's key influence came 

lrnm his voyage on the Beagle; in p:.trticular hi.-; 
ob.~ervations on the Galapagos Island fauna 

,wd tlora were crucial to the development of his 
lhL'tlry of evolution. As MacArthur and Wilson 

poi nt out "Insularity is ... t~ universal feature of 
l•to~cography. Many of the principles graphically 
t"-'1'/aycd in the Gahipagos Islands and other remote 
w·flt ipclagos apply in lesser or greater degree to all 
ll•tlttral habitats" (MacArthur & Wilson, 2001 
lthlllm [orig. 1967]: 3) 

l,intl' t hese observations, 1sl.mds have been much 

"'t'd l(w a range of anthropological rese.trch as well 
,,, lor developing ecologic:.tl thinking. St Kilda, a 

l'l'motl' island archipelago off the coast of Scotland, 

now .\ nature reserve, wa~ for many years a self 

~~ '''·' i ning community where isbnders lived 111 dose 
.,~,ociation with various maritime faun:.t :md flora, 

In p.trtimlarseabirds which they ate and whose eggs 

lhL'Y h ~1rvested. The breakdown ofthb community 
IM l.t rgcly attributed to outside influences :.tml the loss 

ot wlf:sufficiency. Tuvalu, an island in the Pacific 
l )ll'.\ 11 has more recently been in the news over a 

~0111 nwersy related to climate change (~ee Baliun:.ts 
& ...,, 11111, 2002). Such controversies simply illustrate 

the need for better intelligence to provide and 
interpret scientific facts and reveal the views of the 

various communities of interest. Studying islands 

h:.ts thus taught us much about sustainability, about 
the interconnectedness of social, economic and 
ecological systems and about wh:.tt happens when 

any of these systems breaks down or overwhelms 

the others. Islands have :.tided our theoretical 
development in relation to concepts such as limits to 
growth and canying capacity. Small islands provide 

rich pickings for landscape researchers in particular, 
in a variety of discipline areas. Nagarajan who is 
from the UniversityofPrince Edward Island, on the 

east coast of Canada has described small islands as 

"closed tmd bounded systems in many respects, and they 
arc manageable units ofstudy" (Nag:.trajan, 2006: 296). 
He goes on to suggest small islands as "model living 
laboratoncs for the Earth, wl1ich is also a closed system 
on a pltmettlry scale. In small islands, people can see and 
experience the impacts of their actions on their ecosystems 
with the cascadmgfeedback effects on the overall island 
systems". He al~o provides a strong warning that the 
development of small islands should "not transcend 
the ecologtcal jrmctim1s and physical limits found in the 
island system". Undoubtedly part of the attraction 

ofi~lands is one of aesthetics: often the remoteness 
or in;:~ccessibility adds to the mystery :.tnd beauty 
of Islands. Many islands have been imbued with 

mystical or sacred qualities. In the North East of 
Engbnd, Lindisfarne (Holy Isl;:~nd) and the nearby 
Fame Isbnds arc riddled with associations rebting 

to early Celtic Christ1amty .md more recent stories 
of bravery and d.uing1

. 1l1ese islands were often 
chosen because of their possibilities for defence 

and .ue now protected under various landscape 
and ecological de-;ignations. Such islands are now 

2 Grace Darling was the heroine of a dramatic rescue off 

the Northumbcrlan<i coast in 1818. She lived with her 

tJ.thcr, the lighthouse keeper on one oft he Fa rne Islands, 

and at the age of 22 helped her father to save n inc lives 

from a sh1pwrecked vessel in terrible conditions using 

only a snl.\11 row1ng boat knownlolallyasa 'coblc'. 
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important tourist destmations, as a result of both 

natural and cultural qualities. This story is similar 

throughout the world and nowhere more so than 
in the small islands of the Mediterranean wh1ch are 
the focusofthL~ volume. 

9.3 Landscape sustainability 
and the European 
Landscape Convention 
(ELC) 

Landscape sustainability is as much about people:, 

percepttons and understanding of changes that 
occur as about thctr ability to respond to that 
change. Such change is often difficult to predict 

but past change in the landscape has become a 
sigmficant area of research. A number of theories 
and tools have been developed from these studie~>. 

Changes that affect the land<>cape may derive from 
many natural and human sources; these are often 
now termed drrvers of change and this ha,c; become an 

area of study in ttsel( Within the mcreasing SOl. ictal 

demands for more sustainable solution\, policy 
makers and landc;cape planner!- have a constant 

!>truggle in responding to land \Cape change. 

The European Landscape Convention {ELC) is 
now a landmark m European - and mcreasingly 

global - policy in relation to landscape change. 
There are two key pointe; within the Conventton 
that arc particularly useful to consider in rdation to 

landscape change and this chapter. The first ic; set 

out clearly in the preamble: "/andscapwan important 
part of the quality of life for people everywhere( that 
is, all landscapes matter. The second is set out in 

Article Sc: "to establish procedures for the partiCipation 
of the general public .. . with an mterest in the de.fimtron 
and rmplementatiotr of .. landscape policres~ 

These two parts of the Convention text have a 

particularly close association. The assumption 
is that ordinary people should have a say in what 
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happens to ordmary landscapes, the landscapl·~ 

that they probably live and work in. In furthr r 

unpicking of what this actually mean5 there'" ,, n 
implication that ordinary people have a potentt.l l 
understanding and ab1ltty to assess, plan and 

monitor their local land~capes, and to have .1 

potential not only to understand locallandscap~· 

change, but to devise appropriate !>trategies for 
future management of landscape change. lhi' 

could be thought of as a tall order, particularly as tl 
is now recognil.ed that peoples relationship w1th 
the land has altered to such an extent that they J,, 
not understand or even pcrhap~ notice landscape 

change. lherc is a separation between people and 
the landscape and in ~pite of efforts in the academ to... 
literature to move the argument away from 

land~cape as simply a 'vtcw' (sec also "Thompson, 
1999), th1s may not reflect the experience ol 
ordinary people who regard landscape as scenery 

bccau~e v1sual exposure is the only real contal.1 

they have with tt. This idea relates to Th aycr's ( 1994) 
explanation of the surface .md core properties of 
landscapes where surface values arc those that COlli 

be readtly ~ccn and .sensed and the core values an• 
the more functional or operative properties that 
may be hidden. The pomt about this, according tt1 

Thayer, i!. that our present culture has reduced the 
concentration on and understanding of the core 
properties those that keep the land.Kapc aliw 

and functioning - and as the~e become less visible 

and people care lrss about the core in f.wour ot 
the o;urfacc, the less we understand and sec what h 

actually happening. This b of cour"c a contested 

concept and one that the European Landscape 
Convention is trying to circumvent. By ensuring 
that allland~capes arc valuable and that ordinar~ 

people have a <;ay m those landscapes it aims to 
remove the elitism 111 both the v1ew oflandscape 
i.e. only 'special' land~capes should have attention 

- and the view that only 'experts' are able to 

experience the landscape fully and therefore arc 
'qualified' to make decisions about the landscape. 
The Convention brings the attention firmly back 
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hl onwuraging ordinary people to be creators and 
111~11 .1~crs of the landscape. 

lh'-' ( onvention text is remarkable in many ways, 
hut 111 particular it manages to pull together 
tbu w nccptual understandings that we need to 
llf\lll·d the landscape, and also that we also need 
I un,\crstand that landscape is fundamentally 
1bout (hange. Change is fundamental to the 
,l.l•t,lln.lbility of the landscape, and by default 
th~ rdorc also to the communities living within 
th,tt l.tndscape. How this works in policy and 
1 r~dKl' at a more detailed level is much more 
tlllih ult. Many landscape policies throughout 
I uropc arc now about protection, but there is 

\lt' IIIIKture here because, as is clearly seen in 
t)lMI) Mediterranean landscapes, societies cannot 
~u 111lkled in aspic - they arc changing and will 
, onllmte to change. Changes in community 
lt ud urcs and livelihoods have direct effects on 
th~ l.mdscape. In many areas, changes result in 

IMndnnment of landscape practices that have 
p~l urrcd over many years. Jared Diamond has 
\¥1 ill en extensively about the degradation of the 
l,lnd,l.tpe as a result of societal and economic 
~~~ ll.tpsc, often manifesting itself in unsustainable 
1,111d management practices such as deforestatiOn. 
In lm book Collapse (2005), he provides a five· 
P"'"' d1ecklist of factors tor societal collapse: 
\'Il l 1mnmental damage, climJte change, ho~tile 
tW•~hhours, los~ of friendly trade partners and 
tiH tilth, a society's responses to it~ problems, 
wlud1 is the key point that determines ultimately 
till' ' urvival or collapse of the .;ociety. Diamond 
\ l•mp.tres a number of examples in the present and 
Jl·''' .u1d in particular he uses t.~land conununitie' 
h• 11lustrate his thinking. He points to the case 
41l I .1ster Island - commonly cited in relation 
h• the collapse of island communities - where 
lw ' ummarizes: "Easter's tsolatton makes it the 
c /,an·.' t example of a society that destroyed ttsdj by 
cfl'l"l'tXploiting tfs ow11 resources" ( Diamond, 2005: 
IlK). This reveals some particularly important 

questions that are relevant for this chapter in 
terms of understanding sustainability issues: how 
can we ensure that our responses to the impacts 
on our landscape arc such that we do not destroy 
the resource? And what should we protect in the 
landscape in order for sustainable practices to 
occur that will not stifle landscape (and societal) 
change, but that will look to the future and be 
flexible enough to respond to the critical drivers of 
change of our time? 

The European Landscape Convention is not 
prescriptive as to how governments should 
respond to its Articles; indeed the Council of 
Europe encourages a variety of implementation 
strategies and the development of suitable tools. 
In England it has been recognized that a baseline 
is required from which to monitor policy and 
landscape change in relation to the Convention's 
aims. However recent research has shown the 
difficulties of assessing existing policy because 
although the intent of the Convention may be 
reflected, the language used provides no explicit 
link to landscape objectives (Roc et al., 200S). In 
many cases the intent only partially rdlects the 
Convention's aims. Further work is now being 
carried out to provide a robust baseline for the 
whole of the UK policy but which also examines 
the issue of devcloplllg mdicators that link change 
on the ground with the aims oft he Convent Jon. 

9.4 Landscape research, 
knowledge and 
understanding 

Attitudes to research have changed over the 
years. There has been a f.1irly recent move in 
Jcademic circles to reject the Baconian model of 
'science-as-objective-truth · and as the only kind of 
acceptable or useful basis for decision-making. It 
IS now understood that scientific understandings 
arc shaped and mediated by social and political 
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outlooks and values (Foster ct al., undated). There 
is also a tension between expert and ' indigenous' 
or 'local' knowledge and this i.s nowhere more 
obvious than in landscape issues. There is a 
growing interest in the definition of d1fferent 
types of knowledge, particularly that which L~ 

not 'scientific' knowledge m al11t~ forms. It hal> 
long been understood by those in the landscape 
field that working with the landscape requires the 
bringing together of many kinds of knowledge, 
for example, scientific, applied and human e.g. 
ecological, hydrolog1cal, cultural (meanings and 
symbolism), perceptual, experiential, etc. (Soini, 
2001). These are often categonzed al> 'objective' 
(scientific) qualities and 'subJeCtiVe' (human) 
values. Knowledge, ba..,ed purely on natural 
sciences, has not provided adequate information 
to make successful landscape planning decisiOns 
because of the cross-dio;ciplinary nature of the 
problems that need to be o;olved. There hao; been 
a tacit understanding that juo;t as ecosystems 
are diverse and develop to rco;pond to various 
environmental conditiorL'>, so do <;ocial, economic 
and cultural !>ystems {Karjala and Dewhurst, 
2003). There is a growing t<x:us on and literature 
concerning the potential and ul>e of indigenous 
knowledge in landscape decisions, and methods 
which allow for full expression of this knowledge 
(e.g. Calvo-Eglesia.<; ct a/., 2006). As Sillitoe 
point!> out, it j, increasmgly acknowledged "thdt 
otl1cr people have tlu:w owu effective dsciencc" am{ 
ICSOIIrCe USC practiU~ tilld t!Jdt to tlSSISt tflCtll we 11e1:d 
to wtderstmul somcthmg about tiJCir kuowlcdge and 
management systems" (S,IIitoe, 1998: 22 ~). Pretty 
criticilcs the traditional scientific model for being 
equated with" true" knowledge and the" only proper 
way" of thinking and doing (Pretty, 1995). Sillitoe 
1>uggests that a cross-cultural study of knowledge 
may have the potential to advance our "scientific 
understanding of 11atura/ processes by clwllenging our 
concepts and models (Sillitoe, 1998: 227). There is 
still considerable adherence to the idea that sound 
science should be the only ba~b for policy in spite 
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of this change in attitude to the way scienlt ~~~ 
are regarded, valued or measured. l{u 
re~carch is !.till often seen as the poo1 
compared to quantitative research in 'illle 
recognition that values are the basis 1111 ~~ 
actual dccis1ons arc made. In real and p• .tC.I 
terms, an integrated approach is needed l(l de 
sust.tinablc ecosystem management " 
particularly in complex landscape~. (..) 
simple quantitative options and spatially 
management plan!> need to be developl·d 
on both qualitative and quantitative resc.m h 
analy.<;i<; (!.ec Hobbs & Lam beck, 2002). 

Another area of contention is the interprct.lt u1n 1 

data. Although there has been a rise in 111\:thO!I 
that help the prcdtction of future condition, , th 
b considerable debate over the meaning of e~ '''It 
data and future gazing because of the diffiulltl 
not only of estimating future environment I 
conditions, but also as regards future v.d1111 
Examples of th1s can be found in relation to lh 
sustamability debate, and in particular concern Ill 
climate change. In landscape research, thi., h.1 
had a strange effect. On the one hand govern nil' Ill 
agencies rcl1uire 'good science' to back up thdr 
decisions, but they often do not really know or 
understand what this means. When they h.w~ 
lOrn nw.sioned research that docs not provide· till' 
answer as of course much good research dol'' 
not - they do not know then what to do with i1111 
developing policy. Politictans and policy-maker' 
arc p.lrticularlyunhappywith uncertainty, riska111l 
concepts which appear to con Hid. Environment.1l 
research is full of uncertainty and much genuine 
indctenninal y (Fo~tcr ct a/., undated). This •~ 
particularly difficult for policy-makers as clearly 
policy cannot be said to be supported by research 
which is indetermmatc. 

In landscape rescarlh there 1s also sometime~ 
a poor under!.tanding of measurements and 
methods of research; the difference between a 
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wnsultancy project and good research is an area 

or nmfusion, particularly in relation to landscape 

'"ucs. In many cases consultant~ appear to be 
~.1rrying out research with little idea concerning 

I he justification of the robustness of their method'; 
hmvcver the commissioners of such research 
,11\o have so little understanding of such things 

th.11 information is concluded from poor data or 

lhrnugh weak methodologies, and policy also 
' l'Cms to be formulated from poor research. In 

' omc cases, policy-making agenc1es appear to 
h.wc short memories and very little ' joined-up' 

dunking, particularly when it comes to cross 
Wl I oral thinking. Another problem is that more 

"''t.tinable solutions may not provide the quick 
h\, I he cash crops or the range of options that arc 
t~llen required by farmers and others and that may 
)!,. provided by hi-tech alternatives (Sillitoe, 1998). 

ProJects which attempt to gain a hybrid ofscientitic 

.1nd indigenous knowledge arc somctnnes 
' n11Lized, but it is perhaps better to think that there 
1\ no"right' way of doing a project, no 'best' balance 

hl'lwecn diltcrent kinds of knowledge and how 
IIK·,c .ue used, and each project should be .tssesscd 
on 1ts own merits. Researchers and pr~tc..titioncrs 

1\l'l'd to be able to work across disciplines and 

tlu" training in inter disciplinary thinking and 
nwl hods J$ important for both. 

9 5 Participatory processes 
and landscape change 

In hoth academic research and l.mdscape pract1ce 
~1\'.lkr reabzation has grown of the benefits of 

d'·"~n i ng projects that mdude ~takeholder< .. 

In t hc research and •mplementation process. 
M11d1 has now been written concerning the 
hwulvcment of people in dccbion making about 

the ,·nvironmcnt. The movement to •mprovc 

llllrllup.ttory processes was given a boost 
fi1llu" mg the 1992 Rio Earth ~ummit and the 
ll~lopl lllll of the Agenda 21 initiative wh1ch opened 

up new possibilities for communities to become 

involved in working towards more sustainable 

devclopment·1• In many countries, projects can 
be found where communitie~ are now involved 
in regeneration projects, and in improving their 

neighbourhoods. Personalising sustainability 

to the local level often m.lkc' it much easier for 
people to understand because it meshes with 

their daily lives, and 1t is for this reason that 

thinking in terms of biotopes is also useful when 
developing participatory method!>. Biotopes have 
importance in biodiversity conservation. They 

may create p.lrt of the ecological mfrastructurc 

and act as refuge~ for example ponds, mounds of 
stones and \inglc old trees, but they can .tlso act as 
corridor~ for di~persal in fragmented l.tndscapcs 

and may include linear clements such ,\s ditches, 
earth banks, ~tone wall~. hedges and road verges~. 
Such biotopes may have cons~tkrablc significance 

within communities. At a larger scale, there 
arc fewer examples of community involvement, 
partly bccau<>e it j.., ~o difficult to detinc who the 

'community' J'> and oltcn the community is one 
of· interest' rather than 'place' which makes the 

practicalities of getting together to instig.tte or 
take part in action much more difficult, in ~pite 

of increasing communication opportunities (sec 
Roe & Bcn~on, 2001). 

In land-;capc rc.;carch, theory and practice have 

ch.1ngcd so tl1.1t communities arc sometime .. the 
subJect rather than the object of the rc~earch. 

In cultural geography, there is much theorizing 

over th1s subject obJeCt relationship. In more 
applied land.;capc research, such methods arc 
based on the understanding that budding social 

~ 'Icc UNCI:.D, 1992 .1nd Jlso Selman & P.ukcr's (1997) 

review of the Local Agend.i l l st rategies in Britain. 

4 Cousms & lhsc (199R) have identified these li:aturcs 

Jnd provalc .1 useful picture of such biotopes in Swed ish 

~griculturallandslapes. 
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lntell1gence stage 1denlll1ed 1n Traditional research roc ess Stages m landscape 
m11itary and w me literature P mtelilgence process 

Planning & direction Research questiOn definition; literature Project planning/brief developmenu research 
review 

Collection Data collection 

Processing and exploitation Results 

Analysis and producti0/1 Analysis 

Dissemination and integration Writing up 

Feedback and evaluation Conclusions 

Table 9.1: Stages in the intelligence process. 

capital and social learning can be an important 

and useful part of the research process (Roc, 
2007b). In practice there is also an increased 
usc of participatory methods, and measurement 

of the success of projects can be through 
monitoring of the proces.o; as well as the project 
outcome (sec Margerum & Born, 199S; Pretty, 

199S; Roc, 2007b). The measurement of success 

depends upon the objectives of the pro1cct and 
most often in landscape projects the desired 
outcome is about landscape change a changed 

management reg1me or structure, or a new 
design or plan for an area. However Jt might 
also be about changmg attitudes, perceptions or 

understanding about the landscape. lhis is more 

about building social capital and social learning, 
two key factors in increasing social sustainability 

generally, as well as potentially havmg an effect 

on the sustainabJiity of the land~cape. 

The theory of participatory working with 

communities ha~ changed very little over the last 
ten to twenty years although new methods have 
been developed. Arnstein (1969) provided the 

now classic conceptual expression of a ladder of 

participation and there have been a number of 
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questions/hypothesis/task identificati!)fl/scoping/ 
1imitation identificatiOn 
Plan for information collection/survey/ 
data collectiOn 
Results 

Analysis/inferences/conclusions/ 
target identification 
Sharing/disseminatiOn/validity checking 

Feedback, evaluation and review/monitoring 

reintcrprctation1o and rc-conceptualizations and 

explanations of participatory action such as a wheel 
of participation' and the classification of typologies 

(Pretty, 199S). The key point here is that there arc 
various forms of community involvement and 

the appropriate form needs to be found for each 
particular project. It is also important that there is 

an understanding within the community as to what 
form the particrpation is to take: ifit 1s consultation 
- one of the most common form1o of participation 

in landscape pro1ects then it is not necessarily 
interactive and may not result in a change in soci.1l 

learn mg. Participatory learning i~ perhaps an arc.1 
that is of increasing interest, and 1s particularly 
relevant in relat1on to working towards greater 

suc;tamabrhty m landscape, where understanding 
change b critical and rights and respon~ibilitic' 

arc key issues. Jules Pretty has carried out .1 
lot of excellent work in relation to sustainable 
agnculture and in particular work that provides .1 

S D;l.VIdson (1998) wrutc about th1s m a short article 111 

Plmmmg and 11 was further dcvclupcd by South Lanark 

shire County Council in the1r 2002 Community Pla11, 

now superseded. 
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' ~..ritique on positivist scientific methodologies as 
the sole solution for achieving more sustainable 
,olutions to agricultural system~ (Pretty, 1995). 
lie concludes that some interpretations of 
p.1rticipation' can often hinder rather than support 
~rc.1ter sustainability. Each participant bnngs a 
thltcrentviewpoint, knowledge and understanding 
h.1~cd on background, culture and experience. 
l )ne person's solution often, if not always, leads to 
.mother person's problem. Pretty has proposed that 
new systems of learning and action arc needed, 
p.uticularly in response to multiple viewpoints, 
to the changing environmental conditions and 
to the need to encouraging debate and finding 
, ,,lutions as well as in establishing trustworthiness. 
lie strongly recommends that processes that 
work towards more sustamable agriculture arc 
not proscribed, particularly because the actual 
lived experience of farmers is often very different 
from that of those experts or scientists also testmg 
new methods. This is a key issue in relation to 
the ability of those actually managing the land 
.md the knowledge of the 'expert'. While those 
working the land may need to tmprove their 
understandings about potential solutions and 
IL'1..hniques for dealing with change that lie outside 
thl.' tr understanding or experience, experts need 
t. 1 have a good understandmg of conditions of the 
IJndscape that may only be available from close 
r ' l1erience with it over a long period. Expert..; can 
t l~o learn much about associations, traditional usc 
,, nd history fro m working with those on the ground 
.111d these are key components to developing more 
' ' " tainable management structures for landscapes 
md ensuring that community landscape memories 
.trL' not forgotten in the process. 

\I though research and practice may appear to 
hl· focused on ecological or aesthetic objectives, 
I hompson also found that such goals oflandscapc 
proJects are often «justified ill terms of the beueficwl 
olfn·ts upon people" (Thompson, 1999: 133) rather 
•nd1cating that the balance of the su.stainability 

stool i~ tipped firmly in favour of social 
sustainability considerations. However others 
have found the converse. Professionals working 
in urban fores t landscapes in UK were found by 
Coles & Bus~ey (2000) to be undervaluing the 
soctal importance of woods and the importance 
of the community interactions when designing. 
Both these cases indicate the interdependence in 
landscape studies between ecological, economic 
and socio-cultural issues and that trying to 
separate the different dimensions oflandscape is 
not always helpful (Ftgure 9.1). Understanding 
where the key focus of a project lies is more 
useful. 

One of the problems of participatory working is 
actually building the will between practitioners 
and people for sul.h work. While the difficulty 
of working with communities is now well 
documented, there arc also often difficulties 
that result in the attitudes and expertise of 
professionab.In h1s survey ofBnttsh Landscape 
Architects, Thompson ( 1999) found that while 
some professionals felt participatory working 
was a waste of time, most took a middle path and 
were enthusia~tic about involving communities 
111 particular projects such as those in residential 
areas. In spite of the difficultie,, , there was also 
.;omc recognition that professionals might learn 
useful information during the process of working 
wtth communities. Many of the comments 
collected by Thomp~on and published 111 1999 
indicate that the kmd of partic ipatory working 
in whtch most professionals arc likely to be 
involved ts consultation, and the expert - the 
landscape practitioner in tht~ case may feel 
his or her expertise threatened. However, 
there is an incrca~ing reali·tation within the 
professions that a more responsive attitude 
towards participatory work and professional 
learntng i~ needed. This is indicated by the 
growth in CPD (Continuous Professional 
Development) monitoring and the rise of idea~ 
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that professionals need to be more ' reflective'. 
The kinds of ideas ~uggested in Schon·~ 

books" seem to have an increasmg influen<..e 

on this thinking for many professwnals. He 
recommended that professionals need to have 
a better understanding of their limitations and 

to improve their competence by a constant 
'reflection-in-action' approach. He found that 

professionals arc often regarded by communities 
as representative~> of the establi~hment or 

the opposing view rather than as enablers. 
This is important m relation to community 
participatory working and Schon !>uggests that 

professionals or experts could work on a 

more reflective basis. Such professiOnal!> lohould 
then be seen "as parfictpants 111 a larger soctetal 
couverscttiotr; when they play their parts well, 
they help that convcrsatwn to become a reflectiVe 
o11c" (Schon, 1983: 346). Thi~ then develops a 
process of constant learning and an increase of 

the knowledge base where both profes~tionals 

and the communtty together refle<..t and 
consider the i!>sucs concerned fully. Schon also 
implies very strongly the need for crcattvity in 

professional working. In landscape project~, 

much of the conceptual and mcthodologic.1l 
development of participatory working has come 

from so<..ial projcctl> and many of the methods 
commonly used arc now very familiar with 

both practitioner~ and researchers and relate 
to the more consultative range of work. There 

•~ al~o now some u~eful information related 
directly to environmental or landscape projects, 
partteularly from work in developing countrtel>, 

which is informing academics and practitioner~ 
in the developed world. The level of 

involvement by the public in landscape project~ 

6 Donald ~chon wrote a number of books based on hts 

theory of rcllcction·in-a.:tion. 1he cl.1ssic text is Tl1r 

ll.cjlrc/11'C flmc/i/rorrcr (19!!3). but Edrrcot /iu.~ tire 1/.cjlrl'tii'C 

l'rorctrlirrm·r { 19!!7) is also useful. 
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ts still very variable, even in a country sud1 
the U K where the principles of involw mlllll 

have been embedded and practised for ' oll\t 

year~. Even though there is now evidl·n(' 

from comparative studies that particip.tl l\1 l 
is a key component of succe% {Pretty, 199~). 
there is very little evidence that establ"hll 

the link between greater ~ustainability in th 
landscape and more involvement by ordin .1 ry 

people per S( as opposed to proJects tll.lt HO 

deemed -;ucces!>ful and that have been purdy 
the result of expert involvement. However, .tM 
already \ugge~ted, the point here tn rcl.tt ron 

to su,tainability i~ th.1t it ts not possible to 

'-eparate the three aspects of sustainabilrt y 
(ecological, community, economic) and ~~~ 
a~scssments of suc<..es~ arc, like the concept.. ol 
sulotainabJitty and land:.capc, complicated .111.! 
often elusive and demand creative thtnkin~ 
There •~ an Increasing realitation of the need 
for more tntegrated approaches and thtnkin~, 

not only in tentH of integr.lting different typt'' 
of expert knowledge from dtffcrent dJ-;ciplint• 
backgrounds to find better ~olutiom, but alscc 

integratmg expert and indigenous or local 

knowledge in relation to tackling t.\sues about 
landscape ~>tt~tainability. In ~mall tslands there 

i~ another key point to con~ider; there may not 

be capacity withm the 'expert' community to 
develop appropriate or tnnovative responses 
to the sustainabiltty agenda .H1lLor to 

7 It is diffi.:ult to ;lsscss whether th1~ ~rtu.ltionlus ~h.lngcd 

in the UK, but the recent fin.m~c.1l ,t.llinrhtc~ th.lt or

g.mit.ltions such ;\s the C<>mmun1ty 1-orest~ f.1cc, whteh 

work wtth communitic' .1s .1 m.ltter of course ami have 

considerable experience rn methods th.1t m1ght he classed 

as more ' tntcractivc', rather mdtcatc th.ll further progres 

sion towards more sophi~tccatcd methods .md hasts for 

induding communitie' Ill dcusiOt\ ·t\U~IIIg Ill the \.J K IS 

not likely to occur in the rmmcd1.1le future 
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I 11 ue 9.1: The multi-dimensional nature of landscape. 

1wurn·: Swanwick & Land Usc Cmrsultclllfs, 2002 

lnh' rnational policy requirements$. It is thus 

lruportant to consider the whole population as 
,, poll'ntial resource and to improve knowledge 

,,nd ' kills in all areas of the community. 

l >ne of the major areas now beginning to emerge, 

p.1 rlrcularly within the European context, is 
lnt l·rdisciplinary landscape research (Tress ct crl., 
1006 ). The relationship between research and 

111111..h bndscape policy and practice has in many 

~~~unt ries been a weak one. lhis characteristic 

I' not restricted to the landscape discipline, but 

'>1.'1.' Valentine & Formosa (2006) for informat1on on 

rlus issue in relation to Malta and on conccptu.ll .liHI 

p1.1d cal attitudl.'s to capturing dctail1n m.1ppmg. 

seems to affect a number of disciplines related 
to the built environment. lhere seems to be 
increasing overlap in disciplinary terms. The 

European Landscape Convention provides a 

useful springboard here. While it is encouraging 
multi- and inter-disciplinary working, it has 
also helped to reveal the di fferent research 

cultures across European countries as well as the 
enormous variety in policies relating to landscape, 
particularly in relation to landscape protection. 

Community participation is also revealed as an 

area where understandings, research and practice 
vary enormously across Europe. 

In theoretical terms it is useful to conceive of projects 
in terms of a series oftccdback loops or systems within 
a framework to achieve a particular aim, where there 
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is constant movement towards that aim of ~orne 
sort. A number of theoretical ffameworh relating to 
landscape planning are helpful here. Carl Steinitis 
Framework Model (Stemitz., 1990) relies on a number 
of stages where key questions are asked. The model can 
work in either direction and has a ,o;eries of feedback 
loops or a cyclical design, so that questions can be 
returned to and new Information can be fed into the 
process. Ahern's (1999) model al-;o provides clear 
feedback mechanisms to form an 'Iterative/continuous 
process of evaluation and goal" w1th interdisciplinary 
and public input at every point of the proces.c;. Ahern's 
model (Figure 9.3) i!l :.pccifically geared toward1> an 
ecological approach as L'> Steiner's (2000) approach, 
which also provides fOr many feedback routes. Van 
Buren & Kerkstra (1993) provide a Framework 
Concept using an ecological approach based on 
hydrological units defined b)· surface topography 
and subsurface hydrology. What all these have in 
common is the recognition that such proces.<>c~ arc not 
lmear; landscape planning, whether there are specific 
su.c;tainability ob~ctives or not, deale; with potentially 
complex landscape change and any methodology 
needs to deal with the difficultJc,c; of scale, complexity 
and uncertainty through good feedback mechamsms 
and a proces.s that is cyclical and flexible but recognizes 
that overall aims are important. Steinit£s framework 
5t~ggests the importance of a.c;k.ing the right questions. 
Hi~ framework alc;o puts corLc;idcrable emphasis on 
who is makmg the decisions. Steiner:s approach puts 
education and citizen involvement right at 1ts centre 
and Ahern has adaptive Implementation, management, 
monitoring and t.-ducation a.s the key component'> 
followmg the development of a landscape plan. 

9.6 Developing an 
intelligence system 

As has been suggested, there are now a number 
of useful conceptual approaches or frameworks 
which can be referred to when planning the 
landscape. There is also now an understanding 
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in landscape policy circle~ of the 1mportann· ol 
gathenng infonnatJon about landscapes, priman 1 y 
to create some kind of baseline underc;tandt ll}: 
against which landscape change can be monitorl·d 
The biologist E.O. Wilson has been a key influcnu· 
on the awareness of the need for research, .111d 
understanding ~pedes, to providing a baselm~ 

for ecosystem management and conservation 
The focus ofWil!>on'!> work was the world 's faun.1 
and flora or ib biodiversity. He suggested th.11 
"biologists arc close to travelliug blindN because "tl11 
brology of more that 99 percent [of species} rem11111 
unknown"(Wibon, 1992: 313). ln l .llld~lape, therl' 
is .1 ~imilar need to gain fundamental information 
in many countries about the components and 
processes that relate to the ecological, ~ocial and 
cultural consideratiom of bnd~capcl>. However, 
it is also worth considering that much of what Wl' 
do not know now, i!> not because we have nevc1 
known it, but because we have simply forgotten 
such understandings. lhere IS therefore also the 
is!lue of how culturally we can relearn what wa~ 

known in the past thJ.t may be useful to us in thl' 
future. 

' Intelligence' is not J. term commonly used 
except in relation to a person's academic ability 
or in relation to n.ttion.t l security. However 
the concept IS useful m thinking .lbout what i.~ 

needed to support decisions that politicians, 
practitioners, .K.ldem1cs and ordinary people 
have to make concerning the future sustainability 
of the landscape. An illustration of what is meant 
by intelligence can be provided by returnmg 
to E.O. Wilson: "merely the attempt to solve the 
biodiversity m s1s offers great benefits never before 
CIIJoyed,for to save 5pecies IS to study them closely, and 
to /cam them well 1s to exploit their charactcnsfiCS 
in novel ways'' (Wilson, 1993: 306). Within this 
sentence, Wil~on provides us with the 1dea of 
survey, analysis, understanding, and application 
of that understanding for new solutions or the 
identification of ecosy~tem ~erviccs. 
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gure 9.2: The Intelligence Cycle. 

'\ource: Joint Chiefs oJStcrjf. 2001 

\o "intelligence' is much more than information 

ur information gathering: it has been defined as 

lit•· product rcsulti11gjrom the collection, prowsing, 
111/t'gration, analysis, evaluation, mul mterpretation 
•'/ available iriformatiot~" (Joint Chief~ of Stall: 
I )cpartment of Defense, 2001). The intelligence 
process is a method where · it~ formation is converted 
111/o intelligence cmd made avarlable to users" (ibid). 
It i~ made up of six interconnected actions: 

pl.uming and direction, collection, processing 
111d exploitation, analys1s and production, 

"'''emination and integration, and evaluation 
.1nd feedback. It provides a product that can be 
11\cd by decision-makers in military terms for 
t.llllcal, operational and strategic planning. It has 

l>l'l'll compared to a jigsaw puzzle where planning 

.... rclJUired to collect the pieces, evaluation to 

Evaluation 

determine the relevance and value of the pieces, 
collation to group the pieces together, analysis to 

establish the relationships between the pieces, and 

interpretation and perceptiveness to make sense of 
the picture that emerges and to try and fill any gaps 
(Crime and Misconduct Comm ission, 2007). 

If this concept is translated into a landscape-relevant 
method it is possible to sec the similarities between 

this and stages in a traditional science-based research 

methodology (Table 9.1). However adapting 
the concept to landscape applications provides a 
possible framework that is perhaps more useful for 

the construction of integrated approaches to solving 
landscape problems than the 'scientinc' research 
example, in particular, in relation to intelligence 

construction where a numbcrofpotential stakeholders 
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Landscape plaooing 
goals and assesments 

Abiotic 
goals and 
assesment 

Biotic 
goats and 
assesment 

Cultural 
goalS and 
assesment 

Patterns of spatial compatibility 
and conflict defined & 

Spatial confUcts designed 

+ 
Planning Strategies 

Offensive, Defensive, Pro1eetive, Opportunistic 

Scenario 1 Scenario 2 Scenario 3 

Evaluation of alternative scenarios 

• Landscape Plan 

+ 
Adaptive 

Figure 9.3: Ahern's 
Framework Method for 
Sustainable Landscape 
Ecological Planning. 

(1111P(ementati0n, Managament, Monitoring, Education) 
Source: Alrcm, 1999 

could participate m the proc~s, indudmg the 
determination of the brief, the creation of data. the 
processing of the information and the evaluation of 
the outcomes. It i~ emphasized that the intclltgcnce 
process is not a linear one, but IS iterative cyclical, 
multidimensional, multJ·directional and interactive 
with the analysis stage as the most important madding 
value to the original input and creating a transformed 
product that is useful to deetsion-makers and others 
(ibid) (Figure 9.2). Such thinking then demands 
a number of methods that could be used at the 
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variou~ stages. It h important that pol~ey·m.lkers and 
practitioners aclept that there is much to learn about 
land<;eape interactions and that approachc~ ba~ed on 
cxpenmental methods oOearnmg and undcr;tanding 
within a conceptual framework such a~ this can be a 
successful way of developing innovative policy and 
pradicc". 

9 Sec Olsen rt 11/. (1998) in rclalton lo !he development of 
a lcarnmg·bascd approach to coastal management 
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I here are many intere~ting possibilities in the 
.m:.1~ oflandscape research and training in relation 
to small islands in the Mediterranean, however 
the following provides a brief discussion on two 
p.u ticular areas where there is particularly urgent 
need for the focus of researchers and practitioners. 
I he first of these is in relation to climate change 
,md the second is cultural landscapes. 

9.7 Climate change as a 
positive driver in landscape 
planning in small 
Mediterranean islands 

Most commentators writing in relation to the 
l.mdscapc provide a pessimistic viewpoint on 
the subject of climate change. However an 
. 1ltcrnativc view can be advanced. In the UK, it 
'' dear that understanding about climate change 
over the past few years has focused the public and 
political attention on latuhcapc issues. This has 
not yet meant that much more finance has found 
1t~ way to the agencies responsible for planning 
.md managing the landscape, but it has increased 
debate about people's relationship with ecological 
processes and about protection of landscape. In 
'nuthern Europe, climatic extremes arc even more 
~ritical, but there has also been a long history 
of adaptation and mitigation of such change. 
lhroughout Europe, government policy and 
r.1ised public awareness have also had a positive 
dlcct on the content of professional training 
programmes and some arc now emerging that 
mdude sustainability issues and responses to 
climate change. 

In Mediterranean landscapes, water is the key 
concern to the sustainability of communities 
within the landscape. Climate change may have 
,, range of impacts that arc particularly severe, 
p.1rticularly in relation to the islands of the 
Mediterranean, including sea-level rise, storms 

and desertification. The coastal landscape 'belt' 
is particularly important to communities in the 
Mediterranean; not only does it provide the basis 
for majority of the economic resources, but the 
character of the landscape and its communities 
relics heavily on the richness of the marine heritage 
and natural processes. The concept of seascapes 
has potential in such areas indicating a new 
emphasis on more integrated thinking along with 
Integrated Coastal Zone Management (ICZM). 
Seascape analysis has been pioneered in the UK 
by the Countryside Council for Wales (CCW) 
and is now used by a number of agencies including 
Scottish Natural Heritage (SNH) to help examine 
the impacts of developments such as offshore 
windfarms. The dynamic relationship between 
land and sea that has inspired and enthralled 
scientists, poets, musicians and many others is 
beginning to be reflected in policies and research . 
1his is partly as a result of a growing realization 
of the possible impacts of predicted sea level rise 
on valuable land areas which is a growing concern 
in many European countries. The focus is both 
from sea to land and from land to sea. There is a 
growing understanding that what goes on beyond 
the edge of the land is part of landscape' concern 
and therefore of cultural and natural value as 
recognized under the European Landscape 
Convention which specifically identifies 'inland 
water a111l marine areas' under its scope in Article 2. 
In coastal areas human populations arc often high 
and ecological balance is often fragile. There arc 
some very difficult issues to be tackled in relation 
to climate change in such .ueas, given the prospect 
of species migration and ecological change, plus 
the possibility of areas of coastal land becoming 
inundated through sea-level rise and the likelihood 
of increasing storms. The conceptualization of 
'landscape' in coastal areas as seascape is therefore 
particularly important. 

In such areas, the unsustainable practices so 
commonly found in the Mediterranean such as 
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tourist-related construction for accom modatton 
and leisure must be reassessed. Focusmg at 
both a biotope level and at a landscape level 
is important so that local attitudes and the 
wtder landscape impacts are considered. One 
new development may have a severe tmpact 
in a region where there is such ecological 
richness - more than half of the species in the 
Mediterranean are endemtc and the 25,000 
known species account for 10% of the known 
species in the biosphere '" so it is tmportant to 
consider the detail as well as the overview. 

9.8 Cultural landscapes and 
sustainability 

lbe term 'cultural landscape' is now commonly 
used parttcularly in relation to agricultural 
landscapes that exhtbit traditional methods 
of cultivation_ While there are many different 
conceptions and definitiom ofculturallandscape', 
in general it is regarded as an area where natural 
qualittes of great value "co evolved w1th human 
soctety" (Philtps, 2001: 61). 'Culttvation' is the 
development or improvement of something, 
in other words, change. lOts unders tanding of 
cultural landscape is not well recognized within 
designations of cultural landscapes. In an analysts 
of what new cultural landscape~ might be, Roc 
identifies that "mutual mouldmg" of landscape a.~ 

a key component of the development of cultural 
landscapes (Roe, 2005, 2007c). Thayer also 
identifies the "umque role of sustamable landscape 
in relation to human expenence", that is "we create 

10 Benoit & Come~u. 2005. A ' uslmnablc future fiJr tl.e 

MtditerratJean Basin: tl1c Blue Plan's Fnviromnmt 6 l k 

velopmcnt Outlook (London, Earthscan) m Conrad & 

Cassar, 2007. See also Delgado eta I.'s (200"') analys•~ of 

the impacts of roads in Tenerife where endemiC specie~ 

are particularly vulnerable and road development may 

mcrease the spread offoretgn mvasivc species. 
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them and they create usN (Thayer, 1994: 324). There 
is a link between the concepts of a 'sustainable' 
and a 'cultural' landscape, that is, the temporal 
consideration. Cultural landscapes at least 
the everyday type - develop over time, often 
over years of close assoctation with a particular 
community or individual through cultivation or 
management of some kind. lbi~ develops not only 
famtliarity, but a deep undcr~tanding of processes; 
the particular landscape takes on meanings and 
associations, and it becomes the ~ctting for life. 
The changes in the landc;cape become an essential 
part of, or arc seen to reflect, these life changes. 

Many Mediterranean countrie~ have wonderful 
examples of land~capes wluch can truly be 
labelled 'cultural', i.e. thoc;e that have been 
cultivated over centuries so that natural and 
human processes arc so intertwined as to be 
indistinguh.hable. Methods of grazing and usc 
of fire have constructed the ecological conditions 
in the climactic Mediterranean woodland and 
maquis. 1l1e region has been a canvas where many 
civilizations and cultures have left their mark, and it 
is still a hotbed of different idcntttics, religions and 
peoples who have originated from many different 
countric~ and traditions". The Mediterranean 
example brings us to another conceptual 1ssue 
which h much toe used upon, that of the cultural
natural relationship in landscape. lbe idea that 
some perfect natural environment state can exist 
where humans arc excluded is still very influential, 
for example in the way many 'special' landscapes 
are managed (e.g. wilderness landscapes, National 
Parks etc.). There is also a persistent belief that 
primitive cultures lived in absolute harmony in 
nature and that we should be trying to copy such 
~ulturcs in order to right our own shortcomings 
in relation to sustainable environments. This 

II See Conrad & Cassar's {2007) u~cful summary of the 

natural and cultural characteristics of the Mediterranean. 
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of course does not take into account the issue 
discussed above, that of societal change and the 
need to understand societal change in parallel with 
l.mdscape change in order to have any possibility 
of achieving objectives related to sustainability. 
Understanding present societal change does not 
mean that we cannot learn from the methods, 
problems and succc~scs of our predecessors. 
Buhagiar (2007) has researched the extraordinary 
water management ~trategies of cave-dwellers in 
Malta. Techmques for conserving scarce water 
~upplies based on a sophisticated understanding 
.tnd management of perched aquifers using 
excavated gallenes and tunnels probably 
developed as a result of the influence of Muslims 
m the I I-13'h centuries - this system is now all 
hut forgotten, and the water supply at present 
~~ through boreholes and desalination (Riolo, 
2001). The landscape at this time was almost 
~ompletely lackmg in woodland thus encouraging 
the use of natural caves as the basis for dwellings. 
the water management system meant that 
'cttlements and their fields had a perennial water 
~ource. Cave dwelling is commonly found in the 
Mediterranean, whrle water management systems 
~uch as this can be found in many countric!> with 
' milarly challengmg climates. In Syna,$outheast 
ol Aleppo, commumty action in conrunctron with 
r he International Centre for Agncultural Research 
rn Dry Areas {!CARDA)'! h.\.'> resulted in the 
IL'novation of a number of t]Winat underground 
,, ,tier systems which date from late Roman, early 
1\y,,mtme period and show similanties to those 
lound in Malta. New extraction technologies in 
..,I n.t resulted in low flow in the quanat system~>, 

wlud1 in turn resulted in lower revenues for the 
l.mncrs relying on the qucmat farm systems. As 
tltl· young farmers leave the land, not only doc!> 
php.1cal maintenance of the qucmat ~ystem not 

I ' I hi, work is dcst ribcd in full m Wessels & Hoogcvccn 
(!Clll/1). 

occur, but the knowledge and community co
operation on which the system is also based, falls 
apart. In Malta, this water gallery system provided 
the means of sustenance at a time in a landscape 
that would otherwise not have been possible. In 
both Malta and Syria these features are evidence 
of systems ofliving and a close understanding of 
landscape which apparently changed as a result 
of technological development and could now be 
reassessed as potentially environmentally friendly 
systems for extracting and managing water. 
Although the need for a reliable clean water supply 
is well grasped politically in Malta, the impacts 
of existing water supply technologies such as 
desalination arc still poorly understood, except 
that the impacts arc environmentally adverse. 
It has been suggested that there is considerable 
heritage value for tourism development in 
reassessing or even restoring traditional systems 
(Wessels & Hoogevcen, 2008). While a return 
to such systems is unlikely to solve contemporary 
water supply problems completely in an island 
such as Malta, it does point to the importance of 
integrative and cross-disciplinary thinking and 
in understanding the variety of potential benefits 
that .~uch intelligence could bring. 

9.9 Conclusions 

Sustainability has now become such a buzz 
word that rt is commonly used to justify the most 
unl>ustainable policies e.g. growing fuel oil instead 
of food. There i.~ also a considerable gap between 
behaviour and understanding, most clearly 
vis1ble in relation to climate change. So called 
conl>traints on our behaviour do not actually 
act as such and in spite of a plethora of methods, 
indicators and targets relating to developing 
more su~otainable lifestyles, the actual change 
of behaviour is grindingly slow and belief that 
behaviour can be changed seems to be receding. 
Although there is now recognition that we need to 
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respond, and respond quickly to ensure some kind 
of sustainable future for both humans and other 
biota, there are still many difficulties that hamper 
our ability to respond to such needs. 

This provides us with some explanation about the 
difficulties in developing research programme~ 
that are relevant, robust and that will be used 
seriously by pohticians and policy-makers in 
relation to providing more sustatnablc landscape 
plans. There appears to be a lack of intelligence 
on all sides; by researchers and practitioners, 
politicians and policy-makers. The researchers and 
practitioners need to communicate better and to 
develop more robust and integrated methods, and 
policy-makers and politicians need to understand 
what good research is, when it I<; needed, what 
to do with it when it is done and how to cope 
with research that finds the questions asked arc 
unanswerable. All parties need to be able to sec 
when further research is needed and accept that 
this is so. 

The nature of uncertainty m relation to 
sustainability indicates that an ongoing process of 
research, public involvement and social learning 
is required. We cannot afford to learn only from 
past mistakes, sophisticated sccn.uio-planning 
techniques allow researchers to provide visions 
and representations of future cond1t1ons that 
may help in developing di.1loguc. Practitioners 
need to learn reflective methods of learning. 
There was a period when relymg on the 'expert' 
view was seen as undesirable, but we have now .1 

more sophisticated understanding of the need lor 
dialogue between experts- often acting as enablers 
and interpreters - and ordinary people who 
often hold knowledge unavailable to experts. The 
tension between expert and mdigenous knowledge 
is nowhere more obvious than mlandscape 1ssues. 
1herefore, we need to develop interactive methods 
which provide for the various different kinds of 
knowledge and understandings to be Identified, 
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expressed and combined to improve soc1.11 
intelligence and sociallearnmgsystems. 

There is thus undoubtedly a need lor more and 
better landscape research in relation to landscapl' 
sustainability, but perhaps what we need to 
consider is whether such research really provide' 
us with intelllgmce that will help us address the 
key issues, or whether it can feed into some kind 
of mtelligence ~ystem. Such a sy~tem could be 
developed to respond to a variety of scales and 
locations. It would include information on what 
exists, what is desirable and what is potential in 
relation to landscape. Such intelligence needs to 
inform the way we develop our practical approachel> 
to landscape planning, design and management. 
It L'> here that education and training Lo; important. 
But as we have seen, this ~hould not only be 
considered in terms of protcssiona Is and landscape 
managers, but in relation to all stakeholders in the 
landscape - and that means all ordinary people as 
well. The ELC provides the starting point for such 
indu~ive approaches - inclusive of alllamhcapes 
and all stakeholders. 

As has been found by many eminent researchers, 
island landscapes provide rich pickings and 
opportunities tor learning through study that 
includes ecological richness, endemism and 
biodiver.,ity, cultural diversity and heritage, 
aesthetic<; and economic potential. There are 
over 6,000 isbnds and islets in the Aegean and 
Ionian seas and the Maltese Island group plus 
a number of l.trger islands including Corsica, 
Sardinia, Sicily, Crete, Rhodes, Cyprus and the 
Balearil.S (Conrad & Cassar, 2007). The islands 
of the Mediterranean demand new, more inclusive 
and mnovative approaches to tackle the critical 
issues tll.lt many of them now face to ensure their 
landscape sustainability. 
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CHAPTER 10 
Landscape - a new area for international cooperation 
that could benefit the Mediterranean region 

Adrian Phillips 

The landscape of the Mediterranean region is 
like its climate, its food and its history - one of 
its distinguishing characteristics. The landscape 
is indeed the essence of this remarkable part 
of the world: the very word "Mediterranean" 
evokes images of sunlit scenes of pencil cypress, 
pantile roofs, olive groves and vine terraces. Yet 
the quality of the region's landscapes has been 
greatly eroded in recent years and is in grave 
danger of further deterioration (Ogrin, 2005). 
This chapter summarizes recent developments 
at the international level around the concept of 
landscape and suggests that some of these might 
be used to help secure greater awareness of the 
value of the landscape assets of the region and the 
need to act to safeguard them for the future. 

10.1 Landscape - concept and 
meaning 

Few subjects have given rise to as much 
philosophical debate and writing as landscape 
{see for example Lowenthal, 1993; Schama, 
1995). Because our understanding of it is 
culturally related, and linked to ideas of identity 
(Sassatelli, 2006), finding a shared language about 
tt has not been easy. It is thus an elusive concept 
whose meaning is hotly contested, but rather than 
explore these fascinating philosophical avenues, it 

may be more helpful to start with a legally accepted 
international definition, that adopted m Article Ia 
of the European Landscape Convention (the ELC 
• about which more later) : ·an area, as perceived 
by people, whose character is the result of action and 
interaction of natural and and/ or human factors" 
{Council of Europe, 2000). 

This defimtion embodies a number of important 
ideas. First, that landscape comes about from 
the action and interaction of natural and human 
factors - so it is where people and nature meet. 
Secondly, it follows that landscape must contain a 
record of past interactions - so it is where past and 
present meet. And thirdly, that landscape is both an 
objective reality (an area) and a subjective notion 
(one that is perceived by people) - so it is where 
tangible and Intangible values meet. This view of 
landscape as a 'meeting place' may be helpful in 
understanding both the strength of the concept 
and the difficulties it presents. 

Another idea which can be teased out of the 
Council of Europe definition is that it contains 
two concepts: there is landscape, which is a general 
notion of universal application; and there is g 

landscape, that is a particular entity that can be 
geographically identified. Thus one can speak of 
the importance oflandscape in the Mediterranean 
region, and also of a Mediterranean landscape, 
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and indeed of many smaller landscapes within 
th1s region (for landscapes, like Russian dolls, 
can sit one within another in a lengthy hierarchy). 
lt is important to note, for example, that the 
ELC - where the 'I.: stands for landscape and 
not landscapes - is a treaty about the place of 
landscape in Europe, not about the landscapes of 
Europe (though clearly the former has a bearing on 
the latter). We will return to the policy implications 
of this. 

10.2 Landscape at the 
international level 

lt is these complex and elusive characteristics of 
landscape - its 'slipperiness' that help to explain 
why it has taken so long for it to emerge as a focus 
for international action. In particular, getting 
agreement among nations about landscape has 
been difficult. This is a result of several factors. 

Our understanding of landscape is, as already 
noted, culturally related. Thus one community 
will see values in the landscape that another does 
not. For example, to white Australians, the giant 
basolith in the middle of their continent is Ayers 
Rock, and a challenging climb; to the aboriginal 
peoples of the same country, it is Uluru Kata Tju!a, 
a place of great cultural and religious significance 
which it would be deeply disrespectful to enter. 

Landscape is a meeting ground, so it lacks a 
single discipline that can speak for it and argue 
for international action. In this it contrasts 
with, say, nature conservation, where there is an 
international community of people with a shared 
training and understanding which can make the 
case at an international level for protecting habitats 
and species. 

Landscape is in large part appreciated subjectively, 
soitishard(orimpossible}tomeasureandcompare 
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it. Whereas the objectives and performance of 
nature conservation can be expressed in numbers 
of species or areas of habitat, there are no real 
objective measures that can be used between 
nations about what is important, and what is not, 
in relation to landscape. 

Landscape "is linked with fields which are of clear 
national importance, like regiot1al planning, town 
planning, infrastructures and so on" (La farge, 2006). 
For this reason it has not, until recently at any rate, 
generally been thought of as a suitable topic for 
international competence. 

However, these barriers to international action 
have been under attack in recent years. Gradually 
landscape has emerged as a topic that can be 
embraced in international law and policy. There 
are several components of this trend, including: 

The recognition of a landscape dimension 
in other areas ofinternational action; 
The specific action of bridging the gap 
between nature and culture within the 
World Heritage Convention in Cultural 
Landscapes; 
The emergence of international policy 
instruments specifically relating to 
landscape protection; and 
The development in Europe of the world's 
first treaty that addresses landscape per se. 

10.3 The landscape dimension in 
other areas of international 
law 

Landscape has found 1ts way into international 
agreements on other topics in five different ways 
(La farge, 2006): 

I. Some established international agreements 
contain particular provisions which relate to 
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landscape as well as to other issues (e.g. the 
Convention on the Protection of the Alps, 
1991); 

2. Some agreements address environmental 
assets which are components of the 
landscape (e.g. the Berne Convention on 
European Wildlife and Natural Habitats, 
1971, the Ram sa r Wetlands Convention, 
1971, and the Birds and Habitats 
Directives of the EU, 1972 and 1991); 

3. Some treaties relate to activities 
that affect the landscape (e.g. agrt
environmental measures under the 
Common Agricultural Policy since the 
mid-1980s); 

4. Others again allow for landscape issues 
to be addressed through particular 
measures, like protected areas {for 
example the Protocol C oncerning 
Specially Protected Areas and Biological 
Diversity in the Mediterranean, 1995); 
and 

5. There are also agreements that require 
that landscape considerations be taken 
into account in undertaking planning 
processes, like land use planning and 
environmental assessment (e.g. EU 
measures about EIA). 

1 0.4 Landscape and the World 
Heritage Convention 

Though there are thus a number of ways in which 
landscape issues get picked up in other international 
agreements at the global or regional level, a direct 
focus on landscape as such has been missing. The 
~uccessful incorporation of a cultural landscape 
category within the World Heritage Convention, 
achieved in 1992, therefore marked an important 
development in taking landscape to the level of 
international action. It is also directly relevant to 
the landscape crisis facmg the Mediterranean. 

For the first twenty years of its existence, the 
World Heritage Convention suffered from 
a paradox - it was the first international 
instrument, adopted in 1972, that brought 
together the protection of the natural and the 
cultural heritage, yet it was unable to recognize 
the value oflandscapes of' outstanding universal 
value'1, even though such places were the 
supreme expression of a close link between 
culture and nature. This paradox seemed to 
rem force an "implicit dichotomy between culture 
and nature in heritage discourse" (Jones, 1993: 
18) . In other words, the convention embodied 
two separate world views of heritage - as 
culture and as nature. And although there exist 
some so-called 'mixed World Heritage sites' of 
great natural and cultural importance, such as 
Machu Picchu in Peru, or lbiza in Spain, these 
have been classified as of outstanding universal 
value separately under both natural and cultural 
critena. 

By the mid-1980s, this dichotomy began to 
concern the World Heritage Committee, 
especially following the nommat10n by the United 
Kingdom of the Lake District as World Heritage 
site (Jacques, 1995), a place that seemed to 
merit consideration but which failed to meet the 
convention's cultural and natural criteria as then 
interpreted. The Committee called for a review of 
the place oflandscapes under the convention. As a 
result, in 1992 it adopted a new category ofWorld 
Heritage site, Cultural Landscapes. 

The Committee identified three types of Cultural 
Landscape: 

This criucal term is taken from the World Heritage 

Convention, which "aims at the identification, protection, 

cotJservat1on, presentallon a11d transmiSSIOn to future gmera

llons of cultural a11d 11atural heritage of outstanding univer

sal value·. Critena have been developed to help identify 

places that have this quality (UNESCO, 2008) 
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l. designed landscapes; 
2. organically-evolved landscapes, with two 

sub·categories: 
relict/ fossil landscapes, where the 
evolutionary process ended in the 
past, and 
continuing landscapes, where 
the evolutionary process is still 
underway 

3. associative cultural landscapes (those 
with powerful religious,artistic or cultural 
associations) (UNESC0,2008). 

The treatment oflandscape within the convention 
in this way does not wholly overcome the dichotomy 
between nature and culture as it regards landscape 
as "cultural", (whereas arguably all landscapes 
have both cultural and natural elements). This 
formula was used by the committee because of 
the need to reconcile its detailed guidance, which 
is now set out in Operational Guidelines, with 
the wording of Article 1 of the Convention itself 
(Last, 2006). This article includes as places that 
qualify as "cultural heritage", the "combined works 
of nature and of man". There is no equivalent text 
under Article 2 (natural heritage), so the drafting 
of the Convention made it necessary to treat 
landscape as a kind of cultural site. Nonetheless, 
the introduction of World Heritage Cultural 
Landscapes offered a way of identifying and 
safeguarding landscapes of outstanding universal 
value, with important natural and cultural values, 
on behalf of the global community. As can be 
seen even in the brief descriptions of such sites 
from within the Mediterranean region (Table 
10.1), cultural landscapes attam their outstanding 
universal value through interactions between 
nature and culture. 

Though the introduction of Cultural Landscapes 
into the World Heritage Convention has 
undoubtedly helped to develop a greater 
awareness oflandscape values and to protect some 
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very important places on the World Heritage list, 
it sets a very high standard by focusing on a select 
number of places of outstanding universal value. 
Because it deals only with those landscapes which 
are considered universally important, it has little 
to offer landscapes that achieve their significance 
at regional, national or local scales. 

10.5 The emergence of national 
policy instruments for 
landscape protection 

However, at the national level, many countries have 
adopted legislation to protect the best of their own 
landscapes and this effort has begun to receive 
international recognition, principally through the 
incorporation of landscape protection as part of 
the system of protected area categories developed 
by IUCN. This system is a method of classifying 
protected areas by the objectives for which they 
are managed. A first verston of it was developed by 
IUCNs then Commission on National Parks and 
Protected Areas (now the World Commission on 
Protected Areas WCPA) in 1978. A revised version 
of the protected area categories system was adopted by 
IUCN in 1994, and again in 2008. This is based upon: 

I. an over-arching definition of 
a protected area as follows: 
"A clearly defined geographical space, 
recognized, dedicated and managed, through 
legal or other effective means, to achieve 
the long-term conservation of nature, with 
associated ecosystem services and cultural 
values" (Dudley, 2008). 

2. six categories of protected area, each 
based on management objectives, as 
follows: 
i. a) Science and b) Wilderness Protection 
ii. Ecosystem Protection and Recreation 
iii. Conservation of Specific Natural 

Features 
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Croatia 

Italy 

Italy 

Italy 

Italy 

Stari Grad Plain on 2008 
the Adriatic island 
of Hvar 

Cilento and Vallo di 1998 
D1ano National Park 
with the Archeological 
sites of Paestum and 
Velia, and the Certosa 
dl Padula 
Cosliera Amalfitana 1997 

Portovenere, CinQue 1997 
Terre, and the Islands 
(Palmaria, Tina and 
Tinetto) 
The landscape of Val 2004 
d'Orcia 

l ebanon Ouadl Oadisha (the 1998 
Holy Valley) and the 
Forest of the Cedars of 
God (Harsh Arz ei-Rab) 

Spain Aranjuez Cultural 2001 
Landscape 

Practically intact since it was first colonized by Ionian Greeks from Paras in the 4th 
century BC. The original agricultural activity of this fertile plain, mainly centering on 
grapes and olives, has been maintained since Greek times to the present. The site 
is also a natural reserve. The landscape features ancient stone walls and trims, or 
small stone shelters, while the ancient geometrical system of land division used by the 
ancient Greeks, the chora, has remained virtually intact over 24 centuries. 
The Cilento is an outstanding cultural landscape. The dramatic groups of sanctuaries and 
settlements along its three east-west mountain ridges vividly portray the area's hisiOrical 
evolutim: it was a major route not only for trade, but also for cultural and political interaction 
during the prehistoric and medieval periods. The Cilento was also the boundary between the 
Greek colonies of Magna Graecia and the indigenoos Etruscan and Lucanian peoples. The 
remains of t'Ml major cities from classical times, Paestum and Vella, are found there. 

The Amalll coast is an area of great physical beauty and natural diversity. It has been 
intensively settled by human communities since the early Middle Ages. There are a 
number of towns such as Amalfi and Ravello with architectural and artistic works of 
great significance. The rural areas show the versatility of the inhabitants in adapting 
their use of the land to the diverse nature of the terrain, which ranges from terraced 
vineyards and orchards on the lower slopes to wide upland pastures. 
The l.igJrian ooast between Cilque Terre and PortrNenere is a cultural landscape of great 
scenic and cultural value. The ia',oot and dispooitioo of the smalllllwns and the shaping of the 
Sl.II!Wndilg landscape, O'lei'OOITlilg the clsadvantages of a steep, lJleVef1 terrain, encapsulate 
the continuous history of human settlement in this regioo CNer the past millennium. 
The area constitutes part of the agricultural hinterland of Siena, redrawn and developed 
when it was Integrated in the territory of the city-state in the 14th and 15th centuries 
to reflect an Idealized model of good governance and to create an aesthetically 
pleasing picture. The landscape's distinctive aesthetics, flat chalk plains out of which 
rise almost conical hills with fortified settlements on top, inspired many artists. Their 
images exemplify the beauty of well-managed Renaissance agricultural landscapes. 
The inscription covers (i) an agrarian and pastoral landscape reflecting innovative land· 
management systems, (li) towns and villages, (iil) farmhouses, and (iv) the Roman Via 
Franclgena and its associated abbeys, Inns, shrines, bridges, etc. 
The Qadisha valley is one of the most important early Christian monastic settlements 
in the world. Its monasteries, many of which are of a great age, stand in dramatic 
positions in a rugged landscape. Nearby are the remains of the great forest of cedars of 
Lebanon, highly prized in antiQuity for the construction of great religious buildings. 
The Aranjuez cultural landscape is an entity of complex relationships: between nature and 
human actMty, between sinuous watercourses and geometric landscape design, between 
the rural and the urban, between forest landscape and the delicately mOdulated architecture 
of its palatial buildings. Three hundred years of TU)'8l attention to the development and 
care of this landscape have seen it express an evolution of concepts from humanism and 
political centralization, to characteristics such as those found in its 18th century French
style BarOQue garden, to the urban lifestyle which developed alongside the sciences of plant 
acclimatization and stock-breeding during the Age of Enlightenment. 

Table 10.1: World Heritage Sites in the Med terranean Region*. 

• NB: there are other World Heritage Cultural Landscapes in places that have some oft he characteristics of the Mediter

ranean (e.g. elsewhere in France, Portugal and Spain) but which are not usually considered as part of that region. 
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iv. Habitat and Species Management 
v. Landscape/ Seascape Protection and 

Recreatton 
vi. Sustamable Use of Natural Resources 

(IUCN, 1994) 

Categories I-IV may be thought of as more strictly 
protected than V and VI. In particular, Category 
V, or Protected Landscape and Seascapes, is 
intended to protect more humanized, lived in 
landscapes. IUCN's definition of this category 
reads as follows: 

'1\ protected area where the interaction of people and 
nature over time has produced an area of distinct 
character with significant ecological, biological, cultural 
and scenic value, and where safeguarding the mtegnty 
of th1s mteraction is vital to protectmg and sustaining 
the area and its associated nature conservation and 
other values" (Dudley, 2008). 

Since the adoption of the present categories system 
by IUCN in 1994, there has been a growing interest 
in Category V as an approach to conservation 
that can complement and supplement the more 
traditional focus on strictly protected areas (what 
many countries designate as 'national parks' and 
'nature reserves' in their national legislation). 
For example, IUCN has published guidelines for 
the management of Category V (Phillips, 2002), 
which set out detailed advice on how to identify 
areas suitable for this kind of protection, the 
management measures that can be put in place and 
the range of sociat economic and environmental 
benefits that can ensue. When the Convention 
on Biological Diversity endorsed the six-category 
system ofiUCN in 1994, this category was given 
additional recognition as a tool for biodiversity as 
well as landscape protection. Most recently, IUCN 
has published two technical volumes in a series 
on the values of Category V: on their importance 
to the conservation of agro-biodiversity - that 
is varieties of crops and livestock (Amend et al., 
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2008}, and on the spiritual, cultural and artistic 
values of such places (Mallarach et al., 2008). Both 
quote case studies from the Mediterranean region. 
Further advice on the application of Category V 
was given in the 2008 guidelines (Dudley, 2008) . 

Indeed, the potential value of Category Vas a meanJ< 
to indentify and protect nationally important 
landscapes throughout the Mediterranean region 
is evident from the fact that several European 
countries - for example, Croatia, France, Italy 
and Spatn have already used th1s approach 
m national legislation and policy. In national 
legislation, these places are called by a variety of 
names like 'protected landscape', 'regional park', 
'nature park' or 'regional nature park', but what 
they have in common is a focus on landscapes of 
particular quality, a concern with the relationship 
between human activity and natural and cultural 
values, and the aim of supporting traditional 
systems of land and water management that 
sustain biodiversity values and landscape quality. 

10.6 The significance of the 
European Landscape 
Convention 

Thus both the World Heritage Convention and 
Category V of the IUCN system of protected areas 
focus on individual landscapes, either of universal 
or national value. But neither addresses the idea 
that all landscapes matter, or that landscape 
per se is an important resource that needs to be 
understood, valued, protected, managed and 
even created. It is these gaps that are filled by the 
European Landscape Convention (ELC), the 
world's first landscape treaty adopted in 2000. 

The origins of the ELC lie in two initiatives that 
arose independently in the early 1990s. One 
strand was the efforts to persuade the Council of 
Europe to develop a rural landscape convention, 
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an initiative that originated in the UK and France, 
.md was supported by IUCN. The other strand 
was of more relevance to this chapter: a desire to 
build on the Mediterranean Landscape Charter 
(Sevilla Charter) adopted in 1993. The charter 
contains a detailed articulation of the situation 
of Mediterranean landscapes and also many 
suggested measures for landscape enhancement. 
It declares that... "the landscape is a basic factor m 
matters relating to the environment, national and 
regional/spatial planning and the protection or 
management of the cultural or natural heritage ... ". It 
also offers a comprehensive definition oflandscape 
.1s " ... the tangrble expression of the spatial and temporal 
relationship between mdividuals and societies and their 
physical environment, shaped to varying degrees by 
social, economic and cultr4ral factors. The landscape 
is, therefore, the result of a combination of natural, 
cultural, historic,functional and visual elements". 

In March 1994, the predecessor of the Council of 
Europe's Congress ofLocal and Regional Authorities 
(CLRAE) adopted Resolution 256 (1994) on the 
)"' Conference of Mediterranean Regions. This 
called on the CLRAE, "to draw up, on the basrs of 
the Mediterranean Landscape Charter... a framework 
convention on the management and protection of the 
rwlural and cultural landscape of Europe as a whole". 

As a result, and after six years of detailed negotiation, 
the Member States of the Council of Europe 
.1dopted the text of the ELC at Florence, Italy in 
October 2000. In the preamble, the convention: (i) 
establishes the central role oflandscape in terms of 
quality oflife of people, the economy, social needs, 
cultural values and the environment; (ii) declares 
that people have a wish for, and a right to, a high 
quality landscape; and (iii) makes dear that the 
locus should not just be on the 'finest' landscapes 
but also on so-called 'degraded' landscapes and 
everyday landscapes. The text of the convention: 

offers a definition oflandscape - "an area, 

as perceived by people, whose cl1aracter is the 
result of action and interaction of natural and 
and/or human factors"; 
applies to the entire territory of countries 
{natural, rural, urban, and peri-urban); 
aims to protect, manage and plan/create 
landscapes, and organize European co
operation; 
sets out general commitments: to 
recognize landscapes in law, adopt 
landscape policies, enable public 
participation in landscape, and integrate 
landscape into other policy areas; 
sets out specific measures: to increase 
awareness of landscape, to promote 
training and education in landscape, to 
identify and assess landscapes, to adopt 
objectives for landscape, and to protect, 
manage and plan the landscape; and 
includes measures for international 
co operation, in particular: mutual 
assistance and exchange of information; 
transfrontier landscapes; monitoring 
the implementation of the ELC; and a 
European landscape award. 

The ELC has been adopted by most Council of 
Europe States (see Table 10.2). As of end january 
2012,36 States had signed and ratified, three had 
signed only and eight had done neither. 

Because of its broad scope, the ELC marks a major 
development in the treatment of landscape at the 
international level. However the treaty suffers 
from several weaknesses. The experience of other 
conventions, such as those on World Heritage, 
Biological Diversity and Wetlands (Ramsar), is that 
three factors - a dedicated secretariat, a dedicated 
fund and an annual or biannual Conference of the 
Parties (a CoP) - are essential to success. Butt he ELC 
has none of these. It depends for secretarial support 
on the assistance of a very few staff at the Council 
of Europe who may have other duties as well. There 
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Entry mto 
States Signature Ralif1cat1on 

1 orce 
Entry mto 

States S1gnature Rat1f1Calion 
1 orce 

Albania Netherlands 27/7/2005 27/7/2005 1/11/2005 

Andorra 23/3/2011 Norway 20/10/2000 23110/2001 1/3/2004 

Armenia 14/5/2003 23/3/2004 1/7/2004 Poland 21/12/2001 27/9/2004 111/2005 

Austria Portugal 20/10/2000 29/3/2005 1/7/2005 

Azerbaijan 22/10/2003 30/08/2011 1/12/2011 Romania 20/10/2000 7/11/2002 1/3/2004 

Belgium 20/10/2000 28/10/2004 1/2/2005 Russia 

Bosnia and 9/4/2010 31/0112012 1/5/2012 San Marino 20/10/2000 26/11/2003 1/3/2004 
Herzegovina 
Bulgaria 20/10/2000 24/11/2004 1/3/2005 Serbia 21/9/2007 28/06/2011 1/10/2011 

Croatia 20110/2000 15/1/2003 1/3/2004 Slovakia 30/5/2005 9/8/2005 1/12/2005 

Cyprus 21/11/2001 21/6/2006 1/10/2006 Slovenia 7/3/2001 25/9/2003 1/3/2004 

Czech Republic 28111/2002 3/6/2004 1/10/2004 Spain 20/10/2000 26/11/2007 1/3/2008 

Denmark 20/10/2000 20/3/2003 1/3/2004 Sweden 2V2/2001 5/112011 1/5/2011 

Estonia Switzerland 20/10/2000 

Finland 20110/2000 16/12/2005 w1/4/2006 The former 15/1/2003 18111/2003 1/3/2004 
Yugoslav 

France 20/10/2000 17/3/2006 1/7/2006 Republic of 
Macedonia 

Georgia 11/5/2010 15/9/2010 1/1/2011 Turkey 20/10/2000 13/10/2003 1/3/2004 

Germany Ukraine 17/6/2004 10/3/2006 1/7/2006 

Greece 13/12/2000 17/5/2010 1/9/2010 United Kingdom 21/2/2006 21/11/2006 1/3/2007 

Hungary 28/9/2005 26/10/2007 1/2/2008 

Iceland Table 10.2: The status of the ELC among 

Ireland 22/3/2002 22/3/2002 1/3/2004 States of the Council of Europe (January 

Italy 20/10/2000 4/512006 1/9/2006 
2012}. 

Latvia 29/11/2006 5/6/2007 1/10/2007 

liechtenstein Status as of: 31/ 01/ 12 

Lithuania 20/10/2000 13/11/2002 1/3/2004 
Member States of the Council ofEurope 

Luxembourg 20/10/2000 20/9/2006 111/2007 Source: CounCJI of Europe webstte, january 2012 

Malta 20/10/2000 

Moldova 20/10/2000 14/3/2002 1/3/2004 

Monaco 

Montenegro 8/12/2008 22/1/2009 1/5/2009 
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8 Assemblages (Ecology) 
• Abandoned Agricultural l and and Disturbed Ground 

Coast 

Plate 3.1: Map showing spatial relat 0'1ship between ecological assets and agncultural abandonment! 
disturbed ground in Gozo (with b10d1-.ers ty hotspot sites and surround ng andscapes h1gh ghtedJ. 

Plate 6.1: Location map of Gok<;eada (photo: Google Earth, 2009). 
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Plate 6.2: Vtews from Tepek6y Vtllage 
(photo: Yetim Erdinc;). 
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Plate 6.3: Views from Kalekoy 
(photo: Yetim Erdinc;). 

Plate 12.1: Orgamed tourism beach on Myl<onu.• .. 
Greece {photo: T.S. Terkenl ~. 
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Plate 12.2: The little fishing port of Skala 
Symkamnias in Lesvos, Greece 
iphoto: T.S. Terkenli). 

Clockwise from above: 

Plate 12.4: The village and small port of 
Koufonissia, Greece (photo: T.S. Terkenl ). 

Plate 12.5: Barren rural and on Lesvos, Greece 
(photo: T.S. Terkenli). 

Plate 12.6: View over the cadera, Ola, Santonnt 
(photo: T.S. Terkenli). 

Plate 12.3. The port cty of Myt tnt, Lesvos, Greece 
(photo: T.S. Terken1~. 
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Clockwise from above: 

Plate 13.1: View of the new beach at Cala Maestra 
on the island of Montecristo that originated from 
the flash flood of 1992 (photo: S. Bambi}. 

Plate 13.2: Ailanthus altissima and Capra aegagrus 
hirctus as examples of tnvasive species introduced 
by man on Montecnsto island (photo: S. Bambt). 

Plate 13.3: Giglio sand: view of the Faro delle 
Vaccarecce with allochtonous pine wood 
plantation (Pinus p1nea) (photo: l. ChelazzQ. 

Plate 13.4: Montecristo island: ruins of the 
monastery of S. Mammiliano with Clstus 
monspeliensis (photo: S. Bambi). 

Plate 13.5: Pianosa island: Podere del Marchese 
built in 1930 and used as convalescent hOSPital 
for prisoners (photo: S. Bambi). 
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Clockwise from above: 

Rate 13.6: Giglio island: Vle.N of the cultivations and 

terrace-cult1vat1ons of vines (photo: L. Chelazz~. 

Plate 13.7: 11-Bejta tai-Fenek (foreground) w'th Bejn 

II Km1emem ('Blue Lagoon') and Cominotto in the 

background (photo: G. Bonett). 

Plate 13.8: Garngue landscape overlooking the 

western coast near Bejn ii -Kmiemem 

(photo: G. Bonett). 

Plate 13.9: The old chapel of Santa Mari;a, with 

the heavily degraded saline marshland in the 
foreground (photo: G. Bonett). 

Plate 13.10: Torre di Santa Maria, built in 1618 to 
defend the island's most strategic points 

(photo: G. Bonett). 
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Clockwise from above: 

Plate 15.1: Field study samples distributed 
according to the three administrative divisions of 
Nicosia, Kyrenia and Famagusta. 

Plate 15.2: Spatial distribution of olive trees 
according to the three administrative regions and 
smaller administrative divisions. 

Plate 15.3: Spatial distribution of olive production 
in North Cyprus (tonnes) according to 
administrative divisions. 
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Plate 13.11: 11-Palazz, constructed in the 17th 
century and extended in the early 20th century 
(photo: G. Bonett). 
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'1.1te 15.4: Olive landscapes in the upper foothills alongs1de the forest. 
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···~. ·····• ····~···--···· ····· .................. 
Plate 15.5: Olive landscapes 1n the VIC1n1ty of v1lages. 

Mediterranean Sea 

Plate 15.6: Olive landscapes in rav1nes. 
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Plate 15.7: lntegratng o 1ve landscapes 1nto contemporary development ensures local distinctiveness 
while protecting olive cultural landscape (hghlighted}. The D1k Burun Tourist PrOJect along Cyprus' north 
coast (Makhzoumi, 1996). 
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1' no budget or fund to support implementation, 
.ulll, instead of a regular CoP, the parties have to 
1 IV~rsce implementation through several pre-existing 
wmmittees of the Council, which have other duties 
111 the field of nature protection and cultural co· 
op~ration. Nonetheless the convention is now being 
driven forward through a series of technical meetings 
wnvened by the Council of Europe, which have 
r~(cntly adopted guidelines on implementation 
( Cou neil ofEurope, 2008 ). 

lo add further impetus and accelerate the pace of 
Implementation, enthusiasts for the Convention 
h.we begun to supplement the official work by the 
Council of Europe with the development of three 
mformal networks which enable other institutions 
nfcivilsocietyto play their part in encouraging and 
~upporting implementation of the ELC {Priore, 
2006). They are: 

ENELC - a European network of 
representatives of local and regional 
authorities supporting the ELC! 
UNISCAPE - a network of European 
Universities working in support of the 
ELC1 

CIVILSCAPE - a network ofNGOs in 
Europe working in support of the ELC. 

It is evident from a wide range of initiatives at 
the European and national levels that the ELC is 
already having an impact in promoting a greater 
awareness of the importance oflandscape and its 
contribution to welfare throughout Europe. 

2 For more information, see http://www.recep•enelc.net/ 

eng/ mdex.php 

3 For more information, see http:l'www.uniscape.org 

4 For more information, see http:tJ www.landschapsman· 

ifest.nl/content_ fr.php?pageCode• 6 

10.7 Potential application in the 
Mediterranean region 

The last part of this chapter seeks to draw from 
the above experience some lessons for application 
in the Mediterranean region. In this respect, 
the limited relevance of European measures is 
recognized: the EU directives, for example, apply 
only to Spain, France, Italy, Slovenia, Malta, Cyprus 
and Greece, and, Turkey apart, countries outside 
the geographical area of Europe are not affected 
by the ELC. Even so, the degree of international 
agreement that has emerged around landscape 
issues in recent years could provide an effective 
foundation for international action relating to 
landscape across the entue Mediterranean basin. 

The need for this could not be greater. While 
the threat to the health of the Mediterranean 
ecosystem was the force behind the development 
of the Barcelona Convention in 1972 and its 
subsequent implementation, there has been an 
equally serious region wide deterioration in the 
quality of the Mediterranean landscape. This 
has been due, in very general terms, to three 
broad factors: 

Depopulation and rural land 
abandonment; 
The pressures of development 
(industry, tourism, housing, transport 
infrastructure and so forth); 
Limited public awareness of the value of 
landscape (Ogrin, 2005). 

To this list of past and current pressures, one must 
now add climate change and rising sea levels. 

How can the recent experience at the international 
level of dealing with landscape be used to help 
address the effect of such problems? The following 
suggestions are offered as basis for discussion in 
the region: 
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l. To protect Mediterranean cultural 
landscapes of outstanding universal value: 
There is an urgent need to make more use 
of the Cultural Landscape measures of 
the World Heritage Convention. Whilst 
there are many World Heritage sites based 
on individual historic and archaeological 
monuments and sites in nearly every 
Mediterranean country, only a few 
countries - and all of them in Europe - have 
used the Convention to help identify and 
protect outstanding cultural landscapes 
(see Table 10.1). Not only would a more 
active role for the Convention in this way 
help to protect some of the most valuable 
landscapes, it would also serve to raise the 
profile oflandscape generally in the region. 

2. To protect nationally important 
landscapes as part of national protected 
area systems: There is likewise a need for 
action at the national level to make more 
use of the Category V protected area 
approach, so that nationally important 
landscapes are also identified and 
safeguarded. Compared to countries in 
northern, western and eastern Europe, 
those that border the Mediterranean 
(Spain, France and Italy apart) have done 
little in this regard. The starting point is 
the advice of IUCN that each country 
should undertake a national protected 
area system plan review and prepare a 
national plan for its protected areas, in 
which there should be a special place for 
Category V (Davey, 1998). 

3. To raise the profile of landscape generally: 
Mediterranean countries that are parties 
to the ELC' should urgently draw up 
national strategies to implement the main 

S Croalla, Cyprus, France, Greece, Italy, Malta, Slovenia, 

Spain, Turkey. 
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principles of the Convention at the national 
level and commit themselves to active co
operation with other countries in the spirit 
of the convention. These strategies should 
be promoted widely within the countries 
concerned. In support of governmental 
action, local government, academic 
institutions and NGOs in these countries 
should participate respectively in the 
ENELC, UNISCAPE and CIVILSCAPE. 
There is, of course, no reason in principle 
why non-Council of Europe countries 
should not take similar measures at the 
national level. 

4. To encourage region-wide collaboration 
in the field oflandscape: Mediterranean 
countries should use established fora for 
regional co-operation to raise the profile 
oflandscape issues, with particular focus 
on such issues as: 
i. Landscapes of small islands, 
ii. Coastallandscapes, 
iii. Agricultural landscapes (including 

terraced landscapes), 
iv. Forest landscapes, and 
v. Landscapes around towns. 

1 0.8 Conclusion 

Landscape has been a neglected consideration at 
the international level, and its recent emergence 
into international discourse is long overdue. 
Developments in the World Heritage Convention, 
in IUCN's categories system of protected areas 
and most importantly the emergence of the 
ELC, represent an important shift in perspective 
and create new opportunities. The Mediterranean 
region, more than most, is in need of the support that 
this new emphasis on the importance of landscape 
could bring. International tools, such as the World 
Heritage Convention, the European Landscape 
Convention and Category V protected areas, could 
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hnn~ benefits at national and local levels by raising 
.1w.1reness of the importance of the landscapes of 
lhl' region and improving understanding ofhow to 
proll'ct, manage and plan them at a time when they 
olll' under unprecedented pressures. 
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CHAPTER 11 
The European Landscape Convention: a political 
project of relevance to Mediterranean Islands 

Riccardo Priore and Damiano Galla 

11.1 The European Landscape 
Convention: a political 
project initiated by local 
and regional authorities 

Rcflectinggrowingsocial pressures, in recent years, 
European local and regional authorities' interest 
in, and commitment to, landscape protection and 
enhancement, have increased sigmficantly. In 
this context, tn 1993 the Mediterranean Regions 
of Andalusia (Spain), Languedoc Roussillon 
(France) and Tuscany (Italy) signed in Seville the 
Mediterranean Landscape Charter (also known 
.ts the Seville Charter). On this basis, the Council 
of Europe's Standing Conference of Local and 
Regional Authorities (CLRAE) adopted a formal 
resolution explicitly referring to the necessity of 
drawing up a European framework convention 
on the protection and management of natural and 
cultural landscapes continent-wide' . 

In response to these developments and as the 
body representing local and regional authorities 
at European level, in 1994 the Congress of Local 
and Regional Authorities {the institution which 
replaced the CLRAE within the Council of 
Europe) began preparing a draft international 

Resolution 256 ( 1994 ), paragraph V.6. 

convention devoted exclusively to the landscape. 
In 1997, the Congress approved a first draft, 
based on a preparatory document expressed in 
non-legal terms. Following the organization of 
a conference to consult central governments on 
the possible adoption of an international treaty 
entirely dedicated to landscape issues (Florence, 
2-4 April), in 1998 the Congress approved a final 
draft Convention and recommended its adoption 
to the C ommittee ofMinisters. 

At the end of 1998, the C ommittee of Ministers 
requested an opinion on this document to the 
competent Council of Europe intergovernmental 
committees- i.e. the Cultural Heritage Committee 
(CC-PAT) and the Council ofEurope Committee 
on Biological and Landscape Diversity (CO-DBP). 
CC-PAT expressed a positive opinion on the 
draft drawn up by the Congress on 17'h February 
1999; CO DBP did the same on 19'h April of 
the same year. Given the favourable reaction by 
the above-mentioned committees, at the end 
of 1999 a restricted intergovernmental group 
was created by the Committee of Ministers and 
entrusted with the preparation of a final text. The 
group met three times (twice at the end of 1999 
and once at the beginning of 2000). Following 
the mandate by the Committee of Ministers, the 
group prepared a text based on the original draft 
Convention approved by the Congress in 1998. 
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On the heels of this development and following 
the expression of official opimons by the Council 
of Europe's Parliamentary Assembly (May 2000) 
and Congress (June 2000), the Committee of 
Ministers adopted the European Landscape 
Convention on 191' july2000. 

The Convention was opened for signature 
to Council of Europe Member States on 20'" 
October 2000 in Florence (Italy), at a ministerial 
Conference organized by the Italian Ministry for 
Cultural Assets and Activities and the Council 
of Europe Secretariat {Congress' Directorate), 
in co-operation with the Tuscany Region. After 
ten Council of Europe Member States had 
deposited the instruments of ratification, the 
Convention entered into force on l" March 2004. 
As of end January 2012, 36 states had ratified the 
Convention: Armenia, Azerbaijan, Belgium, Bosnia 
and Herzegovina, Bulgaria, Croatia, Cyprus, Czech 
Republic, Denmark, Fmland, France, Georgia, 
Greece, Hungary, Ireland, Italy, Latvia, Lithuania, 
Luxembourg, Moldova, Montenegro, Netherlands, 
Norway, Poland, Portugal, Romania, San Marino, 
Serbia, Slovak Republic, Slovenia, Spain, Sweden, 
the former Yugoslav Republic of Macedonia, 
Turkey, Ukraine, and the United Kingdom. Three 
States have signed but have not yet ratified the 
Convention, i.e. Andorra, Malta and Switzerland. 
Albania, Austria, Estonia, Germany, Iceland, 
Liechtenstein, Monaco and Russia have neither 
signed nor ratified the Convention. The large 
number of stgnatories to the Convention and the 
growing number of ratifications are confirmation 
of the political importance national governments 
ascribe to this European treaty. This great interest 
is probably rooted in the Convention's novel 
approach and its likely legal and political effects, 
both quantitative and qualitative, at local, regional, 
national and European levels. The Convention has 
thus far been either signed or ratified by 24 out of 
the 27 European Union Member States and it is in 
force in 23 of them. 
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The Convention is considered to be an international 
legal framework for a political project - conceived 
by local and regional politicians· aimed at sharing 
and consolidating a new approach to landscape 
issues continent-wide. It is the first international 
treaty to be exclusively concerned with all aspects 
of the European landscape. It applies to the entire 
territory of the Parties and covers natural, rural, 
urban and peri-urban areas. It concerns landscapes 
that might be considered outstanding as well as 
everyday or degraded landscapes. The Convention 
proposes legal and financial measures at the 
national and international levels, aimed at shaping 
landscape policies and promoting interaction 
between local and central authorities as well as 
transfrontier cooperation for landscape protection, 
management and planning. As stated in the 
Explanatory Memorandum related to Resolution 
178 (2004) of the Congress on the contribution of 
local and regional authorities to the implementation 
of the European Landscape Convention1

: 

· the Conventiot1's entry into force will open the way to: 

I. the democratization of the landscape, by 
linking it to the local and regional communi· 
ties directly concerned; 

2. a new dimension for intemational public 
action to improve the quality of life of these 
communities throughout tl1e organization's 
Member States. 

Reflecting its origins, the Convention pays particular 
attention to local and regional authorities, by: 

referring explicitly to the subsidiarity princi
ple and the European Charter of Local Self
Government (Article 4); 
committing the Cotltracting States to estab-

2 Congress ofLocaland Regional Authorities, Council of 

Europe,Strasbourg, 2004 Doc.CG(Il) 12Partll. 
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, 
lishing procedures for local and regional au
thorities' participation in defining and imple· 
mentmg landscape pol1cies (Article 5); 
requiringjulllocal and regional authority in
volvement in identifying and assessing land
scapes (Article 6). 

I i1ken together, these provisions provide local and 
reg1onal authorities with a strong legal incentive to 
,·.wrcise the1r msfltutwnallandscape respons1 bil1hes •. 

11.2 Main innovations brought 
about by the Convention 

During the 201
h century, the authorities of most 

European countries took the view that only 
areas with outstanding cultural, natural or more 
generally aesthetic features could be regarded as 
'landscape' and therefore qualify for special legal 
protection. In line with this view, 'landscape areas' 
enjoyed a system of legal protection designed to 
preserve their exceptional quality. On the other 
hand, areas devoid of outstanding landscape value 
received no legal protection at all for landscape 
purposes. They were regarded as 'non landscape 
.1reas', so to speak. As they had no extraordinary 
landscape features, they were considered to be of 
no legal interest and therefore to deserve no specia I 
legal recognition or protection. The limitations 
of this approach were heightened by its lack of 
interest in the subjective aspects of landscape, 
which may be defined as individuals' perception of 
land and involvement in the changes it undergoes. 
This was never considered to be of any political 
or consequently legal interest. This conception 
oflandscape, which might be described as elitist, 
is fully reflected in the definitions of landscape 
adopted by the legislation of many European 
countries, some of which is still in force today. 
They view landscapes in purely objective terms as a 
beautiful picture which should be preserved intact, 
completely disregarding its main characteristic, 

which is its capacity for change, and above all the 
importance of people's perception of landscape 
and impact on it. 

The limited scope of this conception oflandscape 
· regarded as such only if it is of outstanding 
significance - is also reflected in a semantic 
distinction made in many official texts between 
landscapes with differing features: cultural 
landscapes - which are of historical and/or 
artistic value - are placed in a separate conceptual 
and practical category from purely natural 
landscapes. The European Convention does 
not refer to particular landscapes but, first of all, 
to a legal asset. The law should recognize and 
protect this asset as it recognizes and protects 
other environmental assets like air or water. 
Actually, the law protects air and water even when 
they are polluted and not only when they are of 
outstanding quality · nobody would ever suggest 
protecting air and water only when they are 
totally pure.lt is important to distinguish the very 
concept oflandscape, (conceived as a legal asset to 
be recognized and protected independently from 
its value or character), from concrete landscapes 
whose natural or cultural dimension should never 
be associated with the definition of the landscape 
concept. 

Apart from various ad hoc measures taken in a 
limited number of countries and regions over the 
past few years, national and international legislation 
has taken a partial, incomplete and indirect 
approach to landscape. This is probably due to the 
confusion over the landscape concept but also to 
the doctrinaire view that the law must always have 
an ethical basis and must therefore operate by 
making direct value judgments. Admittedly, the 
lawmaker's task is to decide, through a democratic 
process, what is good and what is bad for human 
society. However that does not mean that the law 
should concretely determine what landscape is 
and what it is not, by imposing exclusive aesthetic 
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values. This 'directive' attitude is probably at the 
root of the partial, incomplete and indirect legal 
approach which has prevented landscape from 
becoming an independent concept, a legal asset 
and a subject oflaw. 

ln the Convention, the lawmaker's primary task 
is not to recognize the significance or beauty of 
different types oflandscapes, or, worse, of a concrete 
landscape. The task oflawmakers is to acknowledge, 
and consequently protect, a complex asset, and this 
independently from its particular value. This asset is 
composed of the citizens' right to: 

establish a tangible and feeling relation
ship with the land; 
take part in determining the features of 
the 'product' of this relationship, i.e. the 
landscape they live in; and 
derive personal, social (both spiritual 
and material) benefits from the above
mentioned relationship. 

Thts complex 'landscape asset' thus consists, in 
subjective terms, of people's capacity to establish a 
tangible and feelingrelationshipwith the land, and 
in objective terms, of the areas perceived through 
this relationshtp. Landscape must thus become a 
legal concern primarily because of the relationship 
it generates between people and territory. The law 
will have to democratically empower all citizens to 
establish this kind of relattonship with the areas 
they live in or visit. Then, once this relationship 
has been identified, recognized and protected, the 
law will have to protect those areas on the basis of 
the value assigned to them by the people who have 
formed the relationship. Even the type and the 
level oflegal and therefore practical - protection 
granted to these areas in landscape terms will have 
to be democratically decided with the population's 
aspirations in mind. The law will therefore 
perform just a watchdog function, ensuring that 
the landscape aspect of an area cannot simply be 
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struck off without due regard for the interests of 
the community concerned. 

These procedures, as set out in the Convention, 
represent a revolution of public policies and 
measures related to town and spatial planning. 
Through the Convention, the landscape becomes 
a prime public interest, a key factor to start a brand 
new process to deal with land use and management. 
This process will be democratic, particularly in the 
sense that every citizen will benefit from quality 
landscapes, not only those who are privileged to 
live in or visit outstanding landscape areas. The 
law must meet this emerging social demand and 
above all ensure that every citizen can establish 
and enjoy a tangible and feeling relationship with 
their country's territory. Each local community 
must be asked to decide about its own landscapes 
so that landscapes throughout Europe can 
be protected according to their particular 
significance. The form and degree of protection 
will vary considerably, because of the need to allow 
for the type of landscape in question and for the 
citizens' democratically stated preferences. On the 
basis of the subsidiarity principle, public decisions 
on landscape issues will have to be taken at the 
level closest to the inhabitants. With this in mind, 
governments will have to equip local and regional 
authorities to devise and carry out, as part of their 
spatial planning policies, the measures required 
to allow citizens to help determine the landscape 
features of the areas in which they live. 

11.3 Main provisions of the 
Convention 

The provisions of the European Landscape 
Convention include two major innovations 
stemming from the new social, political and legal 
conception of landscape described earlier. First, 
the Convention applies to both ordinary and 
outstanding landscapes. lt is intended to cover 
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,,II p.uts of European territory, from cultivated or 
11.1tural rural areas to urban and peri-urban areas. 

ll1' not confined to either the cultural or artificial 

k .• turcs or the natural features of landscape, but 
11 wvers them all, together with the relationships 
hd ween them. Second, the Convention places the 

oiU:cnt On people's invoJvementin the perception and 

d1.1nging appearance of landscape. It emphasizes 
the Importance of heightening public awareness to 

mcourage people to take part in decision-making 

likely to affect landscape in their local areas. Giving 
h1rope's citizens the opportunity to play an active 

p.1rt in changes to their landscape is in fact a major 

democratic and environmental undertaking which 
n1.1y require very substantial human and financial 
re,ources. As landscape cuts across many different 

' l'dors of activity and European landscapes are 
unmensely varied, this process can create an 
~·normous number of jobs in industry, agriculture 

.111d the service sector. 

lhc Convention gives a specific definition of 

lm~tlscape ("an area, as percerved by people, whose 
,/,aracter is the result of the action and interaction of 
uatural and/or human factors") which falls into 
I wo easily identifiable parts, the first referring to 

I he objective aspect of landscape, i.e. territory, 
.1 nd the second to the subjective aspect, i.e. 
people's perception of landscape. After listing 

the definitions · which also cover landscape 

protection, management and planning · the 
( 'onvention states its primary aim, which is that 

l'.Kh Contracting Party shall undertake to "ensure 
landscape protection, management and plannmg 
tlrrough the introduction of national measures and the 
organization of European co operatron". 

To preclude implementation problems at national 
level, the Convention provides that "m its domestic 
It-gal system, each Party shall determme the best temtorial 
lcl'el for implementing this Con11ention according to 
11 ~ own division of responsibilities and in conformity 
lt•rth the principle of subsidrarrty". The competence 

of public authorities will vary in relation to the 

value recognized in particular landscapes. On the 
basis of the subsidiarity principle, the competent 

authority should be the one closest to the citizens 
concerned. These authorities are, in most countries, 
the local authorities. However, some landscapes are 

legally recognized and protected for their regional, 

national, or even European value. In these cases local 
authorities will not have the right to take decisions 
concerning these landscapes and the competence 

for them will be attributed to the higher authorities 
concerned. With this in mind, landscape national 
and/or regional policies will have to be translated 

into specific measures which should be adopted at 

local level. These measures must include identifying 
and evaluating landscapes to allow the appropriate 

public authorities to draw up landscape quality 

objectives for the areas concerned, with due regard 
for the views expressed by local people. The range 
of sped fie measures must be based on campaigns to 

arouse public awareness of the value oflandscapes 
and the dangers threatening them. Populations 
must be aware that the quality of landscapes 

represents one of the essential prerequisites for 

the development of the local economy. In practice, 
these awareness-raising activities will help people 

understand the results of the procedures for 

identifying and evaluating their landscapes and 
expressing their views appropriately when the 

competent public authorities set the landscape 

quality objectives. 

It is clear that pub] ic involvement, first of all through 
assertive and constant stimulation of people's 

awareness then through their active involvement in 
official decisions relating to landscape, constitutes 

the central feature of the European Landscape 

Convention. Without this involvement, landscape 
would probably lose its principal function and 

become either the expression of decay and ugliness 

for the many, or an arti ficia I paradise for a privileged 
few.ln this respect, the Convention is, so to say, more 
than a legal text. I tis a new democratic process which 
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can radically change the relationship of European 
populations w1th their places ofl ife. The Convention 
requires the authorities concerned, with the 
landscape quality objectives in mind, to introduce 
procedures aimed at protecting, managing and/ 
or planning landscape. The procedures will have 
to cover a very wide variety of landscapes, which 
means that they may entail strict conservation, 
protection, management or planning, or actually 
creating new landscapes. To allow for landscape 
diversity and different national approaches to 
landscape conservation, the Convention does not 
establish any particular means of action. This is 
a balanced solution because it takes account of 
individual countries' traditions, organization and 
practice in landscape matters. To underscore that 
it addresses landscape as such rather than the value 
placed on it, the Convention also provides for an 
acknowledgement oflocal and regional authorities' 
efforts to mamtain everyday landscapes and 
promote local recognition of their environmental 
value. The Council of Europe Landscape Award 
will be therefore presented to local and/or regional 
authorities who have taken outstanding measures 
to improve the quality of their everyday landscapes. 
The final provisions of the Convention refer to the 
formal clauses that normally complete the Council 
ofEurope's conventions. 

11.4 From the design stage and 
establishment phase to 
concrete implementation 

As stated in the Explanatory Memorandum 
of Congress' ResolutiOn 178 (2004), in the 
beginning the proposal to produce the outline 
of an international treaty on the landscape was 
considered by an important number of States to 
be very difficult to fulfil. Fifteen years later, this 
lack of understanding seems to be behind us and it 
might perhaps be claimed that the dream is about 
to become reality. The Convention has finally 
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offered the foundation for a general consensus 
on what constitutes a 'landscape' and why the 
landscape is so important to European people. 
Probably as a consequence of their political 
objectives and proximity to citizens' everyday 
needs, elected local and regional representatives, 
assisted by an outstanding team of experts and 
officials3, have managed to secure agreement on 
the landscape among all those concerned, while 
avoiding interminable doctrinal disputes about 
the definition of landscape and whether it is the 
domain of the architect, the biologist, the ecologist 
or the nature conservationist, or exclusively 
the province of archaeologists, historians, 
cultural heritage conservators or others. Today, 
as an international treaty, the Convention sets 
forth clear, binding, principles committing 
the Contracting States to adopt policies and 
measures aimed at promoting landscape quality 
throughout their entire national territory, with the 
involvement of the people concerned. This is why 
the Convention is considered an international 
legal expression of a political project aimed at 
strengthening a new approach to landscape issues 
continent wide. 

However, excessive enthusiasm is still not in order. 
lhe Convention's ratification by the vast majority of 
Council of Europe member States by no means set 
the final seal on governments' landscape activities. 

3 Michael Dower (UniverSity of Gloucestersh1re -

United Kingdom); Yves Luginbuhl (Univcrs1ty 

of Pans I · France); Michel Pncur (Univcr~ity di 

Limogc~ France); Florencio Zoido Naranjo (Uni

versity ofSev11le · Spam). Bengtjohansson (Mm 

htry of Culture, Sweden) and Regis Ambroise 

(Ministry of Agriculture - France) also ass1sted 

the Congress in the drafting act1v1t1es. Riccardo 

Pnore, European officer, was m charge of the activi· 

ties related to the Convention in the framework of 

the Council of Europe Secretanat General I Con· 

gress' Directorate from 1994 to 2004. 
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I he work has just started and its completion is 

1nt imately bound up with the implementation of the 
political project of which the Convention is s1mply 

the authoritative legal expression. This project is 
undoubtedly an ambitious one; indeed some have 

even called it revolutionary. The terms are not 
unjustified, given that what is sought is a major shift 
m the relationship between public authorities, people 

.tnd the character of the setting of their everyday 
lite. For the project to succeed, Contracting States 
must ensure that, like a liquid flowing through a 

wmplex structure, the Convention's principles 

penetrate the innermost workings of society. 
Without the co-operation of national, regional and 

local authorities, but also education institutions and 

~GOs, the liquid in question could remain in 1ts 
exalted European container, where it could be put 
on display by a small num her of particularly proud, 

in~pired or zealous civil servants or university 
professors. Yet this liquid is no mag1c potion, but 
simply a form of sap which, if it is to bring life, must 

be allowed to flow and become a resource accessible 

to all. This sap must course through the vems of the 
civil, administrative and institutional structures of 

the States that rna ke up our continent. Based on the 

~ubsidiarity principle, it must reach the very roots of 
our complex society and inspire those who still treat 
their natural surroundings exclusively as a means of 

~atisfying their own material interests rather than as 
.m essential source of environmental balance, public 
health, cultural identity, sustainable development. 

In this respect, when formulating h1s conclusions 
on the occasion of the Landscape Research Group 

Seminar dedicated to the implementation of the 
Convention (Sheffield, 19-20 November 2007}', 
Adrian Phillips was right to note that 

"we are at a critical stage in the history of the Convention. 

4 For further information regarding the seminar, please 

consult www landscapcrcsearch.org 

The first stage, up to 2000, was about building up 
to the triumphal agreement at Florence: in effect, the 
desrgn stage. Since then the second stage has involved a 
preoccupation with obtaining ratifications - you might 
call tltis the establishment phase. Now we are moving 
mto the all-important implementation phase. And it is at 
tltis point tlrat things can go wrong. There are two possible 
paths forward. In one, the ELC becomes increasingly 
important both at the national and international level. It 
IS referred to more and more by governments. It actually 
influences the outcome of decisions on the ground. It is 
welcomed by communities throughout Europe and 1t 
really affects the ltves of its citizens for the better. Along 
the other path, it founders in an atmosphere offrustration 
and ;,difference. We can't get governments to take it 
senously, we can't engage properly with communities, 
landscape remains a second or third order issue in 
publ1c policy, and we watch the landscapes of Europe 
deteriorate around us(. . .). We have to win the argument 
that landscape is a medium or context through which 
to guide development and change every bit as much as 
a resource to be protected, managed and created. If we 
can do that, then the builders of roads, power plants and 
new homes will see a full understanding of landscape 
as a way to get the nght development outcome, not just 
as an obstacle to their ambitions. At the same time, we 
need to butld alltances between landscape and areas 
that command high pol1t1cal and publ1c attention, like 
health, educatiOn, biodiversity protection and coping 
with the effects of climate change and the switch over to 
a low carbon economy. We have to show how a better 
understandmg ojlandscape will help achieve these broad 
soaetal goals". 

11.5 Some urgent issues 
to address when 
implementing the 
Convention 

The activities related to the monitoring of the 

Convention at intergovernmental level do not seem 
sufficiently oriented to a number ofkey questions. 
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Some give the impression that the Convention is 
just a central government (or intergovernmental) 
administrative matter, to be discussed among 
ministerial experts. This attitude could hamper 
or slow down an urgent political discussion on a 
series of crucial issues such as: 

the impact of the European Union's poli
cies on the landscape dimension conti
nent wide; 
the division of public responsibilities with 
regard to landscape at national level; 
the support / supervision of local and 
regional authorities' action in the imple· 
mentation process and the integration of 
the landscape d1mension m regional and 
town planning instruments as well as in 
other public policies ( regarding agricul 
ture, energy, waste disposal, transport, 
infrastructure, etc.). 

These issues should be tackled in more depth by 
the responsible national and intergovernmental 
monitoring bodies. The Convention does refer to 
the above mentioned issues, explicitly referring to 
the possible implementation in the EU territory, 
the division of responsibilities at national level 
and the role of local and regional authorities in 
the implementation process. Concerning the 
European Umon, Article 14 sets forth that after the 
entry into force of the Conventton, the Committee 
of Ministers of the Council of Europe may invite 
the European Community to accede to the 
Convention by a majority decision as provided in 
Article 20.d of the Council of Europe Statute, and 
by the unanimous vote of the States parties entitled 
to hold seats in the Committee of Ministers. This 
provision proves to be particularly appropriate as 
it is recognized that the spending of the EU (870 
bilhon Euro in the period 2007 2013) can have 
a significant impact upon landscapes. However, 
even though 24 out of the 27 EU member states 
have either signed or ratified the Convention {and 
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have thereby committed themselves to recognize 
landscapes in their national legislation and in all 
policies that have an impact on the landscape, 
including those policies which draw on powers 
and funding from the EU), European landscapes 
do not figure prominently in the formal objectives 
which drive EU policies or in the criteria by which 
environmental impacts are judged within the EU. 
One could expect that the Council of Europe's 
Committee ofMinisters might start considering the 
possibility of inviting the European Community 
to accede to the Convention itself as provided in 
Article 14. ln preparation for such an invitation, 
the bodies entrusted with the monitoring of the 
Convention at intergovernmental level should 
urgently develop a dialogue with relevant organs of 
the EU {responsible for cohesion, regional and rural 
development, energy, infrastructure, transport, etc.) 
with a view to reaching a common understanding 
of how landscape considerations can be reflected 
in policies, and concerning the criteria by which 
environmental impacts are judged. 

Concerning the share of public responsibilities 
regarding landscape issues at national level and 
the role oflocal and regional authorities, Article 4 
of the Convention sets forth that each Contracting 
State shall implement the Convention, in 
particular Articles S and 6, according to its 
own division of powers, in conformity with its 
constitutional principles and administrative 
arrangements, and respecting the principle of 
subsidiarity and taking into account the European 
Charter of Local Self-government. Paragraph 
23 of the Convention's Explanatory Report sets 
out that landscape is the concern of all and lends 
itself to democratic treatment, particularly at local 
and regional level. These provisions give a first, 
paradigmatic idea of the importance given by 
the Convention to local and regional authorities 
regarding its implementation. 1he importance of 
local and regional authorities is confirmed in the 
Preamble, where it is stated that the Convention is 
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' igned having regard- inter alia . to the legal texts 
existing at i nternationallevel in the field of regiona I 
planning, local self-government and transfrontier 
t"o-operation, in particular the European Charter 
of Local Self-government. 

Regarding the European Charter of Local Self
government, it should be noted that the vast 
majority of the States which have ratified the 
Convention are also contracting parties of the 
Charter. The latter contains agreed definitions of 
the self-government and subsidiarity principles: 

l. the first, defined as the right and the abil
ity of local authorities, within the limits 
of the law, to regulate and manage a sub
stantial share of public affairs under their 
own responsibility and in the interests of 
the local population; 

2. the second indicating that public respon
sibilities should be exercised, in prefer
ence, by those authorities which are clos
est to the citizen. Allocation of responsi
bility to another authority should weigh 
up the extent and nature of the task and 
requirements of efficiency and economy. 

With this in mind, after making reference in 
p.~ragraph 27 to the extension of the scope of 
local authorities' official landscape action to cover 
I he whole national territory, paragraph 34 of the 
b planatory Report confirms that, on the basis 
of the principle of subsidiarity, responsibility 
li1r action relating to landscape lies with public 
.mthorities not only at national and international 
levels, but also at local and regional levels. The 
report also refers to the necessity that local and 
regional authorities, and groupings of such 
.mthorities, are guaranteed formal involvement in 
the implementation process at national level. It is 
'ubsequently stated that where local and regional 
.tuthorities have the necessary competence, 
protection, management and planning of 

landscapes will be more effective if responsibility 
for their implementation is entrusted to the 
authorities closest to the communities concerned. 
In this respect, by making express reference to 
Article 4 of the Convention, the Explanatory 
Report encourages the States to set out in detail 
the tasks and measures for which each level -
national, regional or local - is responsible and to 
lay down rules for inter-level co-ordination of such 
measures, in particular where town planning and 
regional planning instruments are concerned. 

As noted above, the requirement to implement both 
the self-government and subsidiarity principles 
in the implementation process at national level, 
is based on two fundamental provisions of the 
Convention, referring in particular to: 

the landscape definition (Article l); 
the scope of the Convention (Article 
2 - subject to the provisions contained 
in Article 15, this Convention applies to 
the entire territory of the Parties and cov 
ers natural, rural, urban and peri-urban 
areas. It includes land, inland water and 
manne areas. It concerns landscapes that 
might be considered outstanding as well 
as everyday or degraded landscape). 

In order to implement these proviSIOns, 
contracting States cannot rely solely on the 
action of competent central administration 
bodies. The latter would not be able to take care 
of (i.e. protect, manage and plan) the landscape 
dimension of the entire national territory. In the 
vast majority of European States, these bodies 
lack the necessary human, technical and financial 
resources, and, above all, they could hardly 
succeed to formulate - in accordance with Article 
6.d and l.c - landscape quality objectives that are 
an expression of people's aspirations with regard 
to the features of their surroundings. That is why, 
when implementing the Convention, Contracting 
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coordination of landscape policres 
for the local and regional authorities 
concerned; 

e. implement actions complementary 
to the work of the committees of ex· 
perts responsible within the CounCil 
of Europe for monitoring the imple
mentation of the Convention. 

In reply to the Congress' recommendation, 
followmgan initiative byagroupofMediterranean 
regions led by the Region of Campania (Italy), on 
30'., May 2006, 22 loc.tl and regional authorities 
constituted in Strasbourg the European Network 
of Local and Reg1onal Authorities for the 
implementation of the European Landscape 
Convention (RECEP- ENELC).Thi~international 

body was officially comtituted under the aegis 
of the Council of Europe's Congres1>, in the 
framework of the French Legislation (Ais.\tian 
Mo~ellain Law). 

RECEP-EN ELC is a European non-governmental 
org.tniLation composed of public authorities. Its 
main objective is to support local .tnd regron.1l 
authorities at the scientific, technical, political and 
administrative levels, in their activities aimed at 
rmplementing the principles of the Convention 
within their own territories. Further to its formal 
constitution, RECEP-ENELC was registered in 
Strasbourgat the Administrative TnbUld". More 
than 30 authorities from eight drHcrent European 
countries have joined RECEP-ENELC solar. As 
h:~ppened with the Convention, RECEP-ENELC 
was initiated by a number of Mediterranean 
regions. This is why Southern Europe is currently 
more represented in the network than other areas 
of the continent. With thi~ in mind, one of the 
political objectives e~tablished by the network 's 

6 RegC.tratlon of 17 October 20(}6, official rcfcreiKe: Reg 

•~tr~ des AssoCiations volume 84, foho 24 ~-
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statutory bodies is to promote the accession ol 
local and regional :~uthorities from Northern .md 
Central-Eastern Europe. 

RECEP-EN ELC assists and supports its membl•r, 
in carrying out their landscape responsibilitie' 111 

accordance with the Convention·~ principle-;. It 
helps them to improve their dccision-makin~ 
capacitie~in their respective spheres in conjunctt\ Hl 

with central administration, p:~rticularly in thl· 
areas of planning .lnd .tuthorization procedurl'' 
Through the network, members have thl 
opportuntty to co operate on landscape issue~ .11 

a European level, by establishing direct cont.Kh 
with international organiz.\tions, EU institutiom. 
NGOs, umversitics as well as other public :~nd 
priv~\tc bodies mterested in the Convention·, 
principle~. In this respect, RECEP-ENEH 
represents a polittcal forum for dialogue between 
the poltticiam and the official~ concerned, wtth 
regard to landscape related issues. 

More parllcularly, in the framework of 1h 
progr:~mme of activities, RECEP·ENELC: 

promotes the development of the knowl 
edge of the landscape concept est.lh 
lished by the Convention .tnd as~ic;t o; ih 

member' in its concrete implementatiou 
at ternton:~l level, a~ well as in relev.lnl 
di~cu.,s•ono; with central authonties; 
promote!. and supports the organization 
of national and mternational confererlCc' 
.1nd organizes information meeting~ 

tr:~ining courses open to reprcsentatiw' 
oflocal and regional admmistrations; 
.~e.1rche~ and start~ programmes and 
projects fi n.u1ced by the European Umon 
with rcg:~rd to landscape issues and, if re 
quested, takes an active part in them (,,, 
partner or associated partner); 
promotes implementation projects ol 
Artrcb Sand 6 of the Convention at n.\ 
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tionallevcl with the participation of cen
tral authorities and NGO~; 

assists interested local and regional ad 

ministrations in the preparation of tech 
nical documents related to landscape 
identification and a.~seo;o;ment, lan<bcape 

quality objectives and the consequent 

decisions concerning landscape protec
tion management planmng. 

In .1ccordance with its Statutes, R ECEP- EN ELC 
org.ms are the General Assembly, the Executive 
llo.ud, the Technical Co-ordination Board and 

the Scientific Committee. RECEP-ENELC\ 

ll·g.tl headquarters arc based in Stra.\bourg. The 
operational permanent headquarter<;, includmg 

the head office, are situated in Florence, at the 

Medicean Villa Carcggi. The Presidency at tillS 
mument under the responsibility of the Catalonia 
l{egion (Spain) - is currently e<;tablished in 

ll.trcelona. 

<. 'oncerning current and future activitie~ of 

RECEP-ENELC, it is worth ment1omng that on 

the occasion of its fourth meetmg (1'7.05.2010), 
the General As~embly, with reference to the 
}'l'riod 2010-2012, established the following 

l'~ llgrammingguideline\: 

I. the recogmt1on rcintorcement of the 

role of European local and regional au

thorities with regard to landscape at na 
tiona! level a~ a key is~ue of their public 
responsibilitic~; tillS objective will be 

possibly achieved through: 
a. the development of the international 

character of the Network, by pro

moting the accession of new mem

bers bclongi ng to di tfcrent European 
States; 

b. thepromotionoftheunderstanding 

implementation of the landscape 

concept definition ~ct forth by the 

European Land~cape Convention 
by the authont1es concerned at local 

and regional level; 

c. the adequate transposition of the 
Convention'<; provision~ m the offi

cial documents regarding the land

~cape and other related is.-;ue<; being 
adopted at national level (laws, regu
lations, administrative documents, 

etc.); 

d. the organi·£atlon \ upport of in for 
mat1on imtiative~ (conferem.e~. ~em
inars, other meetmgs, etc.) on the 

Convention and other related 1'\\Ue~. 

as well a' of training progr.unmes, 
notably at local regional level, 111 

order to enhance the aw.ueness ofin

tere,tcd communities, political lead 
ers, civil servants on the importance 
of landscape quallty with regard to 

well-being, local regional 1dentit1es 
and economical development; 

c. the remforcement of the m~titu

tional dialogue I co operation re

garding the implement.1tion of the 
Convention between, on the one 
hand, local and regional admini,tra

tiom authorities and, on the other, 
competent central .1dm inistr atiom, 

authorities of the State\ concerned; 
f. the promotion of the ~hare of public 

re~ponsibilities with regard to the 
land~cape, respecting the principle of 
subsidianty and taking into account 

the European Charter of Local Self 
Government, as an implementation 
of Art1cle 4oft he Convention; 

g. the e~tablishment 1further develop

ment of d1rect relationships between 
RECEP-ENELC Members. organ~ .. 
representatives and the interested 

political administrative representa 
tive., of the States' adm inbtrations m 
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which the Convention is in force; 
2. the formulation by local reg1onal au

thorities oflandscape policies strategies 
(including initiatives of transfrontier co 
operation · in reference to Article 9 of the 
Convention), and the integration of the 
landscape in other policies, as an imple 
mentation of ArticleS of the Convention; 
tn this framework, RECEP-ENELC will 
in particular: 
a. support pilot proJects for the Im

plementation of Article 6 of the 
Convention within specific ar
ea~> and promote the integration 
of landscape qualtty objectives in 
town and spatial planning, as an 
implementation of Art1de S.d; in 
th1~ respect, RECEP ENELC, w1th 
the support of its Technical Co
ordination Board, will promote the 
necessary co-ordination between 
the projects in order to foster the 
exchange of mformation and the 
production of common knowledge 
and documentation; 

b. promote the signature/ implementa
tion of formal agreement~ between 
the repre.~entatives of RECEP 
ENELC and local regional authori
tie5 interested in the achievement 
of public activities aimed at imple 
mentmg the above-mentiOned ar
ticles and or other principles of the 
Convention within thc1r territory; 

c. recognize award local and rcg1onal 
authontie.s, who are Members of the 
Network, that have instituted, poli 
cies. measures to protect, manage 
and, or plan thetr landscape, which 
have proved lastingly effective and 
can thus serve as an example to other 
territorial authorities; th1s obJective 
may be achieved in co·operation 
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3. 

with the Council of Europe and the 
authorities responsible for the imple
mentation of Article ll of the Con· 
vention (Landscape award of the 
Council ofEurope) at national level; 

d. further develop the capacities of lo
cal authorities whose mstitutional 
position 1s between municipalities 
and regions - i.e. counties, provinc
es, departements, cabildos, comelles, 
etc. - with regard to the implementa 
tion of the Convention's principles 
and, more generally, to landscape
related activities; 

the reinforcement/development of a co
operation with European institutions/ 
bodies interested in working on the im
plementation of the Convention. This ob· 
jective wsll be possibly achieved through: 
a. the reinforcement of the co-opera

tion with: 
i. the in~titutions/bodies wh1ch, 

at the C ouncsl of Europe, within 
their relipective responsibilities, 
contribute to the implementa· 
tion process of the Convention. 
In this framework, RECEP· 
EN ELC should strengthen sts 
co-operation with the Congress 
of Local and Regional Authori
ties and the Parliamentary As 
scmbly .l'i well a~ establish a 
formal relationship with Steer
ing Committee for Cultural 
Hentage and Landscape (CD· 
PATEP); 

ii. the other European Networks 
for the implementation of the 
Convention (i.e. UNISCAPE 
- www.uniscape.eu and CIV
ILSCAPE · www.civilscapc.eu), 
also through the organization 
of common activities; m thts 
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framework, RECEP-ENELC 11.7 
will promote the setting up of a 
pan-European multilevel, cross
disciplinary co-operation sys 

Towards the setting 
up of a pan-European 
multilevel, multidisciplinary 
cooperation system 
dedicated to the Convention tern with the contribution of the 

European networks for the im
plementation of the Convention 
and the competent authorities 
of the Council ofEurope; 

b. the establishment of direct reb· 
tionships - both at the political 
and technical level - with the in
terested institutions organs of 
the European Union. In particular, 
RECEP-ENELC will promote the 
co-operation with the following 
bodies: Committee of the Regions, 
European Parliament, European 
Commission and European Eco
nomic and Social Committee. The 
above-mentioned relationships I 

co-operation ~hould focus on the 
following issues: 

i. impact of EU policies on the 
landscape at the local and re 
gionallevel; 

11. possible accession of the Euro
pean Community to the Con
vention; 

iii. opportumties of financial sup
port for the initiatives taken by 
local and regional authorities 
with regard to the implementa
tion of the Convention in the 
framework of the European 
Territorial Co-operation Objec
tive '2007 2013 as well as other 
EU funding programmes relat
ed to landscape issues; 

4. the support oft he imtiatives taken by the 
Members with regard to the co-operation 
with extra-European local and regional 
authorities interested in the Convention. 

In the explanatory memorandum of Resolution 
178 of2004, the Congress affirmed the conviction 
that "drawing on the proposals of fowl and regional 
elected representatives in the Congress, the Coruwl of 
Europe has secured acceptance for a path· IJreaking 
international treaty concerned with cultural heritage 
and sustamable development. As such it lws made rts 
mark in an area of great curreut Importance and in 
domg so has reaffirmed rts orrgms and its underlyi11g 
identity and values. In order to send out a clear message 
to governments preparrng to rmplement the European 
Landscape Convention, tire Councrl must make rt clear 
the~t from both wvrronmental e~nd cultural heritage 
standpomts, momtorrng the Convention IS one of rts 
prrorrties". 

In this respect, the Congress cxpre!>sed the opinion 
that "rt would be regrettable if, after so much effort, 
the resources needed to 1mplement the Convention 
were diverted to other rmfratrves that, while worthy of 
interest, might give governmwts the impresswn that the 
Council of Europe could not cope wrtlr 1ts own success. 
Following its opening for s1gnature, the underlying 
philosophy and conceptron of the Convention, not to 
mention its texture and structure, were soon put to the 
test in the face of wrdely varymg e~ttrtudes towards how 
landscape ill Europe was perceived and how it should 
be protected and enhanced. It rs therefore gratifymg 
to discover that the Conventwn has already started 
to have an impact on tire activrties of tire natrona!, 
regional and local authorities directly concerned. It has 
stimulated researclttmd an interchange of11rjormat1on, 
modifications to certam regulatrons, new legislation, 
changes to cxistmg practice, and the framing and 
implementation of orrgmal new policm and related 
measures. Equally, the provisions of the Convention 
will have to be interpreted m the light of the needs 
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expmsed tit different nattonal levels, partiwlm·ly 
tire rcgioual ami local ones. Tlris probably wrderlres 
uatiorwl govemmcnt$' requests to the Cotmcil of 
Europe, evcu brforc tlte Couventiou's entry mto force, 
to establish tlrnmgemeuts tmd programmes to pr omotc 
co-operation i11 tlli$ rapully expandingficld". 

Having prepared the draft European Land~cape 
Convention, through the Congre~~, local and 

regional .mthoritiC!> already expressed their 

readiness to cooperate with the Coum.il of 
Europe expert committee\ set up to monitor it~ 
application. In this re~pel..t, through Re~olution 

178, they recommended the ~etting up of a flexible, 
transversal, croc;s-disciplmary momtoring system 

able to ensure that decisions can be rapidly 
translated into practical action by the territorial 

authorities concerned, in a spirit of mstitutional 
co-operation . 

Concerning the question oft he proper functioning 
of the monitoring system, at the Sheffield Semm.lr 
it was observed that "a successful convwtron rctjuircs 
tlrrcc thi11gs: a penodrc Corrfcrencc <1 the Parties; a 
fiuu{; a dediratcd secrcftlrwt. 'lin· ELC Ira!> twne of 
these things. It is iudeed seriously constmi11ed l1y Art ide 
10.1, wlriclr assigus respo11sibility for mouitoring 
the mrplemculattoll of the convwtitm to c: .. isting 
committees of experts who report to tire Committee of 
Mimstcrs of the Council 11 f.urope. 'litis arrmrgcmcnt 
mecms that tire level of political drive behind the 
couvmtiou and the high aspimtious that is lws 
mgendcred is ve1y limited o11e miglrt crudly likw tlris 
to a tmrka drfiiCII by an outlloard motor"x. 

Considering that it is unlikely that St.ltes will 
decide to c reate (at least in the ncar future) a 

Sec Ex planat~•ry memor~ n<lum of Resolution 17l\ 

(2004) of thc Counetl ~·f Europe's Congress of Loc~l 

antl Regional Authorities par. '7-41. 
8 Adrian Plul•ps, conclusions oft he Sheffield Seminar. 
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Con terence of Contracting Parties, a fund and a 
dedicated ~ecretan.1t (which in any case remain 
desirable achievements),\ possible option torward 

could be the immediate building of a multilevel, 

cross disciplinary cooperation system. Such a 
system could make the monitoring process at 
internattonallevcl more eftcctivc by using existing 

resources. Its establishment would require the 
setting up of ,\ permanent, official partnership 
between the competent Council of Europe bodies 

and the European a~sociations (of local and 
reg tonal admmistrations, universities, civil society, 
profe..,,ionals, etc.) created over recent years 

wtth the aim of supporting the implementation 

of the Conventton. This option recognizes that 
implementatton of the convention cannot be left to 
the Counctl ofEurope (which could hardly involve 

in its work EU instttutionsand European countries 
whtch arc not members, in case they were invited 

to accede to the Convention). It would just have 
the .1dvantagc of eftcctivcly complementing the 

exi~tmg fornul mter-governmental monitoring 
meLhani!>ll\S. 

As .\!ready htghlighted, in parallel to these 
mechantsms, RECEJ>-ENELC, UNISCAPE and 

CIVILSCAJ>E and their respective Members 
(at present, more than 100 entities representing 

local and regional authorities, universities and 
civil society) arc alrc;\dy committed to supporting 
the implementation of the Convention, in a 

co-ordinated manner. In this framework, they 

co-operate on specific projects and initiatives, 
exchanging intlml1ation on a permanent basis. In 
order to make this process more eRective, they are 

rc.1dy to coordinate their work with the activities 
carried out by the competent authorities of the 
Council of Europe. 1his would contribute to the 

setting up of a pan-European multilevel, cross

disciplinary cooperation system which could 
represent a first step to make the implementation 
phase as successful as the design ~tage and the 

e~tablishment phase. 
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11.8 A special context for the 
implementation of the 
European Landscape 
Convention in the Euro
Mediterranean area: 
Mediterranean Islands 

(tr.111slated from Italian by Dr. Malcolm Borg) 

l )vcr past millennia, Mediterranean Islands 
h.wc constituted extraordinary mcetmg places 

lor the fusion of cultures and populations from 
ddlcrent continents. 1his process, unique both in 
umccntration and continuity, has characterized 

md transformed the landscape of Mediterranean 

1~Lmds; similarly, the polyhedral identity of island 
pnpulations IS generally tied to the complex 
Lharacter of their landscapes. One may therefore 

understand, in general terms, the importance of 
l.1ndscape tor Mediterranean islands, both because 
uf their externally recogniLable cluractcri~tics, as 

.1lso for the opportunities that arc oftcred by the 

nunagement of the landsc.1pe of i~land territories, 
through the unplementation of the European 
I ~mdscape Convention. Mediterranean islands 

pl.1y a central role in this ambitious European 

project addressing (one augurs) the consolidation 
uf European identity and its diversity. 1hc 

Mediterranean islands, with their concentration of 

diverse landscapes, ofi.cn marked by small spaces 
with qualitatively diverse aspects, may play a crucial 
role in the valorization ofEuropean landscape and in 

reinforcing Europe's cultural and natural heritage. 

/\part from the cultural dimension, there is also 

.1 sense of identity in the landscape, in the case 

of Mediterranean islands ofi.en characterized by 
limited boundaries and densely populated areas 
(particularly in the smaller islands). 1his sense of 

1dentitya nd belonging emerges as a highly important 

L\uality, linked to a feeling of pride amongst island 
populations, which is in turn connected to their 

.1bility to safeguard the quality of landscapes, and 

to the hospitality afforded to outsiders. Considering 

the social opportunities oftcred by the quality 
of landscape, the Convention has amongst its 

objectives the consolidation or reconstruction of the 

relationship between population and the inhabited 
territory.1he sense ofbelongi ng and the capacity for 
hospitality are two important themes that strongly 

characterize populations of Mediterranean islands, 
and which have marked the economic and spatial 
development of these areas - it is enough to think 

back to how this sense ofbclongi ng has at times been 

weakened or directly destroyed, by the imposition 
of exogenous, dominant development models, ofi.en 
perpetrated by continental territories characterized 

by faster rates of economic development. 1hc 
imposition of such development schemes has at 
times rendered the populations of these small areas 

unaware of their territorial and landscape resources 

making them incapable of planning tor sustainable 
development. The most evident mark of these 
processes in Mediterranean island territories lies in 

the heavy exploitation of coastal zones for housing 
and infrastructural development. This has in turn 
triggered the abandonment of internal areas and 

the fragmentation of territorial systems which had 

historically maint.lined the defining geographic 
characteristics of these areas - a sharp division 
between the landscape of urban cent res, which arc 

densely populated, and the landscape outside cities, 
in rural (or coastal) areas. In the full understanding 
of the Convention, the meaning of landscape is of 

the perceptions of populations of these two types 
of territories, and of how these arc inhabited and 

transformed. It is above all through knowledge of 
their resources and through the desire to take care 

of the landscape dimension of their territories, that 
Mediterranean island populations can fully develop 
their capabilities for hospitality and economic 

exchange with other territories. 

1hc landscape presents an opportunity for 
the islands of the Mediterranean to promote 

endogenous development processes, alternative 
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to and distinct from those pursued on mainlands, 
which demonstrate (in contrast to industrial and 
post-mdustrial models based on the distorted effects 
of globalization) the importance of the awareness 
oflocal resources, qualitative development and the 
valorization of local and territorial identities. In 
this context, the Convention intends to encourage 
local communities to assume a proactive role 
with respect to the transformation of landscapes, 
linkmg landscape policies and measures to the 
future development of specific territories. When 
considering the ability of landscape to captivate 
and involve local populations, the Convention's 
potential as explained is extraordinary. The 
social demand for quality landscapes may induce 
populations to identify themselves better with 
their territories and ultimately, to rediscover their 
characteristics, values and qualities. From this 
derives a resurgence of culture and sense ofidentity, 
and greater public participation in decision making. 
The~e are essential elements in developing conjoint 
and sustainable development policies. Apart from 
being a cultural and social function (as also, of 
course environmental), landscape "is a positive 
resource which sustains economic activity mrd may 
contribute to new employment possibilities"'./. There b 
no doubt that communitie~ which establish their 
development policies on the basis of landscape 
quality have understood the economic and 
durable benefits stemming from a vast spectrum 
of interconnected sectors (example: tourism, agro 
industry, cultural, crafts, services). 

Apart from the potentral for the Convention to 
help Mediterranean rslands sustain their socio· 
cultural and economic identity, it is also useful to 
consider how the Convention can be implemented 
wrthin the particular administrative context of 
these islands. The condition of insularity has 
hi~torically resulted in special administrative and 

9 Prramblc to the European Landscape Convention. 
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political statutes which have led to higher levels 
of autonomy and major exclusive competcnces 
in several islands. lhe latter may be both legal 
and administrative and arc distinguishable from 
those in continental territories. With this in 
mind, although certain Mediterranean Islands 
may fall under the governance of other mainland 
states, they could have autonomous competences 
directed to manJgement of the landscape, within 
their internal institutional framework. This in 
itself contributes to the subsidiarity ideal, enabling 
decisions to be taken at the level closest to the 
population concerned. It is also useful to consider 
the context of Mediterranean island states, which 
exercise total sovereignty over small territories, 
and where it is therefore possible to have public 
participation in landscape decision-making at the 
local level, whilst having coverage of the entire 
national territory. One should bear in mind that 
the implementation of the Convention, based on 
the principle of subsidiarity and on the European 
Charter of Local Self-Government, has to take 
place through a process of sensitizing the public, 
and through the participation ofloca I communities 
in the formulation and development oflandscape 
policies, thus enabling landscape interventions to 
be founded on the a~pirations of the populations 
concerned with respect to lando;capccha rJcteristics 
and people's living environment (defined by the 
Conventton as "/and.~capc quality obJeCtives'). 

The oppo rtunities for landscape planning & 
management dcnving from the high level of 
autonomy enjoyed by certain Mediterranean 
tslands, should not, however make us forget 
the need to extend the awarenco;s-rai~ing and 
sensitization process to the technical and polrtical 
representative~ involved in landscape policy 
making; this would facilitate responsible decision· 
making by those authorities which are closest to 
the communities concerned. Thts is espectally 
important in small society contexts, which may 
be especially susceptible to conflicts of interest, 
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w1th the latter potentially coming into play in 

d 1 ~c u ssions of improving I andscape quality. 

I he proximity between government entities and 
.1~ tual island territories, a result of the relatively 
,m.tllland area concerned, can also facilitate the 

Integration of the landscape theme in governance, 
not only nationally but also within various sectors. 

I his relates to the Convention's provisions 

l'l'lJlliring integration of the landscape dimension 
w1thin other policies which could have a direct or 

Indirect relation to the landscape. The local level, 
.111d specifically small islands, can serve a.~ a 'field 
l.1horatory' for these purposes, where we explore 

w.tys and means of buildmg 'landscape' into 

I'·' rticipatoryand awareness-raising processes, and 
11110 processes of territorial and urban planning. 
l.,m:h a process would be capable of providing 

lor landscape quality, landscape change, and 

public aspirations relating to the characteristics 
ol people's living space, to become priorities at 
the local and project planning level. Thi~ may 

h.IVC radical innovative effects in the governance 
ol such territories, potentially rekindling both 
thl· interest and the ability of locals to play an 

,,dive role in decision-making relating to the 
ll.msformation of their territories. In taking the 
( onvention's 'landscape' as a focal point for the 

lormulation and implementation of sectoral 

polscies, island territories may also be better 
pi.Ked to address a range of delicate and complex 
1"ues, such as depopulation and the management 

,,1 the hinterland, the planning of tounst flows, 
the valuation of cultural and natural heritage and 
thl· sustainability of rural areas. This could be 
.1d1ieved through the participation oflocals, who 

h.1ve a direct interest in these themes and who arc 
ll-.tdy to express themselves first and foremost in 
1d.1tion to the quality and future of the areas in 

" hich they live their daily lives. 

In the context of the themes addressed and in 

)1.11'1 icular with reference to the connection 

between landscape and territorial governance, 

one could refer as an example to the initiatives 

launched by the Consell Insular de Mal/orca 
(Counctl of Majorca), within the Spanish Balearic 
Islands10

• The Consell de Mallorca believes that the 

European Landscape Convention provides a good 
opportunity for mcorporating the landscape, 
its management and its protection into a new 

approach to spatia I and urban pian n ing policies and 

into a new understanding of spatial management 
- protecting the more precious landscapes, 

improving dilapidated are.ls, extending the notion 
of a landscape to encompass the whole territory, 
and understandmg that its condition affects the 

quality of life of the people who live there - all 

these concepts play a key role in this approach 
to spatial planning policie,. Within its scope of 
authority in matters concerning urban and spatial 

planning and the management of monumental, 
cultural, historic, artistic, architectural and scenic 

heritage, the Con sell de Mal/orca wishes to promote 
and develop an integrated coordinated landscape 

strategy, in accordance with the concept, ideas 
and objectives of the Convention. The Consell 
de Mal/orca has formulated the foundations 

of a Majorcan land~cape strategy or plan. The 
Couse// de Mal/orca believes that a Majorcan 
landscape strategy mu.;t act as a vehJL!e to change 

predominant development models, inspiring a 

new concept of spatial planning. The Convention 
affords various possibilities in the fields of spatial 

10 'Jhc following text rcterring to the Coll>rlllll.<lllar ,fc 
Mallorm, is t.1ken from eart.cr personal presentations 

and from the rollowing volume: Ra>C.l pu IIIIa (Simtegw 

elf pms.1tgr clc Mallorru. l>csmwl~rpamwt del Cv11vr111 

eworw clrl parsatgc. l'orwmwts, m leris, obJcdms i lrmes 

,f,rwJ ("the fundaments of a Mallorlan landscape 

strategy. 'I he development of the t:.uropean Landscape 

Convention. Foundation~, cnteria, obJeCtives and plans 
of Jet ion) Authors: Corrsd/ cit Mallom1 /)(parlammt de 
'I cmlorr (CounCil ofMa1orca Territorial Department), 

MaJOrca 2009. 
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and urban planmng, e1>pecially in relation to 

their corresponding instruments {guidelines and 
~-patial plans) . These possibilities can be further 
reinforced through the appropnatc conl>ideration 

of landscape values in the environmental and 
strategic asses5ment of plans and programmes. 
Within this context and that of Spatial Plannmg 

Act 14/ 2000, the report and regulations of the 

Majorca Spatial Plan, approved m 2004, include 
objectives that must be integrated, fostered 
and developed in accordance w1th the policies 

of landscape protection, management and 
planning established in the Convention, which 
the signatories undertake to fulfill. The Conscll d~ 
Mallorca considers 1>ome landscape action plans 

to further the objectives of the landscape policies. 
These objectives constitute an open·cndcd 
proposal, aimed at laying the foundations for the 

establishment of .solid landscape policies withm 
the legal framework and scope of authority of the 

Consell de Mal/orca: 

I. to design specific, coordinated, global 
landscape policie~ ; 

2. to promote knowledge, awareness raising 

and public participation in matters 

concerning the landscape; 
3. to protect and assc,c;s large scenic 

ensembles; 

4. to improve, restore and/or reassess the 
landscape at trans-municipal levels; 

S. to safeguard and manage rural landscape 

values in cooperation with the Couse/[ de 
Mallorca's agricultural policies 

6. to promote publtc access to the 

landscape; 
7. to put coordinated initiatives into practice 

and ensure international involvement in 

matters concerning the landscape. 

Finally, the foundations of the Majorcan landscape 
strategy contain proposals for interventions and a 

list of projects that develop the said seven objectives 
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and constitute models for the futu re.lhese proposed 
projects aim to improve the integration oflandscape 

into some policies, in an experimental way, with 

possible direct or indirect impact on landscape 
(i.e. regional and town planning policies, cultural, 
environmental, agricultural, tourism, infrastructural, 

social and economic policies}. These projects address 
different fields: uniting Majorca's metropolitan 
area; synergic~ between tourism and the landscape; 

the conversion of an obsolete industrial landscape; 
the rehabilitation of an area and creation of new 

landscapt--'S; landscape restoration along highways and 
byway.~; landscaping redesigned roads; rethinking 

a traditional crossroads; a landscape at risk/ ;'I 

land~cape of opportunity; vantage points for viewing 
the Pia de Mal/orca; the 'JI·amuutana Mountains, a 

cultural landscape. The Conscll de Mal/orca has also 
put forth a propo~al for the inscription of the !:ierra 
de Tmmuutmw (Majorca, Spain) on the UNESCO 

World Heritage Li5t a~ a Cultural Landscape (Paris, 

1972). 1 n the framework of the said nomination fort he 
inscription of the Scrm de Trmmmtana on the World 
Hcntage L~<;t, the Department responsible for land 

usc oft he Conse/1 de Mallorca (Department de Territori) 
drafted in 2009 a Management Plan for the areas 
concerned, also referring to the land<;eape dimen<;Jon, 

with the participation of more than SO social and 

cultural nongovernmental entities. · fhe Consdl de 
Mallorca acknowledges that the declaration of the 
Scrm de 'JJwnuntana as a UNESCO World Heritage 

Site, under the category of Cultural Landscape, 
would bestow added value to the lanlhcape of the 
areas concerned and all its component,, with the aim 

of eftcctively guarantecmg it<; protection and proper 

management through international endorsement, 
along with the corresponding management plan 
and the landseapc strategy outlmed by the Consd/ 
de Mal/orca, also implementing the provisions of the 

European Landscape Convention. 

Although the theme being discussed here is 

essentially the Convention, which is a legal 
express1on of political reform at the European 
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lcwl. one cannot overlook the possible role that 

"'kdllerranean Islands can play with respect 
In non European territories on the southern 

~·h· d 1 terranean shore. This is especially significant 

.11 present, given the radical politico-social 
cn·nts that have unfolded in the Mediterranean 

llnoughout 2011. In tbetace of the rapid economic 

\ll' l dopment of these regions and the gradual 
dl' IIHKratization of governmental institutions 
I hnl'lll, Europe could support the countries of the 

Mlllthern Mediterranean coast m developing new 
\llst.linable development modele; geared at the 
.lf11'redation and valorization ofcu I tu ral, ecological 

.ulll n.\tural resources and oflandscape qualities, 

hy local communities. It i.~ likely that such an 

·• f'pliG\tion of the Convention in a non-European 
w ll•n g would create an opportunity to foster local

k·vd economic growth that is compat1ble with the 
l.mdscape and the environment, and to facilitate a 
de1 elopment dynamic capable of stimulating local 

' ou.ll and cultural identity. In th1s fascinating 

'cenario, the Mediterranean Islands, with their 
'I rong historical qualities and d1stinct territorial 
.1 nd landscape characteristics, could be at the 

l~ 1 refront of a new integration process, linking 
l' lll'ope with other continents which share the 
(\ le~l iterranean space. It i~ therefore opportune 

.111d desirable that central and territorial entities 

11 •t hin Mediterranean Europe area drive efforts 
lt11 11lprove landscape quality, and do so within the 
l ontext of the Euro-Mediterranean Partnership 

(referred to as the Barcelona process), primarily 
t hmugh the Union for the Mediterranean, and 
th rough the toob and programmes administered 

by the European Union which .ue relevant to this 

P.lrtnership. Wlulst hoping and anticipating that 
' uch propo.d~ become reality, in the meantime 
Mediterranean •~lands may autonomously 

propose landscape planning & management 

programmes which adhere to the principles of the 
Convention, and which may be effected through 

~ooperation w1th other territories of the southern 

Mediterranean, tapping available opportunities 

offered in this context by the European 
Neighbourhood and Partnership Instrument (EN PI), 

the European Development Fund (EDF for 
cooperation on development), through the IV 
regional programme Euromed heritage and through 

the programme for Cross-Border Cooperation in 
the Mediterranean (ENPI CBC MED). 
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CHAPTER 12 
Landscapes of tourism in Mediterranean small islands 

Theano S. Terkenli 

12.1 Introduction, study context 
and objectives 

I he Mediterranean region has been capturing the 
1m.1gination and holding the interestofWesterners 

lor over SOO years. Its landscapes have been 
~lorified and immortaliZed in the arts. They have 
pnwided the ~tage and the means for countless, 

multifarious expressions oflocallife, and they have 

'l'rvcd as recreation settings, settings of seduction, 
l'x ploration and play for millions of visitors, over 
llus time period (Braude!, 1972-3; Cosgrove, 

I'Jl)H; Matvejev1c, 1999). Initially, during its long 
luunsm history, the Mediterranean attracted 
mo~tly Northern and Western European tourists. 

It h.1s, nonethele~o;, been blessed with unique 
l.1ndscapes of global acclaim. Indicatively, "the 
\Juiltcrranean basm today attracts over two hundred 
mrll11m international tounsts each year, making it the 
h'••rld:, most popular travel region; travels arc even 
uwn· daunting taking mto account domestic travellers, 
1111/u·sc countries" (Koutoulas, 2008: 41). While the 

1\ kditerranean reg1on faces grave difficulties in 
l.lll..hing up' socioeconomically with the rest of 
luropc, as the premier tourism basin - in terms 

of tourist arrivals and receipt~ it faces a series of 
'-h.1llcnges and concerns, in terms of sustainable 
lulurc development. Small Mediterranean islands 

.lrl' perhaps the sites most affected, as well as most 

tlh•,trative of such problems. 

The characteristic features of the Mediterranean 
landscape derive from its unique summer-dry 
climate, includmg a dynamic geomorphologJCal 

and tectonic history, spectacular island and 
coastal configuration, pronounced seasonality in 
plant and am mal life and a tight link between the 

physical and the cultural (Houston, 1964; Kinget 
a/., 1997; Hochtl eta/., 2007). The distinctiveness 
of the symbolic Mediterranean landscape lies 

in the unique and complex interactions of a 

rich but fragile environment with the historical 
depth of variable human activity, over millennia. 
Given its phys1cal and socio-economic fragility, 

as it enters the 21" century this landscape faces 
a mult1tude of interrelated, urgently pressing 
issues (Grcnnon & Batisse, 1989; Hochtl et al., 
2007), highly contingent on spatial, historical 
and social factors. This chapter examines and 
analyzes some of those issues that arc tourism· 

related on small Mediterranean islands, with a 
spatial focus on the Cycladic islands of Greece. 
It does so, on the basis of a three-fold scheme, by 

revealing and discussi ng 

I. assets and resources that have been over

exploited and spoiled; 

2. problems and challenges, which have so 
far been underrated or neglected; and 

3. potential that has been under exploited 

or ignored. 
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The discussion will take place tn the context and 

towards the general goal of good ('sustainable') 

landscape management 'planning/ protection. 
This endeavour also reflects the growing 
international - but espectally European interest 

in the landscape itself, in landscape pot.cy and in 
landscape values, as well as the exponential growth 
in assessment and analytical methodologies in 

the recent past, and calls for concerted action to 

evaluate, protect and enhance the quality and 
multifunctionality of all types of land,capes, in 
all spheres of human life and acttvity {KiiJn et al., 
1999: 12; Tress & Tress, 2001; Terkenli, 2004). 

The chapter proceeds from a presentation of the 
theoretical context and main Lo;sueo; concerning 

landscapes of tourism, wtth an emphasb on the 

Mediterranean, to the case study of the Cycladic 
islands of Greece. 

Tourism hac; long been the most important 
industry in Greece, with all the po~itive and 
negative imprinb associated wtth intense .seasonal 

tourist inflows on its landscapes and e~pecially 

so in the islands, where these t1ows mo1otly tend 
to be directed. The case of Greek tourism st.1rkly 
illustrates the repercussions of a Mediterranean 

destination's dependency on charter flights 

operated by tour operators. Indicatively, 7S% of 
all West and North Europeans and 58% of all 

international tourists vacationing in Greece 

arrive on charter flights. "Oue singlt: tour operator
the Germany-based TUl and its subsidiaries-hus 
been contnbuting significantly more than a quarter 
of all West and North European tourists vacationing 
lll Greece. Greek hoteliers arc facing a situation of 
oligopsony', wtth just one company supplying 28% of 
their climtele from twelve of the largest source markets, 
or 17% of ttll tourist arrivals" {Koutoulas, 2008: 43-
4). This dependency is the context of our ensuing 

11te control oft he tourism market by a small number of 

stakeholders 
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di~cussion of tounsm impacts on Mediterranean 

land~cape.s, and particularly on the landscapes 
of the Cycladic islands of Greece. Tourism and 
recreation dependency becomes more acute in 

mass market-oriented re~ort destinations, and, 

although the Cyclade~ are not primarily package 
tour destinations, the ~calc at whach tourism has 
developed there has led to all the symptoms of 

such dependency. 

12.2 Landscapes of 
Mediterrranean tourism 
revisited: a theoretical 
context 

12.2.1 Island tourism 

Landscape~ of touri-.m arc defined as the total 

phystcal and visual environments utilized by all 
tourism activitic!>, including the whole tourism 
development, such as transport.ltion, services, 

intonnataon, dtrection and .111 the developments 
that .1ttract visitors to it (Guam, 1979). More 
often than not, bndscapc~ of tourism are 

characterized by insensitive usage of space and 

land in relation to tourism development. Such 
usage includes expensive rebuilding and or 
expansion of infrastructures along the seashore 

and uncontrolled urbaniz.1tion .1nd substitution 

of pre-exi~ting economic systems, causing spatial 
fragmentation and homogenization of landscape 

clements, often resulting in the loss of identity 
(Antrop, 1998; Terkenli, 2002). "Sometimes the 
changes arc so profound that it is poss1/Jie to talk of 
tourism landscapes in which tourism dominates the uses 
of the /,and and the appct~rancc of the c1rw • (Wall cited 
in Jafari, 2000: 347) (Plate 12.1). 1l1is definition 
will be adopted here, for our purposes, in order to 

define landscapes of tourism in our study-

Much research has been targeted towards island 
tourism, principally due to the widespread 
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dl·p~ndence of island economies on tourism. Most 
'•I this research has focused on tropical, subtropical 
.1nd mid-latitude examples, where tourism tends 
hl .:oncentrate for reasons relating to climate and 
l111dscape. Besides, as 70% of present-day holidays 
~lobally are coast-oriented (Perry, 199""), islands 
l11•ld a special appeal to visitors. Properties of 
m~ularity inscribed in land~capes worldwide may 
h~ "ummarized into a set of geographical attributes 
01 relationships, such as isolation and distance from 
1 h~ mainland or other secondary centres (measured 
111 various ways), enclosure by the water clement and 
!united resources and 'or development potential 
(( odaccioni-Meistersheim, 1988). Thus, regardless 
of particulars, islands, in general, tend to display 
ll'rtain commonalities, in terms of quantifiable 
.. h.tracteristics (limited areal extent, i~olation from 
m.tjor decision-making and economic nodes of 
.ll tivity, constrained resource bases and ' or cultural 
.unenities or legacies) (Baldacchino, 2004; Gillis, 
1 004) and non-quantifiable ones (experiential and 
l''ychological qualities that verge on the sublime, 
1 h~ romantic, the elusive, the h1ddcn, the idyllic, the 
f.tr.tway, etc.). 

In addition, islands also constitute a prime 
1.1rget of tourism research for several reasons. As 
I r.tditional ' economic activitie!\ fail to be sustained 

111 the context of global competition, small islands 
tend to rely increasingly on tourism for their 
l'Wnomic sustenance. 'Thus a cycle of dependence 
h~gins, rendering them extremely vulnerable to 
monocrop economic hazards. Tourism tends to 
b~come their dominant activity, highly dependent 
''n metropolitan centres of tourism demand and 
organizational structures, with serious economic, 
physical and socio-cultural repercussions. The 
111tlux of a large number of visitors in small areas 
k-.wes a much more pronounced imprint on them 
.tnd makes for more striking change in local 
l.llldscapes, as opposed to cases of more expansive 
or heavily populated territorial units. Besides, 
1~bnd landscapes are much more convenient to 

study, often serving as physical laboratories for 
tourism research (Codaccioni-Meistersheim, 
1988). Their small and restricted areal extent, 
however, is also more prone to contribute 
to negative tourism consequences on local 
sustainable development. Notwithstanding the 
widespread and longstanding scientific inability 
and reluctance to arrive at a consensual defimtion 
of'sustainable development', a clarifying mention 
of the term should perhaps be made at this pomt. 
According to Briassoulis (2006), the e~scncc 
of contemporary discourse definition~ of local 
sustainable development lies in sclf-sufficJency, 
reduced environmental and social vulnerability, 
low dependence on crucial resources, al> well as 
the ability of the place to reinforce its productive 
base by investing locally. As will be shown m the 
following case study, often these conditions for, 
and parameters of, sustainable local development 
are regrettably unattainable, in the case of small 
Mediterranean islands. 

12.2.2 Tourism and the landscape 

All landscape aspects and elements - human and 
natural - are involved in tourism development 
(Williams, 1997; Lickorish & Jenkins, 2004; 
Vogiatzakisef cli., 2008).At the basis of any ensuing 
discussion vis-a vis the landscape, however, 
stands its environmental nature. Cohen (1978) 
identified four major factors contributing to the 
decline of environmental quality under tourism 
pressure: tourism intensity, the resilience of the 
ecosystem, the time perspective of the developer 
and the transformational character of recreational 
development. 1hese latter factors stand out as 
critical development parameters in sustainable 
island tourism and landscape management. They 
all play out in the landscape, insignificant and often 
irreversible ways. Landscapes of tourism, whether 
'natural' or highly developed, are identified as 
' background tourism elements' (BTE) (Jafari 
cited in Briassoulis, 2002: 1066-67). Landscapes 
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of tourism, moreover, through promotion, 
sustenance and transformation of their specific 
functions, are among the most significant cultural 

grounds, on which much of today's socio-cultural 

difference and 1dentity construction is generated 
and 'development' negotiated (Terkenli, 2000). 

On the basis of their imageable and tang1ble 

experiential character, landscapes constitute a 
most sigmficant geographical medium in the 
analysis of relationships that develop between 

tourist and visited location (Terkenli, 2004). 

These relationships are obviously highly complex, 
as well as place-, time- and culture-contingent; 

they represent specific socio-cultural perceptiOn~ 

and attitudes, illustrative of spedfic hbtorical 
times. Thus, the case-study approach is imperative 
in any such analysis - hence the Cyclad1c case, in 

this piece of work. 

Besides the widely acknowledged significance 
of the visual in landscape production, (re) 

presentation and consumption, landscape 
definition through an observer, user is central to 
landscape constitution. Contextual landscape 

mterpretat1on cannot be detached from questions 
of positionality and situated ness: the relationship 
with its observer; user is an indtspensable 

and quintessential part of the whole tounsm 

experience. As the image or representation of 
a place, landscape represents the first and most 
enduring medium of contact between tourist and 

prospective or consumed place of travel. Through 
acquired visual mementos, it becomes a traveller\ 
lasting memoir. Furthermore, the connection 

between landscape and tourism extends to the 
pleasure sought in the experience, a component 
that has become central to, and predominant 

in, twentieth- and twenty-first-century forms of 
tourism. This connection represents an intricate 

link between landscape and pleasure 'seduction 
and attraction. It highlights the significance of the 

human emotional component in the relationship 
of the visitor with the tourism landscape {Terken li, 
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2004). This emotional component, as we shall 

see in the case study, plays a central role in the 
development of the tourist-landscape relationship, 
especially in the case of island tounsm, articulated 

in feelings of remotenes~, isolation, solitude, 
dreaminess, romance, and so forth . 

Landscapes represent mirrors of human activity 

on the environment and - more generally 
on space. They highlight a whole array of 

underlying more or less obvious - physical 

and ~ocio-economic geographical activity and 

change. High impact alterations of land use and 
seasonally intense geograplucal concentrations 

of tourists, in conjunction with out of scale and 

often environmentally degrading or incongruous 
tounsm infrastructure, ofi.en result in surpassing 
the landscape's carrying capacity. Such spatial 

impositions lead to variable change in the pre

existing landscape, among which, most significant 
for further tourism devclopment,1s the loss of place 

and landscape 1dentity. Consequently, not only 

are most criteria for sustainable development thus 
not met, but also dependent political economies 
arc fostered, leading to various sorts of crio;es, at 

scale~ ranging from the landscape to the nat1onal. 
A crucial question, then, to be addressed in the 
second part of this chapter is formu Ia ted J\ follows: 

to what degree and 1n what ways arc the various 
physical and human clements of Mediterranean 
small island land~cape~ smcept1ble to the array of 

adverse impacts of the touri~m industry? 

12.2.3 The Mediterranean setting 

Before delving into the case study, however, 

the broader areal context of the study needs to 

be pre~entcd and discussed. lhere exist many 
tcrntorial metaphors of the Mediterranean, 'the 
sea between land', that match plural geographical 

interpretations of an area which, despite some 

unifying characteri~tics, is actually quite 
fragmented (Plate 12.2). Stat1~tically, it has been 
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tlw premier tourist basin in terms of international 

urrivals for centuries. It was, however, in the 

lolll' 19'h century, that painters 'invented' the 

~kditerranean landscape as a dream 'beyond', 

wh ile the French geographer Vidal de Ia Blache 

pn•vided a synthetic interpretation of the unity 

1111d diversity mamly of the rural Mediterranean 

l.1nds..:apes, essentially a 'created' geographical, 

un ii.Hy vision of the Mediterranean (Claval, 

.W07). Claval, an astute observer and scholar of 

tltl· Mediterranean h1msdf, writes: 

"h.,. 11 long time, the Mediterranean was mainly 
l'lllll'ril'cd as a useful container for dealing with 
lu~lo•y or politics... As shown by Vidal de Ia Blache, 
/lffditcrranean peoples always had to solve the 
~'""c problem: How to cope with the long summer 
,{ro,gilt? Their genres de v1e responded to this question 
,,,/ explained the diversity of the Mediterranean 
lu111umized landscapes. As conceived by Vidal de Ia 
/1/cll'!.c. the unity of the Mediterranean was rooted 
in Hcllure and did not change with time. The reality 
.f, .. ,, ... i/,cd by his followers was different; Mediterranean 
l111ulscapes had a history. It meant that the idea of the 
/lffclitcrranean as a frmdamental geographical unit 
ll 'ch also a historical construct '' (Claval, 2007: 20 21 ). 

\\ lule the West seems to have re-interpreted 

tlol' Mediterranean', in the course of the past 

one or two centuries, in order to consolidate its 

l.l.ll'..:o-Roman htstorical hearth, more recently 

~~·ographers have dis~ected it mto a serie~ of 

i\bliterranean geographies. As regards touri~m. 

I hl' Mediterranean has been viewed either from 

.1 l"l'gional, mainly quant1tat1ve perspective, in 

ll'l lllS of its economiC or structural features, or 

hom a symbolic cultural perspective, in terms 

ol •Is psychological and metaphorical features 

(M 111ca, 1998). Tourbm research abound~ in 

lhl· lirs t case, as oppo1oed to the latter. The myth 

1•l Mcditerraneity, according to Minca, inspires 

llllllcmporary tourists' cx1stenttal expectations, 

lln~cd by a desire for the exotic and nostalgsa for 

a purportedly unitary and ancient cultural space. 

It implies the simultaneous existence of a mythical 

Mediterranean tourist space, equally and mutually 

constitutive of the real Mediterranean tourist 

space with the myth of'Mediterraneity': 

"The Mediterranean Basin, in fact, is a place where 
imagined and ideal1zed spaces interact with real 
space through an endless and intriguing dialectical 
process which presents the geogmpher with fascinating 
territorial dilemmas ... {while the] mythical 
Mediterranean idea, commented Muscara... implies 
the existence of an idealized unitary region where the 
climate is warm and sunny, where the foundations of 
Western culture can be fvcmd, and where the people are 
friendly and relaxed· (Minca, 1998: 258, 260). 

Mediterranean 1sland landscapes share with 

islands around the world certain similarities, such 

as insularity, already addressed above. Moreover, 

as all coastal area~ of the Mediterranean region, 

they are physiCally protected from certain 

climatic extremes, to which islands elsewhere 

may be exposed, meanwhile acquiring many 

of the phys•cal characteristics of the coastal 

regions of the three continents converging in the 

Mediterranean. In the mtroductory chapter of 

their recent publicat ion on Mediterranean island 

landscapes, Vogiatzakis ct al. (2008: 6) describe 

some of the processes imbuing these landscapes 

with common feature:-.: "0 1•er the past few decades, 
changes in agricultuml pmctices, especially the incrct~sc 
in animal husbandry, have resulted m brod1vcrsity loss. 
Moreover, tourism has led to migmtion from rural 
to urban areas and to mcrcased pressure on coastal 
ecosystems". They postulate that, although such 

issues arc common throughout the Mediterranean 

basin, they arc amplified in the islands, due to 

insularity and specific constramts. ·SocioeconOmic 
problems, for example, are often compounded by the 
fragility and vulnerability of the Islands. Consequently, 
Mediterranean Islands experience g1eater difficulty 
in achieving a comparable level of development and 
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standard of IIvmg wflcu compcm:d witlr tire European 
mmnland" (Yogiatzaki..~ ct a/., 2008: 6). 

Problems, dangers and potential vis-a-vis the 
Mediterranean island landscape abound, and 

they are highly interrelated and mtricately 
interwoven. Among factors and forces inducmg 

physical and soc1o economic transform.1tion on 
Mediterranean islands, tourism stands out as one 
of the major and most predominant ones, since 

it has been widely viewed J.~ the only J.ctivity 
capable of reviving local economics (Ioannidec; 
et a/., 2001; Kou~is, 2001). Jtc; 1mpacts on the 

Mediterranean 1sland landscape have also been 

widely identdied (Rackham & Moody, 1996; 
King et a/., 1997; Yogiatukh ct a/., 2008). 
However, they have, so far, not constituted a 

major area of mterd1sciplin.1.ry research. Th1' 

chapter addresses this ~hortcoming, with the aid 
of the following case ~tudy. 

12.3 The Cycladic islands of 
Greece: a case study 

The Cydadic islands of Greece arc an island group 

in the Central-Southem Al:gean reg1on, comprising 
24 m.1in island-. and a number of smaller i:·.lcts 

and rock outcrops in the sea. The Cycladic island 
landscapes comtitute the cultural images of this 
region, the visible and ~ymbot.c expressions of 

human environment relationships formed over ,1 

h1storical period of millennia (Doumas eta/., 1999). 
Obviously, there docs not ex1st a single Cydadic 

landscape type, representative of the whole n.:gion; 
it vanes in time, place and social context, while 1ts 

production and reproduction - in terms which arc 
actual, metaphorical, icomc or '>ymbolic - occur 

at all geographical scales ranging from the local to 
the transnational and global (Plate 12.3). lhere is, 
however, a predominant c;et of landscape features, 

both human and physical, that tend to be encountered 

to avery high degree throughout most of the CycladL'S. 
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Among the distinct ive physical charactcnstJc~ 

of the Cydadc~. we may highlight its striking 
horizontal and vertical geomorphological 

configuration, which, together with its fascinating 

palaeogeography, create~ a unique msular 
geography. While the geomorphology is diverse 
(with volcanic rocks predominating), the climate 

is typ1cally Mediterranean ( hot dry summer)> 
and cool, mild, rainy winters), w1th some local 
vari,ltions. Most importantly, we may point to 

its dire water reg1me'i., mamly brought .1bout by 
prolonged )>ummcr drought. TI1e combmation 
of the~e two charactcmtics creates the need 

to manage natural rc.o;ources with great care -

eo;pectally water, soil and vegetation, which tend 

to be very vulnerable to depletion. Spcc1fically, 
the practil .. e of terracing the l.tnd, m.tinly for 

agricultural. but also for constructional purpo~es, 

has been a century-old human rc,ponsc to such 

environmental ~_.hallcnge'i. Indeed, pcrlup~ the 
mo~t striking feature of the Cycl.tdic landscape 

is the great mtcrf.1ce of interadion between the 
physical and the human realms ( Kmg, 1997) 
and its spectacular expression in the landscape 

through distinctive and d,tborate schemata of 
environmcnt.tl .1nd n.ttural reo;ource perception; 

evaluation and management by the hum.1n groups 
that have inhabited this part of the world since 

prehistory 1s clolluently engraved in its present 

day landscape. TI1e vegetation, J.lso typically 
Mediterranean, consists mainly of pinc·oak 

torcsts ,tnd Aege.1n schlerophyllous, evergreen 

spcc1es, forming phrygan.l (maquis) scrublands. 
Accordmg to WJ.'icher, the major land~cape 

types found 111 the areJ. J.rc Mediterranean 

lowlands, dominated by ~ed•ments, ,utd c~pecially 
Mediterranean hills, mainly rocks, together with 
~mall exp.1n~es of arable land, scrubland and 

permanent crops (Kizos ct a/., 2007). 

Titeir intricate in ... ular geography, in conjunction 
with their geographical location, has historically 

rendered the Cycladec; into a space of 
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\ommunication, trade and intercultural exchange. 
I I we could derive certain common and distinctive 

ln1111an induced features of the Cydadiclandscape 

I rum other descriptions of the Mediterranean 
\, urld (Houston, 1964: 2-7), we may, then, refer 

In .1) a long local tradition of urban, small-town 

Ilk, characterized by political. ideological and 

udtural progressivism and a strong orientation 
towards commerce and maritime commerce, in 

lOntr,\st to b) the harsh conditions ofmland rural 
lill', characterized by inwardness and meagre seu: 
~ulliciency, coming together m the c) traditionally 

underdeveloped coastal landscape~, where, 111 the 

1w.;t, livelihood used to depend on fishing. It is 

preci~cly the latter that now represent the most 
~) mbolic landscape images of Greek island tourism, 

I hl· pure expression of the 3 or 4S~ {sea, sand, sun 
.1ml sex) in tourism attraction, to which we turn 

111 the next section. Despite significant internal 
' .1riations, the most significant contemporary 

trends in Cydadic human geography may be 
~ummarized as follows: a) the overturn of the 
demographic depletion of the isbnds, and b) the 

IN.' of their Gross Regional Product {GRP) over 

. md above the regional and national average, due 
In development and touri~m (Greek Stati~tical 
1\ervice, 200 1). Conset1uent impacts on the islands' 

human geography and landscape have been the 

explosion in transportation and communication 
'ystcms and net works, as well as the corresponding 

l'n'lile ration of a wide spectrum ofmfrastructures 

~md construction, in general in ~upport of the 
~ pread of urban characteristil..~ , in all a~pects of 

Inca I life. 

12.3.1 Assets and resources 
over-exploited and/or depleted 

h·om this brief introduction to the area under 
' tudy, it becomes obvious that there is no single 

l ydadic island landscape, but rather a series of 

~}· mbolic Cycladic landscape'>, depending on the 
po\ition and situation of the landscape viewer 1 

analy~t. For example, the landscape of the 

Cyclades may be conce1ved as a cultural 1mage 

of tourist consumption for the visitors, as a home 
ridden with problems for the local population~, 

or as a cultural hearth for the rest of the Greeks. 

The Cyclad1c landscape as a nat1onal symbol and 

as a cultural and family hearth is constructed in 
collective Greek imagination with an orientation 

towards a historical past. Thus, it become.~ an 

anachronistic construct: a homeland, laden with 
ve~tiges of an ancestral land and a rich cultural 
(historical, archaeological or sacred 1 religious) 

heritage. According to th1s myth, it is perceived 

as an essentially uninhabited landscape during 
most of the year, while, during holidays and 
e.~pecially summer, it becomes 'vacationland', 

the playground of both Greek and international 
tourism (Tsartas, 1989; Terkenli, 2001). The~e 
perceived qualitic-; of the Cycladic landscape are 

mamly denved from its v1sual characteristics. 

They have also been expropriated and exploited 
for various 'development' purpo'>e<;, often 

with negative impact.<; on v1sual qualities and 

undermmmg the very essence of the landscape 
that attracted development here, in the first place . 

Post-war economic decline and populat ion 

depletion a rc now in the process ofbcing reversed, 
in most of the Cyclades. This reversal is mainly 

due to tourism development. Initially, it was 

islands with a cultural heritage, in the form of 
archaeological, religious, or generally histo rical 
interest that attracted most visitors - both foreign 

and local. During the 1970s and 1980s, however, 
these islands were t ransformed into the tourist 
havens of Greece, through their establishment 

as conventio nal summer tourism destinations. 

The Cyclades constitute the essential stereotype 
of an island tourist paradise: 'perfect' physical 
environment (warm, sunny, beautiful beaches), 

ancient history interwoven into long-standing 
'traditional' ways of life, and hospitable, friendly 

locals inviting visitors to enjoy an easy way oflife 
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(Plate 12.4). Tourism has boosted the economies 
of the Cyclades, changing their main income bases 
from agricultural to tertiary-service activities, 
stemming populatiOn outmigration and creating 
conditions for new construction and development, 
in the form of tourism infrastructures - catering to 
the boom in charter 'organized air transportation 
systems (Williams, 1997; Minca, 1998; Lickorish 
&Jenkins, 2004) - or in the form of second-home 
development. Kizos et al. describe the unequal 
development of contemporary tourism and it<: 
impacts on the Aegean Islands, as follows: 

"Seasonally, approximately 3.5 million tourists v1sit, 
almost excl!ISively in summer; mostly by charter flights 
(67% in 2001); and tlris fact causes intense seasonal 
changes in transport frequency and environmental 
pressures. Spatially, most of the beds (250,000 in 
total) are found on a small number of islands... In 
addition to tourists, holidaymakers in general arc 
very important economically and in terms of land 
use, smce the amount of new housing is one of the most 
intense problems confronting the landscape and the 
env~ronment. The local economy has benefited greatly 
from building works, and the COII5CtJUent rise in land 
prices, but th1s development is temporary, whereas the 
env1romnental and social impact is permanent" 
(Kizos et al., 2007: 341-2; Tsartas, 1989). 

The negative impacts of tourism growth and 
development are Witnessed in several aspects 
of life. As the life cycle of the tourism product 
start<; to come to a close, previously thriving 
tourbm destinations reach a point of stagnation 
or declining demand. For instance, with regard 
to economic revenues, the drop in business 
generated by the withdrawal of tour operators 
from some of these island resorts "has direct~v 

impa fted the mcome of thousands of tourist businesses 
and households in the Aegean, as most businesses did 
not manage to substitute these losses with tounst traffic 
from other market segments" (Koutoulas, 2008: 44). 
With regard to urbanization and development 
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impacts on the landscape, according to Kizos el 

al., rural landscapes of the islands have recently 
suffered great abandonment, since, except for 
sheep husbandry, agriculture has been severely 
curbed, principally due to cheap imports from the 
mainland into a formerly closed island market: 
· sheep have mcreased over the last decades (although 
sheep farmers hal'e decreased) and are grazed at high 
densities, which has resulted in overgrazing and erosiOn. 
Local demand is satisfied to only a limited degree and for 
jew products: most food ltas to be 1m ported, especially 
for tourists" (Kizos et al., 2007: 340) (Plate 12.5). 

As far as the urban landscapes of the Cyclades arc 
concerned, the first and most direct cultural image 
of place identity to a visitor is in the landscape's 
v1sual composition and articulation. Preservation 
efforts have, at least nominally, concentrated on 
the unique visual character of the Greek island 
landscape. Based on a comprehensive typology 
of vernacular clements of Cycladic domestic and 
townscape architel.ture (Sancar & Koop, 1995), 
an architectural survey of such clements was 
undertaken on the Cydadic island of Serifos, 
Greece. This comparative survey between tht• 
more traditional hilltop community ofHora and 
the modern, tounsty port commumty of Livadi 
reveals a marked empha,.,is on visual landscape 
elements, in the domestic architecture and the 
townscape of Ltvadi, elements that seemingly 
preserve the character of the local landscape 
(Terkenh, 2000). SJX'Cifkally, the architectural 
and townscape clements of Hora by and large 
conform to the representative Cydadic type.,, 
m all aspects of house and townscape form, 
function, constructton materials .• etc. In contrast, 
mostly arch ttectural and townscape variables that 
preserve only the visual character of vernacular 
or folk ways of building and situating in space, in 
Livadi, conform to the representative Cycladit 
types. In the category of visually significant 
landscape clements, townscape features 
predominate, as they cater best to the visual 
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d1.uacter of sight-seeing, i.e. the siting of houses 
.md location of churches and public buildings in 
the urban landscape, 'traditional' uses of streets, 
't reet surface materials that preserve the 'look' of 
the town, and semi-public/ private spaces at the 
mterface of the private with the public domain 
pi.Kes of socializing, people-watching, resting, 
pbying and performing various exchanges, in 
the context of daily life (Terkenli, 2000). On the 
other hand, wide varieties of features associated 
with ancient construction techniques, indigenous 
nutcrials and subtle local particulant1es, as well 
,\, with the functional role of specific spaces and 
ohjects, have disappeared as no longer essential in 
'crvi ng daily needs or catering to the tourist image 
of the village. 

I :or purposes of attracting tourists and sustaining 
lo~:al social needs, the Aegean facade of the Islands' 
urban landscape, thus, tend to be retained, but all 
th.\t is considered superfluous in modern life and 
tourism tends to be dispensed with. Modern use 
of space necessitates easier and faster accessibility, 
which requires efficient visual space appropriation 
,\ nd prioritizing of the profane over the sacred, both 
l1terally and metaphorically. Thus we encounter 
motor bikes parked in centuries-old sacred sites, 
American Express offices in narrow stone-paved 
.,l,md alleys, and advertisements of 'traditional 
local pottery' - made in Maroussi near Athens 
.md sold all over Greece (Terkenli, 2000). Garish 
.lllvertisements and announcements, trademark 
~•gns of tourism, mostly in English, the lingua 
fr.mca of tourism, abound. In some of these tourist 
resorts, Greek is often no longer even understood 
m shops and tounsm catering services (i.e. on the 
•~lands ofMykonos and Santorini) (Plate 12.6). 

lhe Cycladic landscape has been much 
romanticized in recent decades as an idyllic island 
p.1radise, isolated and free from the demands of 
modern life, blessed with perfect climate and 
characterized by 1ts small scale, intimate settings 

ideal for romantic adventures, in the land of 
the Greek gods {Terkenli, 2000). The four Ss 
(sea, sand, sun and sex) collectively constituted 
a powerful pole of tourism attraction for the 
Aegean from onset of the industry, in the 1960s. 
Landscape elements, both natural (the sea, the 
beach, sunshine) and human-made (such as the 
whitewashed cubic houses in real or imitation 
stone-paved streets), exemplify and reinforce 
such images of the Aegean and are preserved 
and highlighted in popular culture (i.e. motion 
pictures Shirley Valentine and Summer Lovers). 
Meanwhile, as will be elaborated below, these 
islands also constitute their inhabitants' homes. 
They thus need to have convenient street access, 
modern samtary systems, and othcrcontemporat'"y 
amenities. 

12.3.2 Problems and challenges so far 
underrated and/ or neglected 

If there exists a certain "authenticity rn the d1rect 
and genuine experience of a place" (Relph, 1976: 
64), in many of the Cyclades, this sense of place 
identity that develops from everyday home life 
is currently in danger of being lost to tourism. 
This context of everyday life lies in the diversified 
landscape where people meet, associate, play, 
work, assemble politically, worship, and live all 
matters of life. The cultural landscape of the 
Aegean is in danger ofbeing transformed into a 
theatre of life staged for tourist purposes, made 
into a spectacle, embellished with qualities that 
pander to foreigners' tastes and images that the 
tourism industry promotes for the Aegean. Places 
arc imbued with elements that are designed and 
planned for the convenience of the visitor, rather 
than to meet the priorities of locals. The prime 
consideration is that places are more aesthetically 
pleasing, more accessible and palatable to 
mass tourism taste. The sense of intimacy that 
characterizes a place that people repeatedly invest 
with personal and collective value is becoming 
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obsolete, a problem that has, so far, not received 

adequate attention and appropriate resolution. 

For instance, fewer and fewer Cycbd1c town 

streets still host dtvcrsd1cd inputs from thc1r 

inhabitants, and therefore encourage a continuing 
dependence on 'traditional' form~ of architecture 

and townsc.tpe. Most have rather become the 

exclusive domain of the automobile, facilitating 
tast and uninhibited access by the visitor to all 
points of interest. In the study on the island of 

Scrifos mentioned above (Sancar & Koop, 1995), 
behavioural analysis of regular everyday activity 
in open urban spaces poinb to changes instilled 
by tourism 111 Livadi, in contrast to Hora, which 

continued to exhibit more tr.1ditional behaviour 
patterns. In general, Hora exhibits a f.1r greater 
richness of individual and collective activity than 

Livadi, where outdoor publtc space functtom have 

become much more spccialr.led with the onset of 
tourism (Sa ncar & Koop, 1995). Even though Hora 

has, in more recent decades, changed o;omcwhat, 

due to substantial outmigration, behaviour 
mechanisms here arc stillmore diverse and ~how a 
more colourfullitestylc th.m corresponding ones 

in Livadi. 

In global comparative term~, tourbm has, on the 

whole, a positive impact on Greek life and especially 

on the Greek economy. Outmigration from the 
Aegean, of disquieting proportions in the past, has 
been somewhat curbed in recent decades, due, in 

part, to an increase in employment opportunities 
offered by tourism demand. ln some ways, 
however, the disappearance of altcrmtive (primary 

and secondary) economic venues for the Aegean 

islanders is a direct outcome of the expansion of 
the tourist industry. In this way, globalizing and 
homogenizing forces of mass tourism arc not 

only affecting the home realm of local societies, 
but the work domain as well. Tourism entrenches 
patterns of economic dependence in struggling 

island societies, both in economictelwironmcntal 
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and in socl.lltdemographic terms. lhese, in turn, 
help reinforce and sustain tourism continuity, 

and, in so doing, they create new cultural 

land~capes, albeit one~ which arc more artihcially 
~tagcd, homogcncou~ and commerciali1.ed. They 
obliterate orgamc geographical distmctivcness 

and help perpetuate a vicious cycle of commercial 
and cultural mterdepcndencics. Moreover, 
tourism's .~tronghold in the work realm of local 

life {monopoly economics) indirectly eliminate.~ 

relationship~ of mutuality and reciprocity in social 
life - in the form of communal bonds.1hereby, the 

mdustry undcrmmcs the unique 1>ense of place 

and home that arbc from and arc forged over 
~.-enturie.<, through the pertormance of common 
task.<; and rites. Tuan (1982) additionally observe-; 

that a~ important to the forging of such t1c~ arc 
tho~c numerous unstructured occ.tsions when 
people arc simply in each other\ presence. Such 

soc1al group cohc.<;lveness, even 1f c1rcum.~tantial, 

used to serve mutual community interests, formed 
out of necessity, and ~.-haractcri1.ed the social 
lite of Cycladic communitico; in the past. Today, 

even if seasonally, it seem~ to be in the process of 

disappearing in the context oflocal everyday life. 
Increasingly, whole f.1milies ~pend their summers 

in v.uious forms of tounst-c.ttenng employment, 

w1th hardly any time for rest or socializatiOn. 
Con~cquently, a \.Crtain placclessness 
ch.uacterizes these tourist de.~tin.ltions (Relph, 

1976). In these places, p.lssers·by engage in 

vanous forms of consumption and hurry on 
through the townscape, rather th.m intimately 

and funct1on.11ly relating w1th 1t, in the m.my ways 

that created it in the first place. Such changes in 
the Cycladic land~capc, ·invisible' so far, have 

only recently begun to be acknowledged and 

invcstig.1ted. 

For the locals, then, the landscape of the Cyclades 

ha\ been the quintessential representation of their 

home, a representation that feeds on existing 
soc1al networks, family roots and bonds to place 
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,md traditional ways oflifc. Tourism folklore aside, 

however, traditionality translates into marginality, 
.~rticulated on the basis of insularity and 
underdevelopment. This was one of the findings 

of a study on cultural images of the Aegean, 

~.:onducted through Greek elementary-education 
textbook analysis (Raptis & Terkenli, 2000).lhe 

~tudy revealed images of the Aegean landscape 

.1~ distinctly peripheral, made up of marginalized 
places or vacation resorts and images of the past -
.1s the cultural landscapes of childhood memory, 

the family hearth or the collective old country. 

Similar disjunctions between commonly-held 
1deas and local images ofCycladic landscapes were 

revealed byiconological postcard analysis of urban 

l.mdscapes of the Aegean, pointing to significant 
differences between tourists' and residents' images 
of the urban tourist landscape (Stefanou, 2000). 

l:.qually occasionally unnoticed have been 
environmental threats and landscape 

conservation problems rcqumng urgent attentiOn. 

Nature conservation in the Aege.m has mainly 
been implemented through the development of 
the Natura 2000 network, whereby, since the 

1990s, most areas worthy of protection have 

gradually been identified. However, although 
~everal such sites exist in the Aegean - and the 

Cyclades, in particular the process of actual 

management and protection planning is still 
embryonic. Nonetheless, "it is already being used 
as a memzs of exerting pressure for the protection of 
the environment. Many fowls regm·d protection as a 
series of bans; especially where building permits and 
agriculture arc concerned, and consider them as a call 
to wm;for they want to keep unchecked lmi/ding rights, 
even in core areas" (Kizos ct al., 2007: 343). Kizos 
ct al. (2007: 343) also point to other important 
environmental issues on the islands, including 

wate r and waste management. An example of the 

tormer is water shortages, especially on the smaller 
Cyclades, where water availability is naturally low; 

during the peak tourist season, these problem~ arc 

exacerbated. Drinking water is delivered daily by 

container ships to Santorini in the summer, while 
the smaller Cyclades struggle with desalination 
projects. Inefficient or nonexistent recycling of 

most resources a traditional practice in the past 

-is the norm, even in developed and trendy touri.st 
destinations, such as Mykonos. High tourism 

concentrations in certain much frequented 

landscapes, such as popular beaches, produce 
enormous pollution problems, while most urban 
settlements do not have adequate waste disposal 

systems. Most liquid waste tends to end up in the 
sea, while most solid waste is collected in huge 
dumps and landfills, often located in some of 

the most aesthetically valuable natural area~ of 

the islands. Finally, energy generation is another 
major issue for most of the Cyclades: "Few islands 
arc connected to the rzatiorzal grid, and oil-fired 
power statiom operate on most of the rest, producirrg 
experrsive power which is subsidized. Renclt''lblc energy 
production is restricted to solar domestic water hcatmg 
ami small windfanns" (Kizos et al., 2007: 343}. 

12.3.3 Under-exploited or ignored 
potential 

It has been adelluatcly documented that, mainly 

through various transnational companies, 
international tourism has contributed d1rec tly 
towards the extension of metropolitan dominance 

over weaker destination penpheries. In th1s way, 

it has been shown to lead to a loss of self-reliance 
for small blands and local communities or regions 
around the world (Britton, 1982; Bianchi, 2002). The 

dominance of group tourism in Greece is mainly 
attributed to the influence of tour operators who 
find comparative advantageo; in the Greek market; 

they control the tounst market as oligopsonists, by 

offering competitive tourist packages at low prices, 
re~ulting in a tourism revenue retention rate of 
approximately 400o. Consequently, several ~ea 

tounsm resorts and even whole regions have been 

approaching or reaching thei r carrying capacity, 
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with all consequent negative impacts (Chiotis & 
Coccossis, 2000). Organized group tounsm, as 
well as sea-based tourism, however, still represents 
the most significant component of Greek tourism, 
thus further entrenching highly seasonal trends 
in spatial concentration and impact (Briassoulis, 
1993; Petti fer, 1993; Chiotis & Coccossis, 2000). 

Since the early to mid-nineties, however, the 
balance between international and domestic 
tourism on the Cyclades has been changing. 
Domestic tourism has been increasmgly growing 
in relation to international tourism and so has 
weekend tourism that targets not only coastal 
areas, but mountainous or inland locations as well 
(Terkenli, 2005) . Domestic tourism patterns tend 
to spread more into the off-season, depending 
more on road transportation system~ and on easy 
access from the main urban centres of the country. 
They represent under-exploited potential in Greek 
tourism development, which has jul>t barely been 
tapped into. Whereas up to now international 
tourism has been most significant and is well 
developed (over 75% of tourists in Greece in 1989 
were of foreign origin), the trend has ~ince been 
partly reversed in favour of domestic tourism 
- although such developments arc extremely 
difficult to measure in quantitative terms. 

This trend, in turn, has contributed to a widespread 
shift toward~ alternative forms of tourism 
{agrotourism, ccotourism, cultural tourism, 
convention tourism, etc.), with distmctively 
different cycles of seasonality. Present plans 
generally call for su~tainable and quality tourism, 
rather than the continued growth of 4Ss tourism; 
however, the extent to which this strategy can 
be implemented remains to be seen. Behind the 
growth of alternative forms of touri~m in rural 
Greece are local networh or cooperatives that 
play a significant role in tourism development. 
These networks include partnerships of various 
sorts among tourism stakeholders, in terms 
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of tourism planning (i.e. intra-regional top
down initiatives or development investments), 
policy/ administration (i.e. national institutions 
or organizations) and/ or trade (1.c. farmers' 
cooperatives or networks of cultural / natural 
paths). Fairly common in developed countries -
and increasingly so 111 some developing countries 
- partnerships are increasingly advocated as a 
part of 'good governance', together with wider 
community participation and empowerment in 
tourism-related decision making ( Bramwell & 
Lane, 2000). Bramwell (2004) suggests that there 
is growing recognition of the potential benefits 
of collaborative tourism planmng that includes 
various industry segment~, public sector agencies, 
and (rather less often) other groups in civil society, 
wh1le there IS perhaps less appreciation of the 
substantial problems associated w1th shared 
dccbion-making. In fact, to a significant degree, 
authenticity in tourist landscape planning may be 
achieved and safeguarded through community 
participation, an emerging critical social tactor in 
decision-making concernmg the shaping of.o,pace, 
place and landscape as .1 context of high-quality 
life (Briassouli, 1997). 

Perhaps the most common torms of alternative 
tourism arc agrotourism and ecotourism, highly 
interconnected {sale of local forest products, 
hiking, olive picking, etc.) and highly beneficial 
to laml~cape preservation and management. 
Agrotourism, tor instance, is relatively new to 
the Cyclades. It i~ not yet as developed as other 
more fa1m!.ar types, but it is growing fast, for 
both foreigners and Greeks (Kizos ct a/., 2007). 
According to Kizos et al. (2007), on many Cycladic 
islands there is a growing demand for traffic.frec 
tracks and footpaths, permitting the enjoyment 
of rewarding, intcre~ting, stimulating and/ or 
special·interest ac tivities (e.g. bird-watching). 
Such activ1t1eli have inevitably contributed to 
landscape·rclatcd actions in the context of local 
policy initiatives, 1.e. to conserve, signpost, dean 
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.llld repair old paved footpaths, etc. Although 
lew and sporadic, these initiatives lead to a more 
widespread landscape awareness and promotion 
of landscape, as well as directly contributing to 
the preservation of traditional landscape forms, 
I unctions and meanings; values for both locals and 
tourists. "Policy initiatives are or1ly recently begittning 
to emerge, in response to growing concern about tile 
future of deteriorating landscapes ... The main lesson 
about the footpaths' example is that, once old landscape 
rh·ments acqwre new junctions (due to new values 
n·garding the landscape or activities in it), they have 
be Her chances of preservation" (Kizos eta/., 2007). 

.\ccording to the same sour~e, archaeological 
'1tcs and monasteries arc simtlar examples of new 
functions and values for older land~cape elements. 
•\ncient sites and monuments arc famous features 
oft he islands, and the monasteries draw thousands 
of Greek visitors, especially for religious festivals 
.md celebrations (Kizos ct al., 2007). On the other 
h.lnd, diminishing agricultural incomes and the 
explosion of tourism in former subsistence rural 
l'nmomies have generated opportunities for 
hobby and part-time farming (Kizos eta/., 2007). 
I or instance, organic agriculture and animal 
husbandry have been increasing: 

·especially for permanent crops such as olives, and 
lately for vegetables. However, organic production does 
uot involve less irrigation or lower grazing densities, 
LIIUI so it ca11 not be viewed as the sole solutwn to the 
mviromnental problems of the 1sltmds; particularly, 
~t•llen water scarcity, and soil eroswn and degradation 
arc taken into account. Finally, the Aegean lshmds do 
~upply a number of speciality products ... thcse products 
,,,.e sought by locals, Greek consumers and tourists, mHl 

lwve aHractcd the interest of maJOr producers" 
(Kizos et al., 2007: 341). 

In conclusion, bottom· up networks and 
partnerships of mutuality and reciprocity nowadays 
emerge as most promising venues for the future 

development of various forms of tourism in the 
Cyclades, provided these initiatives overcome 
structural or functional barriers and constraints 
inhibiting tourism growth. Alternately, top-down 
limitations and national, international or inter
regional institutional networks and constraints 
seem to pose insurmountable obstacles to, or 
deliberately antagonize incoming touri~m, bindmg 
it in unfavourable terms to networks of dependency 
or competition unless met with bottom-up 
resistance and action. Most sigmficantly, however, 
these recent trends in alternative tounsm growth 
and development in the Cyclades are directly, as 
well as indirectly beneficial to their landscape.~. They 
represent the most organic, effective and beneficial 
means to the preservation of both their cultural 
and natural elements and to their multifunctional 
sustainable management and use. 

12.4 Concluding remarks 

Present-day landscapes arc undergoing rapid 
transformation, brought about by a new cultural 
economy of ~-pace (Terkenli & d "Hautcserre, 2006). 
As a result of rising incomes, ~tandards of livmg 
and le1sure time as well as improved transportation 
and communication 11ystcms and the growing 
need within Wc.~tern societies for contact with 
nature and environmental sustainability, present 
day landscapes acquire a more pronounced public 
good character. In this context, bland landscapes 
acquire a central positton in collective or at least 
Western - imagination and appeal. In Western 
tourist markets, Mediterranean islands have 
encapsulated these qualities of seduction and 
appeal for centuries and continue to do so readily, 
on the baSts of their easy accessibthty and general 
familiarity (not too exotiC, not too unfamtltar).All 
ts not well in paradise, however. 

With increasing dependence on in~tant 

mterconnections and image flows, landscapes in 
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their visual pictorial, experiential and symbolic 
capacity, become, by nature, the most vL<>1ble and 

eloquent expressions of variable and changing 
human-environment relationships. Though 
multifunctionality and sustamability have been 

inherent qualities of the cultural landscape 

for the best part of human history, and though 
technological capacity for intervention in both has 
been much enhanced in recent times, landscape 

multifunctionality and sustainability are both 
now endangered. Older forms of landscape 
organization and usc have given way to divisions 

of space and landscape schemata which are much 

more temporary, tentative and fluid. 

In the Cycladic islands of Greece, these new 

landscape schemata have been accompanied by 
increasing specialization and loss of richness, 
in terms of diversity and complexity, not only 

of meaning and value but also of activities and 
functions. Their permanent inhabitants find 
themselves in an unfavourable position, leading to 

the depletion of their most valuable rural natural 

economic resource, but al~o to the loss of the basis 
of tourism attraction in their landscapes. lhis loss, 
as regards both the physical and the cultural aspects 

oflandscape, at present requires fa,t and concerted 
action.lhe loc;sec; arc manifold · in tcnm of tourist 
product, in term~ of their rural basis of productivity, 

in terms of environmental and cultural resources 

and in terms of their inhabitant!.' \Cn~e and everyday 
reality of home life. With thc1r lim1ted human, 
environmental and infrastructure resources, these 

islands arc, by nature, simply unprepared and 
unable to host and cater to large numbers of visitors. 
The first and foremost victim of such development 

is their landscape - a grave loss, largely irreversible 

and very difficult to reconole. 

Sustainable, integrated landscape management, 

thus, now more urgently than ever before, needs 

to address, combine and connect a large number 
of diverse landscape functions, such as ecological 
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stability, economic viability, expression of place 
identity, recreational activity, historical dynamic-; 

and so on. This remains quite a daunting task, 

but one that offers exciting challenges for rclateJ 
disciplines and practitioners, at all levels. All ofth~· 

latter need to plan, manage and protect landscape;; 

in sustainable ways that are appropriate, both 
temporally and spatially to the needs of modern 
society, without compromising the cultural 

inheritance that made the Cyclades a unique place. 
What are harder to negotiate, however, arc change~ 
in human ways of thought and action deemed 

central and foremost to any landscape change 

or articulation. lhesc arc already appearing to 
be more difficult than changes in landscape, 
especially at a time when change~ arc occurring 

at a global scale and ,1t long-term time-frames 
beyond individual grasp. They arc, nonetheless, 
met by a growing recognition in social as well as in 

bio physical scicnti fie Circles of the contextual ized 

position.tl character of all forms of knowledge 
and experience (Norton, 1996), which the recent 
resurgence of interest in all types of landscape 

addresses 1n parallel with the growing urgency for 
change in attitudes tow.udo; 1t. 
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CHAPTER 13 
F.volution and management of landscapes on 
Mediterranean minor islands: case studies from the 
Tuscan Archipelago (Italy) and Comino (Malta) 

Alex Camilleri, Isabella Colombini and Lorenzo Chelazzi 

13.1 Introduction 

l nv ironmental management relics on 

w mprehen!-ive understanding of the relevant site 

' '•ntext, for the purpose ofidentifying appropriate 
t>h)l'ctives and strategies to address local issues. 

In the case of small inhabited islands of only 
,,.\.ondary importance on a nationaL regional 

' '"1le, insular conditions, degree of affinity with 
till' mamland and specific local factors combine 

h • 'hape the physical environment and its socio 
n onomic milieu. Intertwined macro- and micro 
'<.lie tssues, physical isolation and self-containment 

l'' l'scnt both opportunities and difficulties for 

" ' \ t.1inable management of minor Mediterranean 
.,1.! nds. This contribution seeks to explore some 

••I the underlying geographic, natural, historic 

111d socio-economic aspects, using the Tuscan 
\n.hipelago in Italy and the island of Comino in 
~ l.1lta as case studies. 

13.2 The Tuscan Archipelago 
(Arcipelago Toscano) 

13.2.1 Geographical context 

I hl· Tuscan Archipelago is located between Tuscany 
.1nd Corsica, and consists of seven main islands and 
\.lrious minor islets. The main islands arc, from 

north to south, Gorgona, Capraia, Elba, Piano!-a, 

Montecristo, Giglio and Giannutri (Figure 13.1 
and Table 13.1). Gorgona, Pianosa, Montecristo 

and Giannutri are wholly incorporated within the 
Tuscan Archipelago National Park, established by 
a Presidential Decree dated 22 July 1996, whilst 

Capraia, Elba and Giglio are currently only partly 
within the confines of the Park. 

The Archipelago is noteworthy among the numerous 

island groups that surround the Italian coast, for 
various reasons, including: (i) its location Jt the 
interface between different Mediterranean climates 

and ecosystems, and (ii) its accessibility from the 
mainland, which f.woured the historic establishment 

of urban settlements and complex travel routes, as 
well as the development of intensive touristic activity 

in more recent times. In fact , it is strategically located 
along the maritime commercial and touristic routes 
of the Tyrrhenian Sea, especially those between 

Corsica, Sardinia and the Italian peninsula. The 
ensuing flows of human activity should not be 
underestimated when evaluating the varied range 

of environmental and settlement patterns on the 

individual islands, namely: 

I. pnstinc conditions with extremely 

limited human interference on 
Montecristo; 

2. increasingly serious environmental 
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CAPRAIA 

Figure 13.1: Tuscan Archipelago: Present day dry land (dark grey), and extent of Wurm 
landmasses (areas delimited by present 100 m bathymetric contour, I ght grey). 

Source: Modified from Bossi eta/., 2000 

pressures, as 111 the case of Elba and 
Giglio; 

3. intermediate situatiom; with a precarious 
balance due to development in a delicate 
context, as seen on Capraia and, on a 
~maller scale, on Giannutri (the latter only 
supports a small number of private hou.~cs 
and a landing strip for,.,mall aircraft); 

4. indeterminate land uses ari~ing from the 
after-effects of abandonment of previou,<; 
facilities, as on P1anosa; and 

5. controlled land usc sccnanos, as 
in the case of the stJIJ.active pmon 
establishment and agricultural colony on 
the island ofGorgona. 

1h1s account does not analyze, except marginally, 
the situation on Elba. lhc environmental 1ssues 
relevant to this island are altogether different from 
tho~e in the others, as a re•;ult of its cloo;cness to the 
mainland, and of its larger <;ize.lhis ha<; led to its 
numerous urban settlements, it~ well developed 
road network, and its diversified economy. 
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13.2.2 The origins and geology of the 
Archipelago 

l11e geological complexity of the islands provides 
particular evidence of the events that led to thl· 
formation of the Tuscan Archipelago (Ambroseni 
ct al., 1979), which dates back to the Triassil 
(210-240 My). Following divergent movements 
the lithosphere became progressively thinner, tu 
the extent that it broke into two large plates, the 
proto-European and the proto-African platcs. l11c 
complex alternation of divergent and convergent 
movements of these two landmasses relative to 
each other led to the formation of the Alps and 
then to the northern Appeninc range, to which 
the development of the Tuscan Archipelago b 

intimately linked. Around 10 million years ago, 
melting of rocks occurred and the resulting 
magmas rose toward the land surface, triggering 
a series of volcanic eruptions that formed the base 
of the island ofCapraia (between 9 and 4.5 My). 
In other cases, the magmas remained trapped at 
a certain depth w1thin the Earth 's crust, where 
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Island W1dth Length Perimeter Area Max he1ght Inhabitants Pop density Provmce 
(km) (km) (km) (km ' ) (m a.s I ) (no) (no/km') 

Gorgona 1.5 2.15 10 2.23 252 300' 135 Livorno 

capraia 4.0 6.0 30 19.3 445 360 20 Livorno 

Elba 16.0 27.0 147 223.5 1019 35000 157 Uvorno 

Pianosa 4.6 5.8 26 10.2 29 5' <1 Livorno 

Montecristo 3.5 3.5 16 10.4 645 3' <1 L1vorno 

Giglio 4.0 6.7 28 21 .2 496 1400 66 Grosseto 

Glannutrl 0.5 2 6 11 2.6 93 20 8 Grosseto 

' 'I he number ofinhabitants on Gorgona includes the approx. SO residents and the prisoners. Pianosa is inhabited by 

prisoner-workers from the prison at Porto Azzurro (Elba), whilst Montecristo is only inhabited by the national forestry 

wrvice (Corpo Forcstalc dd/o Stcrto) wardens who manage the island. 

lable 13.1 : Data about the main islands of the Tuscan Archipelago. 

their slow cooling formed the granitic masses that 
today emerge at Monte Capanne (Elba) and on the 
1 ~ 1.1 nds ofMontecristo and Giglio. These magma tic 
l'vcnts were also associated with the development 
or significant metamorphic phenomena that 
.11fccted pre-existing rock formations and led to 
, urrcnt configuration of the island ofGorgona. 

I luring the oscillations in sea level resulting from 
~l.n:ial and interglacial periods, the whole of the 
luscan Archipelago was affected by submergence 

.1nd emergence phenomena. At the start of the 
Pllo(ene (circa 5.2 My), sea level rise toward the 
\ppcnnine range created numerous new islands 
th.lt were connected again to the mainland as a 
rl·~ult of sea level retreat at the end of the Pliocene 
(wra 2 My) (Lanza, 1984). The formation of 
l'wlllsa, the youngest island in the Archipelago, 
Jn.ldc up of sedimentary rocks and seashell 
.t~lumulations, dates back to this period. During 
lh~· Wurmian glacial period (circa 75,000-11,000 
r~·.~rs ago), the sea level dropped to as much 

as lOOm below the current level and Elba was 
joined to the mainland and to Pianosa, leaving 
only Gorgona, Capraia, Montccristo, Giglio and 
Giannutri as tslands (Ambrosetti ct al., 1979) 
(Figure 13.1)_ Subsequently, the sea level started to 
rise again slowly, until it reached the current level, 
thereby producing an archipelago of seven islands. 

The Tuscan Archipelago presents a mineralogical 
and minerary heritage of considerable 
importance, known and exploited economically 
since ancient times. Whilst the island of Elba 
is undoubtedly the most important and best 
known area, mineral deposits also occur on the 
islands of Montecristo, Giglio and Giannutri 
(Carobbi & Rodolico, 1976; Orlandi & Pezzotta, 
1996). On Elba, on the basis of geological layout 
and mineralogical characteristics, it is possible to 
distinguish two main typologies of iron bearing 
deposits: haematite and magnetite. Some of the 
intrusive plutonic formations of the Archipelago 
are crossed by aplitic layers within which one finds 
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crystals of tourmaline, topaz, beryl, garnet and 

other more or less rare species. On Giglio, one can 

find pyrite lemes and small veins of multi metal 

sulphides. Such mmeraltzat1on, similarly to what 

is encountered in southern Tuscany, can be traced 

back to the hydrothermal phenomen01 of the final 

pha:.e of Appennimc orogencs 1s. The superficial 

alteration of the pyrite mass has produced a 

limonitic and alunitic covering layer from which 

alum used to be extracted in the past. 

13.2.3 Climate and hydrology 

l11e climate of the Tuscan Islands IS predominantly 

determined by a Mt.'tiiterranean·type atmosphenc 

circulation system, charactenzed by an alternation 

of air masses of tropical origin in summer and others 

of maritime polar ongm m winter, with intermediate 

~pring and autumn ~cason.~. On Elba, the well· 

developed orography and the presence of some high 

peaks result in a more complex chmat1c regime. The 

total solar rad1at1on, as measured on the stations on 

Elba and Pianosa, is equivalent to 375 and 351 call 

cm1 lg re:.pectively. These arc very high values, h1gher 

than those tor mainland Tuscany and other coastal 

centres of southern and insular Italy. Elba:. average 

annual temperature hovers around t5•C, and IS 

related to the mild winter and temperate .;ummer 

seao;on." (mean winter and summer temperatures: 

8 9S C and 22·23"C respectively) However, at 

Monte Capannc, altitudes higher than IOOOm 

frequently result m a lowering of temperature to 

belowO~C,whil~tthchighertemperature!>aremainly 

relevant to thecoa.,tal LOnes, located at lower alt1tudcs 

and under the sea's constant mfluencc. l11c annual 

thermal variation.<;, which are of about 16"C and vary 

accordmg to altitude and di!>tance from the sea, arc 

les!. than those registered at the same d1stance from 

the coast inmamlandTuscany.AII in all, there is a rise 

m temperatures from orth toward:. South. 

Rainfall patterns follow a typical Mediterranean 

trend and are relatively homogeneous acros.\ 
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the whole territory, peaking 111 autumn-winter 

and reaching the1r minimum period in summer. 

Around Poggio Elba, one of the stations with 

most rainfall, orographic precipitation adds to 

<.. ydonic rainfall patterns and amounts to a total 

of940 mm annually, in contrast to SS6 mm at the 

city of Portoferraio. The mean rainfall, calculated 

for the time period between 1957 and 1996, ha~ 

shown an alternation of very ramy periods and 

others of extreme drought. Evapotranspiration 

rates arc generally higher than rainfall rates, with .1 

consequent water defiCit 111 summer and a recharge 

of hydroJog~eal resources in winter. l11e iS!>UC of 

water resource availability i:. common to all the 

blands of the Archipelago, due to the restricted 

aquifers and the lim1ted extent and ephemeral 

torrential character of its ~urfacc water flow. In 

fact, the mode~t site of the w.ltersheds and thl' 

s teeply sloping watcrcour.o;e.~ arc the main factor~ 

that lead to extremely rapid water accumulation 

and Hash floods alter high-intensity rainstorms ol 

even short duration. For example, in September 

1992 heavy rainfall and a .sea tornado caused .1 

torrent that descended from Colle de1 Lecci on 

Montecristo i~land and earned 40,000 tonne' 
of material into the sea in a single night, forming 

a 40m-dcep, lOOm wide beach at Cala Maestr.1 

(Plate I ~ - 1 ). 

13.2.4 Floristic aspects 

The level of knowledge concerning tlora is not 

homogeneous across the islands of the Tuscan 

Archipebgo (Paoli & Romagnoli, 1976; Arrigoni 

& DiTommaso, 1981; Filipcllo & Sartori, 198l 

Foggi & Gngiom, 1999); however on the basis (ll 

current knowledge, the tloristic diversity of thl· 

islands, bar-ed on the number of species ofvascub1 

planh, can be~ummarizcd thus (Foss1lnnamorat1, 

1983, 1989, 1990, 1994; Bocchieri, 1995; Garban 

& Bor£atti von Loewenstern, 2005) (see als11 

Figure 2).An analy~is of the endemic taxa indicate~ 
that theo;c are predommantly sub specific or arc 
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' Pl·dcs that arc only weakly differentiated from 
till· wrrespond ing species on Sardinian-Corsican 
111 Tyrrhenian lands, illustratmg the bridging 

ell the Tuscan Archipelago With the Sardmlan 
t ursican landmass and the Italian mainland. 
( .enerally, analysis of the individual io;lands' flora 

identifies Capraia and Montecristo as belonging 
lu the Sardinian-Corsican domam, and the other 

., l.mds to the Ligurian-Tyrrhenian domain of the 
lt.tlian peninsula. 

\mong the plant species present in the Tw.can 
\rchipelago, one also encounters invasive exotk 

' pecics with a potential for competition with 
I Ill· native flora, which therefore tend to create 

lll'W interactions and equilibria in the overall 
l'l'gctation patterns as niche space is filled. 1l1e 

' Pl'Cies that has proven to be most invasive in 
1 hi.' archipelago is Ailanthus altissima, especially 
nn Montecristo and Capraia (Plate 13.2). Alc;o 

1 .. l.\lly invasive arc Cmpobrotus acmaciformc and 

l~cii'C amcricarw in the coastal areas, Opuutw 
ftc IIS·indica, some species of Acacia and various 
nlher exotic ruderals. Widespre.\d among thc~c 

.ll'l' Oxalis pes-caprae in the olive groves and 
'-,mccio mikanioidcs in the uncultivated meadow~ 
.1nd within the garrigues. 

t )n the basis of their geographic and 

phytodimatic position, the idands of the 

> 
~ 
Cl.. 

i 

Fgure 13.2: Species number of 
vascular plants in the minor islands 
compared to those of Sardegna 
ISland (24090 km2) and of the Pisa 
province (2444 km2). 

Archipelago arc predominantly ch.uacteri:t.ed 

by evergreen Mcdtterrancan sdcrophyllou~ 

vegetation types that arc more or less xerophytic. 
In fact, on average, the low height of the island~ 

i-. not conducive to significant variations in the 
vegetational charactcnst1cs. Human interference 
along the centuries has dra~tically reduced the 

original forc~t cover in favour of degradational 
~ere~, cult1vatcd lands, atlorcstcd areas and 

ornamental gardens. The current vegetational 
situation in the Tu.o,can Archipelago is a mosaic 

of predominantly human-influenced typologies: 
(i) wnal vegetation, determmcd mainly by local 
climatiC condition~ and more or less mod1fied 

by human action and (ii) awnal vegetation, 

determined mamly by the particular ecology of 
the .,itc (Plate~ U . hnd n.4). 

The evergreen sderophyllou~ high woodlands 
arc all that i-; left of the ongmal forest; these .lrc 
rare and Olcupy limited areas due to repeated 

fires followed by graLing. The maquis and low 
matorral-!Jkc evergreen woodland~ arc the 

dcgradational scres of the evergreen forest. On 
Montccri.,to, the intensity of gra:t.ing by feral 

goats has resulted in abnormal dominance of the 
unpalatable Enca arborca. 

After repeated fi reo;, followed by eros JOn and ru noll: 

induced denudation, htghcr levels of degradation 
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are reached, characterized by infiltration of sun

loving species. Thermophilous coastal woodlands 
(Myrto-Pistaetetum lentisci, Phrllyreo angustifolrae· 
Juniperetum turbmatae and Teucrio-Juniperetum 
phoeniceae) are present on all the islands; they often 

occupy coastal slopes and conserve charactemtics 
associated with human ab~ence. The destruction 

of the evergreen sclerophyllous forest cover, 

frequently accompanied by land degradation 
and soil erosion, favours the establishment of 
numerous c;un-loving species with a low-maquis 

or garrigue aspect. Among these, two groups 
can generally be distinguished: silicicoles and 

calcicoles. The calcicole groupings, usually highly 
xerophytic, often belong to the phytosociological 

associations Rosmarinetea, whereas the sihcicoles 
often correspond to the Osto Lavanduletea. In 
an area where the potential climax is made up of 

woody species, the therophytic meadows represent 

the last stage of the anthropogenic degradation 
cycle caused by eradication, cultivation, fires and 

repeated intensive grazing. 

Cork oak woodlands (Quercus suber) are present 
on Giglio, Gorgona and Capraia, apart from Elba, 

where the species is thought to be native (Gatteschi 
& Arretini, 1989). The cork oak is present as a 
dominant tree m the heath and Arbutus unedo 
maquis, or el~e is found together with the holm oak in 
the Vibumo-Quercetum ilicls assoc1at10n. Deciduous 
broad leaved woodlands arc hardly present in the 

whole Archipelago and are reprc.'>entcd by chestnut 

groves that were probably planted in place of the 
origmal mesophytic holm oak copses. The chestnut 

tree was mtroduced into the Archipelago in ancient 
tunes (Gatte.~chi & Arretmt, 1989), and chestnut 

woodlands are currently present on Giglio and 
Gorgona as small localized populations. Currently, 

pine woodland~ (Pinus pmaster, P. pinea and P. 
halepensrs) are present on Capra1a, Giglio, Gorgona, 
and P1anosa. On MontecrL~to, one finds P. halepensrs 
and P. pmea, and on Giannutri only P. halepensrs. It L'i 

hkely that none of the pine species is native to the 
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Archipelago. Their widespread distribution arise' 
from the afforestation projects of the 20'"' centur}·· 

mostlycarriedoutbetween 1950and 1970. 

Analysis of the important habitats and plant 

communities from a landscape perspective cannot 
be dissociated from what we have seen about 
the vegetation types present in the Archipelago 

and the general trends in the vegetation cover. 
Overall, forest habitats are ~carce and frequent!)' 
damaged by fire. Over the centuries, the use of 

much of the territory for graling and the resident 
populatiOns' need for firewood resulted in the 

almost complete disappearance of the forest cover 
by the start of the 20'h century, with serious s01l 
dctenoration throughout. In more recent time,, 

the strong decline in grazing and the progressiw 
abandonment of extensive agricultural lands 

have inverted the declining trend 111 forest cover 
However, the fire risk remains, especially as a result 
of increased touristic-recreational usc in summer. 

The coa~t.. of the Tuscan Archipelago arc 
predominantly rocky and prone to the effe~h 

of marine aerosol~. Beyond the maximum level 

reached by marine waves, the first vegetation •·' 
necessarily composed of a few halophytic specit:' 
of lithophiles and aerohalinc cha~mophilcs. Dul' 

to the coastal morphology of the islands, beach 
dune systems are rare and, where existent, tlw 

psammophylic vegetation of the coastal dune' 
was mostly destroyed or impoverished due to 

human impact. Today, such vegetation is absent 
from Gorgona, Capraia, Montecristo, G•annutn 

and Giglio. Only Pianosa rctamo; ~me more or 

less degraded relics of this vegetation type. In .1!1 
instances, the psammophilc.~ of the more landwanl 
dunes and hind-dune.'> are mis~mg. A~ we have seen, 

the islands of the Archipelago arc practically devo1d 
of perennial water resources and con.,equently 
freshwater vegetation made of floating-root 

hydrophytes and marshland helophytes and 

hygrophytcs is extremely rare. One rare exampk· 
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I~ the Stagnone di Capraia (Foggi & Grigioni, 1999; 
lll)!.~i et al., 2001). 

Not withstanding its in~ular fragmentation, the 
luscm Archipelago acts as a bridge between 
tht· Sardinian-Corsican floristic domain and the 
lt.•li.m penmsula. Sardinian-Corsican character 
h most evident in the westernmost islands; 
Mmi l.uly, the easternmost island!> are affected 
tno1-e by peninsular influences. Nevertheless, the 
phytogeographical evaluation of these Islands 
1\ nvcrshadowed by the profound modifications 
Inflicted by human impact. Indeed, the original 
forest communities have been almost all 
wmpletely eliminated, with drastic changes 
In the environmental and landscape context. 
I his has had important repercussions on the 
undergrowth vegetation (nemoral, mesophylic 
.111d sciaphylic flora), which has been largely 
di.~placed and sub~tituted by sun-loving low 
,hrubs and hcrbaceou~ plants. In parallel, the 
l'l.mds' vegetation has suffered from the influence 
ni' invasive exotic species, introduced deliberately 
or accidentally by the human agency. 

13.2.5 Faunistic aspects 

I h ~.: terrestrial and freshwater-aquatic invertebrate 
t.•una of the Tuscan Archipelago is composed of 
l1w main elements: 

I. endemic species derived from 
Palaeotyrrhenic, Sardo-Corsican, western 
Mediterranean and northern Appenninic 
populations; 

2. elements ofSardo-Corsican biogeography; 
3. elements of western-Mediterranean 

distribution; 
4. relicts of particular ecological situations; 

and 
5. frigophilic elements (evidence of 

Quaternary displacement toward south 
west during the last glaciations). 

In terms of invertebrate populations, the main 
islands of the Archipelago are easily grouped into 
two distinct clusters, one (Elba, Pianosa, Gorgona 
and Giglio) with predominant Tyrrhenic
Appenninic affinity, and the other (Capraia 
and Montecristo) with greater Sardo-Corsican 
affinity (Baccetti B., 1976; Bernini, 1976; Dallai, 
1976; Gardmi, 1976; Giusti, 1976; Marcellino, 
1976; Minelli, 1976) . In the islands with greater 
environmental diversity and greater spatial extent 
and/ or altitude (Capraia, Elba, Montecristo 
and Giglio), the presence of heterogeneous 
environmental conditions (a marked zonation 
into altitude bands) and the primary presence 
of numerous springs and small water bodies 
has permitted a colonization by invertebrates 
of extremely varied biogeographtcal ongin 
and environmental typology. In this context, 
the relative proximity to the mainland and the 
'stepping stone' effect have rendered the Tuscan 
Archipelago one of the richest and most diverse 
island areas in the western Mediterranean (cj 
other islands of the Tyrrhenian basin and circum· 
Sicilian island~) . 

The Tuscan Archipelago's herpetofauna comists 
of S species of anuran amphibians and 12 species 
of reptiles (1 tortoise, 7lizards, 4 snakes); none of 
these is endemic. Five species have a pan-European 
distribution, four have an Appen n ink distribut ion, 
three have a Tyrrhenian distribution, another 
three arc of Euro-Ccntroasian distribution, and 
the last two species have a bolo-Mediterranean 
distribution. According to recent studies (Zuffi 
& Bonnet, 1999), Vipera hugy1 was imported into 
Montecristo in relatively ancient times. The island 
with most species (3 amphibians, 12 reptiles) is 
Elba; in terms of size, it much larger than the others 
and consequently has greater habitat diversity. 

From an ornithological perspective, the islands 
of the Tuscan Archipelago harbour numerous 
species of particular importance at both national 
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and community level (Tcllini Florenzano et a/., 
1997). In total, the islands of the Arch1pclago are 

the nesting ~ite of circa 70 ~pccies which make 
up 40.6% of the specie~ that breed regularly in 
Tuscany. The total number of wintering species 

i~ 7 5, equivalent to 43'\> of the wintering species 
in Tuscany. Yet the greatest importance of the 

Archipelago from an ornithological perspective 
is its role dunng migration, especially in spring. in 
fact, for successful migration toward their summer 

stations in Europe, many bird species from sub 
Sah.uan regions dcpenll on habitat mtegrity and 

tood avail.lbility along their migratory route. 
Th•~ has been demonstrated by ~tudies carried 
out between 1988 and 1999 by ornithologists 

from the lsfltuta Nazw~~erlc della FtWIW Sdvatiw 
on Giannutri, Montecristo .md Capraia, <llld 

ecologists from the 1.-trtuta per Ia Studio dcgli 
Ewsistcuri tid C.N.Jt on Montccristo (Baccetti cl 
trl., 1990 ). 

According to current knowledge, the islands 

of the Tuscan Archipelago '>upport at least .~u 

ditferent mammalian ~pec1es, .1nd species richness 
is ~imil.u to that encountered in other ltali.w 

minor isbnd'> (Amon cl lll., 199\ Spagncsi & 
Toso, 1999), ex1..ept for the Arttodactyla which 
,ue p.uticularly well-represented here. All the 
ungulate species present in the 1sland., have 
been introdu1..ed by man. ·n,ese interventiom 

'>tarted off m .mc1ent time~. probahly tor pastoral 
purpose'>, as in the ca.\c of the Montecri~to goat, 

and continued up to recent times, mainly for 

hunting purpose.'>. in some mstan1..es, a~ in the ca~c 
of the Montecn~to goat, ~uch introductions have 

heavily intluenced the evolution of the i'>land~' 

phytococno~i1o. 1l1e ongm of the Montecri~to 

goat (Capm trcgagm~ /ui'CU$) population i'> not 
known w1th certamty. Some authors link it with 

the mtroduction of the A. ... iatic Capm acgagrus, 
at the time of it~ domestication m the Neolithic, 
from the Middle East into the Mediterranean 

islands, from the VII-VI 1\\lllcnnium B.C. 
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onwards. Some of these populations, includin~ 

that ofMontecristo, arc thought to have survived 

till today, reinforced by later (and even relativd) 
recent) introductions. Other populations, .1' 
in the case of Giglio and Capraia, disappeared 

in historical times. The repeated introduction 
of new stock on Montecristo is probably thl· 
underlying reason for the genetic variation ul 

this population, which is higher than in soml· 
domestic breeds. Furthermore this population 
exhibits morpho-phenotypic similarities to tlw 
populations of Crete .1nd the Aegean Island, 
and to the Asiatic C. tlcgagms. ·n,e changes in tlw 

Montecristo goat throughout human history arl· 
poorly documented. Nevertheless, it appears th.1t 

the population, which was the target of huntin~ 
activity and poaching, was rather small until thl· 
1950s, when it was even thought to he in danger ol 

extinction .In the 197l)s, after it had been protected 

from hunting and poaching, the population 
started to increase .md w.1s estimated at 270·3.'10 
head by the mid-1970s, and at770 head in 1992.1n 

recent years, the population has been kept under 
control through culling operations conducted b) 
the Carpv /-orcs talc della SttiiV in colhboration with 

tire lstJtuto NaziVIwlc della Ft~~ma Sclvalica. 

13.2.6 Human impact 

In the Tuscan islands, notably Elba and PJanm.l , 
the environment has heen influenced and 

mod1fied by m;u\ at least since the Copper Agl' 
(IV Ill millennium B.C.). Greek literary soun.c,, 
from the Hll' century B.C. onwards, considert·d 

the Tuscan Archipelago as a water resource. In 

eftcct, as inferred from the study of old shipwrec~' 
in the upper Tyrrhenian Sea, the islands of tlw 
Archipelago had a role as 'navigation assistant\' 

Colonizers and navigators from Greece or A.~1.1 
Minor (especially between the 8th and 6th centur) 

B.C.), needed a series of resting places where the) 

could find food and water. Between the 91h and X'" 
century B.C.,afterthe Etruscans started developing 
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~ tltl'S instead of villages, Elba appears to have been 

pro~rcssively depopulated. Subsequently, the 

'' '·' mls of the Archipelago were assigned individual 
tt.llncs (Elba was called Aethalia, Capraia Aigilon, 

\'1<.) .1nd their geographical significance became 
tmnly established. Iron resources on Elba 
\Wrl' exploited by mainland Populonia and no 

lntportant permanent settlement was established 
1111 the island, since the coast between the Italian 
tll.tinland and Corsica was an 'Etruscan lake'. 

~l.tttcrs changed considerably in the S'" century 

li.C. when, with the progressive waning of the 
I 1 ruscan maritime power, the major city-states 

nl Magna Graecia and Sicily started venturing 

111111 the Tyrrhenian Sea. This new situation forced 
l'olmlo11ia to fortify the coast, including Elba and 
the minor islands, by constructing a network 

ol strategically-located small fortifications that 
would guarantee control over the mercantile 

routes whilst also defending the landing places 
tnd mineral extraction sites. l11is effectively 

dosed off and militarized the islands, since the 
lnrtresses were laid out in a manner that provided 
u1mplete visual coverage over the whole tract of 

,c.1 surrounding the islands. Even on Capraia, 
( ,orgona, Montecristo and Giglio the landing 

points were strengthened. This period, which 
n 1incided with intense shipbuilding, construction 

.111d metalworking activity on the mainland, 
,,,w very intense environmental impact due to 
Clllltinuous and extensive logging at the expense 

nf the wooded areas that were present on all the 
aslands. 

Even after the advent of Roman military power 
(YJ·2"'1 century B.C.), the Tuscan tsland"' 
lixtifications were retained, to protect the 

Etruscan coast against attacks from Carthaginian 

hases in Sardinia. However, between the 3'11 and 
I'' century B.C., the islands' fortified and strategic 
.t~pect became less important. lhe fortresses 

hccame nuclei around which new agricultural 

'ettlements were developed, and Elba became self 

sufficient in terms of food resources. In the case of 
the other islands, the situation was more complex. 
The islands, relatively rich in water but spatially 

restricted, could only satisfy the needs of limited 

human communities, and they continued to play 
only a minor role as stepping stones in the system of 
Tyrrhenian sea-routes. This phase lasted until well 

into the first half of the I''century B.C. Meanwhile, 
the fortresses were progressively abandoned in 
favour of more open coastal settlements. From the 

I" century B.C. onwards, imposing and luxurious 
maritime villas were constructed on the islands 
· at least three on Elba, two on Pianosa, and one 

each on Capraia, Gorgona, Giglio and Giannutri . 

The maritime villas were originally intended for 
use as country-houses, and they were equipped 
with baths, gardens, gymnasia and coastal bathing 

facilities. In order to generate some income, they 
also reared a number of valuable species of fish 
which would then be sold in nearby markets. 

This situation did not last long and the maritime 

villas, too costly to run and maintain, especially 
on the minor islands, were soon abandoned. 

l11e extractive and metalworking industries 
also declined and the coastal landscape saw the 
development of new inhabited agglomerations. 

On the Tuscan tslands, as in the case of all Roman 
Italy, people sought to live in ~ettlement~ that, even 
if too ~mall to be con~idered a.\ cities, o;till had thetr 

place~ of won.hip, markets, and o;octal life. Sites 
of thio; type have been identified around the re
utilized maritime villa-; on Elba, Capraia, Pianoo;a 

and Giglio. These new ~ettlements, between the 

I' ' and 3"1 century A.D., were at the centre of the 
important goods trade and played an important 
role in the tsland!.' transition into late antiquity. 

l11rivmg mercantile activity declined rapidly wtth 
the onset of the Vandalic incursions of the mid 5'~ 

century A.D. The communities survived and were 

christened, and the blands (formerly a country 
retreat) became places of meditation and worslup. 
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A first community of Basilian monk.~ established 
itself on Capraia in the latter half of the 4' century 
and other monasteries were set up on Gorgona, 
Montecristo (Plate 13.4) and Pianosa. 

The monks gave a new look to the island land~cape.s. 
Near the coast, they developed fishing-related 
structures, whilst in the island~' intenor they built 
churchesandoratories, and terraced the land to create 
orchards, vineyard~ and olive groves. After the long, 
dark early-mediaeval pha.~e (6•h.J(Jd' century), an 
important revival came wtth the Archipelago's entry 
into the sphere ofinfluence of the maritime Republic 
ofPisa, except for the island ofCaprata which formed 
part of the Genoese dominions. The IJ'h century saw 
the return of Elbas dual role, as a military outpost 
for the control of the Tyrrhenian Sea and (together 
with Giglio) as a minerary resource extraction site. 
The clashes between Genoa and Pisa for maritime 
supremacy in the Mediterranean culminated in the 
battle ofMeloria, m 1284, which saw the total rout of 
the Pisans. Thereafter, the mhabitants of the Tuscan 
Archipelago, who had remamed faithful to Pisa, 
faced a new phase of decline between the 14"' and 
IS'" centurie~ which even degenerated mto a state 
of famine. This led to the almost total depopulation 
of the islands. The Archipelago then became the 
property of numerous feudal lords who from time 
to time would decide to sell the islands. Meanwhile, 
intent on keeping Spanish power at bay, France 
sought the help of Barbaro:-~a, who ratt~acked the 
islands twice in ten years and took many islanders into 
slavery. With the rise of Cosi mo l de Medici, who was 
determmed to defeat the p1rates, Elba experienced a 
new phase of prosperity but thi, wa.s not shared by the 
other island~, smaller and remoter, which continued 
to face piratical raids. In 1561 alter <;everal attempts, 
the Order of Santo Stefano was founded, when pope 
Pius IV came to power. The Order had rules ~imilar 
to those of the Gerosolmitan Order,aimedat fighting 
the Turks and Mediterranean pirates espec1ally in the 
Tyrrhenian Sea where Cosimo had recently founded 
the new city ofLivorno (Leghorn). 
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After the I SS3 ao;sault, Pianosa neverrecovered and 
remained almost completely uninhabited. During 
the 18th century, the Archipelago was claimed 
by various European powers, and experienced .w 

alternation of French, Italian, Spanish and even 
English ma.'iters, until m 1803 Elba and some of 

the minor i~lands became part of Napoleonil 
France. As from 1814, Napoleon changed Elba·, 
set-up, upgrading its public infrastructure and 
constructing palaces and v1llas, with the islander,· 
approval. In the same period, the landscape ol 

Ptanosa was transformed as an attempt to render 
it more amenJble to cereal cultivation. 

Meanwhile, Capraia registered a sharp drop in 
population from 1800inhabitantsin 1790toSOOin 
1817, and a freeport and a tobacco manufacturing 
enterprise were established to address the problem 
In 1856, the Lorena transformed Pianosa into .1 
prison, thereby creating ltaly'1> first agricultur.1l 
penal colony and necessitating the construction 
of numerous ancillary structures thJt radicallr 
changed the landscape particularly in the south 
eastern part of the island near the ~mall inhabited 
area (Plate 13-9. After the unification of Italy, 
other similar colonies were established on Capr;u.l 
and Gorgon a. During this period, a lighthouse w,,, 
constructed on Giannutri, wh1ch h.1d remainl'd 
uninhabited for numerou.\ years and there w,1, 
an unsuccessful attempt to establi~h agricultur.1l 
activity on the island. l11e1r .~tatus as a perul 
agricultural colony had a profound eftcct on till' 
future landscape of the three island!., especially 
because other interventions and public accc" 
were limited, at least until the establishment of 
the National Park of the Tu1>can Archipelago in 
1996. On C.1praia, the prison was dosed down 111 

1986 and all the structure~, whtch remained stah· 
property, were abandoned. In November 200X, 
the Italian Supreme Court (Corte Suprema tf, 
Cassa::wne) has decreed that the e~tates (I SOOh.1, 
almost 78~ of the whole island) Jnd building:-. 
that once belonged to the now-disused pen.1l 
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wlony, and which are Government property, are 

lo be allocated for civil use under the ownership 
ol the individual residents of Capraia, and that 

I he property is to be managed by the island 's 
wrnmune. On Pianosa, the penal colony was closed 

down and reopened as a high-security prison at 
I h~· start of the 1990s alter the construction of 
uunbersome structures. Its definite closure in 

19l)R was followed by years of abandonment and 
Institutional conflicts on the island's fate. On the 

ol her hand, the penal colony on Gorgona is still 
lunctional and highly productive in terms ofboth 

.1~riculture and fish-farming. 

I he islands of Giannutri, Montecristo and Giglio 

h.1d an entirely different fate. Giannutri came 
under private ownership in the early 1900s; it then 

dunged ownership repeatedly and was practically 
1h.mdoned, until in the 1960s, it was affected 

hy land parcelling and villa construction and 
the development of an airstrip for small aircralt, 
\\hich resulted in considerable environmental 

tk·struction. Montecristo was acquired in the mid-
19'1' century by the English botanist G. Watson 
l.1ylor who, apart from constructing a villa and 

11 ~ .1ncillary facilities, created a sort of botanical 

~.mien and introduced numerous alien species 
111lo the islands including the tree of heaven 

\ \ rlanthus altissima). Alter becoming a hunting 

reserve of the Italian royal family, in the 1960s it 

'' .1s threatened by pressures fort he development of 
.111 exclusive touristic nautical dub. It then passed 

under the stewardship of the Corpo Forestale dello 
\lalo instead, and was declared a land-based 
N.1ture Reserve and a European Biogenetic 

Reserve, and eventually it was incorporated into 
the National Park. In the case of Giglio, the end 
of the 18'h century and the cessation of corsair 

t .1ids brought about mo re socio-political stability, 

wh ich favoured demographic and economic 
r~·covery. The economy came to depend on the 
resumption of agriculture (especially viticulture) 

(PIJ.te 13.6), the commencement of mineral 

explOitation at Campese, and the reopening of 

granite quarries. After closure of the pyrite mine 

in 1962, tourism (Giglios mainstream activity 
today) took off. This L"land, the only one among 
the mtnor islands to have historically consolidated 

settlements (Giglio Porto, Giglio Castello and 
Campese) is nevertheless completely dependent 
on the mainland. Tourist influx, which is ten times 

greater than the resident population, has resulted 
in considerable urban sprawl, at an even higher 
rate than the rest of the province of Grosseto. 

Currently, the demand for local products has acted 

as an incentive for the resumption of viticulture 
for the production of wme of certified local origin 
(Denommazione di Orrgme Controllata, DOC), 

which in turn has reinstated a small fraction of the 
island's old terraced vineyards. 

13.2.7 Management issues 

Whilst, from a strategic perspective, the Tuscan 

Archipelago should be considered as a single 

system {the Parco Nazionale delli\rcipelago Toscano), 
the positions and roles of the individual islands 
present different characteristics that are not only 

geographical but also historic, landscape-related 
and institutional. Furthermore, the northern 
islands, which form part of the province of Livomo 
(Leghorn), are closely linked in terms ofboth access 

arrangements and resource planning, whereas the 
islands of Giglio and Giannutri have a greater relation 
with the events on the nearby coast of the mainland 

province of Grosseto. The current landscape aspect 
of the Tuscan islands is the product of profound 
historic transformations, which occurred more or 

less rapidly along the centuries till today, and which 

eventually became stabilized. 

The management of these islands requires particular 

attention, taking into account three fundamental 
factors: (i) the naturalistic aspect, (ii) the historical 

and landscape aspect, and (iii) the economic aspect, 

which depends on the first two. Whilst, in theory, 
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the Archipelago's almo~t complete inclusion in a 
national park guarantees nature·, landscape· and 
heritage-oriented management of the land territory, 
certain management initiatives (even some of those 
implemented with Communityassistance) are highly 
questionable. One example 1s the rat (Rattus mttus) 
extermination campaign, targeted very narrowly at 
the improved reproductive success of some marine 
or rupestral bird species and based on the usc ofbaits 
that contam second-generation anticoagulants such 
as brod ifacoum (Anon., 2007).1 n fact, this ~ubstance 
is mainly administered not through the d1stnbution 
of closed pla.~tic packets but rather through high
altitude discharge from helicopters. The direct and 
indirect effects on other vertebrates are not fully 
clear, whilst nothing at all is known of the effects on 
other terrestnal (worms and arthropods), marine 
and coastal fauna. Other doubt~ arise with respect to 
intervention~ carried out (once again, as part of the 
project for conservation of marine or rupestral birds) 
on the arboreal vegetation, especially the phasing 
out of Aleppo pines in order to reinstate the natural 
character of the island ofPianosa w1thout taking into 
account its history (the island ha~ been inhabited for 
the last 5000 years) and ito; landscape which, even if 
currently abandoned, i~ conspicuow;\y agricultural. 

There is an evident trend towards basing the islands' 
economy predominantly on tourism, as in the case 
of the whole coastal stretch of the nearby mainland. 
Th1s drive, especially in spatially constrained 
contexts such a.~ that of the Tuscan islands, should 
be oriented towards the safeguardmg of local 
natural and landscape characteristics, and should be 
regulated accordingly. The main critical factors of 
concern identified within the Archipelago can largely 
be traced back to touristic act1vity that is geared 
toward unsustainable quick-income economic 
investment, and which overlooks the predominantly 
non-renewable nature of the physical resources that 
make up the site environment and landscape. Such 
tourism, especially that based on beach activity, is 
characterized by seasonal exploitation of resources. 
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The provision of lodging is a supplementary activity 
to tourism, comprising primarily agrotourism and 
bed-and-breakfast accommodation; seasonally 
concentrated demand favours the charging of 
higher tari[o;, A distinction should be made between 
seasonally-intensive beach tourism that tends to 
overwhelm the islands during peak months, and 
cultural-naturalistic tourism which is spread over 
longer periods and is less spatially intensive. Tourism 
activity requires infrastructure (road network, 
accommodation, urbanization, etc.) and services 
(internal connections, links with the mainland, 
potable water supply, wastewater treatment, waste 
collection and disposal, fire-fighting services, health 
services, wardening and site monitoring, etc.) 
which if concentrated in a restricted time period 
become intensified to the point of invasiveness and 
unsustai nability. Conversely, cu It ural nature tourism 
that is more diluted over time can be sustained at the 
same scale, in a manner that is less environmentally
impacting and more easily controlled. 

If the sustainable management of this territory is to 
be guaranteed, in the first place site managers should 
be full-timers, unhindered by f.1shionable amateur 
environmentalism and ideological conditioning, and 
professionally knowledgeable about the initiative:. 
required to promote naturalistic/cultural tourism 
and sustainable maintenance of these particularly 
ddicJ.te environments. Moreover, any ~trategy 

adopted would be more succe.,sful through effective 
con~ultation and involvement of both the ~cientific 
community (which needs to avoid partisan/ 
sectarian f.·u1aticism) and the entrepreneurial 
community (which in turn must avoid ~hort-sighted 
avidity) in s1te management. The management of 
the~e environments must al~o bear in mind that, in 
recent decades, thel>c islands have been characterized 
by partial or total abandonment due to the cessation 
of designated land uses, followed by repopulation 
episodes, with con~equent alteration of both 
economic activities and site integrity and function. 
These changes may consequently necessitate 
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(l11r example) the reactivation of agriculture in 
lk·~r.tded areas, the implementation of reforestation 
pn tgrammes, bans on the introduction of extraneous 
pl.tnt and animal species, and controls on invasive 
~pl·cies that areal ready present (e.g. A ilcmthus altissima 
,tnd 1\attus rattus). 

\~indicated earlier, the islands of the Archipelago 
.ll"l' ~:haracterized by different degrees of integrity 
whid1 vary from almost pristine conditions 
to situations with heavy human interference. 
In our opinion, it is precisely this variation 
wh id1 determines the different grades of 
l'ulnerability and threat. The islands of Gorgona 
.ul\1 Montecristo have the strong advantage of 
h.tving a powerful and dominant managing 
entity, the Ministry for the Interior and the Corpo 
/"on·stale dello Stato respectively, which besides 
lll .maging the territory, also control the tounst 
1nllux (limited to 1000 persons per year on 
l'vlnntecristo). Capraia and Giglio arc spectal case.; 
hccmse they are admini~trativcly autonomous 
u11nmunes (Comune di Caprara Isola, and Comune 
1/1 Isola del Giglio); this autonomy, together with 
the National Park set-up, providec, a reasonable 
).:U.lrantee that the overall site management is 
).:t'ared toward compatible development. For 
t·x.unple, on the island of Capraia, which has an 
ntremely limited road network (800 m), there 
.tn: wmmunal development planning constraints 
which seck the restoration and rc-utilization 
of abandoned buildings that used to torm part 
of the prison complex. On the other hand, 
the situation on Giannutri and Pianosa il> less 
promising, irrespective of ownership (the former 
~~ predominantly private property whilst the latter 
1s exclusively state-owned). The main threats 
presently affecting Pianosa can be termed as 
mwmpetence, contlicting interests and avidity on 
the part of administrators and tourism operators. 
At the end of the 1980s, use of the island as a prison 
w.ts phased out shortly after the completion of 
wmbersomc and costly works to turn it into a 

high-~ecurity pnson. The end of its use as a prison 
brought about numerous conflicting proposals 
for new uses (monastic community, research 
centre, resumption of agricultural activity, 
statton for photovoltaic and wind-driven energy 
generation, etc.) . However, proposals that are 
being more warmly supported, especially by the 
town council that has jurisdiction over the island 
(Campo neii'Eiba, based on the island of Elba) and 
by the relevant tourism operators, are the plans 
for touristic exploitation; it should be borne in 
mind that even today, up to 2SO persons per day 
arc allowed to access the island, despite the lack 
of services. At the end of September 2008, the 
nat1onal mass media announced the possible 
designation of Pianosa as a prison facility for 
incarcerated mothers with infant~ of pre-school 
age and for the reuniting of prisoner couples. 
Essentially, and particularly in the case ofPianosa, 
mdecision about what would be a suitable use of 
the island is fuelled by fragmented responsibilities, 
further compounded by private interests. This 
situation renders futile all the ad hoc interventions 
that are undertaken sporadically (e.g. restoration 
of buildings), effectively favouring the general 
degradation of the island itself. 

13.3 The island of Camino 
(Kemmuna) 

13.3.1 Geographical context 

The Maltese Islands arc located in the central 
Mediterranean,93 km south ofllozzallo in Sicily and 
288 km from Tunisia. They consist of Malta (246.51 
km2

), Ghawdex/Gozo (6S.79 km2
) , Kcmmuna 1 

Comino (2.76 km2
)

1
, and a few uninhabited islets: 

The nantes Gmo Commo and Commotto arc old, es 

tablishcd Italian versions of the ~~lands' Maltese names 

(Ghawdcx, Kenununa an<l Kcmmunctt}. 
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Selmunett/ 11-Gi:ejjer (St. Paul's Islands, 0.\0 km1), 

Kemmunett/ Cominotto (0.10 km~) and Filfla (0.06 
km2

) . The coastal perimeters are well-indented: 
Malta 183.99 km, Gozo 53.74 km, Comino 12.18 
km, Selmunett 2.28 km, Commotto I.87 km, Filfla 
1.02 km.z The Archipelago constitutes a tmy Island
nation with a population of 433,598 (Vella, 2008) 
concentrated within a total area of 3I6 km1. The 
extremely high population density (1 ,372 persons 
per km!) is unevenly distributed. C irca 400,000 
are concentrated on Malta and about 30,000 on 
Gozoi only 4 people live on Comino {density: 
1.4 persons per km!) despite its strategic position 
between Malta and Gozo. The island of Ma Ita hosts 
most of the main towns and commercial centres, 
and most of the national mfrastructure mcludmg3 
large harbour~ and an international airport. Gozo\ 
peripheral location and smaller economic base 
render it largely dependent on Malta, but it is an 
1mportant touristic/ recreational destination and is 
served by an efficient car ferry service. 

The environmental context of Malta and Gozo 
is altogether different from that of nearby small 
islands, due to intense economic activities, 
numerous urban settlements, well-developed 
infrastructure, high traffic flows, and a high 
population dens1ti . In contrast, Comino's 
negligible population and limited economic 
activity mean that its natural environment still 
outweighs human presence throughout much 

2 D1rect measurements (Mapmfo); other figures quoted 

m official statistics indicate 136 km for Malta and 43 km 

for Gozo, without any md1cat10n for Commo and the 

smaller islets. 

3 Compare the above figures with analogous statistics for 

nearby central Med1terranean 1slands. Pantcllcna (7,788 

persons in 83.02 km 1 • 94 ab.km') (Comuni ltaliani.it, 

n.d.], Lampedusa (S,SOO residents m 20 km! =27S ab.km') 

[lampedusav•llagg~ocom, 20081 and Lmosa (420 person~ 

in 5.4 km1 • 78 ab.km2) {B1ckel, 2002: , an<l with the details 

provided for the Tuscan Archipelago in Table 13.1. 
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of the year. However, its popular beaches arl' 
accessed by frequent pedestrian ferries from both 
Malta and Gozo and the peak intlux of day-tripper\ 
and private boats results in overcrowding in the 
island's most popular site in summer. Vehicul.u 
access to Comino is uneconomical; however, the 
island does have a rudimentary road network and 
a ro-ro quay for ad hoc ~hipment of vehicles Ill 

serve the island's few establishments and limited 
infrastructure. 

13.3.2 Origins, geology and landform 

The Maltese Archipelago is part of the Pelagian 
platform between Sicily and Tunisia, and ~~ 

physically connected to the Hyblean plateau of 
Sicily by a submerged ridge th.lt separates the 
Sicily Channel from the Ionian Basin (Admiralty 
Survey.~, 1988). The islands arc composed ol 
sedimentary rocks formed on the ancient seabell 
between the late Oligocene J.nd bte Miocene, 
J.nd have a simple stratigraphical ('layer cake') 
structure with occasionally sharp transition~ 

between di lferent strata due to variations in seabed 
conditions. Five main geological formations can 
be d istmgmshed {Oil Exploration Directorate, 
199J ), I isted in order of decreasing age: 

I. Lower coralline limestone, J. thick layer 
(>140 m) of hard limestone containing 
fossilized corals and algae; 

2. Globigerma lime~tone, a yellowish fine 
gramcd limestone, 20 200 m thick, 
formed from microscopic foraminiferan 
shells; 

3. Blue clay, a 20 70 m layer of marl; 
4. Greensand, a very thin (1-10 m) sandy layer; 
S. Upper coralline limestone, similar 

to lower coralline limestone, and 
usually limited to thin hill capping~ 
but occasionally exceeding ISO m in 
thickness (Ped ley eta/., 2002). 

These mam formations arc subdivided mto 
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nll'mbers, which may differ considerably in 
~ nmposition, physical properties and erosional 
dt.~racteristics, especially the Globigerina 
l11 ncstone members and the coralline limestone 
llll'lllbers. Only upper coralline limestone and 
hluc clay are of significance on Comino, the 
former making up its entire land surface and the 
l.tttcr contributing to its erosional patterns. 

Upli ft ing of these sedimentary formations from 
the seabed, as well as the predominant SW
NE tilt of Archipelago, is related to the tectonic 
movements associated with the Pantelleria rift 
'}'Stem wh1ch shaped the central Mediterranean. 
More specifically, Commo's insularity and 
. momalous SE-NW tilt is derived from another set 
of parallel faults sandwiched between two 'master' 
l.tults - Great Fault that cuts across Malta and the 
\ outh Gozo Fault that follows Gozo's southern 
(\J.lstline. Tectomc movements broke the land 
hetween these two principal faultlines into 
" nailer horste and griiben that .shaped northern 
Malta's landscapes. The two deepest graben were 
, ubmerged below ~ea level talso in view of sea level 
' •~e (G. Debono, pers. comm.,2004)] to create two 
llooded channels, thereby detaching Camino's 
l.tndmass from the nearest mainlands. Tectonic 
t1lting produced a gently sloping shore along 
the island's northern northwestern sides; these 
lowlands rise gently towards a ridge that lines the 
~nuthern coast, and the oppos•te extren11t1es of the 
ndge plunge directly into the sea as high cliff.~ on 
both the west-facing and east-facing coast'>, known 
respectively as 11-Mazz and L lrdum ta' Kemmuna 
(Camilleri, 2004b). 

\ince Camino's landmass (mduding CominoHo) 
wassigni ficantl y depressed by tecton icact ivity, most 
of its rock strata are well below sea level. Thus, only 
the three topmost members of the upper coralline 
limestone are encountered, and its surface IS much 
less varied than Malta and Gozo. The low crests of 
the rolling landscape on the1sland's interior(and the 

highest point on CominoHo) representComino'slast 
surviving outcrops of the hard topmost layer (Cebel 
lmbark member), which has been weathered away 
elsewhere. Consequently, the Tal-Pitkal member 
(the next, moderately friable and grainy sub-layer) 
covers practically the whole land area and reaches 
a thickness of circa 75 m (the maximum recorded 
in the entire Maltese Archipelago) near the eastern 
cliffs. Its weak physical properties mean that from 
an erosional and aesthetic point of view, Comino's 
coasts are among the most intricately sculpted in 
the whole archipelago. In contrast, exposure of the 
chalky Mtarja member (the lowermost of the 3 
geological members, just visible around the sandy 
beach at Santa Marija as a result of valley incision) 
had little effect on the island's geomorphology . 
Small but well-developed karstic tunnels and 
sinkholes are known on the island (Hyde, 1955) 
and on the surrounding seabeds; the submerged 
features are important diving attractions. Deeper 
below sea level, under the east-facing sea-cliffs, 
the underlying clay formation has a destabilising 
influence on the brittle coralline limestone above, 
and slippages of the clay layer, combined with cliff 
retreat following mechanical pounding by sea 
waves, contribute significantly to the rock falls that, 
with catastrophic collapse patterns~ , formed the 
elaborate boulder screel- at L-Irdum ta' Kemmuna. 
The stabler parts of the screes are an important 
habitat for endemic rupestral vegetation as well as 
inaccessible refuges for the local fauna and avifauna. 

Tilting of the island also influenced surface runoff 
patterns, formmg three small but locally·important 
valley systems that descend gently toward the 
northern coasts; the proportion of runoff that 

4 In th~ late 1980s, massive rock falls brought down a 

IS ~torey·h•gh ct.ff face at T a Prexxa and a subsequent 

sea storm tran~portcd this maten al, tn bulk, to the nearby 

mlct ofli-Mixta, m filling 2 sea caves and creatmg a new 

pebble beach. 
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flows to other parts of the island is negligible. The 
most elaborate system opens into Santa Mari}a 
bay, and has four tnbutanes which dram over half 
of Comino's surface; its largest tributary ( li-Wied 
1-Ahmar) supports most of the island's cultivable 
land. The valley systems continue northward 
even below the current sea level, and the :;unken 
valley mouths (rias) form sandy bays with pocket 
beaches and picturesque headlands; their summer
season popularity and appealmg natural settings 
were key drivers for touristic development, which 
has been concentrated at Santa Marija and San 
Niklaw since the 1960s. One valley system in the 
extreme west of the Island, now reduced to a small 
but well-defined watercourse known as Il-Wied ta' 
Skalanova (Camilleri, 2004a), was origmally more 
extensive until its thalweg was truncated by a large 
coastal sinkhole, by eastward cliff retreat and by a 
complex interplay of tectonic and erosional activity 
that reduced its lower segments into an open sea
channel. As most of the valley was depre~sed to sea 
level, its unprotected western flank was exposed 
to the open sea. C liff retreat and accelerated 
local erosion along numerous joints ultimately 
perforated the former valley sides in multiple 
locations, leaving Cominotto and two other steep
sided stach detached from the main island. Whilst 
insigmficant in terms of land area, Commotto 
and the main stacks are dominant features in the 
coastal landscape, and the shallow ~ea channel 
(Bejn il-Kmiemen) is al~o the island's most 
popular attraction due to its unique scenery and 
dear waters (Plate 13.7) . It is extensively marketed 
as the 'Blue Lagoon'; thi~ label, coined in the 1960s 
during the first drives to promote mass tourism, 
has persisted and has almo~t extinguished even 
local usage of the mdigenous place-name. The · Blue 
Lagoon' is a national-level attraction, advertised 
for peak season recreation in scenic ~ettings (but 
hardly ever for the landscape and site character per 
se), and the activities encouraged in situ are shoddily 
geared towards run of-the mill beach explmtat1on 
rather than valorization of the site integrity. 
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The island also contains Quaternary deposit.~ 
consistmg of fossilized .soil, conglomerate or 
sand derived from reworked erosion products of 
the parent rock formations. These occur either,\., 
laminar crusts especially along the southern coa~l 
or as more substantial valley infilk Gcnerall) 
considered as having palaeontological value (.1 ~ 

traces of ancient landscape configurations, and 
as fossil iferous evidence of past climatic and 
ecological regimes), they also have a practic.1l 
relevance 111 view of their friability and consequent 
proneness of the terrain to mechanical wc.u 
and anthropogenic crmion. Some of the mor\· 
extensive deposits coincide w1th heavily trampbl 
locations all around the' Blue Lagoon'. 

13.3.3 Climate and hydrology 

The Maltese islands have ..1 Mediterranean-type 
climate similar to that of southern Italy, with the 
added strong influence of the ~urrounding open 
sea. In practice, there arc two major seaso ns: the 
hot and dry summer, and the shorter cool and 
moderately ramy winter. Spring and autumn 
arc poorly-defined transitional periods. Averagl· 
annual temperature is 18•C, although month l)' 
averages typically vary between l2~C and 31"(' 
in the shade. Temperatures peak in July and 
August, with diurnal values of well over 30•( · 
Winter temperatures arc usually mild (10 20°C .11 
daytime), and cold weather 1s relatively rare. l hl• 
climate is very sunny, the daily average beingS 6 
hours of sunshine in mid-winter and over 12 hour' 
in mid summer. Prccip1tat1on is limited (500 600 
mm annually) and is practic.11ly absent in Junl' 
August; almost 75% occurs during Octobn 
March. Orographic effects arc unimportant 
The islands arc rather windy, in terms of both 
frequency and intensity; the llltlJjistral and grigal 
(equivalent to the Italian nraestrale and grewlt'~ 

arc notorious for frequently attaining gale foru• 
(MaltaWcathcr.com, 2008; GovcrnmentofMalt .•. 
2008). During such storm~, Comino i~ completd )• 
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lU I off and its exposed, windswept topography 
w mpounds its desolate and inhospitable feel, 
lurthcr contributing to the exclusively seasonal 
n.11 urc of all its mainstream activities. In view of 
lhl· island's large perimeter-to-area ratio (4.41 km 1, 
w mpared to 0.81 km 1 for Gozo and O.i 4 km for 
~ l.tlta), airborne sea-spray is significant even Ill the 
i,l,111d's interior, leading to accelerated corrosion 
ot old buildings and the presence of maritime 
' pccics well away from the coast. TillS effect is 
. tl~o observed in much-larger Gozo (Mifsud et al., 
)()02), and is hardly surprising on Comino. 

lwo main aquifers are associated with the Maltese 
(,[,lllds' layer-cake structure: (i) the high level 
l'l'n:hcd aquifers, which soak the porous upper 
w r.1lline limestone as the underlying day aquiclude 
[ll'l'vcnts further percolation, and (ii) the mean sea 
k·vcl aquifer, which resides in porous rock strata 
. 11 .;ca level, actually floating on the underlying 
'l'.twater-saturated zone. In Comino and parts of 
northern Malta, the blue day layer is below sea 
b el, resulting in a single aquifer of intermediate 
d uracter. Notwithstanding this aquifer, only one 
llhtgnificant seepage point (11-Qattara, inacce<>sibly 
lol.ttcd in the eastern cliff) occurs on Comino, 
.tnd groundwater is only acceo;s1ble via pumping 
t.om borehole<>. In Malta and Gozo, the aquifers 
h.l\'c been seriously depleted, contaminated and 
,,d mi1.ed by anthropic activity, and arc at risk of 
11ot meeting the standards of the Water Framework 
I )u·cctive (Malta Environment and Planning 
\ uthority, 2006). There arc indications that only 
( umino's aquifer meets both the qualitative and 
l[lt.tntitative standards in question, probably due to: 

I. natural potential for aquifer recharge, 
as the island is composed of highly
permeable upper coralline limestone; 

2. minimal urbanization and mostly 
unsurfaced roads (insignificant impact 
on natural runoff-to-percolation ratios); 

~. rn1mmal pnvate pumping, from ju~t one 

or two boreholes, m contrast to thousands 
ofboreholes on Malta and Gozo; 

4. discontinuation of pumping from public 
boreholes on Comino (still extant but 
dilapidated); and 

S. very limited extent and intensity of 
cultivation, with trivial agrochcmical 
input. 

Nevertheless, there arc other pollution sources on 
the island comprising a vast, decrepit 1980 pig farm 
and its ancillary sewerage system', together with 
dumping and incineration sites on open rocky land, 
and an old sewerage system (serving the hotels 
and public toilets) crossing the island from west to 
east along the whole northern coast. Whilst these 
are of limited magnitude compared to analogous 
polluters on the mainland, the sewerage system at 
Santa Marija on Comino is directly associated with 
at least two pollution incidents. Local residents (S . 
Vella, pers. comm., 1999) have reported a chronic 
contamination of one of the island's few wells 
[probably corresponding to the 'excellent-quality 
spring' recorded in historic texts (Abela, 1647)], 
and an acute sewage overflow onto nearby fields 
also occurred in 1994 alter the main sea outfall was 
blocked by material forced into it by a northeasterly 
gale. 

Surface runoff patterns have already been outlined 
above. Due to gentle land tilt, limited extent of 
catchment areas, natural permeability of the 
substratum which favours percolation, and relative 
absence of artificial impermeable surfaces, water 
flow through the valleys is limited and of short 

5 1111~ pig farm ism the process oflx'tng decommiSSioned, 

and its operations arc to be relocated to mamland Malta. 

The perm1t for the new facility in Malta ha~ been L~sucd 

and cnv1sagcs the physteal removal of the ~ea outfall and 

1ts ancillary infrastructure, and a dcan·up of nearby de· 

gmlcd land. 1l1c abandoned (arm per ~c w1ll be closed 

off. but 1ts actual dtsmantlsngstill needs to be addre~sed . 
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duration even after heavy rains, in contrast to the 
often-violent flash flood patterns encountered in 
Malta and Gozo. This accounts for the observed 
cultivation 10 the valley-beds, general absence of 
well-defined watercourses, and low mcidence of 
runoff-induced erosion along valley thalwegs. 

High temperatures and evapotranspiration rates, 
low precipitation, unavailability of even ephemeral 
water resources, prolonged exposure to ~un and 
wind, poorly-sheltered topography, and airborne 
salinity all contribute to: 

I. Comino·~ arid aspect; 
2. the predomin.mtly low profile, xerophytic 

nature of its mam vegetational 
communities; 

3. the barren character of mo.,t of its 
potentially-cultivable fields; 

4. progressive abandonment of formerly 
cultivated sites, and failure of later 
agricultural reclamation :-.chemeo;; and 

S. slow recovery of ecosystems degraded 
by inconsiderate intervention (localized 
~cars caused by vehicular trampling and 
trenching have been ob~o.ervcd to remain 
poorly colonized by native vegetation for 
o;everal year ... ). 

The only notable excepttons arc two low lymg 
coastal site.~ at Santa Marija and San Niklaw, where 
the interplay of ephemeral valley runoff, sub
surface ~cawater intrusion, and possibly sub surface 
di~chargcs from the sca·level aquifer, produces a mo1st 
maT~o.hland substratum l.Olonized by hygrophytic 
vegetation and non xerophytic halophytes. 

13.3.4 Floristic aspects 

The Maltese Islands' hab1tat types can be 
conveniently grouped into three main categories: 
general seral communitic~ composed of more or 
less xerophytic vegetation, specialized habitat<; that 
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occur in localized areas with particular edapllll 
or m~eroclimatic conditions, and increasing!) 
ubiquitous anthropically-degraded land. lhl· 
seral communities, starting from the climax, .u~ 
summarized as follows: 

I. Mediterranean sclerophyll woodland, 
dominated by holm oak (Q!1crcus ib ) 

with subdominant Pinus halepensis. Fellin~ 
since ancient times reduced this habitat to 
a few tiny clusters in northern Malta. No 
natural traces are known on Comino; thl· 
linear pine monocultures observed on thl· 
island date back to nationwide afforestation 
project~ undertaken in the 20'' century. 
which adopted a quantity-oriented 
standard approach with little adaptation t(l 

the specific local ecological context. 
2. Various types of maqui~o., generall) 

rc~ulting from degradation of formet 
woodlands or ~uccession on semt 
<ihcltered garrigues/~teppes. Oleo 
Ceratonion archacophytic maquis i' 

favoured by secondary succession arouml 
formerly cultiVated olives (Olea curopaea) 
and carobs (Ccratonw silitJIIa). Cominu 
:-.upporl<; a ... ma II copse of very old olive tree~ 
at 11-t=taima, whteh is specifically listed in 
the local1i·w ami Woodlands (l'rotccliOII) 

Rcgulatio11s of2001h (Planning Authority, 
200 I). A lti.lre.~tatmn projects mtroduced 
additional olive tree.\ on dercltct terraced 
fields, but the.'>e have assumed a .'>tunted 
garngue aspect. A localiLed htgh maqui~ 
containing carob, fig (Ficus ctmca) and 
pomegranate (Pu111et1 granatum) tree~ 
thrives along the main culttvated valle~ 

6 Legal Nottce 12 of 200 I has been superseded by Legal 

NotKc 200 of2011. and anlollary Government Notice 

473, II defines the sole~ (including the 2 alrc.1dy·pro· 

tected sotcs on Commo) more precisely on a map base. 
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bed, favoured by sheltered location and 
valley-bed humidity, and nurtured by 
resident farmers. Elsewhere on the island, 
maquis is very sparse and (except for a 
patch of Pistacra lentrscus matorral in one 
of the island's most exposed locations) is 
limited to individual carob and fig trees 
(and therr limited undergrowth) scattered 
in the garrigue landscape. 

\. Various types of garrigues, composed on 
low xerophytic shrubs (Plate 13.8). These 
occupy most of Camino, and constitute 
its main physiographic subdimax. The 
Teucrium jruticans-Euphorbia melitensis 
garrigue and Anthyllrs hermanniae
Thymbra caprtata garrigue are the more
widespread sub-types, whilst another 
garrigue dominated by Erica multiflora 
and Perrploca angustrfolia occurs on sloping 
land near the south coast. The various 
garrigues merge into each other with no 
well-defined cut-off.~. Notwithstanding 
their overall abundance, the garrigues 
are showing progressive decline in recent 
times (both on a national scale and on 
Camino), largely due to unmitigated 
interventions (especially vehicular 
trampling and trenching operations in 
the case ofComino) on what is still widely 
regarded as barren wasteland. The shrubs' 
poor resilience to anthropic disturbance 
also implies that natural regeneration 
is typically slow and is overtaken by 
indirect impacts such as establishment of 
informal tracks, subsequently converted 
into permanent access routes. The 
thyme garrigues also have an economic 
importance, as a primary resource for 
grazing of honey bees (a large bee farm, 
registered in 2004 as an organic farm with 
around 200 boxes, is based on the island, 
which also has the added advantage of 
being pesticide-free) (Calleja, n.d.). 

4. Steppes with only herbaceous 
vegetation. On Camino, rocky steppes 
are an increasingly common product 
of anthropic degradation of garrigues 
or prolonged dereliction of former 
agricultural land, and are mainly 
characterized by herbaceous/ t hcrophy tic 
species (e.g. Urginea pancration, 
Asphodelus aestivus, Ferula communis). 

The specialized habitat types that arc particularly 
relevant to Camino are: 

I. Rocky coasts, with a progressive transition 
from the bare supralittoral zone, via the 
sparse Crithmo·limonietum (occasional 
Umonium melitensis and Arthrocnemum 
macrostachyum specimens), to denser 
clumps of halophytic lnula crithmordes, 
Senecio bicolor and the endemic Anthem is 
urvilleana, and eventually maritime 
garrigue ecotones intermediate 
between coastal vegetation and garrigue 
(e.g. Cichorium spinosum). These are 
relatively pristine, except near coastal 
developments and in localized spots 
degraded by haphazard trenching works 
for infrastructural connections between 
Malta and Gozo. 

2. Rupestral communities (indicator 
species: Capparis orienta/is and the 
endemic Darniella melitensis), which 
dominate the sheer cliffs and screes at 
11-Mazz and L-lrdum ta' Kemmuna. 
These are relatively intact, due to physical 
inaccessibility. 

3. Coastal dunes, with various locally
endangered psammophylic species 
previously known from Santa Marija; 
most were obliterated when a road was 
ploughed through the site in 1990-91 
for access to a new sl ipway, and today 
only rudiments survive, dominated by 
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the pioneer speCie<; Cable mantima, 
Sporobolus arcnarws, Eclrrum arenanum 
and one-off dumps of Pancratmm 
manttmum. Old Tam11rix ll}ricana tree!> 

that dominate the beach nght up to 
the .c,horclinc arc still in relatively good 
condition (dcc,pitc pomtlcss hard

prumngm the 1980s) and arespec1fically 

identified in the above mentioned Trees 
and Woodlands (Protection) Regulations. 
All the other beaches on Comino arc 

too small and exposed to support any 
vegetation. 

4. Saline marshes, which in the Maltc~c 

context, only occur as shallow 

depressions just above sea level, usually m 
valley mouths where humid conditions 
of seasonally-varying ~alinity re~ult 

from the interplay of freshwater runoff 
and .~eawatcr intrusion. An important 
maro;hl:.tnd existed at Santa Marip, richly 

colonll ed by Phmgmites australrs and 

Vttc."l: agnu~-castus. This wa~ a pn me :;1tc for 
bird-ringing, until1ts bulldozing in 1990-
91 to make way for a make.c,hilt ~amping 

site. 1his stgmficant 1mpact was followed 

by ~itc disturbance and invasion by 
exotic ~pecie~ (notably Atlmrthus altts~mw 
from a nearby landsc.1ped g.m.ien), .md 

practically all the former vegetation hac, 
been eradicated. 1hc former exi~tcnce 
of another tiny m.u shl.md at San 
Niklaw was inferred from 195- .lCn.ll 

photography (Anon., 195.,); its p!Jce is 
now occupied by a hotel outbuilding .md 

its immed1ate luntcrland is overrun by 

Anmdo donax. 
5. Frc<;hwater habitats - freshwater springs, 

small permanent streams (and the1r 

assoc1ated riparian woodland), and 

natural freshwater ponds are r.ue 
in Malta and Gozo, and arc usually 
associated w1th the perched aqUJfcr. 
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They arc completely absent on Comu • 

An artificial pond was excavated hy 
local res1dent and kept continuum 

filled with freshwater to attract bmJ, ''" 
hunting; the last surviving specimen' u 
Phragmites !lustra/is were tran!>pl.lnll:4 

from the Santa ManJa marshland mtq 
thb pond, where they arc thnving (.u"' 
were thus saved from local extinction) 

6. Humid habitats along the island '~ twU 

main valley beds {recogmzable ~"• •• II\ 
more or le&~ dense growth of Amwh1 
donax reeds), with other localized hunu~l 
spots corrcspondmg to seasonal <;ecp .I~C 

poinh on the valley ~ides and difl" 1.1\c' 
(recognizable through very loc.lh ll~l 
growths ofhygrophytes such a-; Adiarrtrml 
capdlus vmms). 

A land-cover survey carried out in 1999 (Ca:-.c,,\1 , / 

a/., 1999) ind1cates a mo.c,a1c of: 

I. various gamgue assemblages, wlHl h 
occupy cxtcno;ive tracts and form tlw 
most dominant landscape clement on thl• 

isl.llld 's interior; 

2. halophyticcommunitic~alongthecoast.•l 

cliffs and rocky shore-;; 
J. .specialized vegetation in rcstrictl'd 

po~kets w1th a locJiizcd m1croclimak, 

especially along the valleys; 
4. developed or disturbed land; and 

S. hybrids of the above, generall) 
corresponding to ecotone~ or, mor,· 

commonly, to h.lbltats undergoin~ 

tran:-.ition toward degradation, dereliction 

or recovery. 

An indicative specie~ list compiled by L.1nfranco 

(I 996) and subsequent on-site updates (Lanfranco, 
1999), idcnt1fies a total of291 species, dic,tributcd 

within the v.uious c.1tcgoncs as follows: garriguc 
& rocky ground (n=87), rocky coast & rupestral 
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)4) 111.1\JUis (n=6), marshland & humid places 
), ,,,tnd dunes (n=l2), cultivated & fallow land 

11 J{l) ~tcppe (n=20), disturbed ground (n=S2), 

thllJUitou~ (n=29), other unclear (n=18). Some 

~ tlw l'\'1..ords, based on older reports, were not 
tl}\linnl·d during more recent surveys, and in the 

' c 11fdu nc and marshland species (e.g. Polygorwm 
1111Jrllimum) local extinction appears plausible. The 
11 r,, prl'\Cnt on the island also includes various 
-p~:~·b that are rare or even threatened at national 

It vel k g. PrJtoria calczbrira, Orobauclle ccmua, 
//uwu bu:rme, Linaria pseudolaxiflora, Hcdysarum 
11111o'i~~imum, Dauws lopadusmws, Hymenolobus 
•rt•l'iliai subsp. sommieri, Althaea hirsuta, Senecio 
1!)'11"'"''"~' Desmazcria pignattii), whilst one species 
(Villcmlia hispida) is only known from Cominotto. 
Ot hl·r species/ assemblages favoured by human 

lnh:d~rcnce are increasingly present on Comino: 

l. Exotic species del iberatcly introduced for 

landscaping and embellishment. 1hese 

mclude Eucalyptus sp. planted by a local 
farmer on marginal land which would 
normally be colonized by local vegetation. 

More invasive specie~ include Ailanthus 
altissima (planted in .1 small garden ncar 
the island's only chapel, from where it 

has overrun the surrounding mJrshland 

and arable lands), Carpobrotus edulrs and 
Agaveczmcric:mw (from hotel gardens) and 
Acacia saligrw (from afforestation). 

2. Non-exotic specie~ nattve to Malta/ 
Gozo but alien to Comino, at ~pccie.; 
and or assemblage level, e.g. widespread 

afforestation with Pmus halcpensrs in the 

1980s, roadside planting of Nerium oleander 
on garriguc, and an unnatural mix of trees 
planted at 11-Wied 1-Ahmar by amateur 

volunteers. Whilst, prinwfanc, the specie' 

may not be invasive, the project" pay little 
attention to: (a) the local ecological and 

landscape character, ~eeking to replicate 

mainland vegetation instead, and (b) 

strict control of the sources of the genetic 
stock used. We question whether this 
should be considered as environmental 

improvement or as unscientific tampering 
(even if well-meaning) with island 

ecosystems and landscapes. 
3. Opportunistic species that grow 

spontaneously on degraded habitats, 
including: (a) species indicative of perpetual 
disdimaxes (e.g. Cynara wrdwrwlus, 
DrHrichia viscosa), (b) ecological pests 
disseminated accidentally via translocation 
of soil and construction waste, which 

become established as a plagiodimax on 

degraded land and hinder propt.'t' succcs.~ion 

(e.g. Nicotiancz glauca, Ricinus communi~, 
Glebionis wronaria), and (c) miscellaneous 

ruderal weeds (e.g. Oxc1lis pcs-mprae). 

13.3.5 Faunistic aspects 

Knowledge of Camino's invertebrate fauna is far 
from exhaustive. However, the island is known 

to host species that arc rare, or even endangered, 

nationally - e.g. the arthropods Hedycllridium 
dismorplurm, /,czcombia urbami, Philanthus 
triangulum, <;mrcromyrmc viduatcJ, Acmop11s picipcs 
and Strongylogrwthu5 insulam and the endemic 
mollu~c TrochoidecJ spmHr form perplmrata 
(Schembri et al., 198~; Schembri & Sultana, 

1989). An indicative survey of terrestrial molluscs 
identified 2 ~species on the island (Thakc, 1984), 

compared to the whole archipelago's estimated 
i O ~pedes (Malta Environment and Planning 

Authority, n.d.). 

The very limtted herpetofauna of Comino mirrors 

the situation in the Archipelago as ,\ whole: I 

endemic anuran (Drscoglossus prctus pictus), 4 species 
of snake, and I Pelago· Maltc~e endemic lizard 
species (Podarcrs filfolemrs). Distmct sub~pecil'S of 

P. filfolcnsrs occur on Frifla (I~ j filfoleusis), Malta/ 
Gozo/ Comino (P. j mttltcnsis), 11-Gebla tal-General 
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off Gozo (P. j generalenSIS), Lampedusa, Linosa (P. 
j laurentimeuelleri), Selmunett (P. j ku:selbachi), and 
Cominotto (still unnamed). Lizards of unknown 
~tatus were also observed on a stack near Cominotto. 
It is assumed that allopatric speciation on Comino 
was interrupted by accidental anthropogenic 
transportation since ancient times, and a similar 
threat is currently posed to the genettc diversity of the 
Cominotto population due to increased bcrthmg of 
recreational boat\ along the islet's coa.<;t. Camino's 
mammalian diversity i~ al.o;o limtted.The wtld rabbtt 
(Oryctolagus cuniculus) i~ particularly abundant on 
Comino's garrigues and alc;o occurs on Cominotto 
(where burrows and faecal pellets are ubiquttous) due 
to habitat availabtlity and minimal hunting. There arc 
mdications that the population was even greater unttl 
World Warl (Savona Ventura, 1982), and at least two 
16'b century maps are indicatively illustmted with 
abundant wild rabbits {Lafreri, 1551; Ghajnstclem. 
com, n.d.). The rabbit populations appear to be in 
equihbrium with the tslands vegetation, although 
they do pose a problem on cultivated land to the 
point of requiring fencing around the main field-;. 
Some interbreeding with e.c;caped domestic rabbit.c; 
appears to have occurred even in the C.lSC of the 
Comino population (introduction of rabbits 20 years 
before WWI is reported), affecting itc; genetic pool 
and exposing it to occa.c;ional disease outbrcab. Due 
to the lack of natural terrestrial caves, bat populations 
(e.g. Pipistrellus ptpistrellus) are small and mainly 
inhabit derelict buildings. 

Camino is important ornithologically, with at least 
4 of the circa 20 breeding birds of the Maltese (~Iande; 

being present, namely Puffinus yelkowm (S0-80 heads), 
Calonectns diomedca and Monticola solitwius withm 
its cliff.c;, and Ctllcmdrella brachydactyla (Colciro, 
n.d.) in the garrigues. P. yelkouan colonies arc alc;o 
recorded from the cliff on Cominotto (Te~ta, n.d.). 
The falcon Falco pcregtinus is alc;o a former breeder on 
the island, and the owl Asio jfammeus was nesting in 
1983 (Birdlife International, 2008).1he island is an 
important observatory for migratory birds especially 
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in spring, including birds of prey (e.g Falco vespertmu.,. 
Ctrcus acruginosus, Milvus mtgrans, Otus scops), tran~ 
Saharan passerines seeking refuge during bad weather 
and various others (e.g. Ardea purpurea, Upupa epop,, 
Omanthe h1spanica) among the circa ~70 specie~ 
recorded in the whole Archipelago. l11e forme• 
marshland at Santa Manja, bulldozed beyond recovery 
in 1990-91, wa.~ an tmportant bird habitat and ringing 
station. Hunting, notoriously an issue in Malta and 
Gozo, ts illegal on Com ino and i~ de facto negligible. 

Comino has a significant infestation of rat.; (Rafttt, 
mltu$ and R. 11orvegicus), introduced acctdentally 
in htstoric ttmcs. By 1925, these were already 
sufficiently numerous to damage agricultural crops; 
ane<.dotal reports indicate a surge in the early 1980~ 
followmg the establishment of .1 large pig farm and 
poor momtoring during the related ferrying of 
animal feeds from Malta).l11e rat~' mvasive presence 
i~ readtly perceptible during night-time camping 
and barbecue activities; the rat.; are further attracted 
to the beaches by public refuse bins. Rat-: have also 
invaded the more vulnerable i~let of Cominotto, 
where the sigmficant presence of rat faeces on almost 
inacccs.,ible cliff k>dges '>Ccms to comcide with 
the absence of btrd nc.o;ting stte'>; the incongruou~ 
presence of refuse-collecting factlities on Cominotto 
and berthing of small .seacraft could be important 
contributory factors. Domestic mice (probably Mus 
musculus) arc also recorded. In contr.1st to Malt.1 
and Gozo, other invastvc animals (e.g. feral cats) arc 
absent on Comino, although there arc reports that 
hedgehogs from Malta or Gozo were released into 
the wild to control cockroa<.he.s that infested a local 
isolation hospttal (described below) (Savona Ventura, 
1984). A pair of exotic gazelles was mtroduced in the 
early 20'h century and bR-d succes.,fully, but these 
were rapidly extirpated by prisoner<; stationed on the 
island during World War I (Bu. .. utttl & Borg, 1925). 
More recently, a local farmer rclea,c;ed a few exotic 
bird species (e.g. pheasants, bobwhtte~) into the 
wild; some of these appear to be thriving and even 
breedmg on the island. 
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13.3.6 Human impact 

\ cant Bronze Age shards, isolated Phoenician and 
Roman burials, and Punic 1 Roman amphorae 
.md earthenware pipes indicate that Comino saw 
the same succession of colonists as Malta and 
( ;ozo, but the absence of important monuments 
~uggests that human habitation was very limited 
throughout antiquity. Notwithstanding the 
relative absence of human settlements, it is likely 
that these periods entailed drastic environmental 
changes that permanently shaped Camino's 
l.mdscape. Archaeological evidence from Malta 
tndicates that unsustainable deforestation of 
the primeval woodland cover was already at an 
.tdvanced stage in preh1storic times, leading to 
gradual replacement with a predominant garngue 
,ubclimax. Furthermore, local extinction of native 
trees {e.g. Cems srlrquastrum), and changes in the 
relative abundance ofindJCator species (e.g. terrestrial 
molluscs), also occurred. It is likely that Comino also 
,uffered from such irreverstble resource exploitation. 
In more recent centuries, vegetation (even garrigue 
~pecies) on Comino and Cominotto was frequently 
collected for usc as firewood. 

Little is known about Camino's early mediaeval 
history, with one important exception. 
Documentary evidence in a mid-13" century 
Pisan portolan indicates that Comino's historic 
chapel at Santa Marija (Plate 13.9) already existed 
.lt the time. Partly reconstructed in later mediaeval 
times, it is remarkably well-preserved as a very rare 
example of mediaeval church architecture. There 
is also documentary evidence of a later chapel 
built at San Niklaw, but only the placename has 
survived in this case. By 1418 {during Aragonese 
rule), increased piracy had rendered the island 
extremely unsafe for habitation and also 
endangered navigation between Malta and Gozo, 
so it was decided to construct a watch tower on 
Comino, but the plans fell through and the island 
remained unprotected for a further 200 years. The 

tower, one of the most imposing in the Archipelago 
(Plate 13.10) and the costliest of all to construct 
(Sammut-Tagliaferro, 1993), was built in 1618 
by the Knights of the Order of StJohn. Officially 
named Torre di Smrta Maria but popularly called It
Torri ta' Kemmuna, it is Comino's most prominent 
landmark and is flanked by a lower contemporary 
outbuilding known as 11-Ptllazz (Plate 13.11).1lle 
island's proneness to piratical raids had deterred 
human settlement for centuries, but the tower 
put an end to the problem, and 1647 documents 
indicate that the 1sland became attractive for 
new agricultural ventures and was extensively 
cultivated for fodder. The island acquired an even 
more secure feel in 1716-1761, when numerous 
small coastal fortifications were constructed 
on the nearest shores of Malta and Gozo, and 
two more were provided on Comino itself [a 
battery at 11-Mixta, and a redoubt at Santa Marija 
(Spiteri, 1994)~ . Ancillary roads connecting 
the fortifications were developed, and farm 
buildings were constructed as shown on almost 
contemporary maps (De Boisgelin, 1804); some 
still survive in a bad state of repair. Lower-key 
vernacular structures scattered across Camino's 
landscape (old corbelled huts, dry-\tone <;oil 
retaining walls, rock-cut 'ities, reservoir,<;, etc.) arc 
probably contemporary. Whd'it restoration of 
well· documented historic buildings (chapel, tower 
and battery) have received adequate attention m 
recent times, comparably old vernacular heritage 
items have been allowed to deteriorate or have 
even been put to damaging use. 

7 The Comino redoubt is poorly documented and I ~ the 

subject of controversy. ~ome s~1urccs indicate it as hav· 

tng been constructed in 1"'61 a11<l having since bccn<lc · 

stroycd; others indicate that part oft he old buJid1nghous 

tog the Comino police station IS 1ts remnant. Others even 

doubt tts construction or overlook its existence, wlulst 

some authors just confuse it with the better-known b.1t 

tery on the other side of the tsland. 
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During the Maltese rebellion against the brief 

1798-1800 French rule, the tower wa.o; temporarily 

used as a pri~on. During subsequent 19'~ century 
British rule, Commo was lea!>ed to a ~uccession of 
private individuals, imtially as a hunting reserve 

and later for farming. Clande~tine actiVities in 
the surrounding sea (smuggling, dynamite
fishing and incommg vessels with potential 

epidemic risb) triggered the construction of a 

marine police station at Bejn ii-Kmicmen 111 1852 
(Ghajnsielcm Local Council, nd). After it fdllllto 

prolonged di~use , thLo; landmark building was 
eventually restored and seno;itivcly converted into 

a public convenience facility in 1990-91. Around 
1912, an isolatton hospital for plague and cholera 

victims was e.~tablished at 11-Ptilazz, purposely 
extended to accommodate its new usc, and a 
cemetery wa., constructed nearby. l11c hosp1tal 

was later cloo;ed down after a brief period of usc 
for wounded soldier.c. from the Dardanelles battle. 

lhc tower wa!> again mcd as a temporary pmon 
during World War I, functionlllg bricAy a.~ a pe11.ll 

agricultural e<;tabli~hment and leading to the 
decimation of the wild rabbit population through 
extensive hunting by prisoners. Comitwtto also 

received attention during the Brit1:-.h period, 
when two potential environmental hazards were 

located on the islet, namely gunpowder storage, 
and (betorc World War II) storage of petrol by 

Briti~h Petroleum (Farrugia Randon & Farrugia 
Randon, 1995).An old dilapidated building on the 
coa~t and scant traces of.l ruined metal..,tructure 

on the islet"~ highc~t point arc all that remain 
from the~e activities, both of whi<.:h were luckily 
inconsequential. Between 19l8and 1960,Commo 

wa~ lea~ed a' an agricultural colony, .md borehole-; 

for mechanized pumping of groundwater arc 
recorded on contemporary maps. Many of the 
Maltc~c and Gozitan workers ~ettlcd on the i~land 
as full-time reo;idcnh, and ancillary serv1ces re.g. a 

bakery, an all purpo~e shop, an elementary school 
and a basic postal service (Anon., 1955). were 

established to meet their needs, mo~tly within 
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the island 's largest building (1/ Palazz) which 
thus evolved into a small self-contained hamlet. 

A direct sewer connection to a basic sea outf.lll 

ncar Wicd Ernu (now no longer operational) w.1~ 
also provided. Population censuses (Boffa, 1966: 
Farrugia Randon & Farrugia Randon, 199)) 

mdicatc3jpersonsin 1881,43in 1891,6Sin 1926, 
:n in 1964, and just four at present; the current 
population consists of a single family (two middle 

aged brothers and their two aunts) and is not 
viable. Following depopul.ltion, most margin.1l 
agricultural plots fellmto disuse and arc current!} 

colonized by stcppic vegetation. 

In 1960, the coloni.ll Government terminated tlw 

agriculturallca1>e and offered Commo on a ISO 
year emphytheusis to a development company 
with the aim of committing the whole island for 
tourism development. A hotel was comtructed .11 

San Niklaw, together w1th a group of bungalow~ 
and restaurants .lt ~ant.l Marij.l, and permits wen: 
is~ued (but never implemented) for a third tourist 

complex .lt Bejn il-Kmiemcn {Malta Environment 

.lnd Planning Authority archive~). Both service~ 
were heavily geared tow.ud -;e.l\onal beach 
tourism, and the pocket be;lChcs at San Niklaw 

were modified and turned into a private facility 
n:~crvcd for hotel guests. Ancillary infrastructurl', 

indudmg new roads and lluays, and a basil 
sewerage network, inclusive of pumping station 

and sc.l outfall, wa~ developed. In 1975, following 
non conformity with contractual terms, the 
Government took back most of the island except 

the hotel and bungalow surroundings (Farrugia 
Randon & Farrugia Randon, 1995), although it 
l.1tcr made \Ome contractual concessions. Both 

the hotel and the bungalow cluster (and their 

ancillary facillt1cs) were significantly extended 
in the 1980s and early 1990s, only partly with 
the required permits (Malta Environment 

and Planning Authority archives), and the 
~urrounding garnguc wa~ fenced olf. The touristic 
development had a very significant impact on the 
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i\l,1nd's environment through urbamzation of the 
u1.1stal landscape, introductton of exotic species 
lor landscaping, demands for waste disposal, 
1111roduction of some vehicular traffic, sewage 
~.:neration, and changes to the local hfestyle and 
l'(Ot\Omy. Moreover, viability of the venture itself 
1s severely limited by locational constraints (high 
1 r.msportation, operational and mamtenance 
wsts, seasonal demand, complete isolation m 
l>.1d weather, double insularity vis-a-vis tourist 
lr.wcl, absence of any nearby economic base), 
.md the repeated changes in ownership (Farrugia 
l{andon & Farrugia Randon, 1995) appear to 
rdlcct economic difficulties. Pa:,t attempts to 
diversify the product and move away from beach 
tourism took the form of extravagant construction 
of tennis courts (in 1990, involving tearing of a 
~:oastal hillside and re-engineering of the coast 
h> provide tlat land), a development which again 
l.tcked integration into its environmental context 
.md did not seck to capitali1.e on the unique 
setting. Indirect impacts also re•;ult from sub
st;mdard practices observed tn the past (e.g. bad 
waste management practices, hapha1.ard vehicular 
trampling, ad hoc dumping of ~urplus materials 
un garrigue, illegal development of facilities and 
llutbuildings, discharge of reverse osmos1s plant 
d fluent into an enclosed inlet, etc.). 

Independently from the hotel activities, Bejn 
1l-Kmiemen became an increasingly popul.lr 
~iestination ('131ue Lagoon') for numerous boat 
au1ses and ancillary ma~s tourism day-trips 
from Malta, attracted by aggressive marketing 
of the site's unique character but not at all geared 
toward its valorization, and with ltttle reg.ud 
for the site's carrying capacity. Ever-increa:,ing 
demand also meant that crui~e boats not only 
increased in number but al!>o in size and capacity, 
regardless of the site's physical constraints and 
of the shallow seabed ncar the official jetty built 
before the 1960s. Numerous ad hoc mooring 
points were illegally constructed along the 

rocky coast further to the north, with mdiv1dual 
cruise operators even claiming exclu~ive use of 
specific spots without title [the situat1on is so 
overstretched that some operators are increasmgly 
targeting Cominotto, as space on the Comino side 
of the channel is saturated]. In very recent years, 
ancillary run-of-the-mill beach services (e.g. fa:,t 
food kiosb, hiring of umbrellas and sunbeds) 
also started mushrooming on site, often Without 
the reqUired permits but still rendered profitable 
by a combination of demand, hard-selling tactics, 
strategic placing of structures that practrcally 
renders the1r use inevitable, and the prolonged 
lack of any determined enforcement clampdown. 
lllegal hiring of ~unbeds on Cominotto al~o 

entailed ancillary transportation by boat, and 
site modification to acwmmodatc berthing and 
makeshift walkways (for comfortable acce,o; 
along the islet\ rough coast). Apart from addmg 
a rundown and overcrowded feel to th1s unique 
location during the peak months, all this also 
introduced various impacts on the land~cape, 

upon which all these activities ultimately depend. 
Such impacts included concreting of the rocky 
coast, mechanical wear of the rock surface cau\ed 
by trampling en nurssc, littering, noi~e, temporary 
parking of service vehicles on garrigue, etc. Even 
on Cominotto, increased visitor numbers in recent 
years have formed new scars in the landscape, worn 
out by intensive trampling. The recent creat1on of 
a cordoned off bathing 'lone, olf-lim1ts to boats, 
has locally reduced congestion but, implemented 
without a framing holistic management context, 
it has also shifted environmental pressures 
onto hitherto pristine locations 'round the 
corner'. One of the main casualties wao; the 
secluded inlet of II Bejta tai-Fenek (just below 
the tower), increasingly crowded by boater~ and 
progressively losing its unspoilt remote feel ; this 
~ite IS also being marketed directly ao; the newly 
coined 'Crystal Lagoon'. Paradoxically, the site's 
physical inaccessibility was not regarded a~ a self
regulating opportunity but rather a~ a constraint 
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to be overcome, and a relatively low pomt in the 
cliff was deliberately torn down (using heavy 
machinery) to favour unhindered access, turning 
another scenic spot into a landscape blemish and 
opening it to unsustainable anthropization. 

The 1970s saw the implementation of new 
Government projects, startmg with attempts to 
bring the island under culttvatton (with a focu~ on 
hay and fruit trees), partly through mechamzed 
ripping of rocky garrigue at 11-Wied I Ahmar to 
enable reclamation of wasteland '. Afforestation was 
also undertaken. Followmg devastation of the pig
breeding indu~try on Malta and Gozo by outbreaks 
of African swine fever and foot-and-mouth dtsea:-.c in 
1978, a huge t.~olation farm .,ufficient for about 7,000 
pigs~ was constructed in the remotest wrner on 
Comino. Apart from il~ extens1vc land take (totally 
disproportionate in scale with the island's si'le), 
this also introduced ancillary demands (water and 
electricity supply, tran~former ~tat ion, new roads, a 
deep-water ro-ro quay at Wied Ernu for ferrying of 
service trucks, and a pig sewage treatment plant and 
sea outfall), givmg rise to serious environmental 
conflicts that were further intensified by haphaz.ud 
waste disposal, land contammation through 
substandard incineration (on garrigue, and using 
old tyres as a fuel), parking of trucks on garriguc, etc. 
The sea outfall (and its non-operational treatment 
plant) is still a major source of pollution within an 
otherwise pri~tine and scenic seascape. A 1987 
proposal for asphalting Comino's unsurfaced roads 
caused political controversy m view of concerns 
over environmental impact and wastage of publ ic 
finances, and was shelved. However, another wave 
of public works arrived in 1990 91, and the Santa 
Marija marshland and sand-dune (and part of the 
rocky coast) were bulldozed to make way for a 
rudimentary camping site, a new access road and a 

8 In 1982,6508 Commo-bred p1gs were scntto Malta, •md '7S 

to Gozo, to re-e:>tabl.sh healthy stock m the main islands. 
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newslipway. Pointless surfacing of the tsland's tra(l' 
was also undertaken, using unconsolidated stmw 
dust and gravel; this led to widespread edge-efl\.·d 
overspills (especially airborne dust, and runoll 
induced erosion/sedimentation) onto nearb} 
habitats, not to mention the short duratron of tlw 
surfacing. I nfra~tructu ra I works in connection wil h 
several Malta-Go'lo connections (power cabb , 
telecommunications and pipelines) that pa~~ 
through Comino are a further source of impact, ,\, 
a result of poorly-mrtigatcd trenching operation' 
that permanently ... car the rocky landscape and 
mvolve uncontained trampling by heavy plant on 
the surroundmg terrain. 

13.3.7 Management issues 

Comino's envrronmcntal context needs to 
be seen in the light of: (i) the environment.\) 
characteristics, pressures and issues that arl' 

relevant to the Maltese Archipelago in general, 
and which have repercussions on the island, and 
(ti) the particular circumstances of the island 
itself, as distinct from mainland Malta and Gozo. 
In this regard, the isl.md's present situation can be 
traced back to the following factors: 

I . M11ss tounsm mrd pet~k-set~son actrvity. Vast 
numbers of day-trippers choke Comino's 
'lagoons' (.~IC) durmg the peak season and 
exceed it, carry• ng capacity on 3 fronts: (i) 
physical capacity the site is packed with 
bathers and cruise boats competing for 
linuted space; (li) P'ychological capacity 
- a net sense of crowding overshadows 
the untquc setting and sense of place; and 
(iit) environmental capacity - clear signs 
of deterioration and physical damage arc 
increasingly evident. 

2. Insularity. All in all, this has acted as an 
important buffer against the widespread 
environmental changes observed in Malta 
and Gozo. On the other hand, islands are 
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generally more vulnerable ecologically. 
Furthermore, self-contained infrastructure 
and poor mainland connections do 
entail a few disproportionate 1mpacts. 
Comino has no le:.s than 3 sub-standard 
sewage outfalls (of which 2 are currently 
functiOnal), 2large potable water reservoirs, 
an extens1ve network of rudimentary 
roads, numerous landing quays (at lea.~t 
one in every accc.'\.~Jble bay, each with its 
own anc1llary road connection) and 2 
helicopter pads (one disused) .serving what 
1s ultimately minimal demand. Insularity 
was also the main justification for locating 
the lslands' largest p1g farm here, with all1t~ 
consequences, and a fourth relevant factor 
is costly tram;portation of bulk waste to 
Malta or Gozo, which ha.c, prompted 111 situ 
dbposal regardless of the i~land's sen~itive 
environmental context. 

3. Strategtc geogmphic position bctwee11 Malta 
and Gozo. Infrastructural works for 
inter-l!>land connection-; me Comino 
as a ~tepping stone, w1th consequent 
1mpacts mduding trenching works 
and construction of a major electricity 
distribution centre on the L~land. In the 
1970s, the island was also threatened 
by rumours of pos~ible plans for the 
construction of a Malta-Gozo bridge 
passmg through Commo (with 
foreseeable disastrous impacts on the 
island and on the affected coasts ofGozo 
and Malt.t)~; thc:.e .tppcar to have died 
out except for occasional press articles. 

4. Geologteal, hydrologrcal and topogmplrrcal 
constramts. The island's frag1le geology is 

<I The 1970s dcbalc on 1hc posstblc dcvclopmcnl of .1 

bridge or lunncl between Malia and Gow aclually rc 

surfaced briefly in 2011, and prcltmmary exploration of 

fcasibilily is in progress. 

particularly prone to both anthropogenic 
impact on the rock surface and secondary 
erosion of denuded land. ln addition, 
resource absence and exposure to 
wind and drought limit agricultural 
sustainability and cast doubts on the 
wtsdom of past land reclamatton projects 
that only achieved habitat degrad.1t1on .ts 
a net result. 

5. Short-sighted act1ve promotion of 
urbanization and conventional beach 
tourism. Large touri~m developments 
dominate two of the island'~ three 
mam bays, and a third faCJltty failed 
to matenalize only due to financial 
difficulties. Such development had, if 
at all, a marginal input into the national 
economy, off.o;et by negative socio
economic impacts on Comino (quasi 
total depopulation), senous impact on 
the natural environment and coastal 
landscape, and obligation:. to prov1de 
and maintain ancillary infrastructure at 
public expense. 

6. Remoteness. 1his has at least 2 fold 
implications. It engenders a no 
man's-land attitude toward the i.\ land 
environment. Apart from prominent 
landmark buildings :.uch a.\ the tower, 
valorization and public appreciation of 
cultural and natural .tssets 1~ poor, and 
their restoration and management is a 
low priority. Some hto;toric buildings are 
in imminent state of collapse as a reo;ult. 
In the absence of a full-time on site 
professional warden service, remoteness 
also hinders timely monitoring and 
enforcement of rampant abuse (e.g. at 
Bejn il Kmiemen), by complicating the 
required logistics. 

7 Vanous ad hoc or mvoluntary mterventions, 
such as introduction of invas1ve peo;t 
:.pecies, miscellaneous edge-effect 
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dbturbances around existmg land uses 

(including old structures used by the 

small local community or by public 
departments- e.g. Atlanthus altissun11 
inva~ions around the chapel and I/. 
Palau, trampling & dumping around 
all accessible buildings, and notably 
an extensive scrapyard near 11-Pa/a;:z), 
deforestation in ancient times and sub
optimal afforestation in more recent 
times, and public works of questionable 

necessity (e.g. expensive road surfacing 

de!-.plte negligible traffic, bulldozing 
of important marsh and dune to 
accommodate low-priority u.~es), etc. 

l11e above situation is not entirely unexpected, 
considering the pemstent absence of any holistic 

management plan and the lack of any definite 
commitment towards the 1sland"s effective 

conservation as an overriding priority at least 
until 1990. Other general nation·wtde is.~ues such 

as poor controb and entorcement, lmssczfarrc 
mentality, low placing of the environment on the 
national and local agenda for a prolonged time, and 

poor awarene.o;_~ of sustainability and vulnerability 
1ssue~ are also relevant. In 1990, the .Structure 
Plan for the Malteo;e bland~ (Planning Services 

Division, 1990) formally 1dcntified Comino and its 
surrounding seas a.., a Rural Conservation A rca .md 

Candidate Manne Conservation AreJ respectively 
(thereby introducing a blanket policy disincentive 

for urban development), and introduced new 
policies that protect natural habitats (including 
those that also occur on Comino) and minor islets 

(including Cominotto) against incompatible land 

use. Legal Notice 144of1993 (PianningAuthority, 
1993) formally declared Camino as an area where 
all hunting is prohibited; this designation wa.., 

retained in subsequent update~ despite challenge!> 
by a local re.~ident. Specific parts of the island were 
also included in a schedule of s1te!-. protected by the 

Development Planning Act of 1992. Government 
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Notice 729 i9S protects the old tower and battcrr 
as historic monuments (Planning Authorit) . 
1995), Government Notice 401 196 protects t ill' 

marshland and dune remnants at Santa Man;., 
for their ecological and scientific important l' 
(Planning Authority, 1996), and Governmenl 

Notice 827/ 02 protects Cominotto and it' 

nearby stacks as sites of ecological and scientilil 
Importance (Planning Authority, 2002). Sint:l' 
2003, the whole ofComino (including Cominotto 

and the other l>tacks) is also a Spec1al Area of 
Con1-ervation and Special Protection Area under 
the Natura 2000 network (Legal Notice 257 m 

(Malta Environmental and Planning Authority, 

2003) and ancillary Government Notice' 
(Malta Environment and Planning Authorit}. 
2005}, subsequently line-tuned by more updated 
versions]"'. Key action points for environment.tl 
management were also identified in ~ome detail 

and were effectively translated into strategic polic)' 
especially m the Gozo and Comino Local Plan 
prepared by the Malta Environment and Planning 

Authority (2006). These formal destgnations haw 

been succe!-.sfully used as reactive legal tools for 
regulating new development and land-usc permits. 
Neverthcle!-.1>, the Impossibility of allocatin~ 

full time rc.,oun.:ing to the environmental 

management project for the i~land h.ts eltcctivcl ~ 
hindered completion of the equally-important next 

pha'ies of the project, 1•1t . mca~ures for proactiw 

improvement, and there arc as yet no tangible time 
frames for implementation_ Territorial competence 

is also an 1ssue. According to the Local Council.; 

Act of 1993, Commo is nominally within the 
municipality of Ghajn!-.iclem in Gow but is not 
under the town counl.il's jurisdiction (Department 

10 I cgal otkc 257 of 2003 (wh1ch dcsignatcll Natura 

2000 sites) h.1s since been superscLlcll by Legal Not1cc 

'II of2006, and ancillary Government Notu:c 112/0"" 

~pccifically 1dentilies Comino (and its surroundmg IS

lets stacks) as both a Special Area of Conservation and .1 

<;pcciall'rotcction Area. 
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ol Information, 1993); other sectoral remits are 
.1dministered by various competent authorities 
with no formal over-arching body other than an ad 
lw, steering committee lacking proper resourcing 
.111d executive powers. 

13.4 Conclusions 

<. omparison of the environmental contexts of 
1hc Tuscan islands and Comino Immediately 
lughlights some common factor~: 

I. overall predominance of Mediterranean 
climatic regimes, rctlccted in partly 
analogous ecologi(;al climaxes and 
subdimaxes; 

2. parallel alternations between historic 
event~, as would be expected from 
offshore island archipelagos strategiCally 
located in a frontier zone; 

3. ~otrong influence of insularity and 
pcripherality relative to the mainland, 
providing an important buffer against 
environmental problems that affect 
the mainland, but also creating local 
complications and particular insular 
needs :md issues; 

4. a precarious balance between human 
activity and limited natural resources, 
with conflicts further magnified by their 
concentration within a smJ.IIt$land 
context; 

S. subtle ecological i mb.1lances LJ.used by 
anthropically introduced pests; 

6. economic dominance of conventional 
summer-oriented tourism, exploitmg 
local assets and attractions but obliviou/> 
to the islands' environment and carrymg 
capacity; and 

7. late development of environmental 
awareness and management relative to 
the emergence of site problems. 

There are also evident differences, such as: 

I. geological origins and rock types, and 
presence or otherwise of extractable 
minerals; 

2. topography and hydrology; 
3. species diversity and detailed ecology; 
4. population statistics; 
S. island size; 
6. net geographical separation from the 

mainland; and 
7. type and scale of economic activity. 

However, the simplistic contrast between the 
Tuscan Archipelago and the Maltese island 
of Comino should not be overemphasized to 
the extent of overlooking individual island 
characteristics. At least at face value, the situation 
on Comino appears comparable to precarious 
or indeterminate situations on Giannutri and 
Pianosa, but conspicuously different from both 
the tightly-controlled contexts of Montecristo 
and Gorgona, and the more populous and 
administratively autonomous Giglio and Capraia. 
Many issues are ultimately tied to an intricate mix 
of site-specific factors, both natural and anthropic, 
that include precJc;e geographic location, i,land 
size and perimeter to area ratio, topographical 
morphology of the coast and hinterland, 
geological make·up and erosiOnal properties, 
hydrological resources, local ecology, exploitation 
pattern.' throughout history, historic development 
of demographic and economic patterns, 
infrastructural aspects, and public attitudes 
towards the environment. A major challenge 
for competent management of such island 
environments is the need to address the relevant 
issues and vulnerabilities w1th a combination of 
clear vision and detailed adaptation to the spectfic 
local background, avo1ding blind application of 
generic quick fixsolutions as if they were situation
independent. In turn, this must be rem forced with 
proper knowledge and determination. 
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Other factors and problems common to both 
Tuscan and Maltese contexts arise from the 
management approach itself rather than from site 
circumstances and constraints. 'These include: 

I. unclear aims and priorities; 
2. short-sighted economic decisions outside 

a proper environmental framework, and 
narrow-minded sectoral approachcl> 
that address one need at the expense of 
various overriding considerations; 

3. fragmented sectoral remits, and 
indecision/conflict on territorial 
competence; 

4. too many vested interests, and lack of 
commitment to eradicate established 
uses that are manife~tly unsu~tainable; 

5. poorresou rei nga ndslow 1 mplementation 
that is either perpetually overtaken by 
other developments or is at the mercy of 
in fluent stakeholders; 

6. token protection due to very weak policy 
enforcement; 
bona fide amateur efforh with insufficient 
professional guidance, often resultmg in 
counter productive results; and 

8. notwithstanding formal protection, a 
generally pervasive mentality whereby 
environmental concerns remain 
subservient to conventional economiC 
exploitation in all but few exceptions 
such as Montecnsto and the physically 
inaccessible Maltese islet of Fi/fla. 

Indeed, one of the main challenges in meetmg 
environmental management needs is that 
of overcoming and redressing the often
serious limitations inherent in the traditional 
administrative backdrop. Optimization of 
the operational framework is among the 
most important guarantees for successful 
implementation, otherwise a recurrence of ad hoc 
or abortive mterventions with limited effectiveness 
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(at best} or negative repercussions (at wnr,l ) .\ 
bound to predominate. An optimized wl 

backed by thoroughly evaluated plans and 
level commitment, is well-poised to systcm.1l 
address the identified action points th · 
structured project management. 

Management strategies for such small i'l ~ 1l 
contexts need to be based on the guiding prit1~ •t~ 
of safeguarding the local natural and land'l•\f 
characteristics, directing economic exploil.ll!{Jjl 
towards the valorization of local assets, ph.1~1 

out practices that arc inappropriate or even dlqtil 
and ensunng that act1v1tics fit sustainably w11h11' 

the natural parameters and constraints po~l·d h 
their ~iting. Perhaps the most difficult econom 
challenge is that of progressively steering nMJOf 

activit ies, such as tourism, away from poorly. 
~ustai nablc quick-income investment and intcn~V( 
usc, which overlooks the fact that the cnvironnw1~ 
and landscape arc not renewable resou1-u'~ 

'There .should al~o be a break from seaso n.\lly 
concentrated usc that overwhelm.~ the islan\1~ 

during the peak month:., and a re-orientauun 
towards less mvasive ecotourism .tctivity spn:.ul 
over longer periods. Full-time professional Mh' 

managers without vested interc.~ts, and prof)l'f 
admi ni.~trat1vc,c;ct upandre~murcingareultimatd, 

also required to devise and implement sufficient I)· 
detailed and well-informed management plan~ 

Within this structured framework, there should 
allio be scope for effective consultation .ltl\1 
involvement of, but also unsclfi1>h participation 
and contribution by, legitimate stakeholders. 
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CHAPTER 14 
Some notes on the destruction of Malta's landscape 

Jeremy Boissevain 

14.1 Introduction 

M.tlta has become a vast building site. Ever more 
luxury hotels, apartment complexes and villas arc 

being built to accommodate putative increases 
of yet more tourists and local and foreign !>Ccond 
homeowners. Bccau~e the political climate enabl~ 

the subversion of planning legislation, there has 

hcen a ~teady assault on the country's physiCal 
.t nd cultural environment. Slow to emerge, civic 
npposition ~~ gradually managmg to modify or 

block ~orne of the mega buildmg devclopmenK 

This discussion explores the background to 
the ~low emergence of civic opposition to 

environmental destruction, the ind1genous 
~ ustoms and attitudes that enable the despoliation 
of the landscape and the strategies Civic activ1~ts 

employ to combat it. Several case stud1es illustrate 
the analysis. 

14.2 Malta 

The Maltese Islands, with a population of just over 

410,000 crowded onto 316 square kilometre~, is the 
most densely populated nation state in Europe. An 
annual mflux of some 1.2 million tourists seeking 

accommodation and entertainment further 

increases the crowding. An appreciation of this high 

density and sma II scale is basic to understanding the 

environmental problem-; of Malta. 

lhc Maltese have been ambivalent about their 
landscape (Boissevain, 2001). Until the late 1950s, 

few people lived in the countryside. Farmers, 
even those with rural accommodation, mually 
returned to the village~ at night. As 1n other 

Med1tcrranean countrres, the countryside was 

con~idered dangerous and uncivilized. Residence 
in the village centre conferred prest ige, tor built· 
up land~cape was associated with 'civilization' 

(Biok, 1969; Silverman, 19-;"8). Except for t"Jrmers, 
hunters and bird trapper,, Maltese showed little 
intere.o;t m the countryside. In the 1980s, public 

apprchcmion of the countryside began to abate. 

Encouraged by the interest expatriates and tourists 
showed m their rural landscape, Maltese gradually 
began to explore the LOuntryside themselves. 

McanwlHic, the country was caught up in a 
rampant buildmg boom. Between 1957 and 

1995, the total built-up land area of the island of 
Malta alone increased from 4.5% to 21% (Mallia, 
2000: 1~). By 2007, it had increased to 29.1% 

(M EPA, 2007). Thb building activity increasingly 

encroached on the:tgnculturalland. New quarries, 
1llegal building and dumping of construction 
waste began to consume or cover vast areas of the 

bland's limited terrain. 
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In sptte of the sustamed onslaught on the 
country's landscape, tt wa~n't unttl the mid-1980.s 

that environmental issues became poltticized and 

environmentalists began to protest openly. In 

spite of being roughed up by polttically-motivated 
element~ within the police force corps of the 

government party, environmentalists conttnued to 

demonstrate. They protested against uncontrolled 
bUilding activity, rampant development of beach 
conce~sions, an illegally built tarmac plant and the 

massive allocatton of government buildmg plots 
on agricultural land, notwithstanding the large 
amount of vacant property (Boissevain, 1993: 

151; Mallia, 1994: 695; Boissevatn & Theuma, 
1998: 101-102)'. 

The increasing activtty of the environmental 

NGOs and growing public crittcism of abusive 
bUilding ensured that for the firs t time the 
environment figured in the manifestos of the 

parties contestmg the 1987 elections. The 
Nattonalic;t party that won tho~c elections 
addressed the dire environmental Situation. By 
1992, Malta finally had a Structure Plan {1990), 
an Environment Protection Act ( 1991) and a 

Development Planning Act (1992) providing 
for a Planning Authonty to administer and 

enforce the relevant legislation (Mallia, 1994; 
Bots~evain & 1heuma, 1998). In 1989, a number 
of prominent environmentalists formed the 

green political party Alternattiva Demokratika. 
Its affiliation to the European Federation 
of Green Parties ensured that Maltese 

environmentaltssues received a wider European 
audtence.ln the words of Malta's leading veteran 
environmentalist Edward Mallia, "in the year of 

'The allocation ofhuildmg pcrnuts dcsp•tc a ~urplus of 

vacant properties IS still on-going. 'fhc Malta Environ· 

ment and Planning Authority (M !:i>A) approved 65,737 

new dwellings between January 1998 and May 2008, 

although more than 4."\,000 properties arc completely 

vacant all year round (Debono, 2008). 
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grace 1993, the environment has become .1l.u~l 

of social and political life in the Maltese i~lan~h 
( 1994: 685). 

14.3 Delayed civic engagement 

At tht'i stage 1t is relevant to enquire why h.1d 
it taken ~o long for civil 1>0c1ety to react to thf 

escalating de~poliation of the landscape. There .m! 

a number of reasons for this. The first, and pcrlup~ 

most obvious, is that until very recently, the publ~ 
knew very little about the countrystde and Wl'r~ 

generally apprehensive about visiting it. llwy 

literally did not recogni'lc its beauty and ecologtul 
importance. Hence they were indifferent to 11 '1 

destructive commercialization by the build111" 
and tourbt industries. 

A second reason for the slow emergence oft he 

critical voice of civil society i ~ the widespre.td 

acceptance of a hierarchy of infallibility. Mal1.1 
is a hierarchically organiLed society. Many stt ll 
believe that the vtew~ of persons who occupy 

~upcnor posit1om should not be questioned. If,, 
person is superior in rank or office, he ts thereforl' 
right. This attitude is obviously partly derived 

from the subordinate position of the Maltesl', 
dominated for centuries by feudal and colom.1l 
powers. It was al~o reinforced by the powerful 

position of the Roman Catholic Church, .1 
hierarchical tnstitution that demands obedience 

and docs not tolerate questioning. State, church 
and political party, in the past and even if b~ 

evident, today, still mete out harsh sanctions for 
criticism and disobedience. It IS safer to say nothing. 

The third reason i~ Malta's .small size and 

crowding. A II per~ons form part oflarge personal 
networks of people they know, and of whom 

many also know each other. Unusual behaviour 

or ideas are quickly made known throughout thi~ 
network. Malta zghira 1mma n-nies maghrufa -
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'Malta is small but the people are well known' 

notes a popular saying. It points to the high 

degree of social visibility people in Malta have; 
11 is difficult if not impossible to be anonymous. 
Most people do not want to see others stand out 

or rise above them. Those who ask questions and 

express new ideas are quickly set upon. 

I he final reason is the fear of reprisal or criticism, 

I rom fa m i I y, neighbours, colleagues, political party, 
government, or the Church; this is ever present. It 
1 n hi bits persons from standing up and disagreeing 

with, or even just questioning someone who ts or 
may be more influential or powerful. This fear of 
others has muzzled the voice of civtl society. But, 

very slowly, this fear is growing weaker. Fifty years 

.tgo, few dared to sign their own name to letters 

to newspapers criticising government agencies or 
officers. Now newspapers and vanous blogs carry 

many signed critical letters. But the fear is still 

present. It is not simply imaginary. All Maltese 
can provide concrete examples of persons they 
know personally or persom they have heard of, 

who have been severely punished for criticising a 
superior, government policy or influential persons. 
Common punishments include refusal to grant a 

permit, denial of deserved promotion, scholarship 
or contract, and the transfer of critical employees 

to different jobs (or else giving them no work to 
do). Critical news media arc cowed by means of 

libel writs and withholding advertising. The harsh 
reaction of the Labour government in the 1970s 
and 1980s to those criticising its policies, such as 

the attack on environmentalists alluded to above, 
obviously also severely subdued the voice of civil 
society (see also Boissevain, 1993: 153; Mallia, 

1994: 695; Boissevain & Theuma, 1998: 101-

102). Such punishments are of course not unique 
to Malta, but in Malta the fear of retribution is 
pervasive. It is a characteristic of those who live 

in small-interrelated communities in face-to-face 
contact with each other (see Baldacchino, 1997: 
116-124,2008: 42-43). 

14.4 Why is environmental 
destruction so prevalent 
in Malta? 

Various Maltese governments, whether left or 

right, or blue or red, have invariably supported the 
widely held popular attitude that "more is better" 
more building. more tourist arrivals, more hotels, 

more houses, more cars and more and more things 

in general. They have favoured the interests of the 
wealthy and particularly, the building and tourist 
industries. These industries prioritize profit 

making, if needs be at the cost of the quality of 
life and heritage of fellow Maltese. In the course 
of these activities, regulations arc often flouted, 

bent and ignored. Illegal quarrying, building and 

land occupation persist~. Moreover, as the debris 
and the litter of affluence increases, it continues 

being dumped all over the island m the periphery 

of villages, along the shore, at the side of major 
motorways, in formerly picture~que valleys and 
along deserted country lanes in the heart of the 

island's glonous country~ide. 

Following the 1987 election, the new Nationalist 

government uncritically introduced free market 

principles. This speeded up the privatization 
and thus commodification of the environment 
and stimulated unrestrained consumerism. In 

the 1990s, the government moved to upgrade its 

tourist product by prioritising reputedly more 
affiuent 'quality tourists' over the traditional 'sun, 

sand and sea tourists' that hitherto had been the 
industry's mainstay (Horwath & Horwath, 1989). 

Inadvertently, the new Master Plan set out the 
parameters for a serious escalation of conflict. 

Responding to the plan's recommendations, the 
government actively stimulated the construction 
ofluxury hotels and housing for resident tourists. 

It urged excursions to the countryside in winter 

and spring, and it promoted diving, golf and visits 
to monuments and traditional religious festivals. 
It staged invented pageants and re-enactments of 
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htstorical military ceremonies. In short, the new 
policy acttvcly commercialized Malta's history 
and its natural, social and cultural environment. 

Unfortunately, government planners largely 
ignored the impact that the increased appropriation 
of envtronmental and cultural resources for luxury 
accommodation, golf courses, multiple swtmmtng 
pools, beach concessions and marinas could 
have on the environment, and on public opimon 
(sec al<;o lon111dcs & Holcomb, 2001). lhc new 
policy mcreased the destruction of the landscape 
and hampered access to the countryside. Not 
surpri~ingly, the~e developments provoked 
conflict. l11c environmental non·governmcntal 
organizatiOns vtgorously chJIIengcd the building 
projects and related development<; dc.\igncd to 
.1ttract quality-cultural tourists. 

Why, despite the strict planning law~ 

admini~tcrcd by the Malta Environment 
and Planning Authonty (M EPA), docs th ts 
environmcntJI destruction 'itill persist? l~csidcs 
the govern mcnt 's st ructura I bias in favour of a free 
market economy, and the building .1nd tourist 
industnc\ m particular, there arc '' number of 
ingrained Maltese cu<>toms and attitudes that arc 
also responsible for this destruct ton. 

has left lasting imprints and deep !.l,IT' 

on the land.~cape, and is widesprl'.td 
in Malta 1• It leads to a disregard of thu 
effects on others neighbours, strangt'l\, 
and future generations of actn111 
undertaken to further the interests of,d l 
.1nd family. It '·"part of the fabric of d.Hiv 
life in Malta. Among other thmgs, it le.td, 
to indi~criminatc dumping of rubbt,lt 
beyond one's front door, for puhl1~ 

spaces .ue regarded as no man's land. II 
also accepts the illegal construction ol 
butldmgs wtth total di .. regard for the l,l\\., 
and regulations established to proted 
the quality of life of others and tlw 
nation's environment. Amoral familism 
is opposed to the notion that mdividu.tl 
rights and interests must ~ometime' 

be ~acriliccd for the common good. In 
short, tt contradict!> the principle that the 
5tate".; building ordmancc~ and zoning. 
regulations should be obeyed becau~e 
they .ue right and just. 

~. l11c gcncr.tlly weak ~ensc of heritage 
that furthers the destructton of national 
patrimony. The notions of herit.1ge and 

3 I he ethic of amoral fan11l.sm 1~ foun<.l throughout th~ 
Here I list nine; there arc undoubtedly more ' : Mcditcrr.me.m reg•on, the M ... Mle l:;.lst, Afn.:a Latm 

I. The widespread south European custom 
of treating all public space as a no-man's 
land on which it J), permissible to throw 
rubbi~h. 

2. The strong family-centered attitude that 
holds that any action undertaken to 
benefit one's family is justifiable, and that 
others behave similarly. l11is attitude 
has been called amoral familism, and it 

2 lh•~ ~ect1on IS largely based on Boissevain (2006). 
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Amcm:.l ;lnd As1a It 1s.1 reflection of the cultur.11.1nJ so 
d.1l1mporlance l ttnhute<.l to k1nsl11p, especi.111y where 
the st.1tc is unwill ing or unJble lo prntcd lis ~UbJCCts 
.1g.1inst inJUStice~ . It exists mapJrt icularly concentrated 
form in M.!lt,ll>c<..luse of the importJncc of the fam1ly 
and the dose·knit, small sc.1le, f.Ke·lu f.1<.e <.haractcr of 
the 1sl.lnds and the legacy of alien domination.lhc con 
cepl of.unor.1l f.unili~m was first explored hy E.C. Ban· 
field (195!\). While his book\ m.my <.nii<.S tlisagrced 
with his argument th.lt the underdevelopment of the 
lt.1lian South wa~ a consc<JUence of amoral familism, 
few contcste<.l its widespread ex1SIC11Cc. Sec Silverman 
(196!!) Jnd M1llcr & Miller (19"'4) lor critical discus· 
s•tms of the concept. 



patrimony were foreign to most Maltese 
and Gozitans. Many - if not most - still 
look upon much of the country's natural 
and monumental heritage as having to do 
with others -the Knights, the British, il
Gvern (Government), the tourists- with 
'them', not with 'us.' Slowly more people 
are beginning to explore the countryside 
on weekends (see Grima, 1997). For 
them, the countryside has taken on a 
new meaning that approaches a sense 
of patrimony. Generally speaking, this 
attitude is not shared by mo~t villagers, or 
by residents in the working class districts 
of the towns and cities. Landscape as 
an intrinsic component of nattonal 
patrimony is not part of Maltese culture 
at the grass roots. 

4. The extreme importance all Maltese 
attach to owning a house. ln the words of 
Maltese sociologist Godfrey Baldacchino 
(2007: 99): 

1\11 own house IS a maJor a11d safe 
rnvestmcnt; a source of family pride; 
a fortress to protect its owners against 
an all intrusive soncty where pnvacy 
comes at a prem1um; an hetrloom for 
the children ... {I}n the choice between 
constructiOn for prrvate gain and 
mamtaining tl hiStoric asset for the 
common good, the choiCe for the former 
is, usually, a foregone conclusion.· 

S. The pervasive system of patronage, 
dientship, nepotism and the real or 
tmagined network of friends of-friends 
reinforces the firm belief that influent tal 
friends and relatives in government 
or political party, can obtain building 
permits, regularize abustve building 
activities, influence the JUdiciary and 
obscure other contraventions, in 
return for loyalty, political support, 
favours or cash (Mallia, 1994: 698-701 ; 

Mitchell, 2002). The very fact that illegal 
construction activities are so widespread, 
and that so few persons are successfully 
prosecuted and severely punished for 
these, validates thts belief and encourages 
potential offenders to proceed without 
the necessary permission. 

6. The country's somewhat muddled and 
archaic legal system makes tt extremely 
difficult, if not impo~sible, for MEPA to 
successfully prosecute building offences 
and to remove illegal constructions, 
even if it had the resources to do :.o. The 
inability- or unwillingne!'.!'. - of the state 
to enforce it.<> own building regulations 
encourages people to disregard them. 

7. Fear of retaliation - such a!> burning or 
splashtng paint on the front door for 
reporttng or testifying agatnst illegal 
building or other activity leads to the 
Maltese version of Stcilian omerta: 
collusiOn through silence. Such fear also 
reflects the lack of confidence in the 
ability of the state to protect the rights 
of its citizens, and thus it underltnes the 
need to cultivate influential protectors. 
Given the widespread ethic of amoral 
familism, there may even occasionally be 
some empathy with the offender: !=Iaiii Iii 
kulhadd jimxi ghal rasu!! (Let everyone 
go his own way). 

8. An electoral system that furthers the 
fnends-of-friends syndrome. The many 
small multi-member constituencies 
generate intense pressure on politicians 
competing for votes in the same small 
pool of constituents. One way for 
candidates to obtain votes is to personally 
intervene with authorities on behalf of 
their constituents; examples I was given 
included urging a MEPA official to 
ensure that a favoured client obtains a 
permit to construct a house outside the 
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development zone, or to grant a permit 
retroactively to a client convicted for 
illegally adding an extra garage to his 
house. Acquaintances working within 
the planning agency have told me that 
political pressure on them is at times 
severe. 

9. Finally, the Maltese custom of short-term 
planning combined with greed for quick 
profit, is a major cause of the destruction 
of the landscape. This short-term vision, 
m turn, is a consequence of the colonial 
legacy oflooking to more powerful other~ 
to take care oflong term problems, of the 
self-indulgence stimulated by amoral 
familism, and of the government's short 
planning span dictated by the five-year 
electoral cycle. 

As Marx noted ·ceography (space) tends to become 
anruhilated as a way of increasing the temporal jfow of 
commodrttes· (Hirsch, 1995: IS). 

14.5 Defending the landscape 

A look at !.orne of the recent campaigns by the 
environmental NGOs will illustrate some of the 
points noted above. 

14.5.1 The Hilton extension 

In 1995, the Spinola Development Co. Ltd. 
submitted final plans to the Planning Authority 
to redevelop the Hilton hotel (sec Boissevain 
& Theuma, 1998; Briguglio, 1998). The project 
involved a new 300-bed hotel, 250 luxury 
apartments, a 16 story busmess tower, the 
excavation of a marina and the construction of 
a breakwater. Alternattiva Dcmokratika, The 
Society for the Study and Conservation ofNature 
(SSCN), Moviment ghaii-Ambjent - Friends of 
the Earth, Graffitti and a local residents' action 
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group presented a series of well-documenll'd 
brief.~ and press announcements. They argued th.11 
the marina excavation would destroy a uni~tm· 

fortification, pollute nearby sea grass meadows and 
popular swimming areas, that the Environment .!~ 

Impact Statement (EIS) failed to examine tlw 
project's socio-economic consequences, that th~ 
public would be denied itc; legal right of access In 

the foreshore, and that the proJeCt would subjell 
locals to five years of extreme inconvenienn· 
1hey orga111zed a press campaign and numerou' 
demonstrations. 

Despite these arguments and a confidential and 
extremely negative internal report prepared 
by the Planning Authority's Environment.tl 
Management Unit (Boissevain & 1heuma, 1998). 
the supposedly impartial Planning Authorit} 
Board - on which the country's two fierce!}' 
partisan dominant parties were also represente~l 

approved the project in June 1996. Four 
months later there was,, change of government. 
The newly elected Labour Party had indicated 
that the environmentalists' allegations would 
be looked into. But when nothing happened, 
several activists of the newly formed umbrell.t 
group Front Kontra !-Hilton held a weeklong 
hunger strike in front of the Prime Minister's 
office. The Prime Minister then authorized the 
Ombudsman to examine the case and allowed 
the Front to examine the Planning Authority's 
Hilton files. 

The Ombudsman concluded that no illegalities 
had been committed, but the government had 
taken bad administrative decisions "without 
due consideration to the national interest" 
(Ombudsman, 1997: 13). The Planning Authority 
rejected the Front's scathing detailed report 
on the files as 'simplistic' and the developers 
dismissed the Front as a· handful of undemocratic 
fundamentalists' (Front Kontra !-Hilton, 1997a, 
1997b; PlanningAuthority 1997). 
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I 
The Front's analysis had nevertheless clearly 
demonstrated the degree of cooperation, even 
mtimacy between the developer and the Planning 
Authority's own experts who had scrutinized the 
projects' plans. It was most instructive to read that 
the Director of Planning had instructed his staff 
to check the draft of a letter that the developer's 
architect was to send to the Planning Authority, 
to discover that the developer's legal advisor was 
also the legal advisor of the Planning Authority -
although the latter maintained it had not consulted 
him on the Hilton project (Planning Authority, 
1997: 32), to learn that the Director ofPlanni ng had 
persuaded the Director of Museums to overrule 
his department's previous "strong objection' to 
damaging part of a fortification in order to excavate 
the marina (Front 1997a: 8), and to read the 
personal note the developer had added to the fax he 
sent to the PlanningAuthonty case officer handling 
the project (who at the time was Chairman of the 
Fund Raising Committee of the Malta Hospice 
Movement): "Dear Chris, I gladly (sic) enclose a 
donation ofLM 2,000 ( EUR4,750) for the Hospice 
movement which is so close to your heart. George" 
(Front Kontra !-Hilton, l997a: 7-8). 

The Hilton reopened in 2000 with its extension, 
marina and 21 -story tower, renamed a<; Portom a ~o. 
Though defeated, the NGO campaign had exposed 
the way powerful developers operated, d1splayed 
government weakness in dealing w1th powerful 
developers, demonstrated what coordinated act10n 
could achieve and put the Planning Authority and 
developers on notice that in future lt would again 
attack irregularities. No one was really surprised 
that the project was approved, for both political 
parties were patently in favour of it. Moreover, 
despite the activity of the NGOs and the publicity 
they garnered, there was not much public support 
for their campaign. The Hilton Hotel is located 
m the midst of Malta's greatest concentration of 
hotels and tourist amenities and local inhabitant~ 
were resigned to the congestion. Moreover, many 

locals depended on the tourist industry for their 
livelihood. The case demonstrated that projects 
that are backed by important political interests 
tend to be approved by the ostens1bly independent 
Plannmg Authority-~ . However, the campaign had 
united the leading NGOs and demonstrated that 
they could coordinate their technical briefs. The ad 
hoc organization they developed and the innovative 
protests they staged prepared them for subsequent 
campaigns. 

14.5.2 The Munxar leisure complex 

Around the same time, another confrontation 
concerned an Italian-Maltese project to develop 
an $82 million leisure complex at Munxar point'. 
In contrast to the Hilton case, opposition to this 
project was successful. Munxar point is located 
alongside St. Thomas Bay on Malta's east coast. The 
location had so far been spared the garish develop
ments that have scarred most of the northern 
coastline. It is a favourite bathing, picnicking and 
hunting area for inhabitant~ from inland villages, 
many of which have small sheds and boathouses 
along the bay's foreshore. Opposition to the 

4 Nonethek~s. important pol it teal interests do not ~rw~.y~ 

get what they want from the Planning Authon ty. There 

is a structural tenston between the M alta Environment 

and Plannmg Authority and ccrtam mmistnes whose 

own development proJects arc frustrated b~ M EllA"s 

exercise of its mandated responsibility to protect the 

landscape. For example, tn 1999, the Mtntst~t ofT our 

tsm lashed out at the then Planning Authority ( PA) for 

rcfusmg to approve, among others, the f u rt her const rue· 

tion ofhotds and a golf course. The Plan ntng Authority, 

he sard: • sltould uo/ poke rts nose m where it W<IS not needed .... 

It was parlramwt that created the Planning Autlrorrty, that 

gave and ddegated rts powers. The same way i/sct rt up, the 

smnc way could pmlwment substitute rt or remove rt • (Tire 

7unes,Aprill0, 1999). 

S For a more cxtcnstvc account of the Munxar campaign 

sec Botssevain, 2004: 243 247. 
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proJeCt began within days of the submission of the 
formal development application, in November 
1995. Alerted by Moviment ghaii·Ambjmt- Fnendo; 
of the Earth (Malta) and a local councillor, Tite 
Malta Independent announced the proposed devel
opment with an article headlined 'Tourist village 
plans for Marsascala Beauty spot' {November 26, 
1995). A week later, a popular local priest wrote an 
emotional letter pleadmg for the preservation of 
the Munxar area. He then set up an action group to 
fight the application. In four months, their activities 
generated over a hundred articles and letters to the 
press and a petition with 10,700 signature-;. The 
environmental NGOs and the two opposition 
parties, the Malta Labour Party and the green 
Alternattiva Demokratika, supported them. Faced 
with this massive opposition, the consortium with 
drew it~ application m March 1996. 

14.5.3 Tuna farming 

Between 1998 and 2002, a coalition of NCO~ 
and AD waged a hard fought but unsuccessful 
campaign against Azzopardi Ftsheries' proposal to 
the PlannmgAuthorityto establi~h a tuna-farmmg 
operation ~. The scheme involved setting up giant 
tuna pens dose to the Maltese coast. Its object was 
to catch small tuna, fatten them and ship them by air 
to the insatiable Japanese market. This potentially 
lucrative scheme involved well-connected local 
financial interests and, later, those in Korea, Japan, 
Spain and Croatia. 1l1e campaigners argued that 
the project threatened colomes of rare sea birds 
and sea gral!s, would jeopardize the livelihood of 
local fishermen, and that the stench from the food 
rests and excrement produced by the fish, would 
pollute nearby bathing areas and diving zones and 
thus harm the tourist industry and residents of the 
neighbouring villages who depended on that area 

for their recreatiOn. In the course of the camp.!•~tl, 

Maltese clashed at sea with Spanish, Croatian .111d 
Sicilian fishermen, shots were fired at Malll'~ll 

fishing boats and (illegal) Span1sh spotter planl·~ . 
and Sicilian and Maltese fishermen exchang~· ,l 

blows on shore. lluough Alternattiva's cont .td~ 

with the l:uropean Federation of Green Parl ll' ~, 

the disputes were placed before the Italian, SpatH~h 
and European parliaments. Though the NC <. ), 
joint submissions and those of the fishermen's w 
operative ,lightly delayed the expamion of tun.1 
farming in Malta, they were ultimately defeated 

By 2008, Malta's tuna ranching industry h.td 
become perhaps the world's largest. In 200" 
it earned an estimated 100 million Euro' 
by exporting some 11,000 tonnes of tuna to 
Japan. The tuna ranchers arc currently bcin~ 
investigated by Green Peace, the World Wtldllk 
Fund, the Malta Maritnnc Authority and tlw 
European Union for alleged 'tuna launderin~ 
and fishing and sh1p registration irregularitic,, 
In September 2008, the International Tun.1 
Conservation Commission (ICCAT) attacked the 
Mediterranean bluefin tuna fishmg and farming 
mdustries, calling tor an immediate closure ol 
the fisheries in view of a 'systematic failure ' of thl' 
countries and companies involved to adhere to 
international law. 

14.5.4 The Verdala golf course 

lhc Vcrdala Golf Course saga illustrates more 
of the evolving tactics of the environmentalists . 
In 1994, AX Holdings purchased the bankrupt 
Verdala Hotel and applied for planning permission 
to build an annex with 36luxury apartments and to 
construct a golf course and clubhouse on land just 

7 For more details on the Vcrd.tb golf course campa1gn 

6 This section is based on Boissevain, 2004 and ~cvcral and extensive documentation sec Bot~scvam (2003: 

other publication.~ - sec Note I at the end oft he chapter. 102-101!, n.4). 
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below the hotel. It maintained that project would 
boost quality tourism, enhance the environment 
.md create employment. The area would be 
landscaped and include vineyards that the farmers 
displaced by the project could cultivate. 

The application triggered a ferocious ten year 
confrontation between AX Holdings (AXH) and 
the tourist industry and some twenty civic groups 
united under the umbrella of the Front Kontra /-Golf 
Kors (the Front). The Front argued that the island 
was too small to accommodate a second golf course, 
that over 100 full and part-time farmers would be 
displaced, that it contravened Structure Plan policy, 
that it would deplete the Island's severely limited 
water supply, and that the neces.c;ary pcc;ticides, 
herbicides and fertilizers would pollute the aquifer. 
But their strongest argument wa.~ that the transfer 
to AX Holdings of former church land contravened 
the conditions of the contract transferring church 
land to the Malta government ac; stipulated in the 
Ecclesiastical Entities (Propertrcs) Act 1992.1he Front 
organized several demonstrations in Valletta. It 
lobbied members of the European Parliament. It 
briefed foreign environmental orgamzations and 
the press. It sent detailed dos~iers condemning the 
proposal to key persons in Brussels and Malta; and 
together with the ProgressiVe Farmer.c; Umon, tt 
developed plans for an orgamc centre adjacent to 
the proposed site. 

Regent International Hotels, a substdtary of Carlson 
Hospitality Worldwide (USA), announced itc; 
mtention to purchase a ten per cent stake in the 
Verdala Hotel and to manage it (17Je Busmess Tunes, 
April 4, 2001). The Chatrpcrson of Altemattrva 
Demokratika wrote to the Chtef Executive of 
Regent Hotels and to the President of the Carlson 
Leisure Group warning them against AX Holdings' 
questionable business practices since it had begun 
advertising the hotel as being adjacent to a non 
existent golf course for which it had not yet acquired 
the land (The Malta Independent On/me www. 

independent.com.mt • August 31, 2001). AX II .md 
AlternattiM then threatened each other with l.lw.,utts 
(The Times (Malta) Online - www.timesojmalta.com 
November I, 2001}. 

The number of NGOs supporting the Front 
increased steadily . The Front organized an 
email petttton and ninety-two farmers sent 
protest petitions to the Holy See, the President of 
Malta, the Archbishop and the Papal nuncio. AX 
Holdings sent a bnefing document to the highest 
civil and ecclesiastical authorities. The opposition 
Malta Labour Party came out against the Verda Ia 
project. The Nationaltst Minister for Tourism 
advocated two more golf courses and a Formula 
One track for Malta, arguing "T1u wvrronment is 
not the be all and end all of everytlung"". 

The Archbishop finally climbed off the fence in 
2002 and openly called for" due respectjortlte nation's 
natural and environmental hcrrtage." On july 22,2002 
the PlanntngAuthority held a public heanng on the 
Environmental Impact Statement prepared by AX 
Holding~· wnsultants; the hearing was conducted 
in English. Thss caused uproar, since most of the 
affected farmers spoke little or no English. The 
mcetmg was turbulent and mcondusive. 

On September 9, 2004, the Plannmg Authority 
board turned down the Verdala golf course proposal 
on the formal grounds that could have been applied 
years before. Malta's environmentalists had won 
theu longest and most fiercely fought battle to date. 
lhe stunned chairman of AX Holdings appealed 
the decision, but so far (September, 2008) the case 
has not re emerged. 

8 ln February 2004 the Front Kontra !.Golf Kors was 

nude up of several entitles: sec Note 2 at the end of the 

chapter. 

9 D;lVId Ltndsay reporttng 1n Malta Today 0 June 2001) 

on h1s mterv1cw w1th Mm1s1cr M;chacl Rcfalo on 27 

May2001. 
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14.6 Discussion 

These four cases show that detailed planning 
procedures do not always guarantee protection to 
the environment. Decisions are made in a context 
of conflicting interests and overlapping networks of 
friends of friends. To my mind, the Hilton extension 
and Verdala golf course hearings were ritual.; staged 
to convince the public that their decisions were 
based on the advice of experts, that they included 
the voice of stakeholder5, and that they conformed 
to planning and environmental regulations. The 
patent sloppmess of those concerned in ignoring 
the importance of presentmg the arguments for the 
golf course and the EIS to the farmers threatened 
by the project in a language they could understand, 
demonstrate how little importance they attached 
to the hearing. Adnan Peace, who examined a 
planning sequence in rural Ireland, qu1te rightly 
called such public hearings "modern theatn:s of 
control" (Peace, 1993: 20). 

Besides the four cases discussed above, 
environmentalists have mounted successful 
campaigns that blocked five other proJects: the 
Gozo airstnp ( 1995-1996), the Xaghra I Hamra 
golf course (2006-2007), the Siggiewi cement plant 
(1999), the Mnajdra temple landfill (2003-2004) 
and the Ramla I-Hamra villa complex (2007). 

Furthermore, Alternattiva Demokratika and the 
environmental NGOs, as of September 2008, 
were still pursuing ten prote!>ts they lodged 
with the EU's Environmental Commission and 
MEPA regarding a.<>pects of other on-going 
projects and activities (i) the extension of 
the Development Zone boundary, (ii) the Fort 
Cambridge apartment blocks, (iii) theTa' Cenc 
extens1on including villas and heritage park, (iv) 
the Midi consortium's massiVe Manocl Island 
and Tigne' Point projects, (v) the Pender Gardens 
multi-story apartment complex, (vi) the mega 
SmartCity township development, (vii) the 900 
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unit apartment complex on Xemxija Hill, (viu) 
the Mistra Bay disco, (ix) the Qala Creek hotel, 
marina and tourist village scheme, and (x) thl· 
alleged excessive export of farmed bluefin tuna)'''. 

Of the nine major campaign' environmentalist:. 
mounted after 1995, they won seven and lost two. 
Furthermore they are still engaged in appealing 
another ten. This may well be a unique record of 
environmental success. Moreover, ~ince 2005, 
two new and extremely active environment.\] 
NGOs - the Ramblers Associat ion and Flimkim 
gha/1 Ambjent Ahjar (FAA: Stand together for .1 

better environment) - joined the green movement 
All this activity is striking evidence that the green 
voice of civil society in Malta is bcginni ng to sound 
louder and that the politicians arc, if grudgingly, 
taking note of it. 

Indeed, much has changed on the environment,\! 
front in Malta since the 1970s. Civil society 
has made great strides and is making its vokt· 
heard. Pressure to protect the env1ronment ha-. 
not come from the government. Because of tht: 
way it is entangled with :.pec1al interest group~ 
and patronage and clientclistic networks, thl' 
government has been reactiVe, rather than proaclil't 
regarding the enforcement of Jts environment.tl 
policy. Pressure for change has come from outsidt•, 
from the UN, EU and mternational NGOs, and 
from below, from local NGOs and grassrool\ 
action groups (Boissevain & Gatt, 2011). 

Malta's membership of the European Union 
since 2004 has provided environmentalist\ 
with considerably more political leverage aml 

10 Up to the end of 2007, of all the new EU member statc,, 

Malta was facmg the highest numberofinfringcment pro 

ccdur~'S for breaking EU environmental rules, accordm!( 

to an I:U report 1ssued 3 July 2008 (Camilleri, 2008). 
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opportun it1es 11• Support from theE u rope an Union 
in some respects is a mixed blessing. Financial 
support and stewardship over certain tracts of 
land or monuments brings with it dependence 
and mstitutionalization. This engenders some 
loss ofindependence, as cooperation with the EU 
involves maintaining reasonably cordial relations 
with the government departments and that, in 
turn, inhibits an NGO's ability to v1gorously 
attack or embarrass the political establishment 
and bminess corporations. This loss of mobilising 
capacity weakens it (Rootes, 2007: 2). Moreover 
competition for EU funds and government favour 
may also account for the apparent reluctance of 
many of the established ENGOs to form alliances 
with the more radical NGOs like Gra.ffittJ, and also 
Alternattiva Demokratika (Boissevain & Gatt, n.d.; 
Briguglio & Brown,2008; Rootes,2007: 14). 

The ENGOs are making good use of these new 
possibilities to protect their landscape. Nonetheless, 
because of the nation's political culture, greed for 
quick profit and the prevailing amoral family first 
ethos, the future ofMalta's landscape still looks bleak. 
A nece.~sary condition for a truly different attitude to 
the landscape is for most Maltese and not JUSt the 
middle class and more educated segment of society 
that at present mainly supports the green lobbyl1 

-

to appreciate that the rural landscape 1s a national 
heritage every bit as important as the megalithic 
temples and the fortifications of the Knights. 

II Studies of the political role of environmental NGOs in 

Spam, Portugal and Italy also concluded that they could 

discuss some local problems more eas1ly w1th the EU 

Commission than with their own governments. The EU, 

111 turn, reiLes on NGOs for information on the adherence 

and implementation of environmental regulations (Agui

lar Fernandez 200 I: 273). 

12 A recent survey found that although ENGO members 

come from all soc1al strata, 61 'lb have an average to high 

socio-economic background (BrigugiLo & Brown, 2008: 

II, F1g. 2). 
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Note 1: 

Section 14.5.3 is based on Boissevain, 2004, and 
additional material from the following: 

Alternattiva Demokratika: Media Release: August 
2002, 09/09/ 02; 

Business Times (Malta) Online [www. 
businesstimes.com.mt]: 11/ 07/ 01; 

Friends of the Earth (Malta): Letter to Director of 
Planning, 03/ 0S/ 00; 

Malta Today Online [ www.maltatoday.com. 
mt]: IS/ 04/01, 27/ 05/ 01, 19/ 06/ 01, 01 / 07/01, 
02/09/ 01, 17/ 10/01; 

The Malta Independent Online [www.independent. 
com.mt): 08/04/ 01, 07/ 06/ 01, 27/ 06/ 01, 
08/ 07/01, 02/09/ 01; 09/ 09/ 01; 14/ 09/ 02; 
16/ 09/ 01; 23/09/ 0l 29/ 04/ 02, 20/06/ 02; 

Nature Trust: Press release 15/ 0S/ 00, Newsletter 
no.217,and 12/08/ 00; 

Nature Trust and Marine Life Care Group: Press 
release 11/07/ 01; 

L-Orizzont: 11/ 08/ 01,20/ 06/ 02, and 14/ 07/ 02; 

The Times (Malta) Online {www.timesofmalta. 
com]: 06/04/ 01, 30/04/ 01, 08/ 06/01, 
23/ 06/ 0l, 0 1/07/ 01, 03/ 07/ 01, 06/ 07/ 01, 
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11 /07/01, 12/07/ 01, 15/07/01, 21/07/ 01, 
22/ 07/01, 25/07/01, 27/ 07/01, 30/07 101, 
04/ 08/ 01, 11 / 08/ 01, 19/ 08/ 01, 23/ 08i 01, 
26/ 08/ 0l, 31/08/ 01, 04/ 09/ 01, 14/09/ 01; 
18/ 10/ 01, 27/04/ 02, 21 /05/ 02, 08/ 09/ 02. 

The ENGOs involved in the campaign were Din 1-Art 
Helwa, Nature Trust/ Marine Life Care Group, ECO 
Foundation, Moviment ghaii-Ambjent Friends 
of the Earth (FoE) (Malta), and the Biological 
Conservation Research Foundation. 

For more recent developments sec: 
http:/ / www.maltatoday.eom.mt/ 2008/ 7 / 06/ 
t l.html; http:/ / www.maltatoday.com.mt/ 2008/ 
08/06/ t6.html; http:/ / www.maltatoday.com. mt/ 
2008/ 08/ 24/ t9.html; http:/ / www.maltatoday. 
com.mt/ 2008/ 09/ 03/ t7.html; http: //www. 
maltatoday.com.mt/ 200 8/ 09/ 14/ t 2.html; 
http :/ I www.timesofm alta.com ./ articles/ view I 
20080930/ local/ ag-finds -enough-evidence-to
arralgn owners-of trawlers. 

Note 2: 

In February 2004 the Front Kontra 1 Golf Kors 
was made up of: Progressive Farmers Union, 
Moviment ghaii-Ambjent-Friends of the Earth 
(Malta), Mov1ment Graffitti, Alternattiva 
Demokratika, lnizjamcd, Move Organization, 
Zminijitna, Alternattiva Demokratika Zghazagh, 
International Animal Rescue, Azzjoni Pozittiva, 
Vegetarian Society, Pembroke Res1dents 
Association and Nature Trust (incorporating 
the previously autonomous Society for the Study 
and Conservation of Nature, Arbor, Verde and 
Marine Life Care Group). lhe following also 
supported the campaign: University Chaplaincy, 
Malta Organic Agriculture Movement, Kopin, the 
Farmers' Central Co Operative Society, and Din 
1-Art Helwa. 
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CHAPTER 15 
Olive multifunctional landscapes in Cyprus: 
sustainable planning of Mediterranean rural heritage 

Jala Makhzoumi 

15.1 Background 

The Mediterranean is commonly identified as the 

'region of the olive' {Polunin & Huxley, 1987). 
The association is understandable considering 
that the wild olive species, Olea oleaster, is native 

to the region (Meikle, 1977, 1985) and that the 
domesticated tree, Olea curopaea, larger in size 
and abundant in fruit, is cultivated extensively 

in the Mediterranean. Ollve groves blanket 

h1llsides, pour into valleys and encircle villages; 
their distinctive silver-green mantle is integral to 
the perception of Mediterranean traditional rural 

l.:mdscapcs. Sun, sea, and olive landscapes lie at 
the heart of Mediterranean tourism and continue 
to be used to promote local cuisines and healthy 

lifestyles. 

Historically, olive landscapes con~tituted the 

backbone of traditional rural economics. Their 

cultivation evolved into a complex agncultural 
ecosystem that is multifunctional in that it 

combines agricultural, silvJCultural and pastoral 

uses. The trees arc cultivated for their fruit, olives, 
a staple food in the Mediterranean. Olive trees in 
turn shelter a variety of uses and activities. They 

are intercropped w1th other fruit trees, wheat 

and barley, serving as rich pasturclands for sheep 
and goats when fallow. As such, traditional olive 
landscapes are sustainable economically, because 

they accommodate more than one function/ usc 

on the same land area, environmentally, because 

they are native to the region and well adapted to 
the characteristically hilly landform, hot climate, 

scarce water resources and poor s01l conditions. 

The geographical range of olive landscapes 
ensures continuous, volumetric vegetative cover 
that modifies local climate, conserves water and 

soil and accounts for a distinct, much valued 

Mediterranean landscape character. 

Beyond agricultural productivity and 

environmental sustainability, olive landscapes 
play an important role in sheltering Mediterranean 
wildlife, thus providing the ecosystem functions 

of the native Mediterranean forests that have long 
ago disappeared. In many way.~, olive landscapes 
are a 'substitute nature', a unique landscape that 

has evolved to embody the symbiosis between 
nature and culture that is characteristic to the 
region. As such, traditional olive landscapes arc 

at once a natural heritage and cultural heritage of 

the Mediterranean. This duality however hinders 
their future planning and management. As 
'manufactured' landscapes they are sidestepped 

by nature conservation policies that prioritize 
on 'nature' and 'natural landscapes'. In Cyprus, 
for example, apart from "Forest Law and physical 
planning regulations (Department of Town and 
Country Planning, 1996), environmental protection 
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is mainly based on the Law on the Protectrou and 
Management of Nature and Wildlife" (Delipetrou 
et a/., 2008). Olive landscapes, as indeed all 
traditional Mediterranean rural landscape!., arc 

managed by the agriculture sector with emphasis 

on productivity at the expense of the non-tangible 
environmental, ecological and cultural benefit~. 

The indiscriminate application of north European 
planning and management b anotherproblem.1he 
damage done by the EU Common Agricultural 

Policy (CAP) is one example offailure to recognize 

the specificity of the traditional Mediterranean 
rural landscape and the role that these landscape~ 

play in sustaining frag1le mountain ecologies. lhe 
result is 'bulldozing' of 'the protective maqUJs 

vegetation to make room for large-scale intensively 
cultivated and irrigated olive plantation!>, lausing 

erosion and destruction of a characteristically 
multifunctional landscape, together with its 
'hard' and 'soft' landscape values (Naveh, 2008). 

Mediterranean rural landscapes arc sidestepped 

by 'imported' nature con5ervation policies that 
favour protecting pristine 'nature'land~capes at the 
expense of traditional ones. Furthermore, although 

amendments have been m.1de to recogn1ze and 

protect cultural landscape!> ( IUCN category V), 
nature conservation and environmental planning 
in the southern and ea~tcrn Mediterranean 

continue to prioritize erther on natural components 

or anthropogenic landscapes in isolation. In 
response, Pungctti argues for a · dc-mrtluoprwtion 
of the plmr" to overcome the current trend that 

· has confined CIII!II'OiltnCHta/ plamrmg 111 Italy to 
territory mui parks, wrthout addres~ing rt to tire 
wider countryside and ccologrcal systems· (Pungctti 

& Romano, 2004: 110). An acceptance that 
traditional olive landsc.1pes in the Mediterranean 
arc part nature and part culture, and that the two 

are complementary and cannot be considered in 

isolation without comprombing the integrity of the 
whole is the starting point for en~urmgsustainable 
future development. 
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The challenge for sustainable future plannin~ 

therefore necessitates a move away from 
established, compartmentalized assessmenl 
and management of tr-aditional Mediterrane.lll 

landscapes of which olive landscapes are a part 

lhis chapter advocates a holistic landscapt 
approach which broadens assessment beyond 
agricultural productivity to integrate the natur.tl 

and cultural dimension!. of rural landscapc 
(M.lkhzouml & Pungetti, 1999, 2008; Selman , 
2006). A post-productive assessment oftradition.tl 

bndscapcs b one example of an integratiw 

planning model that expands convention.-! 
valuation of production activities in agriculture, 
farming and forestry to include all function~, 

i.e. tang1ble, production and non-tangible, 
environmental and cultur-al ones. 1l1e shift 

advocates alternative value systems concerning 
the.~e functions, while encouraging "new emergiug 
value systems, defined l1y drffcmrl stakeholders and 
pcrspectwc{ (Pinto Corrci.l ct a/., 2004). Another 
model i!> that of 'multifunctional landscapes', 

which lOmbine~ su~tainable development, 

.1griculture .1nd environmental policies on the one 
hand, nutcnal and spintual values of landscape 
on the other (Brandt & Vejrc, 2004). Brandt 

and Ycjre argue that since the Enl ightenment, 
western culture has moved toward.~ the \patial 

segregation ofland usc functions mto agncultural 
and silvicultural production and monofunctional 

land u~c to secure economic cffilicncy (ibid). The 
resultant discconomie.\ in the form of amplified 
environmental problems since the 19SOs arc now 

being recognized, with a rc.~ulting gradual shift 
away from funct1onal segregation to functional 
integration. 11ucc functionalit1cs arc integrated 

within the multifunctional model proposed by the 

authors (ibid): · /andsmpe eco~stem functronalrty'; 
reflecting the capacities of natural processes 
to maintain/change environments; "land use 
fimctionalrty'; reflecting the capacities of socio
cultural processes to change environments; 

and ~ transceudrng functronalrty~ reflectmg social 
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intentions to maintain or change environment'> 

through planning and management. Traditional 

Mediterranean rural land~c:tpes arc a living 
example of the multifunctional model, where 
ecosystem and land usc functionalities have been 

integrated not through conscious pl.uming but by 
traditional vernacular management practices that 
evolved over centuries. As .~uch, the uniqueness 

of olive multifunctiOJd landscapes should be 

celebrated as a template for sustainable future 
development. To achieve th~., nece.o;sitatcs two 

things. On the one hand, it requires a deeper 

understanding of their specificity as a unique land 

use system that is responsive to the Mediterranean 
geography and ecology. On the other hand, 

olive landscapes need to be valued holistically 

as landscapes with environmental and cultural 

roles, a natural and cultural heritage. This implic~ 
factoring environment and culture into the way we 

understand, articulate and reconcile conflicting 

social, economic and political interests and in 

forging our aspirations for healthy and meaningful 
lives. 

To demonstrate the l.mdsc.tpe model tor planning 
and management, thi.., chapter applies the holistic 
landscape planmng model to a project in Cyprus 

(Makluoumi, 1996, I997).lhc project undertook 

a comprehensive field survey to determine the 
extent, character existing state and threats to 

ohvc cultivation in the northern part of the island 

{M.tkhzoumi, 200l}.lhe landscape approach, we 
shall argue, has the potential to align pl.tnning 
and management of traditional olive landscapes 

with global priont1es ti.Jr sustainable development, 

biodiversity conservation .md to recognite them 
a'> a natural and cultural hentage. 

15.2 Traditional olive 
landscapes: North Cyprus 
case study 

With a l.tnd .ue.1 of9,2S I km?, Cyprus i .~ the third 

largest island 111 the Mediterranean (F1gure 1). Two 

mountain chaim shape island geomorphology. 
In the north, the elong.tted Kyrenia Range 
(Pentadaktylos) runs parallel to the island's 

northern coastline with peaks of 1,000 meters. 
In the south-we~t run.~ the Troodos Range, with 
peaks of2,000 meters, linked in the centre to the 

Mel>aoria plain. The climate is characteristic of 

the eastern Mediterranean, with typically hot dry 
~ummers and short rainy wmter.'>. Annual average 

precipitation IS 500 mm but varies cono;iderably 

between the inl.md Mesaoria, .md the pe.1ks and 
the sea-facing ti.Jothllk This in turn intluences 
density and composition of the spontaneous 

vegetat ion cover and land uo;e. The 1sland landscape 
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IS predominantly rural, a mosaic of coniferous and 
oak forests in the peaks, dense maquis scrubland in 
the upper foothills and olive and carob cropping in 
the remaining open landscapes (Delipetrou et al., 
2008). Nicosia (Turkish Lefkosa), the largest city 
and the capital since the eleventh century BC, is 
located in the centre of the island. Harbour towns 
such as Kyrema (Turkish Girne), Famagusta 
(Turkish Gazimaguza), Lima~ol and Pafos serve 
as the nucleus of coa.<>tal touri~m and associated 
development and have become population 
magnets along the island's rapidly urbanizing 
coastline. 

Ongoing conflict between Greek and Turkish 
Cypriots culminated in the occupation of the 
northern part of the island by Turkey in I97S. 
The Turkish Republic of North Cyprus (TRNC) 
comprises approximately a third of the island, is 
not recognized internationally and is marginalized 
politically. Economic and polttical isolation of the 
TRNC has indirectly slowed down development, 
leaving the extensive olive and carob cultivation, 
as indeed much of the traditional rural landscape, 
almost intact. 

A pilot study was proposed with the aim of 
broadening valuation of traditional olive 
cultivation in the TRNC and proposing sustainable 
future management (Makhzoumi, 2001) 1

• 1he 
survey plan was two-tiered: (i) assessment of the 
reg1onal context, to establish extent and spatial 
distribution of olive cultivation in north Cyprus; 
(ii) assessment of local conditions, to determine 
morphological characteristics and prevailing 
management practices. Four speci6c objectives 
shaped the project: 

The project proposal was undertaken jointly with a lo· 

cal NGO, M1ddle East Environmental, and funded by 
UNOP, 1999 2001. 
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To assess the physical extent and spati.1l 
distribution of olive landscapes; 
To characterize them as landscapl'' 
identify associated uses ;111d 
management; 
To assess threats to traditional olivl' 
cultivation; and 
To propose guidelines for sustainable 
planning and management. 

The first phase of the project involved a rap1d 
regional survey of olive landscapes in the TRN( · 
Working with cadastral maps, GPS on-ground 
verification and rapid assessment, six oliVl' 
landscape typologies were identified. Thew 
include: 

Olive cultivation in the plains (coast.ll 
and inland); 
Olive cultivation in the lower foothill ' 
(under 300 m.a.s.l.); 
Olive cultivation in the upper foothill , 
(above 300 m.a.s.l.); 
Olive cultivation in and along ravines; 
Olive cultivation in village pcnpherie'; 
and 
Olive cultivation in urban and suburb.m 
settings. 

Statistics on olive agriculture were obtained from 
the Agricultural Statistical Census, Ministry \ ll 

Agriculture (TRNC, 1999). 

'fl1e second phase of the project, involved 
surveying samples of the ~ix landscape typologie~ 
identified. Twcnty·onc ca:;e studies were selected 
to include all three administrative divisions in the 
TRNC (Nicosta, Kyrenia and Famagusta) and 
to ensure diversity in elevation, aspect (inland. 
seaward) and location (rural, urban) (Plate IS. I). 
A survey sheet was designed to gutde a~sessment of 
five key areas ofinformation: (i) general information 
concerning administrattve region and plantation 
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type; (ti) location in terms of longitude, latitude 
• md elevation; (iii) characterizing olive orchards 
in terms of tree density, use and management; 
(iv) tree descriptton and distribution; their 
.;patial configuration; other tree species within 
rhe surveyed area; tree age, conditiOn and the 
average di!ttance between trees; and ( v) individual 
tree data: tree hetght, girth circumference, crown 
diameter. 

Survey findings are herein presented, grouped 
under three headings: first, the extent of olive 
landscapes in North Cyprus in terms of tree 
distribution and olive production; second, the 
morphological and ecological characteristics and 
management of olive tree landscapes; and third, 
identified threats. 

15.3 The extent of olive 
cultivation 

Olive tree cultivation in North Cyprus i!t 
considerable in terms of the extent of their 
geographical dtstribution, the total number of 
trees and olive production in tonnes!. The highest 
concentration is in the coastal administrative 
regions of Famagusta and Kyrenia, respectively 
288,870 trees and 122,6"'0 trees, compnsmg 
58% and 25% respectively of the total number of 
estimated olive trees in North Cyprus (49 ,637) 
(TRNC, 1999). 

A more accurate distributton pattern emerges 
when considering the number of olive trees 
withtn the smaller, sub-administrative dtvisions 

2 The physical extent of olive treest~estlmatcd b)' record

ing the numbers of trc~:s per admi mstrattve subdivtston. 

Another mdteatioll of extent is oltvc tree denstty tree 

hectare. A th1rd indicatiOn of extent IS derived by com

panng the total )'tcld kg ' tree or tonne. 

in Famagusta, Kyrenia and Nicosia (Plate 15.2) . 
The highest concentration, by far, is in the Karpaz 
peninsula, Famagusta. The total number of olive 
trees in the two sub-administrative divisions of 
Yeni Eren Koy and Mehmetcik, is estimated at 
1-7,670 trees. In second place are the three coastal 
sub-regions in east Kyrenia, Gecitkale and Ycni 
lskele, which have a total of 53,370, 36,055 and 
35,900 trees, respectively. With the exception of 
Degirmenlik. traditional olive cultivation in the 
southern, inland aspect of the Kyrenia foothills 
and the Mesaoria plain is limited; by comparison, 
the flat Mesaoria plain lends itself more readily to 
arable agriculture. 

Olive production is another indication of the 
geographical extent of olive cultivation. Olive 
production according to administrative regions 
shows a similar pattern to that of tree distribution. 
The Famagusta administrative region leads, 
producing more than one million tonnes of olives 
(56.2% of the total production for North Cyprus), 
followed by Kyrenia (which accounts for 26% of 
olive production). The Nicosia administrative 
region contributes a mere 17%. 

Distribution according to smaller, sub 
administrative divisions (Pbte 15.3) indicates 
that once again Mehmetcik and Yeni Eren Koy 
in Famagusta lead in terms of olive production 
with 480 and 399 tonnes, respectively. They are 
closely followed by West Girne sub-region, which 
produces 340 tonnes per year. 

Comparing the distribution patterns of trees 
to that of olive production confirms that the 
administrative divisions with the highest 
concentration of olive trees were not necessarily 
the most productive. Degirmenlik, for example, 
had a proportionately high concentration of olive 
trees but a relatively low production rate. Similarly 
West Kyrenia had a third of the trees ofEast Girne 
but had a fourfold production of olives. Several 
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2 98.6 2.65 Arable /Pastoral 4 148 • • 0 0 

3 Alemdag 430 2.4 2 Arable /Pastoral 3 50 • • • • 
4 Yedidalga 25 5.738 Orchard /Garden 4 61 • • • • • • 
5 Lefke 115 3.877 Orchard /Garden 6 92 • • • 
6 Zeytinlik 65 4.55 2 Orchard/Garden 6 127 • • • 
7 Dogankoy 56.4 4.23 2 None 6 126 • • • 
8 Lapta 2 None 70 • • 
9 La pta 500 5 2 Arable /Pastoral 3 60 • • • 
10 Karaagac 290 2.88 2 Arable/Pastoral 2,5 151 • • • • 
11 Esentepe 17.38 2.5 2 Abandoned 4 68 • 
12 Merslnlik (a) 152 5.11 3 Arable/Pastoral 4,5 41 • • • 
13 Merslnlik (b) 31.4 150 3 Arable /Pastoral 1,4 85 • • • • • 
14 Mlnarelikoy 114.6 1.25 None 184 • • • • 
15 Yenicekoy 124 3000 3 None 1,5 86 • • • • • 
16 Yamackoy 370 1.8 3 None 3 127 • • 
17 Catalkoy 30 3.6 2 Pastoral 70 • • 
18 Aslankoy 77 2.5 3 Arable/Pastoral 5 108 • 
19 Yedikonuk 109 5 3 Arable/Pastoral 2 24 • • 
20 Batra 33.8 6 3 Arable 22 • • 0 • 
21 Turnalar 200 2.5 3 Arable/Pastoral 2 64 • 
Average tree density (tree/ha) calculated for all 21 case studies 94 

Table 15.1: A summary of the characteristics of olive plantations 1n North Cyprus. based on the 
findings of the fteld survey. 

• Positive indication 

0 Positive indication, but not current. 

Administrative Division:( I) Ldkosa; (2) Girne; (3) Gazi Magusa 
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factors account for these incongruities. In the 
case of Deginnenlik, for example, despite the 
extent of olive trees, it was noted that many of the 
orchards were abandoned, the trees in need of 
irrigatton. Another reason for the incongruity is 
the relatively low population densities in North 
Cyprus. Considering that oltve management and 
harvesting is labour intensive, the reduction in 
rural work force following partitioning accounted 
for poorly managed orchards and tn many cases 
abandonment. 

15.4 Characterising olive tree 
multifunctional landscapes 

The landscape character of olive orchards depends 
primarily on landform and elevation, which in turn 
influence planting layout and overall density. Two 
broad methods of culttvation were idcnttfied. The 
first includes cultivation through seedlings, which 
follows an orthogonal layout e~tabl~hed early in 
the last century along the northern coast. The use 
of olive seedlings makes it posstble to control the 
distance between the trees, which ranges from 
10 to 12 metres (as in 16. 8 m and 17 m in coastal 
Girne, and 14m and ISm in Mesaoria). The second 
method of cultivation is through in-situ grafting 
of wild olive trees, which results in a less regular 
layout with smaller distances between the trees (as 
m most of the remaining case studies). This method 
was observed in older plantations as well as ones 
established in the lower and upper foothill-;. 

Based on the field survey, characteristic~ of olive 
landscapes are summarized in Table IS.l. 1he 
average olive tree density in North Cyprus, 
calculated as the average for the 21 case studies, was 
relatively high at 194 tree ' ha when compared to 
olive tree density in traditional plantations elsewhere 
in the Mediterranean which varies between 40-
SO trees per hectare (tree ha) (Beaufoy, 2001). 
Tree densities in TRNC oscillate between lower 

tree densities found in the Karpas (22-24 tree, 
ha), which are a result of olives being interspersed 
with carob trees, and high tree densities found in 
and around settlements (218-127 tree 'ha). It was 
noted that lower tree densities in many case studies 
resulted from the removal of olive trees to allow for 
more profitable arable cultivation. 

The landscape character of olive orchards is also 
the result oflandform. Within the flowing three· 
dimensional cover of olive trees that blankets 
the northern part of the island, five landscape 
character typologies were identified. l11ese arc 
described hereunder: 

The coastal plain: Olive trees in the 
coastal regions follow an orthogonal 
planting layout as they are generally 
grown from seedlings. Olive landscapes 
of this typology extend along the length 
of the northern coastline (case studies 6, 
7, 8, 10, II, 12 and 13).111eyare threatened 
from suburban encroachment and tourist 
development along the coastal road, 
which in turn raise land values. 
lhe Kyrenia foothills: Olive landscapes 
in the north-facing and south-facing 
Kyrenia Range foothills arc extensive 
in area. The density of olive trees in the 
northern part of the Kyrenia foothills 
is higher than in the southern part. 
Here olive trees arc established in 
conjunction with stone terraces. Tree 
and terrace combine to conserve the 
soil and maintain a critical ecological 
balance in marginal lands that arc hard 
to utilize and increasingly threatened 
by erosion. Olive cultivation in the 
foothills comprises a two-tiered band, 
which includes settlements and their 
immediately adjoining olive plantations: 
an upper band that occurs about 300 
m.a.s.l. (which includes the settlements 
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of Malidag, Agillar, and Ardahan to the 

east, Alemdag, AkCJcek and Dikmcn 
to the west), and a lower tier JUSt above 

the Mesarya plain (that includes the 
settlements ofDegirmenlik, Serdarli and 
Gonendere} (Plate IS.4) 

The Mesaoria Plain: The character of 
olive landscapes in Mesoaria comprises the 
length of the central plain from Famagusta 

Bay to the cast, to the Bay of Morphou 

in the west. Olive tree densities here arc 
generally low, the trees smaller in srle and 
in poor condition in comparison to the 

other two previous zone.s. Olive cultivation 
concentrates in the immediate vicinity of 
settlements (Plate IS.S), as the majority of 

land in the central plain is utilized for arable 
agriculture. Olive tree concentration is 
more prominent in the eastern end of the 

plain, the western end bemg extensively 

utthzed by citrus plantations. 
The Karpas Peninsula: The Kyrcnia 
Range tapers down to h1lly peaks not 

exceeding 200 m.a.d., which dominate 
landform in the Karpaz. This part of the 
island has the highest concentration of 

olive trees and i-; equally rich in nat1vc 
flora and fauna. Olive trees arc widely 

spaced and mixed with equal numbers of 
carob trees and wheat cultivation. 

Ravines: Seasonal watcrcour:;es arc a 
key feature of the island landscape (Plate 
IS.6). Linearity and climatic sheltering 

1 n fluence the character of olive landscapes 
in ravines. Case studic<; 2 and 3 arc two of 

the largest olive landscapes established in 
seasonal watercourses. 

Three dominant uses were found to be assoc1atcd 
with olive multifunctional landscapes. The most 

common 1s arable agriculture, mainly of wheat and 
barley. Many olive trees were removed to enable 
mechanized harvesting of wheat and barley. 
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Pastoral uses were equally dominant. Mixed herd-. 
of sheep and goat, not necessarily of the orchard 
owner, graze the spontaneous vegetation in fa lim, 

arable lands within olive orchards surveyed 
In the process, the herds check the advance ol 

spontaneous vegetation and fertilize the orchard 
A third associated usc noted was intercropping 

with fruit trees. Th1s is especially the case in oliVl' 
cultivation in the ravines. Olive cultivation in 
and around urban and suburban areas had no 

associated usc. 

The management of olive plantations usuolll) 

entails dearing of the understorey, t11ling the land 
following harvesting, pollarding and, in some ca~c,, 

as in Mcsaoria, providing for open or drip irngation 
(Table IS.l). The management of olive landscapes 

can be grouped into three categories: well managed 
(case stud1es 4, 14, IS), managed (3, 10, 12), and not 

managed (7, 21). Only a handful of the orchard' 
surveyed were well managed. 

Clearing the understorey is an important part of 
managing olive plantations. In the foothills, tlw 

understorey i~ typically of maqms o;pecies, whit:h 
develops into mature woodland of pines and 
cypresse~ in the higher footh11ls iflcfi: undamaged 

(cas e ~tudies \ 9, 16). This demonstrates tln· 

flexibility of olive landscapes, their ability to pl.l}' 
a dual role, ma1l.lged agriculturally producttve 01 

unmanaged buffer zone/ wildhfe habitat for the 

protected forestland. Ttllingisanother management 
routine that control~ the undergrowth and allow-. 
for greater water absorption. Tilling usually follow., 

olive harvesting. Another management practice 1s 

pollarding which is variously undertaken to ensure 
healthy growth or to facilitate harvesting. Thl· 

result i'> a 'stumpy' olive tree (case studies S, 10). 
Pollarding as !>uch accounts for the variations in thl· 
-;hape of olive trees in North Cyprus. In Mesaori.1, 

pollarding is practised by cutting the trunk at 1.50 

m above the ground level at an early stage in the 
development of the tree to promote low branching, 
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Figure 15.2: Management of o11ve landscapes {clockwise from top left): pollard ng to facilitate 
harvesting; open irrigation; management through grazing; olive cultivat on in the foothills in 
conjunction w1th stone terraces. 

which in turn facilitates olive harvest ing. Irrigation 
was recorded in three case studies (2, S & 14). It 
is limited to olive plantations m Mesaoria, which 
region is typically semiarid. Earth pans are created 
for the individual trees and arc connected by open 
ditches in an effort to conscrvewater ( Figure 15.2). 

Cyprus was historically known for its cultivation 
of olive trees (Christadoulou, 1959; Thirgood, 
1987; Hadjisavvas, 1992). Some remaining olive 
trees date from Venetian times, estimated at over 
400 years in age. Several such ancient orchards 
were encountered during the field survey (case 
studies 2, 7, 13, 20). Short of counting the tree 
rings, there is no way of estimating, with accuracy, 
the age of a tree, unless historical records exist. 

W1th olives, however, the hollowness of the 
trunk is one indication. In the present study, 
g1rth circumference and the extent of hollowing 
(established by measuring the inner circumference 
of the girth) were taken as a criterion in estimating 
olive trees that are more than a hundred years old 
(Figure 15.3). Many old olive orchards surveyed 
should be protected by the state as natural and 
cultural heritage of the island (case studies 2 
and 13). Tree dimensions vary as a result of site 
conditions and management. Spot measurements 
were undertaken for most case studies. 

To conclude, traditional olive cultivation in North 
Cyprus forms extensive landscapes that are 
responsive to terrain and aspect, multifunctional in 
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use and management. 'The resultant diverstty and 
distinctiveness in morphology and u~e sets them 
apart from commercially est.1blished oltve cultivation 
that is increasingly rcplacmg them on the island. 
Unlike commercial olive plantation~, tradtt1onal 
orchards arc not only productive agnculturally but 
also sustainable environmentally, protecting scarce 
soil and water re1>ources, and ecologically, serving 
as a wildlife habitat that complement~ the role of 
protected forestland. Traditional olive landl>capes 
as such are a living example of multifunctionality, 
a valuable natural and cultural heritage in them 
and as an asset in promoting tourism in the island 
(Makhzoumi, 1997). 

15.5 Threats to olive 
multifunctional landscapes 
in North Cyprus 

Landscapes of olive trees arc increasingly under 
threat. 'This 1s confirmed by the decline in the total 
number of trees from 668,685 to 521,848 for the 
period between 1975 and 1995 which mdicates an 
average loss of 7,342 trees per year (TRNC, 1999). 
'The rate of loss in the decade 1985 1995 was 9,543 
tree/year, almo~t double that for the penod 19 5 
1985 (5,141 tree year). Evaluatmgthe root cause.~ for 
the de~truction of olive trees is the first step toward~ 
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Figure 15.3: Olive trees estimated several 
hundred years old (case study 2) .. 

thetr protection. While some of the causes arc direct, 
such .1s competition from imported olives and 
restricted export oflocally produced olives and olive 
01!, indirect causes mdude agricultural abandonment 
and p1ccemeal destruction of olive Ia ndscape.~. 

Abandoned ohve orchards and landscapes were a 
frequent occurrence throughout the field survey. 
Abandonment was gauged diflcrently for the 
six 1dentified ohve landscape typologies. In the 
upper foothill-; and mountains, abandonment was 
determmed by the extent and maturity of invading 
spontaneou~ m.lqui~ species, mainly the mastic 
~hrub, Pislaao kntr.<ws. In !>orne instances, mature 
forest trees, pines and cypresses, were observed 
interspersed with the olives, as in Alemdag. Lapta 
and Yamackoy (case ~tudies 3, 9 and 16 respectively). 
In the plain and the lower foothills, abandonment 
meant that the orchards were not tilled to remove 
overgrown weed.,. A large number of olive trees in 
the Karpaz region had been inadvertently burnt in 
the proCC!;,., of clearing the land for arable fanning. In 
the hot, dry Mesaoria, abandonment was noted by 
the absence ofirrigation; orchards were drying out 
(case study 2). A dramatic example of abandonment 
is provided by the olive plantation at Alsancak which 
was used as a waste tip. Felling olive trees is prohibited 
by laws that date to the Colonial period (circa 1880), 
but these are often sidestepped. Trees were cut to 
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Figure 15.4: The piecemeal destruction of olive orchards in the Kyrenia coasta pain to 
accommodate suburban development. 

produce coal in Arapkoy. Law enforcement requires 

resources that arc not available at the local level. A 
more direct cause for the destruction of olive trees, 
as in the cases ofZeytinlik, Dogankoy and Q;ttalkoy 

(case studies 6, 7, 17 respectively), come$ from rising 

land value to accommodate suburban housing, road 
side commercial development and holiday villages. 
The piecemeal carving up of orchard~ is common 

practice in the suburbs of Girne, as well as along the 
coast to its cast and west (Figure I 5.4). 

lhe root cause for olive tree destruction, however, is 

that they arc no longer economically pro~table. On the 
one hand, there arc difficulties in the export of olives in 

view of the economic and political sanction~ imposed 

on the TRNC. Limited outlets for local processmg 
arc another factor. The Zeyko Factory in Karakum 
was the only large·scalc state buyer of olives for oil 

production that purchased olives from local farmers 
providing an incentive to continue managing obve 
landscapes.1. ln 1994, the Zeyko Factory terminated 

the processing of olive oil, leaving the local farmers 

3 ·n1e earliest record from the Zcyko Factory for the pur 

chase ofTRNC olives dates to 19i 5 and shows a total 

purchase of63 tonnes.Thc latest record ts m 1994, for 61 

ton nes. A maximum purchase ofS32 tonncs is recorded 

fort he year 19!\9 

with no other marketing outlet for their produce. 
Competition from table olives and olive oil imported 
from mainland Turkey was another factor affecting 

the sale oflocal agriculture produce in general, ohves 
in particular. The scale of agricultural production 
in Turkey, considerable government subsidies for 

farming and transportation to Cyprus, make it very 

difficult if not impos~ible forT urkish Cypriot farmers 
to compete. This affects local marketing of Cypriot 
olives, and ohve oil d1rectly. Cypriot interviewed 

farmers and individuals owning olive orchards, 
expre~scd their d~p!ration and sadness that they had 
been forced to abandon their olive orchards because 

production was no longer profitable. 

Declining marketability invariably undermines 

the value of olive tree$ and olive land~capes. 

Cultural perceptions of olive trees constitute yet 
another factor. On the one hand, Cypriots value 
the ohve tree, appreciating that olive cultivation i~ 

intertwined with the island cultura l history and 
integral to valued rural traditions. Senior farmers 
interviewed during the field survey explained that 

they continued managmg thc1r olive plantations 

strictly out of love and habit rather than for 
economic benefit, since there was none to be had. 
Others explained that if they could but ensure 

marketabibty of the produce, they would care for 

the olive trees as they would their off~pring 
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(Makhzoum1, 199 ). Younger Cypriots, both 
rural and urban, do not always share these 
traditional valuations, nor are they willing to 
undertake the labour intensive management of 
olive orchards. Although ownership was not 
included in the field survey, almost all olive 
orchards are privately owned. The fact that the title 
for olive trees can be leased independently from 
land ownership should necessarily be factored 
into future planning strategies. Olive cultivation 
in the ravines is a case in point since seasonal water 
courses are generally state owned (case study 6). 

15.6 Reconfiguring olive 
landscapes: strategies 
for sustainable future 
development 

The study findings demonstrate that the 
multifunctional framework of traditional olive 
agriculture has been a key to 1ts endurance over 
time. Vernacular Mediterranean rural farming 
practices, for example olive and carob agricultural 
systems, evolved to respond to geomorphological 
heterogeneity and to adapt to the environmental 
conditions of semi-arid ecosystems. The spatial 
and temporal overlap of silvicultural, agricultural 
and pastoral activities on the same land unit 
embodies sustainable use of natural and human 
resources. In addition, the findings demonstrate 
the flexibility of traditional olive landscapes 
over time, namely the1r ability to change from a 
productive ecosystem to a non-productive semi
natural one when left unmanaged. Applying a 
holistic landscape framework to the assessment 
of olive cultivation broadens their valuation, to 
include the1r environmental, ecological, cultural 
roles, and equally their multifunctional format, 
as integrative of the island's natural and cultural 
Mediterranean landscape heritage. Moreover, a 
holistic framework enables re-conceptualizing 
traditional olive landscapes by aligning them with 
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twenty-first century aspirations for sustainabk 
development and biodiversity conservation. 
Reconfigured, traditional olive landscapes serw 
to mspire holistic, integrative use of resource~ 
in future planning and management in the 
island - "mimicking functions of traditional rund 
landscapes" argue Brandt and Vejre (2004), to 
combine production, recreat•on, biodiversit r 
conservation with aesthetic and .spiritual valu~~ 
within a multifaceted and sustainable framework, 
representing an altern.ttivc lor the planning and 
management of the Meditcrrane:m. 

The developmental shift in the island <tway from 
rural economics and rural landscapes to service 
econom1cs that prioritize on wasta I tourism is in large 
part responsible for the degradation of traditional 
rural landscapes in Cyprus. Equally responsible arc 
current planmng and management policies that arc 
compartmentalized, divided in terms of governance, 
i.e. separate ministries of agriculture, environment 
and tounsm, and in terms of approach, prioritizing 
on ·nature' or 'culture~ conservation or productivity. 
For example, the Agricultural Statistical Yearbook 
shows the value of olive trees as yield of olives (kg. 
tree) and production (tonncs). Prioritizing only tree 
productivity undermines the intrinsic value of olive 
trees and the role of olive multifunctional landscape' 
in protecting watersheds and in conserving 
soil resources in marginal lands that cannol 
accommodate other uses. 

Efforts by the authorities to inject new life mto the 
olive industry often fail because of a fragmented 
and compartmentalized approach. Strategies to 
improve olive production arc also uncoordinated 
and fail to consider ecological and socio cultural 
repercussions. Planning strategies are in the 
main top-heavy. The importation of cheap olive 
presses, for example, wa~ perceived by local 
communities to produce mferior quality olive ml, 
just as olives from introduced cultivars were ill
favoured in comparison to native varieties. Nor 
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are environmental protection considerations 
integrated into long term planning. A holistic, 
integrated approach to olive cultivation is proposed 
by Beaufoy (2001) who classifies olive cultivation 
in North Cyprus into three broad categories. 
The first category, the largest, includes "low-input 
traditional plantations and scattered trees, often with 
ancient trees and typical~ planted on terraces, which are 
managed with few or no chemical inputs, but with high 
labour input" (ibid: 5), while the second and third 
categories become progressively more intensive in 
terms of management, and in the use of artificial 
fertilizers, pesticides and weed control with the 
objective of increasing production by means of 
irrigation, increased tree density and mechanical 
harvesting. The study recommends a "change 
from production support to a flat-rate area payment 
unrelated to producing or yields" (ibid: 7) as well as 
the application of agri-environmental programme.s 
to olive farming, which should be greatly expanded 
in order to deliver payments to all olive farmers m 
return for additional environmental services, under 
schemes designed to address specific environmental 
priorities in the region. The latter approach provides 
significant benefits in terms of the conservation 
of soil and water resources and of biodiversity and 
landscape values. 

Safeguarding traditional olive landscapes 
necessitates, in addition, holistic, multi-faceted 
strategic planning. Holistrc implies a broad 
approach, whereby the responsibility for policies 
targeting olive cultivation, as well as their actual 
management would involve all stakeholders, 
central government and local authorities, 
farmers and landowners, while multifaceted 
implies an approach that values ol ive landscapes 
as sustainable food systems that provide no n
tangible, environmental, ecolog1cal and cultural 
benefits. A mult i-facetted .tpproach also implies 
coordination among the d1fferent government 
agencies, i.e. the Ministry of Agriculture and 
Forestry, and the Ministry of Tourism and 

Environment. Safeguarding does not imply 
preservation, which is not possible considering 
the extent of olive landscapes. Rather, it implies 
searching for narratives that reconfigure 
traditional rural landscapes within present and 
future needs and aspirations, which in the case 
of Cyprus can be tailored through a number of 
strategies: 

Olive landscapes in the upper 
ranges: In such areas olive cultivation 
1s a complementary appendage to the 
protected forest. This is supported by the 
findings from case studies 3, 9 and 16, 
and the wealth of research encouraging 
innovative conservation approaches 
in the Mediterranean (Makhzouml, 
1996i Naveh, 1995). Olive trees in 
these locations provide the structural 
framework that serves as a hab1tat for 
native flora and fauna both in terms of 
extending the limits of the forest, but also, 
in conjunction with maquis scrubland, by 
providing connectivity that can sustain 
the island 's considerable wildlife. 
Olive cultivation in the lower foothills: 
In term~ of encroaching urbanization 
and development, the lower foothills 
are the fi rst line of defence in buffering 
development, for example in the Kyrenia 
region (Makhzoumi, 1996). Olive tree 
landscapes in the foothills play a central 
role in conservmg the soil in hilly terrain 
and protecting against soil erosion that 
results from removal of native plant cover 
and destruction of olive cultivation. The 
environmental role of olive landscapes 
is even more critical m the south-facing 
Kyrenia foothills, where the vegetation 
is sparse and the chmate is hot and dry. 
Here, olive multifunctional landscapes 
can accommodate green zones and hardy 
buffer plantations, with their characteristic 
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silver mantle providing a backdrop to 

urbanized coastal landscapes. 

Olive cultivation in the ravines: 
Ravines are an important morphological 

component of the island landscape. They 

have the potential to function as ecological 

corridors by linking the peaks and foothills 

to the coast thus enabling the movement 

of native flora and fauna. In addition to 

their ecological role, olive cultivation in the 

ravines prott.-cts these seasonal watt.-rcourscs 

from encroachment and lS riparian 

landscapes (case studies 2, 4, II, 12 & 13). 
The role of olive landscapes is especially 

pronounced in watercourses in the vicinity 

of settlements and built environments (case 

studies I, 5, 6 & 7). Ratht.-r than conventional 

parks that rely on ornamental plants lnd 

resource-intensive turf, olive landscapes in 

these vicinities could offer reprieve from 

congested built environments. Serving 

as 'ecological parks', olive landscapes arc 

environmentally sustainable and reinforce 

the Mediterranean sense of place that 

is often absent in excessively developed, 

urbanized coastal p-arts of the islands. 

Sim1larly, oltvc landscapes in the periphery 

of villages {case stud1es 10, 12, IS and 18), 
because they continue to be f.1rmed, arc 

living examples of productive amenity 

landscape-s that arc invaluable m alleviating 

settlement microclimate m the arid interior. 

15.7 Olive tree landscapes 
as Mediterranean rural 
heritage 

This study has repeatedly emphasized usc of the 
term 'landscape' to broaden current perceptions 

and valuation of traditional olive cultivation. Olive 

landscapes embody the interaction of people with 

their environment!> over t1me m the Mediterranean. 
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Their aesthetic and cultural valuation in Cyprus 

encourages non-conventional approaches, for 

example, by integrating them into contemporary 

development. The latter would ensure protection 

while imparting local distinctiveness. Integrating 

olivelandscapes,bothatthelocalscaleandthcrcgional 

one (Makhzoumi & Pungetti, 1999), counters the 

homogenization of place that is increasingly affecting 
coastal landscapes in the Mediterranean. Olive trees 

and ancient olive groves commemorate the island's 

cultural history. Close to half of the field samples 

surveyed had olive trees that were estimated to be 

over 100 years old. The exceptional si:~,e and form of 

the olive trees in Kalkanli (case study 2), estimated at 

300-400 years, warrant preservation in their entirety 

as national rural heritage of the island (Plates 15.7). 

Direct measures to protect traditional olive 

landscapes should necessarily include grants and 

subsidies thlt enable fanners to continue to care 

for these traditional landscapes. Further surveys 

arc also ncccss.try to protect specimen trees, 
those over a hundred years old, lncicnt groves 

and olive orchlrds with exceptional scenic 

values. The allocation offunds to foster research 

into olive landsc.1pcs is equally required. It 
is essential to undertake genetic profiling of 

local cultivars, which will ensure th.tt they arc 

protected in situ and ex situ in seed banks. The 

extent of olive cultivation .llld the characteristic 

isolation of islands encourage such research. 

Environmental educational campaigns and 

loc.1l community initiatives arc essential ways 

of building long-term public awareness and 

appreciation. Changing lifestyles .md globalizing 

influences are also impacting the relationship of 

Cypriots to olive cultivation. Formal and informal 

discussions throughout the survey confirm that 

valuation of traditional rural landscapes depends 

on age, education and affi liation. More than half 

the population in North Cyprus now lives in towns 

and cities. School children in many instances have 
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lived most of their life in urban settings. They have 
lost the attachment to rural landscape and are less 
aware of the distinctiveness of olive and carob 
traditional landscapes; nor are they aware of their 
value as a cultural heritage. Sensitizing people of all 
ages and backgrounds to the historical, cultural and 
environmental role of olive trees can play a central 
role in the protection ofthese landscapes. Architects, 
engineers and planners should be encouraged 
to preserve olive trees where and whenever 
possible, even within building sites and large scale 
developments. They too need to be informed of the 
environmental role that olive plantations play, both 
regionally and locally. Artists and artisans have 
the potential to bring attention to olive trees just 
as efficiently. Artists are typically more attuned to 
nature and have the ability to interpret what they 
experience and to articulate their perception and 
give it form, a skill which has the potential to trigger 
interest not only in olive trees but in the broader 
regional landscape. 
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CHAPTER 16 
Sustainability Indicators in the Mediterranean: 
a tale of two islands 

Stephen Morse 

16.1 Introduction 

"It was the best of times, it was the worst of limes, it 
was the age of wisdom, 1t wc1s the age of foolishness, it 
was the epoch of belief, 11 was the epoch of mcredulity, 
It was the season of Light, 1t was the season of Darkness, 
it was the sprmg of hope, 1t was the wmter of despair, 
we had everything before liS, we had nothmg before us, 
we were all going direct to heaven, we were all gomg 
direct the other way m short, the penod was so far like 
the present period, that some of 1ts nmsiest authonfles 
insisted 011 its bemg received,for good or for evrl, in the 
superlative degree of comparrson only.· 

Charles Dickens: A Tale of Two G t1es 

The foregoing quotation from Charles Dickens' 
famous book was first published in 1859. The two 
cities are London and Paris and the backdrop is the 
French Revolution. But this chapter will argue that 
the timeless words also have much resonance with 
the current state-of-play ofSustainability IndicatorJ, 
and Indices (referred to in this chapter generically 
as Sis); we arc in the best and the worst of times, a 
season oflight and a season of darkness. The chapter 
will explain this point by focusing specifically on 
two Mediterranean islands - Malta and Cyprus. 
Why these two places? The Mediterranean has 
many islands (Figure 16.1 ), and some of them arc 
listed in Table 16.1. Malta and Cyprus arc the only 

two islands with a sovereign government (or two 
governments in the case of Cyprus); all the others 
are either regions or prefectures. This matters 
because many published Sis are only available at the 
national level, a point which will be returned to later. 
So if the nation state is the 'sustainability space', then 
Malta and Cyprus provide the only island examples 
that can be looked at in the Mediterranean, although 
admittedly the status of Cyprus is complex give that 
the island is still divided at the time of writing. Figure 
16.1 shows the location of these islands within the 
Mediterranean. Both islands were occupied by the 
British for many years because of their strategic 
location in the Mediterranean. 

The Republic of Malta comprises a group of three 
ISlands; Malta, Gozo and Comino. The largest 
of these, Malta, has a population density of 1,516 
people per square kilometre. 1be Republic of 
Malta, often referred to simply as Malta, gained 
independence from the UK in 1964 and is both a 
member of the Commonwealth and the European 
Union (EU). Malta has adopted the Euro as 
its currency. The high population density and 
demand!> for development have placed a great deal 
of pressure on the environment. 1bis becomes 
exacerbated during the tourist season as the 
Maltese islands arc popular tourist destinations. 
Malta has an estimated GOP capita (adjusted for 
Purchasmg Power Parity) for 2008 of$23,663. 
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Population 
Name Country Area (km') Population dens1ty Poht1cal Status 

(fkm') 
Malta Malta 246 373,000 1,516 Largest island of independent state 

Majorca Spain 3,640 778,000 214 Part of an autonomous community 

Sicily Italy 25,460 5,010,000 197 Autonomous region with special statute 

lbiza Spain 577 111,000 192 Part of an autonomous community 

Corfu Greece 592 108,000 182 Prefecture 

Djerba Tunisia 523 60,000 115 Part of an governorate which is centred on the mainland 

Cyprus Cyprus 9,251 1,048,000 113 Independent state (but divided) 

Kos Greece 290 31,000 107 

Zakynthos Greece 406 39,000 96 

Min orca Spain 964 87,000 90 Part of an autonomous community 

Rhodes Greece 1,398 117,000 84 Part of a prefecture 

Crete Greece 8,312 624,000 75 Administrative division 

Samos Greece 476 34,000 71 

Sardinia Italy 23,813 1,656,000 70 Autonomous region with special statute 

Lefkada Greece 303 21,000 69 

Chios Greece 842 52,000 62 Prefecture 

Euboea Greece 3,655 218,000 60 Prefecture 

Korcula Croatia 279 16,182 58 

Lesbos Greece 1,630 90,000 55 Prefecture 

Kefalonia Greece 781 37,000 47 Prefecture 

Krk Croatia 405 17,860 44 

Naxos Greece 428 18,000 42 

Hvar Croatia 300 11,459 38 

Lemnos Greece 476 18,000 38 

Thasos Greece 379 14,000 37 

Brae Croatia 395 13,000 33 

Go~eada Turkey 279 8,875 32 

Corsica France 8,681 275,000 32 Territorial collective 

Ieana Greece 255 8,000 31 

Pag Croatia 285 7,969 28 

Andros Greece 380 10,000 26 

Karpathos Greece 301 6,000 20 

Cythera Greece 278 3,000 11 

Cres Croatia 406 3,184 8 

Tat..e 16.1 : sands of the Med terranean, ranked in terms of population density. 

Source: Wikipedia: ltttp://www.ell.wikrpedia.org/wiki/List_ of _islmrds _i11_tlrc _ Meditcrmllt:llll 
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Figure 16.1: Some major Mediterranean Islands. 

Cyprus, also a member of the EU and adopter 
of the Euro, b the third largest bland in the 
Mediterranean, with a population dens1ty of 
113 people per square kilometre, .l tenth of the 
density of Malta. Cyprus is a divided island, 
with the internationally recognized Republic 
of Cyprus covering two thirds of the island and 
the Turkish occupied area to the north covering 
most of the rest. The Turkish republic of North 
Cyprus is only recognised by Turkey, and hence 
the Sis referred to in this chapter arc from the 
internationally·recognizcd Republic of Cyprus. 
Cyprus has a GOP capita of $28,673 (adjusted 
for Purchasing Power Parity, estimated for 2008), 
!>lightly higher than that for Malta. Cyprus gained 
independence from Hritain in 1960 and became a 
republic in 1961. 

In terms of wealth, measured albeit somewhat 
crudely as GOP capita, then both Malta and 
Cyprus arc amongst the poorer of the Euroland 
countries (Figure 16.2). But this is but one indicator 
of national performance, even if it is one which 
appears regularly when nations arc compared. 
What other measures are available and what do 
they tell us? This chapter will explore some answers 

to thc~c quest ion~ and high I ight some critic a I issues 
in the development and usc of Sis. 

16.2 The best of times 

The adjective 'sustainable', meaning to cont inue or 
to last into the future, is liberally employed these 
days, especially when linked to development, 
broadly meaning to make things better. Thus 
sustainable development promotes .l sense of 
being able to continue to improve and thus is a 
forever moving target rather than an endpoint. 
But what is meant by the simple and seemingly 
straightforward word ' better'? Docs it mean 
'better' in economic terms (income) as with the 
GDP/capit.l example mentioned above or should 
there be wider concerns of environmental and 
social 'betterment'? lt is here that there tends to 
be much disagreement. Perhaps the most widely 
accepted and repeated definition of sustainable 
development is the following: "development 
that meets tl1c needs of curreut gencmtions without 
compromising the ability of future ge~~cmtions to meet 
their needs and aspirations" (World Commission for 
Environment and Development, 1987). However, 
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this was not actually written as a formal definition 
and in the same publication we can read statements 
such as:"Sustainable global development rcqwrcs that 
those who are more affluent adopt lifestyles withm 
the planet's ecological means·, and MSustainablc 
development can only be pursued if populatron size and 
growth are in harmony wrth the changing productrve 
potential of the ecosystem" (World Commission for 
Environment and Development, 1987). 

There are many ideas wrapped up m these brief 
quotations: aflluence, lifestyles, population growth, 
productive potential, etc. But all of them are deeply 
subjective and value-laded. There arc also variations 
on these themes. The Blue Plan organization, for 
example, often employs variants of the following 
for sustainable development in the Mediterranean: 
·sustainable development is one that respects the 
environment, rs techmcally appropriate, economically 
l•iable and socrally acceptable, making it possible to meet 
the needs of the present without compromising the ability 
of future gerreratrons to meet their own needs" (Joanna 
Constantinidou, Coastal Area Management 
Programme for Cyprus, I'' Meeting of the 
Sustainabrlity Analysis Activity at Agricultural 
Research Institute on 23 November 2006). 

Note the emphasis here on economically viable 
and socially acceptable aspects in this definition. 
Even so, the notron that what is done now should 
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Figure 16.2: GOP/capita of 
'Euroland' countries ($ International, 
PPP, 2008). 

Source: lnternatwnal Monetary Fund 

not damage the prospects for future gcneratrons 
to also improve their lives has become powerful. 
Presidcnh and Prime Ministers now repeat 
these words and governments the world over 
have pledged themselves to put the rhetoric into 
practice. Whether they really mean all this or 
whether the words arc smokescreens for' busines~ 
as u~ual' is another, highly relevant, matter but at 
least a statement of intent is there. In that sense 
the current position can be regarded as the 'best 
of times'. 

Even better than constant reaffirmation of the 
desirability of sustainable development is the 
realizat ion that for it to mean something it must 
be possible to discern whether a given situation 
(current or proJected) matche.~ what is needed for 
sustainable development. This allows a litmus test 
J.~ to whether the rhetoric i~ being put into practice, 
but how is this to be achrcvcd? One obvious way of 
doing this is the development and usc oflndicators 
of Sustainable Development or Sustainability 
Indicators (Sis). Sis arc like signposts on a road 
and can be numcncal (quantitative) in nature or 
more qualltative. A number of indicators can be 
pooled together into a single index. 

It has been very encouraging to sec the immense 
effort that has gone into generating new indicators 
and indices. A host of diverse organizations, 
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national, multmational, non-governmental and 
even private sector and individuals have taken 

up the challenge and come up with their own 

favoured set of indicators or indices. Indices 
such as the 'Environmental Sustainability Index' 

(ESI), 'Environmental Performance Index' (EPI) 
and 'Environmental Vulnerability Index' (EVI) 

can readily be accessed on the internet as well 
as in the white and grey literatures, and while 

nowhere near as ubiquitous as G DP, they do have a 

significant presence. At one level, this effort can be 
bewildering and confusing. So many organisations 
and individuals now claim that they have the 

answer, or at least one answer, to measuring 
progress along the sustainable development road, 
that tt I'> becoming bewildering. But on the other 

hand it has to be a source of joy to see so much 

energy and creativity going into this problem 
from so many groups. It has to be a reflection of 
the Importance of making sure that the human 

race ts on the right road. While cynicism is 
understandable, especially when there is a price to 
pay for ltving sustainably, and politicians are not 

necessarily renowned for their long term thinking 

which makes them less popular to an all too fickle 
electorate, tt IS nonetheless a cause for at least some 
joy to see some recognition that 'sustainable' is 

important. Surely thio; must be the beginnings of 

a spring ofhope? 

16.3 The worst of times 

To put it bluntly, Sustainabiltty Indicators and 
Indices have their problems (Bell & Morse,2008), 
and in this writer's view, we have not yet managed 

to solve them nor seriously considered what needs 

to be done to provtde solutions. These problems 
can make such tools all but useless and hence a 
waste of time {at best) and tools for deception (at 

worst). In other words, at best they don't help in 
keeping us on the right road, and at worst they can 

be employed by some to make sure that we stay on 

one of the many wrong roads. What is meant by 

this statement? 

There are data available for Malta and Cyprus 
which allow a comparison between them in 

terms of sustainable development, and indeed a 
comparison with other states. In a short chapter 
such as this, it is not possible to go into every 

nuance but instead will focus on some of the 

indices that are readily available. It needs to be 
stressed here that these indices certainly do not 
comprise the only information available and 
neither are they necessarily the ' best' (whatever 

that may mean). Such is the somewhat heated state 
of the Slliterature these days that any focus on a 

few indices within a publication almost invariably 
seems to result in cries that this was the wrong 
choice as the indices are 'flawed' and others arc 

'better'! However, the selected indices can easily be 

accessed by the interested reader and are employed 
in major publications that arc targeted at policy 
makers, managers and indeed the general public. 

In other words the indices are widely reported 
and have been designed to be consumed by a wide 
audience far beyond the often rarefied audience of 

technical specialists. 

The indices selected are: 

I. Human Development Index (HDI): 
created by the UN DPandoftenemployed 
as a measure of'quality oflifc'; 

2. Environmental Performance Index 
(EPI): sponsored by the World Economic 
Forum; 

3. Environmental Sustainability 

(ESI): also sponsored by the 

Index 
World 

Economic Forum; 
4. Environmental Vulnerability Index 

(EVI): created by the South Pacific 

Applied Geoscience Commission 
(SOPAC) and the United Nations 

Environment Programme (UNEP); and 
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S. Happy Planet Index ( HPI): produced 
by Friends of the Earth and the New 

Economics Foundatton. Both arc non 

govern menta I organisations. 

First in the list is the Human Development Index, 

an amalgam of three components (educatiOn, 
life expectancy and income). HDI values Me 
available for the maJonty of nation states since 

1990 and the figures for Malta and Cypru~ arc 

shown as Figure 163. The index has only three 
components, roughly corresponding to education, 
life expectancy (a proxy measure of health care) 

and income (measured as GDJ> capita) and thc!-.c 
arc averaged to y•cld the HDI to r the country. 
The breakdown into the 3 components is shown 

in Figure 16.4. The HOI1s often equated with a 
measure of the qualtty oflitc in that country, with 

higher values suggcstmg better quality of life. On 
that basis, the population of Cyprus has a h1gher 

quality oflifc than that of Malta. The gap between 
the two islands is especially apparent 111 tenm of 
education and income. Lite expectancy of the 

populations has become the same since the turn 
of the current century. 

One other point needs to be made regarding 

the HOI graphs in Ftgures 163 and Figure 16.4. 
Note how some of the component mdices in 
Figure 16.4 surge up and down over period'> of 
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Figure 16.3: The Human 
Development Index for Malta and 
Cyprus from 1990 to 2007/08. 
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just a year. For cx,unplc, the income index for 
both Jsl,mds plummets in 1998. Some of these 

changes arc not due to dramatic ~hangcs w1thin 
the island-; but due to the methodology. The HOI 

methodology h.1s changed over the 18 years or so 
of 1t ... cxtstcnce and it is thts which can cause the 

index and its componcnb to surge up and down 
like this. Admittedly, the U NDP IS aware of this 
problem and docs make it clear that compan-;ons 

over time arc not really pmsiblc. However, the 

counter argument to this is that the H Dl and its 
components, as prc:-.cntcd in Ftgurcs 16.' and 
F1gurc 16.4, arc those published by the UNOP 
as 'headlines' in its documentation; thc,.;c ,ue the 

values that casual consumers of the reports 'see '. 
One has to be very careful about prc!-.cntation 

of indices and how that dovetail~ with a sense 
of who is me<lnt to be the consumer. If indices 
arc being aimed at non-experts, as indeed is the 

H Dl and a ll those discmsed in this chapter, then 

it cannot be expected that the con:;umcrs will 
have the knowledge, time and indeed inclination 
to d issect the technical mcchan1cs of the index. 

It is .ls likely that they will assume that the index 

creators know what they arc doing and have 
created a 'fair' index. The HDI i' fairly easy to 
dt <>l>ect as it only has 3 components, but even so, 

some of the mampulations arc qUJtc technical 
(Atkinson and loganthmic t ransformation 
of GOP capita for example). Creators of such 
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indices cannot have it both ways; if they arc 

created to help simplify a complex me~sagc for 

a wtdc audtence of non-experts, then it cannot 
be expected that the same audience will be able 
and willmg to pick apart the technicalities of the 

indices and dtscover their frailties. 

Cyprus 

Matta 

:g:g "' ~ 
0 

Cyprus 

Malta 

.., "' 0 0 "' C) 

r::: 
0 

Figure 16.4: The HDI components 

for Malta and Cyprus (1 990 to 
2007/08). 
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C) 

Even within a relatively <,implc index such a~ the 
HDI, tensions already emerge. Because the HDI is 

an average of its three components, there is 'trade 

off. A high HDI can be achieved by doing very 
well in two of the components (income and ltfe 
expectancy for example) and badly m the third 
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(education, for example). Trade offs often emerge 
m discussions surroundmg ~ustainability, but 

typically these take the form of the environment 
being traded against economic gain. Also, 1t must be 

noted that the HOI is only a measure of output or 
benefit. It says nothing about the cost of achieving 

that quality of life assessed as better education, 
health care and mcome. High values of the H DI can 
be obtained at a huge social and environmental cost 

(Morse, 2003 ). Uncontrolled mining or dec;truction 
of forests for agriculture will improve the income 
of the population but this cannot be sustamed. 

Similarly, di~1orting the income distribution so that 
a relative few earn fortunes while everyone el c;e is on 

a low wage could also push up average income per 
capita and may indeed be sustainable if maintained 

by force, but would hardly be equitable. So what do 
the other measures ava1lable say of sustainability in 
these two 1-;lands? b there evidence to suggest that 

Cyprus has 'bought' a higher H Dl by degrading its 

environment and/ or society? 

While other indices do exist, there is a dearth 

of good quality information available over 
time to allow comparisons to be made with the 
HDI since 1990 and hence test this hypothesis. 

Beginning with income equality, the Gini 
coefficient is perhaps the most widely employed 
measure of income equality (or inequality), and 

datal>ets are available at nat1onal scales even rf 
there are problems of comparison as national 

circumstances and methodologies do vary. The 
Gmi coefficient in essence measures the deviation 

of an income distribution within a population 
from a nominal' ideal' where everyone has exactly 

the same income. In reality, of course, no socrety 

will have that, as some individuals (or households 
or families) will have much more income than 
others. Higher deviation from the line of equality 

will yield higher Gini coefficrents, although it 

doesn't say anything per se about the form of the 
deviation. Interestingly the 200S figures for both 
Malta and Cyprus are almost identical at 28 and 29 
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respectively (CIA, 2008). These figures compare 

well with Gini coefficients of33 {Italy and Greece), 

32 (Spain) and 28 (France) and 4S for the US- no 
suggestion here then of any significant difference 
in mequality of income distribution between 

Cyprus and Malta. 

What of evidence of environmental degradation? 

There is an Environmental Sustainability Index 

(ESI), with a pilot study in 1999 and published 
values for 2000, 2001, 2002 and 200S. The ESI is 
sponsored by the World Economic Forum and 

created in partnership with the Yale Center for 
Env1ronrnental Law and Policy (YCELP), the 
Center for I ntcrnational Earth Science Information 

Network (CIESIN} of Columbia University 

and the Jornt Research Centre of the European 
Commission. The methodology and data sets arc far 
more complex than those of the H Dl, but the index 

is based on the same scale ofO to 100 with higher 
values representing better sustainability. 'The ESI 
for 200S covers 146 countries in total.md employs 

data sets for 76 variables which arc aggregated 
into 22 indicators'. The data sets cover a diverse 
range of variables, ranging from amb1ent pollution 

and emissions of pollutants, to impacts on human 

health and signing ofintcrnahonal ,lgrcements.The 
variables span the prcssure-statc-impact-rcl>ponse 
(PSIR) framework often u~cd for Sis, but a~ with 

the HDI, the choices over what to include arc very 
much those of the ESI creators, although they do 
make a case tor each variable. 

An ESI is available for Malta in 2005, with a value 

of 47.13, but not for Cyprus. Even the figure for 
Malta is given with rc:.crvations, given that it 1s 

classified by the ESI creators as a small country 
(less than S,OOO km2

) and thus the results may be 

subject to distortion. So why is there no 200S ESI 
for Cyprus? There arc many gaps in the datasets 
employed for the ES I, but its creators have not been 

slow in filling in gaps using regression analysi~ 
to 'predict' what a value should be. No reason is 
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provided for the omission of Cyprus and one can 
only assume that lack of data wa~ the cause. 

The Environmental Performance Index (EPI) is 
another complex index from the same stable as 
the ESI but this time comprising 25 indicators 
encompassing a w1de range of issues such as 
~anitation, water quality and pestic1de regulation 
and a varying range of weights (H DI components 
are weighted equally). The EPI has a scale ofO to 
I 00 with higher values deemed to be 'good· (better 
environmental performance). The EPI " ... centers 
on two broad environmental protecflo11 objectwes: (I) 
reducmg wvironmcntal stresses on human health, and 
(2) promotmg ecosystem v1tal1ty and sound natural 
resource management" (EPI Pilot Study, 2006). 

This sounds ideal for a companson of Malta and 
Cyprus but unfortunately the EPI is only ava1lable 
for 2008 and even then, ironically, only for Cyprus 
(value of "9.2). This t1mc it is Malta which is 
omitted because of lack of data. A m1ssing 2005 
ESI for Cyprus and a missmg 2006 EPI for Malta 
arc unfortunate but illu~trative of the central 
problems of indices the contmucd need for good 
quality data. It is not even possible to take the 2005 
E$1 for Malta and compare it with the 2008 EPI for 
Cyprus; they are so different that any comparison 
would be meaningless. 

One index, for which there are values for both 
Cyprus and Malta (thus allowing for a comparison), 
is the Environmental Vulnerability Index (EVI). 
The EVI is another complex index, this time 
produced by the South Pacific Applied Geoscience 
Commission (SOPAC), and the United Nations 
Environment Programme (UNEP). lhe EVI 
IS available for 2005, and is based upon what 
its creators call SO 'smart indicators' spanning 
climate, volcanoes, earthquakes, extinctions, and 
vegetation cover, amongst many others. Higher 
values indicate greater vulnerability. There are 
still many missing data values from the countries 

included in the data set, and not all variables will 
be relevant in all places (neither Malta nor Cyprus, 
for example, have volcanoes, although Malta is only 
some 100 km away from Mount Etna on Sicily). 
The EVI for Malta is 368 and for Cyprus it is 314. 
Thus Malta has ostensibly greater vulnerability 
than Cyprus, but why is this the case? There is no 
space in this chapter to explore possible answers 
in any deta1l but at one level th1s is not difficult to 
explain given that the population density on Malta 
is 1,516 peopJe.' km1 while for Cyprus it is less than 
a tenth of this value at 113 people/ km!. This is a 
basic statistic but one which is so important in 
terms of pressure on the environment. 

The ESI, EPI and EVI can all be seen as measures 
of environmental'cost'. They help us to assess the 
downside of achieving a better quality of life. By 
that logic, Malta would appear to have the worst 
ofboth world-; · a lower quality oflife and greater 
environmental vulnerability. But the fourth index 
included in this discussion is one of th1s author's 
favourites and also has the most imaginative 
name · the Happy Planet Index (HPI). Unlike the 
other indices, it is aimed d1rcctly at showing the 
environmental cost of ach1cving quality oflifc. The 
H PI was created by two major non-governmental 
organisations, the Friends of the Earth and the 
New Economics Foundation, and figures for both 
islands are available for 2006. Islands tend to do 
well in the H PI and the following quotation was 
(admittedly) a main inspiration for the theme of 
this chapter: 

"Island nations score well above average in the index. 
T11ey have higher life satisfaction, higher life expectancy 
and marginally lower ecological footprints than other 
sttites. Yet their incomes (in GDP per capita terms) 
are roughly equal to the world average. Even within 
regions, islands do well. Malta tops the Western World 
with Cyprus in seventh place (out of 24); the top five 
nations in Africa are all islands; as well as two of the top 
fo~tr in Asia. Eve11 Bahrain, the island that scores lowest 
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due to its high ecological footprint, ranks above all the 
other gulf states.-

The Happy Planet Index (2006). 

Both Malta and Cyprus do very well 10 terms of the 

HPI, with Malta having the accolade of topping 

the western World league table.ln baste terms the 

HPI is found as: 

Life satisfaction x Life expectancy 
HPI ~ ---------------------------

Ecological Footprint 

It is described as the "ecologrcal efficiency of delwermg 
human well being". In effect the 'gain' (happy 

life expectancy) is expressed relative to a 'cost' 

(ecological footprint). Just as with the H 01, ESI and 

EPI, the scale is set between 0 and 100 wtth higher 

values suggesting a greater return on cost. However, 

unlike the other indices, the creators of the HPJ have 

set what they call a "reasonable target" of83.5 which 

they think countries should be able to achieve. The 

data for Malta and Cyprus are in Table 16.2. 

However, 10 practice, the index's creators make 

vanous adjustments to the raw data, akin to the 

sort of adjustments made with the HOI to get 

values between 0 and 100; the value o f 53.S for 

Malta is thu<> not found by the simple arithmetic 

of (7.5 X 78.4 )/3.5. 

Wlule life expectancy is similar for the two islands, 

Malta scores well by having a greater level of life 

satisfaction and a marg10ally lower ecologrcal 

footprint. This result seems to overturn the HOI 

EVI based conclusion given above, an illu~tration 

of just how fickle these indrces can be. If one set 

of values doesn't generate the 'right' answer it 

is possible to start again with a different set of 

assumptions and generate new answers. 

Where do the data for the HPJ come from? 'file 

life expectancy and ecological footprint values are 
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readily available from publbhed datasets, but where 

do the creators of the HPJ obtain quantitative 

values for ' life satisfaction'? This seems like a highly 

subjective term and indeed it is.! n the H PI they have 

been obtained from the wonderfully named 'World 

Database of Happtness', and the numbers relate to 

questions asked in national surveys such as: 

''All things considered, how satisfied or dtssatisfied 
are you with your life these dtlys? Plcttsc tell 
me on a scale of I to 10, wltcrc I means very 
dissatisfied and I 0 means very satisfied. 

10 very satisfied 
9 
8 
7 
6 
5 
4 
3 
2 

very disstttisficd· 

Obviomly all of the population cannot be 

questioned so the pubhshed score~ in the database 

are for small samples, although just how small 

i~ not all that clear. Such survey~ arc also very 

ephemeral. Asking th1s ques tion one day could 

generate a quite d1fferent answer from a day later, 
and indeed could vary over a matter of minutes. 

If the sample ~izc io; large enough and stratified 

correct ly, then presumably it could be argued 

that all these personal factors add to v.1riation but 

the mean or median could sttlllocate the 'general 

feel· of ltfe sati~factton m a population, but even 

here there must be doubts. The 'World Database 

of Happiness' only give~ the averages without a 

measure of variation, and also, it can be argued, 

tt is not difficult to tmagine a broad influence 

operating on a population due to factors such as 
climate {winter vs summer), economic cycles or 

even the performance of national sports teams. 
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l1fe sat1sfact10n Life expectancy EcologiCal footpnnt HPI 

Malta 75 78.4 3.5 53.5 

Cyprus 6.9 78.6 4 46 

Table 16.2. Data employed in the calculation of the HPI for Malta and Cyprus. 

Hence, the quality of these data ha~ to be highly 

quel>tionable, not so much in terms of whether the 

surveys were implemented correctly but in terms 
of whether the question is a reali~tic one to allow 
such extrapolation into national league tJbles. 

So even from this brief foray into indices, a taste 
of the complexity can be gleaned. The simplest of 

thol>e discussed, the H Dl, b s but three components 

and has been available since 1990. The others 
have only been published once or perhaps a few 
times, and constant problems o f data availability 

and data quality are referred to in their respective 
documentation. 1he intentions may be good but 
that is not enough if the data are not there. The 

methodologies are also quite complex, building up 
a~ they do from dozens of disparate variables into a 

single index. Who decides what to include and how 
to include it? Well, it is the c reators of the indices of 

course. There is a huge amount of value judgement 
in all ofthi~,open to all sorts of political machination 
from interest groups and to anyone with an agenda 

to prove that the world really is the way they want 
to ~ee 1t. It i'> not so much science as art, but can art 

be a good signpost for sustainability? ll1is is why it 
can be argued that the current position with Sis is 

an epoch ofincredulity - a season of darkness. 

16.4 Discussion 

This book is about sustainability in the Mediterranean. 

More specifically, 1t i ~ about landscape as a space 

within which sustainability can be assessed. The 

reader will come across many advantages and 
disadvantages to landscape a.~ a sustamability space, 

and it certainly presents many challenges, but then 
again so does the nation state. As this chapter has 
shown, the nation state as a sustainability space has 

figured heavily in existing initiatives, and mdeed does 
have some logic. After all, nation states by definition 
have at least some control over their policies of 

relevance to sustainable deve!opment, even if 

this may be seen a.~ constrained by international 
agreements and the forces of globalization (Morse & 
Fraser, 2005). The nation state ts a policy space and 

thus a match with sustainability space seem~ sens1ble. 
However, nation state bou ndarics are problematic: 

The borders do not necessarily coincide 

with ecosystem or even natural 
boundaries. 

Nation state borders are permeable to 

pressures such as pollution flows (in or 
out), population flows (immigration and 
emigration), impacts such as climate 

change and economic competition. 
The politics of nation states may work 

against longer term considerations of 
sustainability. 

Landscape spaces would help circumvent two of 
these issues but would still be permeable. 

Sis arc an obvious and indeed popular way of 
putting assessment into practice, and sustainable 
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development means nothing at all unless it is 
possible to assess whether a society is on the 
right road or not. By definition, indicators are 
simplifications of reality - they try to capture some 
essence of what is important, some signposts for 
the sustainability road. Sustainable development 
is so complex, so encompassing and often so place
specific with regard to 1mportant issues that it is 
impossible to assess everything. Compromises 
have to be made, and compromises can involve 
all sorts of trade-offs between what is measurable, 
the resources required to measure and ~o on. The 
examples discussed in this chapter all have in built 
compromises, some less obvious than others. At 
a basic level, the decision over what variables to 
include is a subjective and value-laden ch01ce; the 
indices are what their creators think is 1mportant, 
even if they provide what would ~eem to the 
majority to be a reasonable justificatiOn. The indices 
d1scussed here also make the assumption that 
the nation state IS the appropriate sustainability 
space, even if in some cases, dec1sions are made 
to exclude certain countries because of their size 
or poor availability of data. The usc of indicators 
within a landscape context will be no different and 
frankly no easier; the same pitfalls wa1t. 

So are indicators useless when applied to 
sustainable development? Despite all the warning~ 
g•ven here, the answer has to be a resoundmg no 
far from it. Indeed it is difficult to \CC an alternative 
strategy that would be workable. However, they 
have to be used with care. The examples given here 
raise two critical issues. 

First, there is the 1ssue of availabil.ty of relevant 
and good quality data. Time and again in the 
examples, it was shown how data availability limits 
assessment, and how the creators of the mdices 
have tried to cope with that problem sometimes 
by extrapolating values from other data (making 
good guesses!) and at other times by simply 
omitting the country altogether. The problem is 
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that governments often keep good datasets with 
regard to the economy or social welfare, and the 
H D I take~ advantage of that, but can be quite poor 
in terms of coverage (spatial and temporal) and 
quality with regard to the natural environment 
and pressures acting upon it. What continues 
to be of concern is that while problems of data 
availab1hty and quality are referred to time and 
again by those creating and using Sis, there seems 
to be little effort to really grasp this nettle. Alter all, 
measurements may not be of any use if just taken 
once, as that cannot provide a sense of change. 
However, repeated measurements over time and 
in many d1fferent places require resources and 
may not nece~~arily be the most glamorous or 
well-paid of professions. Researchers want to be 
able to publish regularly in top journals and this 
requ1res them to address new ideas and theories. 
While routine measurement of an environment 
over one or two year~ neatly fits into that demand, 
repeating this process routinely over many 
years may not be immediately appealing. Scarce 
resources often go elsewhere. 

However, 1t is perhaps noteworthy that not all SI 
programmes arc so top down in nature as the 
ones discussed here. In recent years there have 
been various efforts to encourage the more local 
generation of indicators based on stakeholder 
participation. The following quotation has been 
taken from a report of the Maltese Commission 
for Sustainable Development (pages 12-1 ~). 

*Drrectly or indirectly, everybody rs potentially affected 
by deCISiOitS related to sustamablc development. Public 
partiCipation in dwszon·making rs therefore an 
essential feature of sustamablc development... Public 
P''rtrcipation is important for two prrncrpt!l reasons. 
hrst, public participation is a good in its ow11 right, 
empowering people both mdrvidually and collectively 
and reducing social exclusion and alrcnatzon. Second, 
deCISrons taken through participatory processes are 
sounder because they arc based on a broader spectrum 
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of knowledge and are easier to implement beca11se they 
are owned by a wider gro11p of people. • 

The quotation sets out the most ofi:-quoted 
rationale for participation empowerment and 
helping to make 'better' decisions. There is an 
additional advantage not often referred to but 
in many ways just as important, as participation 
provides the opportunity for those involved 
to undergo a learning process from each other 
and indeed be able to generate new knowledge. 
The indicators provide a founded basis for 
participatory learning, and while the end point 
may well be a set of indicators or even a single 
index, the process itself becomes a significant 
output (Bell & Morse, 2008). 

Second, there is the 'so what?' factor. Collecting 
good quality data as a basis for excellent indices 
is one matter, even if it is problematic, but making 
use of that information to bring about change is 
something completely different. All the indices 
discussed here have the objective, expressed 
overtly or discretely, of naming and shaming. 
They are league-table based and the idea is to 
encourage countries to compare themselves with 
their contemporaries. Thus consumers represent 
a broad church of opinion leaders, policy makers, 
managers, pressure groups etc. who could bring 
pressure to bear on their politicians to do better. 
While poor performers can always question (of 
course) the assumptions behind the index and 
try and defend themselves by saying that ' if only 
the index was changed in this way then they 
would be doing so much better', league tables are a 
powerful means of presenting performance. There 
is evidence that some of the nation-state based 
indices do find their way into national presses 
and there is also some lim1ted evidence that the 
resulting publicity can bring about change (Morse, 
2008). But the use ofindicators to influence policy 
is still a very new topic, ripe for further research. 
A European Union Framework 7 research project, 

Policy Use of Indicators (POINT), has begun 
exploring this very issue in 2008. 

Landscape based indicators will have exactly 
these same issues of data availability and use in 
policy to contend with. Indeed if the landscape 
crosses national borders, then these issues could 
well be compounded. The wide recognition that 
sustainability does matter is a substantial step 
forward, as indeed is the leap from theory and 
rhetoric to practice, but the challenges are, as 
physicists love to say about quantum mechanics, 
'non trivial'. Thus the present is both the best of times 
(a recognition of the importance of sustainability) 
as well as the worst of times (the immense challenge 
of putting sustainability into practice). 
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CHAPTER 17 
Future trajectories for Mediterranean islands: 
concluding thoughts 

Elisabeth Conrad and Louis F. Cassar 

The contributions presented in preceding 
chapters within this publication shed some light 
on the issues that Mediterranean islands need to 

address. The authors have highlighted the main 

challenges and constraints presently affecting 
island dynamics and which are relevant to the 

management of both ecosystems and landscapes. 

More importantly, perhaps, these chapters 
also offer insights into potenttal solutions and 
management options for the future, all in order 

to 1dentify and successfully pursue some form of 

trajectory for sustainability. In this concluding 
chapter, we synthesize nine key premises that 
emerge from these chapters, ali being fundamental 

consideratiom for the future development of 
Med1terranean island!>. 

Premise 1: A proactive approach to 
the conservation of Mediterranean 
biodiversity is needed. 

There are two unambiguous realities concerni ngthe 

biodiversity of the Mediterranean Basin. The first is 

that th1s is priceless and irreplaceable. l11e second is 
that we have to-date done a poor JOb at safeguarding 
th1s important heritage, and a~ a result, the long· 

term viability of many habitats and spCCJes has been 
severely undermined. Whilst there is little point 
in "gloom and doom' reflection-;, 1t is important to 

recognize that the protectiomst approaches which 
have prevailed to-date have failed to adequately 
address the problem {Mora & Sale, 2011}. That is 

not to say that there has been no progress, nor that 

protection IS no longer useful or nece~sary- neither 
of these is true. Indeed, had it not been for the 
network of protected areas across the reg1on, and 

for the various regulations m force wh1ch safeguard 
against spec1es and habitat destruction, there is no 
doubt that the present .state of biological divers1ty 

would be far more bleak. However, given the scale of 

the problem and the pervasiveness of threats, there 
is a need for the arsenal of conservatton measures to 
be broadened. The approaches of! a ndscapc ecology 

and restoration ecology outlmed in this publication 
(Chapters 2 and 3) will undoubtedly have a role 
to play - both to safeguard the natural assets that 

remain, to ensure the continued functioning of 
important ecosystem services, and to create 'new' 
or restore 'old' nature, for the benefit ofboth human 

and non-human life. 

Premise 2: Critical thresholds must be 
recognized and respected. 

Species and many systems have a 'point of no return'. 

When a species is explOited beyond a minimum 

viable population size, its population may be unable 
to recover. When a habitat is degraded beyond 
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a particular limit, functions and processes are 
altered fundamentally and irreversibly. Beyond 
a certain level of population density, economic 
advantages no longer apply {see Chapter 5). When 
social and economic dynamics reach a critical 
limit, the very defining characteristics of those 
systems may change. This is a key concern for 
resilience, i.e. the capacity of a system (ecological, 
social, economic or otherwise) to withstand shocks 
and undergo change without losing its essential 
structure and function (Walker et a/., 2004). As 
resilience dedmes, it takes progressively smaller 
di~turbances to push the system into a different 
regime. Such thre.~holds present all manner of 
challenge!. for those working in the planning and 
management of Mediterranean islands how much 
of a resource can be harvested sustainably? How 
much physical landscape change can we allow 
without undermming the fundamental character of 
a place? How much further can we continue along 
a particular development-dnven trajectory before 
this become~ unsustainable? How can we define 
and quantify some measure of carrying capacity? 
Where exactly does the 'point of no return' lie? As 
difficult as these questions may be to answer, the 
crude reality 1s that thresholds do exist, and need to 
be better under~tood, and respected, if there is to be 
any semblance of su.~tamability. Where uncertamty 
or complexity make it difficult to accurately gauge 
thre~holds, then perhaps a precautionary approach 
may be the wbe and appropriate path to take -
hardly a new idea, but one that merit<> emphasiS. 

Premise 3: The 'heritage' of 
Mediterranean islands should be 
preserved, in all its forms. 

As noted repeatedly by the variou" authors in this 
volume, the Mediterranean has an incredible heritage, 
spanning numerous s1tes ofboth natural and cultural 
value. Indeed, there is arguably so much heritage, that 
it is stmply taken for granted by the inhabitant!. of the 
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region! That, unfortunately, may also translate into 
lack of proper appreciation and care for that which is 
assumed to be just a part of the everyday landscape. 
The call to safeguard heritage is not an appeal for 
'museum-type' landscapes, where the status tJIIO is 
preserved for its romantic, nostalgic or aesthetic 
appeal. It is rather, a call for common sense to prevail 

the destruction of priceless assets is in no way, shape 
or form compatible with notions of sustainability. 
The region's heritage also goes beyond that reflected 
in formal titles and designations, to encompass all 
tangible and intangible aspects of Meditemmeanism 
- after all, as Howard (2003: 1) notes, heritage is 
"everything that people want to save". Indeed, while there 
is much to be said for formal recognition of heritage 
features, it is also important that this docs not result 
in other forms of heritage which arc not recognized 
in the same manner, being sidelined. Similarly, it is 
important that in assigning 'labels' to heritage, we 
do not ignore that which cannot be easily labclh:d as 
nature or culture or some other established category. 
Makhzoumi 's reflections on olive landscapes 
(Chapter IS) attesttothispoint, whilstalsopointingto 
a keyword for heritage conservation in Mediterranean 
islands - multifrmctionality. Within the small land area 
of island territories, there is often no possibility of 
setting aside large tracts simply for heritage protection 
(with the possible exception of any wilderness areas). 
Rather, landscapes need to be recogmzcd as being 
multifunctional, with heritage, production, recreation 
and .1 multitude of other funct1ons, integrated and 
interlinked within the same space. Management of 
these landscapt.-s mu~1 thus focus on makmg these 
various roles as compatible as possible. 

Premise 4: The public must be 
effectively involved in defining a future 
path for Mediterranean islands. 

Several chapters Wlthm this publication have touched 
on the importance ofinvolving the public in planning 
and decision-making processe:;, and of doing ~o 
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effectively, rather than simply as a token consultative 
gesture. Much as academic or political 'elites' may 
have valuable insights to contnbute, it is ultimately 

the actions of the 'masses' that will determine what 

Mediterranean islands will look like ten, fifty or a 
hundred years down the line. It is also to the wider 
public that these islands ultimately 'belong', and the 

interests and prioritiesoftheircitizens must be central 

to any sustainable planning process, rather than being 
treated simply as obstacles to be overcome on some 

pre-determined path to development. The challenges 

are certainly substantial, not only in reconciling 
socio-economic interests with environmental 
thresholds and limits, but also in balancing the 

varied interests of the many stakeholders living on 
these islands the 'myth ' of there being a single, 

homogeneous community is precisely that - only a 
myth (Guijt & Shah, 1998).11le involvement of the 

public in decision-making must, however, be seen 
as an opportunity rather than an obstacle, a unique 
chance to mould and shape a sustainable trajectory 

for islands, from the ground up, with the involvement 
of all. However, developing effective means for public 
involvement will require a better understanding and 

more· honest' exploration of a variety of participatory 

options, moving beyond traditional forms of one-off 
consultation, and incorporatmg emerging insights 
from Participatory Learning and Action (PLA), 

and discourses of conflict resolution. Similarly, 
succcs.\fully mobilizing a public that may be more 
mclmed to pa~ivity or hostility '-;ce, for example 

discussions m Chapters 7 and 14) will also require 
more fundamental analysis of the social fabric within 
islands, and a better understanding of ways in which 

social cap1tal can be used and enhanced effectively. 

Premise 5: Coastal areas merit, 
and indeed require, a coordinated 
management approach. 

The coast has been amongst the most used and 
abused regions within island territories (and 

indeed also within the mainland Mediterranean). 
Despite many decades of experience with 
coastal management, Integrated Coastal Zone 

Management (ICZM), Integrated Coastal Area 
Management (ICAM), Integrated Coastal Area 
and River Basin Management (ICARM), and 

a multitude of related approaches, there has 

arguably been little progress in resolving the 
conflicts that characterize this dynamic strip of 
land and sea. An ongoing problem, highlighted 

in Busuttil's discussions in Chapter 8, is the 
sectoral management of different coastal assets -
fisheries, nature conservation, tourism, freshwater 

resources, and so on and so forth - without 

adequate appreciation of 'the bigger picture'. 
Although many coastal management plans 
and programmes have been formulated, these 

appear to remain subservient to more powerful 

sectoral interests, at least judging by their (lack 
of) tangible influence. Perhaps tourism merits a 

particular mention, given its disproportionately 

large impact on the coastal littoral (Chapter 12), 
an impact that is rather ironic when considering 
the somewhat fickle and very volatile nature of 

tourist preferences. The latter has become starkly 
apparent over this part year in countries such as 
Tunisia, Egypt and even Greece, where social 

and political upheaval has, at its worst, almost 
annihilated what was previously a flourishing 
tourism industry. Should we really be altering 

landscapes beyond recognition for an industry of 

questionable longevity? Some island territories 
may have other economic options. For some island 
territories with few other revenue possibilities, 

however, a simple shift away from tourism may not 
suffice. In either of these cases, a tourism industry 
that continues to destroy the landscape and the 

'place' appeal that enabled the development of 
a tourism product in the first place, would be 
digging its own grave. This is where coordinated 

management must come into play - how can we 

sustain jobs, accommodate tourists and generate 
income, whilst safeguarding coastal resources 
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and processes, prec;erving ecosystem services, and 
ensuring a good quality oflife for islanders? Can 
we perhaps bridge the 'ecological' and 'economic' 
roads to !>uccess discussed by Baldacchino in 
Chapter 4, or incorporate elements of both? 
In the case of some 1slands, perhaps th1s is too 
demanding a challenge. In many case..;, however, 
there are at least some possibilities for finding a 
better balance than we have to-date, but th1s will 
certainly not happen through piecemeal short
~ighted management approaches. 

Premise 6: 'Intelligence' and knowledge, 
in its various forms, w ill underlie 
the sustainable management of 
Mediterranean islands. 

Several authors contributing to this publication 
have made the point that the Mediterranean 
has been inhabited for a very long t1me. For 
management purposes, that history of interaction 
with nature, and its ongoing evolution in today's 
Mediterranean societies, translates into a priccles~ 
heritage of knowledge. Some of this knowledge 
is well documented and some is incorporated 
into scientific work or into existing policies and 
plans. Beyond this body of recogmzcd knowledge, 
however, lies a wealth of 'intelligence' that has 
perhaps been less well utiliLcd and sigmficantly 
less appreciated, including perceptual and 
experiential knowledge found amongst the wider 
public. In recent year!>, the almost automatic 
privileging of more scientific forms of knowledge 
has come to be questioned, particularly within 
environmental management domains (Raymond 
eta/., 2010). It is very significant, for example, that 
the European Landscape Convention now defi nes 
a landscape, as 'an area .... as perceived by people' 
(see Chapter II), in essence putting lay knowledge 
on a par, in terms of value and c;1gnificance, with 
that of technical specialists. Even if there are at 
times clear tensions between different forms of 
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'intelligence', the necessity of bringing together 
multiple forms of knowledge is nowhere more 
evident than in the management oflandscapes, as 
pointed out by Roe in Chapter 9. This discussion 
is especially relevant given the likelihood of 
occurrence of phenomena such as climate change, 
expected to result in significant alterations 
across vanous Earth system~, that arc also likely 
to be d1fficult to predict. Indeed, uncertainty 
has become almoc;t matter-of-fact across social
ecological systems. Islands are amongst those 
territories that may be considered most vulnerable 
to changing global dynamics, given not only their 
small size and lm11ted resources, but also their 
limited capacity to have a significant influence on 
the world scale.ln this scenario of change, people's 
capacity for adaptation, the latter a corollary of 
resilience thinking, w1ll likely determine their 
future developmental trajectories, and in turn, 
capacities for adaptation will depend crucially on 
'intelligence' effectiVely drawing on all available 
resources to the full . Even if vulnerable, perhaps 
islanders arc amongst the best placed to tackle 
these emergent challenges, particularly given 
their remarkable track record with innovation and 
adaptation. 

Premise 7: Appropriate benchmarks 
and indicators for measuring progress 
are needed. 

ll1erc b now a ... ubstantial body of work relating 
to Sustainabd1ty IndiCators (Sis), with thc.-.c being 
used at various scales to measure relevant driving 
forces and prc~sures affecting soci.1l ecological 
systems, the c;tatc of the systems under study, the 
extent and nature of impacts being suc;tained, and 
the scale and adequacy of any policy, regulatory or 
other re~ponses. The rationale for measurement, 
whether in quantitative orqualitat1vc terms, is dear 
- it lc; difficult, if not imposs1ble to assess progress 
without a benchmark and a means for gauging 
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change. Despite significant policy emphasis on 
the development and application of Sis, however, 
many difficulties With their practical use remain, 
as attested to by Morse tn Chapter 16.indeed, the 
overall policy influence of many suites ofSiswould 
appear to be I united at best (Cassar ct a/., in press). 
Nevertheless, and a-; Morse also points out, the 
relevance and usefulness of Sis is not in question, 
although cntical issues must be addressed. Some 
of these relate to the design ofSis and the data used 
for their mea:.urement. Sis suitable for mainland 
countnes, for example, may be far less applicable 
to island terntories which would in turn require 
indicators to addrec;s island-specific concerns. 
Other limitations have to do with the extent to 
which the finding!> generated by Sis are used to 
properly inform policy development. The former 
is perhaps a technical matter; the latter appears to 
have more to do with political will and priorities, 
and with the pre~cnce or absence of an adaptive 
management philosophy - the latter is, after all, 
one of the hallmarks of ecosystem management. 
To ' learn' as we go along, we have to assess what 
we are doing right and what we are doing wrong, 
and adjust accordingly in this process, however, 
we must emure that we are measuring appropnate 
variables, m a robuo;t manner, and with the honeo;t 
intention of using results con\tructively. 

Premise 8: Pan-Mediterranean 
collaboration is a must. 

1he focm of th1s publication has been on 
Mediterranean islands, and their unique and 
distinctive qualities have been highlighted 
time and time again. However, as Baldacchino 
points out (Chapter 4), in this globalized era, 
all territorie!> are interdependent. The future of 
Mediterranean island~ will have a~ much to do 
with goings-on beyond their shores, a~ it will w1th 
developments within their territories. For that 
reason, and alo;o becau~e of their limited re.<>ourcc 

capacities, the management of Mediterr.tne.w 
islands must draw on pan-Mediterranean 
collaboration to the maximum extent possible, 
particularly between the various island territories 
of the region. This is especially given that similar 
'problem areas' affect several of the Mediterranean 
islands issues with population excesses losses, 
for example, or with freshwater management, 
issues with land availability and/ or with 
conflicting land-usc demands, issues with energy 
security, and general issues with trying to find 
some sort of sustainable developmental pathway. 
There is much to be said for learning from the 
experiences of those in the same boat. In some 
instances, collaboration is also a requirement if 
any solution is to be found, particularly where 
causal influences arc transboundary in nature. 
Mediterranean states already have a remarkable 
example to emulate in this regard, that of the 
Barcelona Convention (Convention for the 
Protection of the Mediterranean Sea against 
Pollution), through which Mediterranean states 
came together, successfully, to safeguard against 
damage to a common shared resource. Phillips 
(Chapter 10) provides some pointers for future 
international collaboration within the region and 
beyond, in relation to l.mdscapc management. The 
examples of the UNI~CAPE, CIVILSCAPE and 
RECEP-ENELC networks, arc indeed testament 
to the 'value added' which is derived through 
such .llli.mce~, which may abo be considered as 
cnhancmgsocial capital at multiple scales. 

Premise 9: The specific context 
of each Mediterranean island 
must be recognized, understood 
and 'celebrated'. 

On .l final note, it is important to emphasize 
that there i~ no 'one ~•ze hto; all' solution to the 
management is~ues which Mediterranean islands 
need to tackle. Thi~ emerges clearly from the 
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various cases discussed in this book whether 
Camino or the Tuscan archipelago {Chapter 13), 
Gokc;eada (Chapter 6) or Cyprus (Chapter I 5), or 
any other of the thousands of islands within the 
region, each has its particularities, products of its 
natural resource base, historical evolution and its 
people. General management pnnciples are useful, 
as are regional policies or national-level initiatives 
that extend to island territories. Similarly, regional 
networks and international collaborations have a 
verypertinent role to play. The unique management 
setting of each individual island, must, however 
also figure prominently in tailoring the planning 
process to the requirements of each territory, both 
to address context-specific constraints and to 
draw on context-specific resource~. Indeed, this 
uniqueness is something to be 'celebrated' as a 
contributor to the heterogeneity ofMediterranean 
Islands and of the region as a whole. 
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